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Preface

The ever-increasing complexity of today’s world poses equally daunting challenges

for all kind of organizations in business and society. These challenges can range

from fast changing and growing customer demands, with increased pressure on

companies to innovate, to fundamental social problems, such as securing a water

supply in third world countries. All of these issues have one thing in common: in

order to come up with innovative solutions, we need a fundamental shift in the way

we address problems and approach challenges.

In recent years, many people and organizations have discovered the innovative

power of Design Thinking. This method combines users’ perspectives, technolog-

ical feasibility, and business perspectives to work out innovative solutions beyond

the typical expectation. And it works—as I witness myself in everyday life.

Finding out how and why Design Thinking works and systematically assessing it

as an innovation approach is the intention behind the HPI-Stanford Design Think-

ing Research Program (DTRP). The DTRP was started in 2008 as a joint venture

between Stanford University in Palo Alto, California, USA, and the Hasso Plattner

Institute for Software Systems Engineering in Potsdam, Germany, and allows

multidisciplinary research teams to investigate existing frameworks, tools, systems,

and successful practice methods, while at the same time creating new ones. The aim

is to scientifically understand basics and principles of Design Thinking, why and

how this method works and also the reasons when it doesn’t. In this new volume of

the Springer-series “Understanding Innovation,” the research teams’ findings—the

result of the fifth program year—have again been compiled in order to share the

latest scientific insights with the interested public.

The researchers themselves are endowed with diverse backgrounds in fields,

such as engineering, neurology, social science, or economics. They study topics

dealing with the complex interaction between Design Thinking team members,

creativity building and data handling, as well as conducting long-term field studies

in real business environments.

Design Thinking starts at a point that too often tends to be forgotten or ignored:

the genuine understanding of users and their expectations. Thus, the core strength of

this method is that it offers space to explore and discover user insights. By
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developing strong empathy through interviews and observations, the real needs of

the clients are revealed. These can then be addressed to come up with innovative

and desirable ideas, which are subsequently prototyped and tested in iterative

circles. Design Thinking provides the framework, tools, and mind-set to create

breakthrough ideas, inspired by a deep understanding of the user’s needs. All that’s

required is an open mind.

Design Thinking has the power to transform the way we work by transforming

the way we think, approach problems, and develop products and services or even

processes and strategies. Ultimately, Design Thinking has the power to transform a

whole organization and make it sustainably innovative and fit for the future. It is my

hope and belief that through the findings of our Design Thinking Research Program

we can contribute to a better understanding of this method’s functioning—and its

further dissemination in companies and society.

Palo Alto, CA Hasso Plattner

Winter 2013/2014
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Introduction – Design Thinking Is Mainly

About Building Innovators

Christoph Meinel and Larry Leifer

1 Is It Really About Building People?

There is mounting evidence that the engineering design thinking paradigm works

when applied with diligence and insight, but is it really only about products and

services? While profits are typically associated with goods and services, we really

must ask, who made that happen? Who was responsible for their conception and

implementation? Are we too pre-occupied with the innovation when the real story is

about the innovators?

Design thinking is mainly about building innovators who can use the design

thinking paradigm to transform ideas into reality, to transform organization, and to

transform all aspects of life.

When hunting for the “next big idea” the journey to the solution is initially

undefined. Every hunt has its unique path, and those who take it learn and discover

the unknown. They have to find their way by reading the context, observing and

interpreting the signals, understanding and making choices. People indeed face

many challenges during their innovation journey. The path is constantly changing

as are the activities and roles people play. Thus, we have to find out how are and

how can people be best prepared and equipped for a successful journey.

In this volume, we seek to re-focus the attention of the reader on the human

innovators. While the design thinking paradigm has always been about people, we

are often distracted by the pursuit of “big product ideas” versus “big people.” In this

phrasing, we seek to get beyond ideas to the creative diligence required to transform
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ideas into realities: real companies, real products and services and real organiza-

tional transformation. Building on Volume 4 of this series, “Building Innovation

Eco-Systems”,1 we will retain the structure of Design Thinking Rules while

transforming the conversation to focus on the design requirements for the people

we build.

2 What Are the Rules for Building Design Thinkers Who

Innovate?

We have evidence (Ju et al. 2014) supporting the role of several design thinking

activities that have long been considered important, but were too often perceived

through the lens of the product and service versus those who create them. Of these,

the over-arching truth lies in the fact that every physical product and/or service is

actually owned by the people who make it a reality.

The “rules of design thinking” are actually the “design requirements” for the

behavior of innovators. The challenge and goal of this introductory section is to

formulate some new rules for design thinking and to translate them into the design

requirements for building innovators.

I. The Human Rule All innovator activity is ultimately social in nature. Never go

hunting alone.

Our studies substantiate the assertion that successful innovation through design

thinking will always bring us back to the “human-centric point of view.” This is the
imperative to solve technical problems in ways that satisfy human needs and

acknowledge the human element in all technologies and organizations. The inno-

vators we build must have and implement this core value and behavior.

To find “big ideas” we have to learn how to hunt again. Hunting is all about the

people we hunt with. However, we are in a system that is based on individuals, just

as education is focused on individuals. But a team is necessary. Go hunting with a

team that is diverse and agile. People are the most valuable asset in the design

process.

Innovator Design Requirements for the Human Rule

Be aware that every human eco-system is unique, as is every business scenario.

Thus, observe and document your context carefully. Where are you hunting?

Deeply internalize to keep people at the center of all things:

– Cover the walls with images of people you seek to actualize. Celebrate their

successes and failures.

– Preserve the “human scale.” Forget the organization scale and focus on the

innovation team—typically 3–4 core individuals who are co-creating over time.

1Meinel and Leifer (2013).
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– Envision how the last big innovator in your eco-system delivered winning

products and services with “empathy-in-action.”

– Strive to become an expert, maybe an Olympian example of empathy-in-action;

for yourself and others.2

II. The Ambiguity Rule Innovators must preserve ambiguity. Never go home

with a lone idea.

There is no chance for your organization to “discover” your contribution if you

only have one idea. Innovation demands experimentation at the limits of your

knowledge, at the limits of your ability to control events, and with the freedom

for you to see things differently. The innovators we build must always be in a

rebuilding mode.

The hunting path for the “big idea” might be long and the ambiguity sometimes

frustrating—but we need ambiguity. This is how we design possibilities to create

alternative futures. We want a future with more ambiguity and more options. Keep

hunting with ambiguity—the “next big idea” is just around the corner.

Innovator Requirements for the Ambiguity Rule

– Keep track of assumptions.

– Place them boldly in your design space for every constraint you are coping with.

– List a competing opportunity.

– Check your thinking: are you looking for the global fix, or, are you keenly aware

that most everything in design and business is context dependent.

– Take time to define the problem and solutions space context.

– Understand the user.

III. The Re-design Rule All innovation is re-innovation. Who is the innovator that

preceded you?

The human needs that we seek to satisfy have been with us for millennia. When

looking to the future it is always helpful to look to the past. How did people hunt in

the past? Try to understand them, learn from them. Never leave them out of your

consideration. Through time and evolution there have been many provisionally

successful innovators. Do you know who they are and how they got there? Because

technology and social circumstances change constantly, it is imperative to under-

stand how needs have been addressed in the past and by whom. Then we can apply

“foresight tools and methods” to better estimate the social and technical conditions

we will encounter 5, 10, 20 years from now.

Innovator Requirements for the Re-design Rule

Hunting is hard work. Taking it home is harder and more dangerous. Nothing

beats a prepared mind.

– Be sure your team is well informed about the history of organizational change

and context. How did others effect change? How did they circumnavigate the

skeptics? In which ways did they satisfy needs?

2Kress (2012).
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– List the pros and cons—concentrate on the former.

– Take advantage of foresight thinking tools and the foresight playbook.3

IV. The Tangible Rule Make innovation tangible. Make your “innovator story”

tangible.

Communication within the hunting team is crucial—being tangible is essential

because we have to learn rapidly in order to produce well. Make ideas tangible and

learn from them. Communicate via prototypes. Conceptual prototyping has been a

central activity in design thinking during the entire period of our research, yet it is only

in the past few years that we have come to realize that “prototypes are tangible stories.”
Seen as stories, we now have fresh insights regarding the nature of their structure, their

narrative and the suspense and surprise they deliver.We are alsomindful of the listener’s

context, the user. The “make it tangible” rule becomes, “make it a good story.”
Innovator Requirements for the Tangible Rule

There are more great ideas out there in the world than those inside our heads.

– Put differently, searching in the world tangibly is a great way to get new ideas,

unplanned associations, undreamed metaphors and serendipity squared.

– Show me, don’t tell me.4

We have summarized, and in some cases paraphrased, the design requirements

in the following table. Take the framework and apply it to your project, your

organization, and your team. This is not a tool of physics. Everything about it is

context dependent. Define your context.

Innovator design requirements

Requirement Context Metric Rationale

The Human Rule: All

innovator activity

is ultimately social

in nature. Never go

hunting alone

Every human

eco-system is

unique. Every

business scenario is

unique. Take time

to observe and

document your

context. Where are

you hunting?

Count the people in

your framework.

Count your team’s

linkages. Cover the

walls with images

of your team, the

users, and their

team. Count their

success. Count

their failures.

Count the

innovators

Capture the narrative

about how the last

big innovator in

your eco-system

managed “empa-

thy-in-action” to

deliver winning

products and ser-

vices that

addressed user

needs in compel-

ling ways

The Ambiguity Rule:

Innovators must

preserve ambigu-

ity. Never go home

with just one idea

Check your thinking;

are you looking for

the global fix, or

are you keenly

aware that most

everything in

Count the last innova-

tor’s sense of

assumptions,

opportunities, and

constraints. How

Did the last innovator

in your segment

really use ambigu-

ity to afford crea-

tivity? Did that

innovator “get”

(continued)

3 Carleton and Cockayne (2013).
4 Edelman (2012).
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3 The HPI-Stanford Design Thinking Research Program

Started in 2008, the HPI-Stanford Design Thinking Research Program (DTRP)

between Hasso Plattner Institute for Software Systems Engineering and Stanford

University is financed and supported by the Hasso Plattner Foundation.

3.1 Program Vision

The HPI-Stanford Design Thinking Research Program engages multidisciplinary

research teams to scientifically investigate the phenomena of innovation in all its

holistic dimensions. Researchers are especially encouraged to develop ambitious,

Requirement Context Metric Rationale

design and business

is “who depen-

dent.” Are you

really thinking like

the customer you

seek to take home?

many ways did

they define them?

“creative self

efficacy”5

The Re-design Rule:

All innovation is

re-innovation.

Who is the innova-

tor that preceded

you?

Most human needs

have been satisfied

before. Who did the

last innovation?

How did they map

the foreseeable

future? Understand

past hunters and the

hunted

Count the number of

ways this need has

been satisfied in the

past. Enumerate the

pros and cons.

Position your team

to absolutely nail

just one of the cons

without losing the

pros

Foresightful innova-

tions tend to last.

Understanding the

past prepares you

for the future.

Never leave home

without it6

The Tangible Rule:

Make innovation

tangible. Make

your “innovator

story” tangible

There are more great

ideas out there in

the world than

those inside the

head of the last

innovator.

Searching tangibly

is a great way to

learn from those

who have already

done so

Count tangible

encounters. Make

note of who they

were with. Who

was that innovator?

Is their picture on

your wall?

Show me, don’t tell

me7

5Albert Bandura: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Bandura, Carleton et al. (2008).
6 Carleton and Cockayne (2013).
7 Edelman (2012), Lübbe (2011).
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long-term explorations related to the innovation method of design thinking in its

technical, business, and human aspects. The program strives to apply rigorous

academic methods to understand the scientific basis for how and why the innovation

method of design thinking works and fails.

Researchers in the program study, for example, the complex interaction between

members of multi-disciplinary teams challenged to deliver design innovations. The

need for creative collaboration across spatial, temporal, and cultural boundaries is

an important feature of the domain. In the context of disciplinary diversity

researchers explore how design thinking methods mesh with traditional engineering

and management approaches, specifically, why the structure of successful design

teams differs substantially from traditional corporate structures. The overall goal of

the program is to discover metrics that determine the success of challenges

approached with design thinking methods. A special interest of the program is to

explore the use of design thinking in the field of Information Technology and IT

systems engineering.

3.2 Program Priorities

The focus of the Design Thinking Research Program is the collaboration between

researchers at Stanford University, USA, and those at Hasso Plattner Institute in

Potsdam, Germany. Projects that set new research priorities for this emergent

knowledge domain are favorably funded. Furthermore, in this context, field studies

in real business environments are considered especially important to assess the

impact and/or needed transformations of design thinking in organizations. Project

selection is also based on intellectual merit and evidence of open collaboration.

Special interest lies in the following points of view and guiding questions:

– What are people really THINKING and DOING when they are engaged in

creative design innovation? How can new frameworks, tools, systems, and

methods augment, capture, and reuse successful practices?

– What is the IMPACT of design thinking on human, business, and technology

performance? How do the tools, systems, and methods really work to create the

right innovation at the right time? How do they fail?

3.3 Road Map Through This Book

Divided into three parts, this book compiles the outcomes of the 5th year’s projects

which have again covered diverse facets of design thinking.

Aspects such as empathy, creativity, personality, culture, and people’s actions in

their context, play a significant role when approaching challenges with design

6 C. Meinel and L. Leifer



thinking. Thus, the chapters in Part I, “Assessing Influential Factors in Design
Thinking,” examine the impact of those factors on design thinking and vice versa.

Design thinking only works in teams. Collaboration is essential for innovative

outcomes. Part II, “Empowering Team Collaboration,” presents insights on how to

support teams in their design work.

The question on how to optimally ensure knowledge transfer and avoid infor-

mation loss during the innovation process and afterwards is addressed in the last

part, “Supporting Information Transfer.”

3.4 Part I: Assessing Influential Factors in Design Thinking

In “Empathy via Design Thinking: Creation of Sense and Knowledge,” the

authors Eva Köppen and Christoph Meinel assess the growing demand to be

empathic that can be witnessed in organization studies and management advice

literature; a requirement not only for leadership but also for the whole staff. Design

thinking has ultimately provided methods and techniques for fostering empathy in

teamwork settings. With the help of a study, the article addresses the question of

whether design thinking indeed delivers helpful empathy-techniques that will assist

employees in their daily routine.

Creativity stands in the focus of “Developing Novel Methods to Assess Long-

Term Sustainability of Creative Capacity Building and Applied Creativity.”

The team of Manish Saggar, Grace Hawthorne, Eve-Marie Quintin, Nick Bott,

Eliza Keinitz, Ning Lui, Yin-Hsuan Chien, Daniel Hong, Adam Royalty, and Allan

L Reiss, investigates the ability to create novel and useful outcomes, which has

been widely recognized as an essential skill for both entrepreneurial and every-day

success. Their research proposes to examine the impact and sustainability of

creative capacity building using targeted training.

Design thinking asserts that individuals and teams have the ability to build their

innovative capacity through various tools and methods no matter their predisposi-

tions to creativity and innovation. The contexts of design thinking attempt to alter

design process towards more innovative ideas. “The Personal Trait Myth: A

Comparative Analysis of the Innovation Impact of Design Thinking Tools

and Personal Traits,” by Nikolas Martelaro, Shameek Ganguly, Martin Steinert,

and Malte Jung attempts to experimentally disentangle the impact of disposition

and situation during design activity. The authors present a variety of design

contexts intended to be tested against dispositional factors during an experimental

design task. They then present a pilot study exploring how process-priming impacts

design process during a problem-solving task and an open-ended design task.

In “Theaters of Alternative Industry: Hobbyist Repair Collectives and the

Legacy of the 1960s American Counterculture,” Daniela K. Rosner and Fred

Turner describe initial results from an ethnographic study of design and engineering

engagements in community-operated sites at which hobbyists mend and repair

mass-produced goods. They conducted participant observation at seven repair

Introduction – Design Thinking Is Mainly About Building Innovators 7



events and two collectives in the San Francisco Bay area where consumer elec-

tronics are reassembled. In their study they spoke with approximately eighty repair

practitioners. Here they describe surprising connections between repair and social

movements that, in turn, reveal deep ties between contemporary hobbyist repair and

countercultural design practices of the 1960s. These links, they argue, open new

and important areas for design research.

3.5 Part II: Empowering Team Collaboration

Increasingly organizations are turning to off-site design thinking professional

development programs as a way to grow design competencies in their workforce.

Therefore “Assessing the Development of Design Thinking: From Training to

Organizational Application,” by Adam Royalty, Karen Ladenheim, and Bernard

Roth has two main goals (1) To develop an initial assessment tool that helps identify

how well organizations support employees’ continued learning and application of

design thinking. (2) To describe a process for constructing design thinking assess-

ment tools. The assessment created is informed by an exploration of existing design

thinking executive education programs and tested in a large organization commit-

ted to using design thinking.

Joel Sadler and Larry Leifer contributed “TeamSense: Prototyping Modular

Electronics Sensor Systems for Team Biometrics.” Electronic sensors systems

can be used to unobtrusively gather real-time measurements of human interaction

and biometrics. However, developing custom sensor systems can be costly, time

intensive and often requires high technical expertise in embedded mechatronic

systems. The authors present a prototyping case study of a real world system,

TeamSense, with the scenario of a manager who wishes to use embedded sensors

to develop data-driven insights on team performance. Team Biometrics is a term

used here to refer to a sensor system that measures some physical characteristic of a

group of individuals. This work has broad implications for design thinking and the

importance of toolkits in reducing entry barriers for rapid prototyping with sensors.

In “Tele-Board MED: Supporting Twenty-First-Century: Medicine for

Mutual Benefit,” Julia von Thienen, Anja Perlich, and Christoph Meinel present

a medical documentation system designed to support patient-doctor cooperation at

eye level. In particular, Tele-BoardMED tackles the challenge of turning the task of

documenting a patient’s medical records—which can disturb the treatment flow—

into a curative process in and of itself. With its focus on cooperative documentation,

Tele-Board MED embraces patient empowerment and, at the same time, the project

is deeply rooted in the culture of design thinking. Results from an initial feedback

study with 34 behavior psychotherapists are presented.

Peer and self assessment offer an opportunity to scale both assessment and learning

to global classrooms. In “Peer and Self Assessment in Massive Online Classes,” the

team of Chinmay Kulkarni, Koh Pang Wei, Huy Le, Daniel Chia, Kathryn

Papadopoulos, Justin Cheng, Daphne Koller, and Scott R. Klemmer, reports its

8 C. Meinel and L. Leifer



experiences with two iterations of the first large online class to use peer and self

assessment. The team performed three experiments and introduces a data-driven

approach that highlights high-variance items for improvement.

In user-centered design processes, one of the most important tasks is to synthe-

size information from user research into insights and a shared point of view among

team members. “Tagging User Research Data: How to Support the Synthesis of

Information in Design Teams,” by Raja Gumienny, Steven Dow, Matthias Wen-

zel, Lutz Gericke, and Christoph Meinel explores the synthesis process and oppor-

tunities for providing computational support. Based on interviews on common

practices and challenges of information synthesis, they developed digital white-

board software for sorting individual segments of user research. Through a case

study, they explore the differences between computer-supported group interaction

and an individual clustering condition.

3.6 Part III: Supporting Information Transfer

The last chapter in Part II already indicated that information transfer and data

handling is crucial for a successful innovation process. Thus the third part of this

book picks up the issue of how to avoid losing information and how to properly

secure and transfer it.

In “Embodied Design Improvisation: A Method to Make Tacit Design

Knowledge Explicit and Usable,” the authors David M. Sirkin and Wendy Ju

present a design generative and evaluative technique that they call embodied design

improvisation. It incorporates aspects of storyboarding, Wizard of Oz prototyping,

domain expert improvisation, video prototyping and crowd sourced experimenta-

tion, to elicit tacit knowledge about embodied experience. They have been devel-

oping this technique for their research on physical interaction design over time. On

the other hand, practitioners often rely on subtle, shared cues that are difficult to

codify, and, as a result, are often left underexplored. Their current technique pro-

vides an approach to understanding how everyday objects can transition into

mobile, actuated, robotic devices, and prescribes how they should behave while

interacting with humans. By codifying and providing an example of this technique,

the authors hope to encourage its adoption in other design domains.

Information transfer is explored in “Connecting Designing and Engineering

Activities II,” by Thomas Beyhl and Holger Giese. The transition from designing

innovative products or services to implementing them is challenging since innova-

tors and engineers are seldom the same people. A knowledge transfer between both

groups is inevitable, but in practice seldom goes smoothly since usually only the

final innovative product or service is subject to the handover process. The design

path and design decisions need to be recovered later on. The authors introduce their

inference engine. It infers the design path and design decisions of design thinkers

with the help of their design thinking inference rule set.
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The design work for programmers stands in the focus of “How Cost Reduction

in Recovery Improves Performance in Program Design Tasks,” by Bastian

Steinert and Robert Hirschfeld. Changing source code often leads to undesired

implications, raising the need for recovery actions. Programmers need to manually

keep recovery costs low by working in a structured and disciplined manner and

regularly performing practices such as testing and versioning. While additional tool

support can alleviate this constant need, the question is whether it affects program-

ming performance. The authors present their controlled lab study and their recovery

tool called CoExist that makes it possible to easily revert to previous development

states and also allows forgoing test runs.

In the last chapter, “DT@Scrum: Integrating Design Thinking with Software

Development Processes,” Franziska Häger, Thomas Kowark, Jens Krüger, Chris-

tophe Vetterli, Falk Übernickel, and Matthias Uflacker tackle the problem of what

happens when design thinking activities are not properly integrated into production

processes, e.g. software development. In this case, handovers become necessary

and potentially prevent great ideas from becoming real products. A seamless

integration of design thinking into the regular development processes of software

development companies is still subject to research. The authors present

DT@Scrum, a process model that uses the Scrum framework to integrate design

thinking into software development. We are introduced to the results of their

experiments as well as possible future applications.

4 Summary

Design thinking is about people. It is about finding innovative solutions for people

based on their needs. With this book and the underlying research projects we aim to

understand the innovation process of design thinking and the people behind it—the

innovators. Discover the unknown and learn. This is not only central in design

thinking as a whole, but for our Research Program as well. These contributions shed

light on and show deeper insights of how to support the work of design teams in

order to systematically and successfully develop innovations and design progres-

sive solutions for tomorrow.

Multi-faceted topics were investigated, studies conducted and experiments con-

ceived. With the help of constant exchange between all research groups, joint

workshops and community building activities, the different projects were discussed

and enhanced within the research community. By sharing the insights from our

research program with you we also invite you to engage in dialogue with us on your

ideas, insights, and questions on design thinking. We hope you enjoy and benefit

from the content presented and strongly welcome and encourage feedback and

further scholary debates. To further deep-dive into design thinking research we

invite you to the “Electronic Colloquium on Design Thinking Research” on http://

www.ecdtr.hpi-web.de where you can find more materials from the design thinking

research community and share your own.
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Assessing Influential Factors in Design
Thinking



Empathy via Design Thinking: Creation

of Sense and Knowledge

Eva Köppen and Christoph Meinel

Abstract A growing demand to be empathic can be witnessed in organization

studies and management advice literature. This requirement does not only focus on

the leadership anymore, but rather on the whole staff. Design Thinking has ulti-

mately provided methods and techniques for fostering empathy in teamwork

settings. From these developments two questions arise that shall be addressed by

this article: How could empathy have become one of the most important things for

the economy today? And second: Does Design Thinking indeed deliver useful

empathy-techniques that will help employees in their daily routine? For this study

we used a documentary analysis approach. The results show that empathy in

organizations is a creator of sense and knowledge, but misconceptions of it may

also lead to unintentional costs for employees.

1 Introduction

Empathy has gained much attention in recent years within the realm of management

studies and advice literature (see e.g. Leonard and Rayport 1997; Miyashiro 2011;

Postma et al. 2012; Pavlovich and Krahnke 2012; Cameron and Spreitzer 2012;

Goleman 2003). A frequency analysis showed that the number of empathy-related

publications for the area of business and economics has been growing constantly

over the past 20 years. The database JSTOR registers more empathy articles in

economics and business than in the areas of psychology and philosophy, where the

term “empathy” was actually rooted. Why is the concept of empathy suddenly of
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interest for the economic sector? And how does Design Thinking contribute to the

growing demand to be empathic?

Design theorists as well as practitioners describe empathy as a crucial impact

factor of Design Thinking (e.g. Brown 2008; Kouprie and Visser 2009; Kolko 2011;

Carlgren et al. 2013; GE Reports 2011). Design Thinking authors are of the opinion

that empathic insights are a form of extremely important knowledge that stems

from concrete interaction with other people. This knowledge is therefore not the

result of a solely analytical process (Grotz and Creuznacher 2012). Indeed, three

types of knowledge characterize design (Utterback et al. 2006 in Rylander 2009:

10): technological knowledge, knowledge about user needs, and knowledge about

product language (e.g. which signs are to be used to deliver a message to the user

and the cultural context in which the user will give meaning to those signs). As will

be proved later on, the two last forms of knowledge are rooted in an empathic

understanding of other people. In order to achieve this specific knowledge, elabo-

rate strategies are described by Design Thinking.

In this article, we ask what empathy in the context of Design Thinking and

organizations actually means. We thereby challenge a positive but rather fuzzy

view of it, which can be found in the management texts on empathy. To put it in the

words of philosopher Jesse Prinz:

Empathy is a thick concept, and it connotes praise. But an endorsement of empathy requires

more than a warm fuzzy feeling. (Prinz 2011: 214).

We suggest to viewing empathy in organizations via Design Thinking as a form

of knowledge construction. The analysis of empathy techniques in Design Thinking

will further show that empathy can be divided in two forms: internal and external

empathy. The specific techniques in these two areas will be analyzed. Paradox and

problematic issues arising from them will be discussed.

We will conclude by (a) suggesting reasons for the important role that empathy

plays in contemporary innovation strategies and (b) highlighting why Design

Thinking is the answer to this demand by facilitating the integration of empathic

techniques in the organizational context and (c) pointing to misleading empathy

conceptions that are more likely to be a risk than a solution. A documentary

research approach was chosen for this study.

2 What Is Empathy?

We understand the term empathy in its broadest sense as perspective-taking,

including both the involuntary act of feeling with someone else as well as the

cognitive act of placing oneself into someone else’s position and adopting their

perspective (see also Köppen et al. 2011). As a basic form of social cognition,

empathy is the capacity “to share, to experience the feelings of another person”

(Greenson 1960). Empathy is an ability that allows us to comprehend the situations

and the perspectives of others, both imaginatively and affectively (Rogers 1975). It
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is therefore not about how I would feel in the certain situation of the other. Empathy

is the attempt to reconstruct the specific perspective of the other and how he
perceives the situation. The aim of empathy is to construe mutual understanding.

3 Method

In this chapter, we want to create access to the provided empathy techniques as well

as to the normative expectations that are raised by Design Thinking regarding the

empathic behavior of employees. For various reasons we decided to use a qualita-

tive approach for this work. Firstly, quantitative methods of collecting data in the

field of empathy research, such as questionnaires or scales, are generally used in the

study of psychopathological groups (e.g. sociopaths, narcissists, people with

autism). That means almost no effects arise from these methods for non-clinical

groups. Quantitative measurements are also highly problematic because they do not

deliver information about the circumstances and challenges of certain interactions

in companies (Rastetter 2008: 160). Second, these methods try to measure the

actual amount of empathy in people as a static psychological construct, while of

interest here are the empathic techniques required by modern work and how Design

Thinking delivers a framework and tools for these techniques. From this follows

that empathy is not seen as something static within a person but rather as something

that changes according to the social situation or context.

For these reasons, a qualitative documentary research approach was chosen for

this study. This is a method of observation that analyzes documents and archives of

cultures in order to provide a description of, for example, the self-descriptions and

agenda levels of organizations (Aronson et al. 2004). These text fragments are a

symbolic interaction of organizations with their environment (Rastetter 2008: 167).

Our text material consisted of (a) programmatic descriptions of Design Thinking

from Design Thinking facilities in companies and “schools of Design Thinking”

and (b) descriptions on websites of companies that implement Design Thinking.

The use of textual material stemming from websites has the disadvantage that

these materials are not reproducible. Furthermore, they may be changed by the

editors of the webpage after the request in carrying out this study. This does not

necessarily need to be a problem, for

(. . .) documents need to be considered as situated products, rather than as fixed and stable

‘things’ in the world. (Prior 2003: 26)

The text fragments were chosen in an open selection process that did not follow a

structured approach. The important criterion was that the documents need to show

certain discursive similarities, like the modeling of specific empathic practices and

conventions about how to work with empathy. Furthermore, the documents needed

to demonstrate an analogical vocabulary and follow the same “story line”. A similar

structure and a certain line of argument regarding empathy in fact became apparent.
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From these traits we were able to extract the distinction between internal and

external empathy as will be elaborated later on.

4 Empathy in Design Thinking

Within a modern corporate world, design-driven techniques, intercultural and

multidisciplinary teamwork as well as the term “user-centeredness” are becoming

more and more relevant. The question has to be raised, which new forms of

non-technical, interpersonal knowledge are being created and how they can be

managed and carried on. In the course of this development, the working world of

the last decades has also witnessed a growing demand for access to personality-

bound and emotional capabilities of employees (in the research literature known as

“subjectifying” processes in the workplace, see e.g. Schönberger and Springer

2003; Voswinkel 2002). Accordingly, the social skill of empathy has also grown

more important for companies, management and advice literature (see

e.g. Miyashiro 2011; Postma et al. 2012; Pavlovich and Krahnke 2012; Goleman

2003).

However, there still seems to exist a lack of concrete techniques that facilitate

the enhancement of empathy and empathic knowledge of the daily work in com-

panies. At this point, the Design Thinking process can be seen as the attempt of

utilizing empathy methods from the realm of design in order to generate empathic

perspective taking (a) among team-members and (b) toward the user. Both cases are

about generating access to the perspectives of other persons and to create an

interpersonal knowledge from these insights that shall be useful in the further

development of a product.

The whole Design Thinking process should guide the non-designer, who is

supposed to work on creativity-related topics in teams iteratively, from a vague

understanding of a problem to an appropriate solution. Design Thinking relies on

five iterative working modes: “Empathize” is about exploring the nature of the

problem and understanding the users and their needs. The findings of this phase are

then categorized in a “Define” step, which synthesizes the main findings and acts as

a “persona” (an ideal user) to validate decisions later in the process. The remaining

three modes are “Ideate”, “Prototype” and “Test”. These modes deal with generat-

ing ideas that are expressed in prototypes, in order to test them with users, who are

close to the persona.

The role of empathy in Design Thinking is not only highlighted by the process

itself (remember the first step “Empathize”), but also by studies on Design Think-

ing. For example, authors like Tim Brown explain that the most important skill for a

Design Thinker is to

(. . .) imagine the world from multiple perspectives – those of colleagues, clients, end users,

and customers. (Brown 2008: 87)
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Case studies on the use of Design Thinking, as well as self-descriptions from

companies, also demonstrate that empathy is the most basic and most desired

principle for companies as to why Design Thinking should be implemented:

In the interviews, it was striking how essentially all interviewees stressed the importance of

empathy as part of a mindset, as a way of relating to the customer, and as an outcome of

user research. (Carlgren et al. 2013: 13)

(. . .), design thinking is really about seeing the world through the eyes of people. . . We

don’t design products for customers, we design experiences for people. (GE Reports 2011)

The set-up of a multidisciplinary team is furthermore seen as a crucial element in

Design Thinking:

The principle of diversity also includes diversity in team members and networks. The

importance of teamwork and making teams as diverse as possible were central themes in

the interviews. (Carlgren et al. 2013: 13)

For this kind of cooperation, empathy is said to be mandatory. Grotz and

Creuznacher (2012: 20) remark that a Design Thinker needs to be empathic because

otherwise he will not be able to acknowledge his teammates who probably have

other cultural or disciplinary backgrounds. He has to gain empathic knowledge

about the strengths and weaknesses of a colleague and needs to know which

thoughts or feelings stakeholders have.

Obviously, empathy is of high relevance for the concept of Design Thinking. We

now want to dig deeper and look for the meaning of empathy. During our analysis

we found that there exist two areas where empathy takes place: in user research and

in teamwork. We call the two specific empathy forms external and internal empa-

thy. In the course of the following two sections we will gain a clearer picture about

what empathy is by using this division. We will also discuss the respective

advantages and weaknesses of both forms.

5 External Empathy

The goal of the empathic approach is to find out what users need. What sounds

banal at first, points to a modern understanding of product development: While in

the past products evolved from technical progress and intellectual and analytical

knowledge work, the production in the Design Thinking paradigm should not start

until the hidden wishes and needs of users or customers are analyzed.

The work of a Design Thinker therefore includes an unequivocal customer and

user orientation. The highest goal for a Design Thinker is to conceive and design

something useful. Whether he has really achieved this goal has to be proven in

cooperation with the user himself:

Empathy for the people you are designing for and feedback from these users is fundamental

to good design. (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011, introduction)
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For empathic practice in the daily working routine, three guidelines are given for

the successful completion of this empathy requirement. First, there is the observa-

tion of users in their “natural environment”—so to speak in the context of their

living environment. To find out something about the target group by solely doing a

market-oriented analysis is apparently not sufficient anymore. The second aspect is

the interviewing of and interaction with the user. Being communicative and gaining

access to the social world of the user may still not be part of the traditional

curriculum of, for example, a technical education. It nevertheless seems to be an

indispensable part of modern creative work. Third, putting oneself in the position of

someone else by tracing the experience of that user’s world (a classic example is the

simulation of being in the situation of elderly and frail people by wearing glasses

that are intended for this purpose etc.) can be helpful to foster empathy.

These techniques already give information about how empathy is being under-

stood in this case: not as something that comes to you spontaneously and automat-

ically but as something that can be achieved by an active and conscious focus on the

counterpart. It is about gaining knowledge of other people, which means that

(. . .) problems you are trying to solve are rarely your own – they are those of particular

users. (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011: 1)

Empathy is possible if one’s own perspective is rejected in favor of the observed

user. This clearly concentrates on the rather non-spontaneous and more cognitive-

analytical aspects of empathy. Empathy functions as a bridge between people and

needs to be something that stems from self-reflection and attentive observation of

the user.

Note that thoughts/beliefs and feelings/emotions cannot be observed directly. They must be

inferred by paying careful attention to various clues. (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011:

15, underlined in original)

The term “infer” strongly relates to the analytical skills of a person. The required

capabilities do not refer to forms of “emotional resonating” or “emotional conta-

gion”. Basically, this ability expresses the mindset of the therapist. These capabil-

ities can also be compared with the viewpoint of a qualitative researcher, who not

only takes into consideration what people say but also takes into account the ways

people do things and the implicit meanings of their actions.

In any case, this rather rational empathic approach should be adopted by

employees working with Design Thinking in order to unfold hidden patterns of

user action via interviews and observation

But interestingly enough, it is also possible to convert problems of others to your

own problems in a far more emotional way. For example, with the method of the

“bodystorm” the Design Thinker acts out a certain situation in which a user may

find herself in order to test how it feels to be the other person. In the words of the

Design Thinker:

What you’re focused on here is the way you interact with your environment and the choice

you make while in it. (. . .) We bodystorm to help create empathy in the context of possible

solutions for prototyping. (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011: 31)
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The method of the “prototype for empathy” contains a similar background.

Prototypical environments are created that are tested to check the insights into the

real-life environment of the user that have been fostered so far (d.school bootcamp

bootleg 2011: 33). To be able to personally feel oneself into the situation of another

person is, of course, far more emotional than some of the cognitive techniques

described above. In line with these techniques, another quotation also shows that

the affective quality of empathy in Design Thinking plays a role:

Lose your agenda and let the scene soak into your psyche. Absorb what users say to you,

and how they say it, without thinking about the next thing you’re going to say. (d.school

bootcamp bootleg 2011: 6)

Contrary to the traditional image of the rational, tactical, controlled employee,

Design Thinking pursues the strategy of actively letting go to be able to even better

place oneself in another person’s position. These methods for the optimization of

personal empathy are based on intuition as well as on the uncontrolled and

emotional engaging with the other.

We conclude that even though the former descriptions and recommendations of

empathy tend to describe the conscious and controllable components of empathy,

the just mentioned method for an enhancement of empathy is applied to one’s

intuition and the uncontrolled emotional engagement with the other person. The

necessary empathic attitude appears paradoxical because an analytical and con-

trolled position is being intertwined with a spontaneous and unconstrained state

of mind.

5.1 Contradictory Requirements

From what has been said so far, we can now derive two aspects about external

empathy that might be the source of misconceptions during the integration of

Design Thinking:

First, empathy as a technique is something cognitive as well as something

emotional. As a requirement, this might be a source of confusion for employees.

Should I keep a rational distance or should I get emotionally lost in the situation?

When nobody tells them, employees are likely to be frustrated because they don’t

know if they are doing things right.

This uncertainty about emotional versus cognitive aspects of empathy is nothing

new and can be traced back to scientific studies on empathy. Some scientists claim

empathy is an emotion (Pavlovich and Krahnke 2012) some say it’s not a feeling at

all (Stein 1980; Prinz 2011). Some divide between cognitive perspective taking and

emotional empathy (Geulen 1982; Ekman 2004; Goleman 2003). Others assume

that empathy is both: emotional and at the same time cognitive (Bischof-Köhler

1989). So called multi-level-theories are of the opinion that emotional contagion,

mimicry and cognitive perspective-taking are all forms of empathy (Davis 2007; de

Waal 2011; Rizzolatti et al. 2008; Lamm et al. 2007).
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The diverse discussion on empathy has obviously expanded into the Design

Thinking paradigm. If organizations want to implement Design Thinking, they

should therefore keep in mind that the requirement of being empathic is twofold

and not explicit at all. Employees might need support in deciding if they should use

their cognitive or emotional skills while building empathy.

Second, depending on the context it can be emotionally difficult and exhausting

to actually feel with another person (e.g. a homeless, ill or a suffering person).

Studies on “emotional dissonances” resulting from “emotional labour” (Hochschild

2003) or the burnout syndrome (Neckel and Wagner 2013) have shown that

“feeling into” another person can cause emotional suffering if the barriers between

the own self and the other self are blurred. Managers need to keep in mind that

being empathic is not just fun but also a “demanding way of being” (Rogers 1975).

For some employees this might result in an extra work load.

5.2 Positive Identity Construction

The perception, documentation and interpretation of the experiences of a user make

it possible for the Design Thinker to extract a form of implicit knowledge from

these experiences. This is the promise of empathy in Design Thinking. From the

hidden knowledge that slumbers in the user and can be dissected by the Design

Thinker, really innovative ideas will be designed. For the employee who practices

Design Thinking this means that he might find a new meaning in his daily work. He

now knows who he is designing for.

Designers engage with users (people!) to understand their needs and gain insights about

their lives. (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011: 11)

The narrative of empathy in the organization adds meaning to the daily work

because it feels better to compose for people with feelings and needs rather than for

anonymous and non-defined gray masses. What is more: Because of his empathic

skills, the Design Thinker is able to find out needs that the user might not be aware

of herself. The identity of the employee is thus strengthened in two ways. With her

state of empathic knowledge she knows not only more about the user than the user

himself, she also possesses a moral sovereignty which puts her before other the

employees of other companies that are not taking into account the “true needs” of

the consumers.

6 Internal Empathy

Another important “mindset” that can be found in Design Thinking aims at “radical

collaboration”. The object of this collaboration is to
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Bring together innovators with varied backgrounds and viewpoints. Enable breakthrough

insights and solutions to emerge from diversity. (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011: 3)

This “mindset” with its focus on multidisciplinary teamwork indirectly implies

the requirement of empathy on side of the Design Thinker. If employees with

distinct perspectives and backgrounds should “radically cooperate,” this means

that they have to learn to adjust their own point of view in favor of other perspec-

tives. This is necessary in order to work on a collective solution that arises from a

diversity of the team members.

Also, “radical collaboration” necessitates empathy from team members because

it is the premise for the acceptance of the perspective of colleagues with different

cultural or professional backgrounds. In Design Thinking, no explicit methods are

described that focus on this operation area of empathy—maybe it is assumed that

the disposition to be empathic within the team is a given.

As an indirect method to optimize empathy within the team, one can consider

certain techniques that strengthen the shared identity and team spirit, for example a

set of exercises to loosen up, the so called “warm-ups”. These exercises may appear

bizarre to external observers (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011: 27), and hence may

be the reason why they create a feeling of team spirit.

Apart from those methods that may help to change the team spirit in an ongoing

project, there are also techniques that focus on the manipulation of the individual’s

attitude in order to optimize one’s own empathy. One of these techniques is the

principle of “building on the ideas of others”. A method to generate ideas that relate

to this principle allows a person to introduce only one idea. Beyond that she may

only optimize or detail the ideas that were expressed by her teammates. In this way,

one is forced to deal with the line of thought of another person. This method is used

to create a high degree of empathic attention for team members with each other.

Another example is the behavior guideline “defer judgment”: It means that

colleagues should be perceived, asked and understood without being judged in a

normative way. By this, one can create an empathic understanding between the

teammates. Another guideline is to acquire a “beginner’s mindset”, which means

that one’s own experiences and the expert knowledge of individuals can be

intercepted in due course:

Your assumptions may be misconceptions and stereotypes, and can restrict the amount of

real empathy you can build. (d.school bootcamp bootleg 2011: 5)

Interestingly enough, the implicit premise of this phrase is that there is a “real”

empathy in contrast to an “unreal” empathy. That means there are different levels of

understanding for other people. Empathy in this sense is something that can be

enhanced via the reflection of one’s own tendency to stereotype. It is useful to be

permanently suspicious of one’s own perspective and aware of personal prejudices,

while remaining open and curious regarding the views of another person. This is the

employee as we find him in literature about “subjectifying” in the workplace: The

distance towards his own expertise is an important part of the employee’s person-

ality and is seen as a characteristic of an empathic personality.
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6.1 Empathy or Sympathy?

The difficulty that arises from internal empathy, as described above, results from

the thought that an expert—to a certain degree—should reject his own knowledge

in favor of the team’s decisions. It echoes the assumption that if I am empathic with

another person her feelings and thoughts are suddenly my feelings and thoughts.

But this is actually called “emotional contagion”, something that occurs if, for

example, one finds himself in a cheering crowd and all of a sudden feels happy

himself without even knowing why. Transferred to the workplace this would mean

that I give up my own opinions about something in order to vote for the team’s

solution. Superficiality is the obvious dangerous aspect of this “feeling the same

way”. The positive feeling of “finally we understand each other” is the reward of

such a communication (Sennett 2012: 39). If teams relied more on this kind of

harmonious cooperation than on their expertise nothing would be gained. A team

discussion like this has a dialectic structure: I have an opinion (thesis), you have an

opinion (antithesis) and we come together harmoniously in a shared opinion

(synthesis). The aim of a dialectic conversation is consistency. That’s why this

type of teamwork is better expressed by the term “sympathy”. Sympathy overcomes

separation because in my mind I am trying to identify with you (ibid.: 38).

But the aim of empathy is not consistency and identification. It’s mutual

understanding. To gain this form of understanding, one has to be a careful listener

and one has to accept the “otherness of others.” While one has to be able to feel into

the uniqueness of a person—it is precisely because the other is so unique that it will

never be possible to simulate his feelings or thoughts in exactly the same way. The

challenge is to understand him as fully as possible as an individual, rather than by

empathizing with his inner experiences exactly. A conversation like this is marked

by a strong emphasis on listening and discussing and not by consensus. Its structure

is called dialogic and not dialectic (ibid.: 36). The required mindset is not so much

described in terms of “I want to feel what you feel” but rather with the sentence

“I’m curious to hear what you feel”.

If this distinction becomes clear, people will not be forced to act like “begin-

ners,” because they have the right to stay who they are (experts, members of other

cultures etc.). If they are open to other opinions and are able to listen carefully they

may at the same time maintain their expert status. A beginner’s mindset might on

the contrary hinder them in their empathic cooperation.

6.2 Solidarity

The sociological work on the “subjectifying” of the working world conducted in

recent years has shown that people are suffering more and more from the “com-

petitive” atmosphere in their workplaces (Voß et al. 2013). The reasons for this are

numerous: the introduction of excessive flexibility and the increased dismantling of
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hierarchical structures in the contemporary economy. Both lead to more freedom

for the individual but also to more responsibility regarding one’s own work and

career. Many employees feel like they are on their own and have to fight against

other competitors. This can lead to the feeling of insecurity or even burnout

syndromes (Neckel and Wagner 2013).

The concept of internal empathy might provide a solution to this. Because

empathic cooperation plays such a crucial role, the responsibility will be distributed

on a team level. This means that it is not just one single person who will need to

guarantee the success of a project or parts of a project. Not the individual, but the

team is in charge. New forms of solidarity can arise from this “radical cooperation”

that will counteract tendencies of isolation and separation.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

The first of the two initial questions examined the question of why empathy could

become so important for the economic area of the western culture. We saw that in

general empathy in Design Thinking signifies a modern product development

paradigm. In this framework, first the requirements of the user are analyzed then

one thinks about technical or financial feasibility. This is an emotion-driven world-

view because it is assumed that the access to a person via her emotions is the most

important and deepest one. This is because emotions guide behaviors in an uncon-

scious way. But why is knowledge about the inner processes and emotions of users

so important nowadays?

Traditional idea management or mere creativity techniques would be sufficient if

modern products would only focus on cognitive contents. But this is not the case. In

the contemporary economy it is not about innovative ideas that are based on

cognitive insights. It is all about association and “esthetic events”, which means

that products and services are “experienced” in an emotional way (see Reckwitz

2012: 142, translation by the author.). New forms of working aim in their core at

“esthetic innovation” and the creation of certain affective perceptions. This is why

innovative forms of working need access to the emotionality of people. It is exactly

this access that shall be provided by empathy. In order to be able to find out which

emotional experience a consumer wants to have, his feelings and thoughts need to

be recognized by the employee. From what has been said above, it follows that

empathic capability should close the gap between producer and the emotional

desires of the consumer. At the same time we have an explanation for the ever

more highlighted role of empathy in business.

The second initial question asked to what extent Design Thinking contributes to

this necessity of being an empathic employee. To sum it up, one can maintain that

the claim for empathy within Design Thinking, on the one hand, creates knowledge

about private, inner activities on the side of the user. This in turn can be used for the

development of new products. In this sense, the emphasis on empathy serves the

process of production. On the other hand, empathy was analyzed as a crucial part of
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the creation of sense within a project team, because the narrative of external

empathy establishes new values and a new pride within the employee. It is a

realization that he designs his ideas and products not only for “someone out

there” but rather for real users with concrete needs. Furthermore, the internal

empathy leads to the creation of a social and liable sphere within teamwork. We

therefore conclude that empathy seems to be a means for social construction of the

employee, because

(. . .) on a social level, these constructions of knowledge influence how professionals

construe their identities as either knowledge workers or designers. (Rylander 2009: 12)

In this view, empathy can be seen as a creator of value and sense. The human-

centered rhetoric constructs identities—the designer sees himself as someone who

works together closely with people and who satisfies their needs.

Because it’s all about gaining knowledge about desires of people, we suggest

describing empathy in the organizational context as a form of knowledge construc-

tion. In order to create this knowledge about other people’s mind, one has to be

empathic. The offered empathy techniques as provided in Design Thinking are a

mixture of emotional and cognitive aspects. On the one hand, the Design Thinker

shall see himself from a reflective distance in order to negate his own view in favor

of the users’ perspective. On the other hand he should maintain an open and

non-analytical attitude. Therefore a conscious handling of these partly contradic-

tory requirements and a clear picture of what empathy means to oneself is

recommended before introducing empathy techniques to the workplace.

We see our contribution in the listing of empathic techniques for the construction

of internal and external knowledge and in the demonstration of pitfalls and success-

promising aspects. We hope that our findings may function as a starting point for

(a) the comparison with traditional knowledge work and (b) the observation of the

consequences for daily practice in companies. We also considered the “big picture”

and suggested an explanation as to why empathic techniques have grown so

important in the contemporary western economy.

For our further research, it will now be of interest to find out if empathy will

indeed lead to innovation and positive change in companies that try out the Design

Thinking approach. It will furthermore be of interest to observe how the “radical

collaboration” between multidisciplinary team members and whether the implicit

requirement of empathy will find its way into the organization.
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Developing Novel Methods to Assess

Long-Term Sustainability of Creative

Capacity Building and Applied Creativity
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Nicholas T. Bott, Daniel Hong, Yin-Hsuan Chien, Ning Liu, Adam Royalty,

and Allan L. Reiss

Abstract Creativity, the ability to create novel and useful outcomes, has been

widely recognized as an essential skill for both entrepreneurial and every-day

success. Given the vital import of creativity in our everyday lives, our research

proposes to examine the impact and sustainability of creative capacity building

using targeted training. In this chapter, we provide (a) a summary of behavioral

results of creative capacity enhancement following 5-weeks of targeted training;

(b) an unique experimental design to examine the long-term (after 1 year)
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sustainability of creative capacity building and the effect of a “booster-shot” of

creativity training; and (c) preliminary insights and proposed work on the newly

developed Design Test of Creativity Thinking (DTCT) to assess applied creativity.

Altogether, we anticipate that our work will provide valuable insights into creative

capacity building and assessment.

1 Introduction

Creativity has such a wide impact on our lives, ranging from entrepreneurial

success (Amabile 1997; Kern 2010) to successful adaptation in addressing daily

life-demands (Csikszentmihalyi 1996; Reiter-Palmon et al. 1998) and from pro-

moting resilience (Metzl 2009) to psychological well-being (Cropley 1990; Runco

2004). Given this fundamental import and the fact that creativity is known to

decline in early childhood, we argue that finding new ways to build and sustain

creative capacity is required. Thus, not surprisingly, several methods have been

devised to enhance creativity, namely provisioning effective incentives

(Eisenberger and Shanock 2003), enhancing domain knowledge (Ericsson and

Charness 1994), structuring group interactions (Kurtzberg and Amabile 2001),

optimizing culture and environment (Ekvall and Ryhammar 1999), and targeted

training (Scott et al. 2004). Among these approaches targeted training has been

widely used across occupations and student populations. Although targeted training

at the individual level has been effective in enhancing creative capacity, most of

this work has been limited to academic settings in young children and adolescents

(Scott et al. 2004). Thus, it is unclear whether targeted training is as successful in

adults as in younger populations.

To address this gap and to examine the long-term sustainability of creative

capacity, Stanford’s Hasso Plattner Institute of Design and the Center for Interdis-

ciplinary Brain Research at Stanford conducted a randomized control trial where

the efficacy of targeted design thinking skills were examined in enhancing creativ-

ity in adults (Hawthorne et al. 2013). In this study half of the participants (n¼ 36)

initially received 5-weeks of Creative Capacity Building Program (CCBP) and the

other half received a parallel control training for the same duration (Language

Capacity Building Program (LCBP)). Both interventions lasted 5 weeks with

weekly meetings of 2 h per week. We pseudo-randomly assigned participants to

either intervention and hence formed two groups. We matched these groups on age,

gender, and IQ. Following the initial intervention and data collection, the groups

crossed-over to receive the second intervention, i.e. participants in the CCBP were

assigned to the LCBP and vice versa. The second set of interventions was followed

by third set of assessments and neuroimaging data collection (Hawthorne

et al. 2013). Thus, overall we collected data at three time-points (T1–T3; Fig. 1).
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The CCBP was an abbreviated version of a highly popular class offered at the

Stanford Hasso Plattner Institute of Design called ME266 Creative Gym (http://

dschool.stanford.edu/classes/#creative-gym-a-design-thinking-skills-studio). We

designed CCBP as an interactive studio where students can build their creative

confidence and sharpen their individual design thinking skills through hands-on

experiences, rapid prototyping, and other improvisational exercises. The LCBP

intervention, on the other hand, consisted of many hands-on exercises to learn

basic Chinese vocabulary, character writing, and commonly used phrases (e.g. How

are you?), taught by a bilingual native Mandarin speaker. The LCBP intervention

was intended to present a similar experience as in the CCBP class while reducing

the opportunity to produce creative outcomes or reflect upon a creative process.

We have analyzed data from the first two time points (T1 and T2), i.e., before

and after initial CCBP and LCBP training, and show that participation in CCBP

indeed enhanced creativity in adults (Kienitz et al. 2014) and was associated with

enhanced information processing ability (Bott et al. 2014). In this chapter, we

provide a summary of these results.

Although, the efficacy of CCBP in enhancing creative capacity was shown with

just 5-weeks of training, it is unclear whether such enhancement can sustain over

longer period of time (e.g., 1 year) or if regular interventions are required to sustain

creative capacity enhancement. To examine the long-term sustainability of creative
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Fig. 1 Overall study design and assessment schedule. The gray-colored boxes show long-term

sustainability assessment (1-year follow-up) and the booster shot of creativity training
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capacity enhancement, in the second phase of our study, we invited our participants

for a fourth behavioral and neuroimaging assessment 1 year after the last training

session (T4, see Fig. 1). Further, a short “booster” dose of creative training (4 h) was

provided to see if such abbreviated training could help sustain or further improve

the creative capacity in adults. This booster session was followed by a fifth round of

behavioral and neuroimaging assessments (T5, see Fig. 1). This chapter provides

our unique experimental design and associated hypothesis to test the long-term

sustainability of creative capacity enhancement.

Lastly, we argue that just as efforts are needed to foster creativity across lifespan,

research is required to develop and test novel assessments for measuring creative

capacity. Since J.P. Guilford’s seminal lecture on creativity in 1950 (Guilford

1950), several tools have been developed to assess creative capacity across age

groups and populations (Dietrich and Kanso 2010). Several psychometric instru-

ments have been developed and standardized across age groups. For example, the

Alternate Uses Test (AUT) has been widely used in literature since its inception

(Guilford 1967). Like most of these instruments, the AUT is based on the founda-

tion of divergent thinking, i.e., ability to produce a large number of unusual and

novel responses to given problem. Although proposed as a starting point to study

creativity, divergent thinking has often taken a primary role in the creativity

scientific literature. However, some drawbacks might exist with using divergent

thinking based assessments as the primary method for assessing creativity. In

particular, research has shown that creative outcomes can also result from critical

and convergent thinking (Nickerson 1999). Further, it is unclear how whether

laboratory-based divergent thinking tests are truly relevant to applied creativity in

real-world settings (Dietrich 2007). Considering these points, we developed a novel

Design Thinking Creativity Test (DTCT), which measures individual creative

capacity in solving real-world problems. In this chapter, we provide preliminary

insights into assessing applied creativity using the DTCT.

Altogether, we provide a summary of results showing that creative capacity can

be enhanced in adults using targeted training. We also present our experimental

design for testing long-term sustainability of creative capacity enhancement.

Lastly, we share insights regarding our novel DTCT for measuring individual

creative capacity in a real-world setting.

2 Behavioral Correlates of Enhanced Creative Capacity

In this section, we briefly provide a summary of results from two behavioral

outcomes collected before and after CCBP/LCBP training, i.e. from the first two

time points (T1 and T2). First, we assessed the behavioral correlates of creativity

using the standardized Torrance Test of Creativity Thinking Figural version

(TTCT-F) (Torrance 1990). Although primarily based on divergent thinking, the

TTCT has been widely described in the literature to assess creativity. In the TTCT-

F, participants are given a set of incomplete figures and are asked to complete them
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so that each figure can tell a unique and complete story. The figures are later

assessed by trained judges, who rate each figure primarily on the basis of fluency

(number of items in the figure), originality (uniqueness of drawing), elaboration,

abstraction of title, and resistance to premature closure (Torrance 1990). Using this

widely used standardized measure of creativity, we found that participation in

CCBP, as compared to LCBP, led to increased TTCT-F scores with moderate to

large effect sizes (Kienitz et al. 2014). Specifically, we found that CCBP partici-

pants scored higher on the sub-scales of elaboration and resistance to premature

closure after training as compared to LCBP participants. Increased elaboration

scores, after CCBP training, suggests that participants generated more imaginative

and detailed responses, while higher scores on resistance to premature closure

suggests that CCBP participants considered more options in response to the

presented stimuli and created wider associations after training (Kienitz et al.

2014). Altogether, these data provide evidence for the efficacy of targeted training

to enhance creativity in healthy adults.

In addition to creativity, we also assessed changes in executive functioning

with CCBP training as compared to LCBP training. Broadly defined, low-level

executive functions of the brain include attention and information processing speed,

while high-level executive functions include response inhibition, cognitive flexi-

bility (ease of shifting between concepts/contexts), working memory, etc. (Bull

and Scerif 2001). Investigating changes in executive functions associated with

creativity training provided us with an opportunity to better understand how low-

and high-level brain functioning supports and perhaps facilitates creative capacity

enhancement. We administered three subtests of the Delis-Kaplan Executive Func-

tion System (D-KEFS) to measure executive functioning pre and post-training

(Delis et al. 2001). The D-KEFS subtests used in this study were the Color-Word

Interference, Verbal Fluency, and Design Fluency. Among these subtests, the color-

word interference test (CWIT) was used as a primary outcome measure. The CWIT

is based on the Stroop procedure (Stroop 1935) and has four conditions. The first

two conditions assess “lower-level” goal-directed attention and processing speed,

and the last two conditions assess “higher-level” inhibition and cognitive flexibility.

As presented elsewhere (Bott et al. 2014), we showed that participation in CCBP

led to increased low-level executive functioning, such that CCBP participants

completed the task in less time (as compared to before training). No change was

found in high-level executive functioning. These results are in line with the style of

CCBP training, where participants were motivated to increase their bias towards

action using fast-paced prototyping exercises (Hawthorne et al. 2013).
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3 Experimental Design to Assess Long-Term Sustainability

of Creative Capacity Enhancement

To measure the long-term sustainability of increased creative capacity, we invited

our original set of participants to return 1-year after their third assessment (Fig. 1).

At that time, we examined behavioral and neuroimaging measures of creativity and

executive functioning for the fourth time (T4). Such examinations can provide

crucial information regarding the estimated duration of targeted creativity training

effects, and thus assist in the development of novel methods to efficiently enhance

long-term creative capacity in the context of design thinking based curriculum.

Figure 1 shows the proposed experimental design, where time point T4 depicts the

1-year follow-up.

In addition to long-term sustainability, we were also interested in examining

whether enhanced creative capacity and the associated changes in brain and behav-

ior require ongoing conditioning just as regular sit-ups are required in case of

physical exercise to retain good health and physical fitness. To answer this question

we designed a short creativity training session, henceforth referred to as “booster”

session. After, 1-year follow-up assessment (at T4) participants took part in an

abbreviated training protocol (two 2-h sessions based on the d.school’s ME266

Creative Gym course methodology) and were assessed one more time at T5 (Fig. 1).

By analyzing changes in behavioral and neuroimaging measures of creativity

between T4 and T5, we can estimate the effects of a quick booster training.

Altogether, as a first-of-its-kind study, we collected a rich dataset at five time

points. By analyzing these data in the future, we will be able to answer questions

regarding the long-term sustainability of creativity, and whether ongoing condi-

tioning is required for better retention of creative capacity.

4 Need for a Twenty-First Century Creative Capacity

Assessment

A series of psychometric instruments are available today to assess individual

creative capacity (Dietrich and Kanso 2010; Arden et al. 2010). However, most

of these instruments only consider divergent thought processes. As noted previ-

ously, it has been previously shown that convergent and critical thinking can also

result in creative outcomes (Nickerson 1999). Further, it is unclear whether

laboratory-based instruments capture and relate to real-world issues and settings.

While popular assessment tools like the TTCT have exercises to assess an individ-

ual’s possession of mental creativity characteristics, they do not assess an individ-

ual’s ability to overtly apply/exercise their creativity in a real world setting. Thus,

we argue that a widely applicable creativity assessment tool, which also takes into

account new information and concepts from recent behavioral and neuroscience

research, is required to efficiently assess individual creative capacity.
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Design thinking methodology, when applied effectively, can help address prom-

inent problems in industry, academia, politics and even interpersonal relationships

(Kelley and Kelley 2012). In an attempt to develop a new instrument that can assess

such real-word abilities, we prototyped the Design Thinking Creativity Test

(DTCT) as a next generation creativity assessment that reflects problem solving

needs of the twenty-first century. The DTCT emphasizes on assessment of case-

based skills to directly measure the application of creative characteristics during an

innovation event. As opposed to separately assessing convergent and divergent

styles of thinking, the DTCT is based on the principles of design thinking that

incorporate elements of both. In particular, the DTCT emphasizes assessment of

case-based skills to directly measure an individual’s application of creativity.

The DTCT prototype was structured to assess a subject’s ability to apply their

creative skills in a case study scenario within timed constraints, limited materials

and changing conditions. These features help us measure a subject’s flexibility,

nimbleness and imagination aspects of creativity as applied in a convergent and

divergent manner. For example, starting with a hypothetical scenario represented

by an image (Fig. 2), each participant observed the scenario and identified the needs

of the person depicted in the image. Next, each participant converged on one need

and defined it. Each participant then created several possible solutions and physi-

cally prototyped the solutions (Fig. 3). Physically prototyping solutions helped

participants translate the need into three-dimensional formats. To test participant’s

flexibility and adaptability, a pivot was inserted into the DTCT by changing

specifics of the provided scenario. Based on the condition change, each participant

altered the needs and made changes to their possible solutions by building upon

original prototypes. The rapid flow of tasks throughout the activity/assessment is

modeled after the design thinking methodology that Stanford’s Hasso Plattner

Institute of Design teaches and with the creativity skills building course Creative

Gym ME366.

Our DTCT prototype was administered during the first three assessments (T1–

T3) in the longitudinal study described above (Hawthorne et al. 2013). As also

mentioned previously, in addition to the DTCT, we collected data from a battery of

behavioral, cognitive, and neuroimaging evaluations. Thus, this large amount of

multidimensional data will allow us to further refine and improve the DTCT by

interrogating associations of different aspects of DTCT with these different aspects

of brain functioning.

Although a promising start, in order to create a robust and standardized twenty-

first century creativity assessment, more work is required. Specifically, the follow-

ing questions need to be addressed:

• How reliable is a case-base format in capturing applied creativity in a simulated

real-world setting?

• Which cognitive and behavioral constructs are applied while engaged in the

DTCT assessment?
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• Being based on the contemporary principles of design thinking, does DTCT

better capture creative capacity enhancement as opposed to the standard TTCT

assessment?

The creation of a statistically robust, well-standardized test relies on the acqui-

sition of large amounts of data from large-scale studies in which representative

Fig. 2 A sample set of activities included in the DTCT
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groups of individuals take the test under standardized conditions (DeVon

et al. 2007). In this work, we would like to align the DTCT with creativity training

goals from design thinking methodology as our initial attempt to establish construct

validity. By doing so, we hope to make connections between creativity training, its

effect on an individual’s creative capacity, and the potential impact of increased

capacity from training. By attaining this goal, we (and others) will be able to

accurately evaluate the effects of training/teaching methodologies by utilizing a

direct, twenty-first century assessment instrument.

Altogether, by creating a psychometrically robust creativity assessment measure

as a companion to the TTCT, we will be able to create a measuring tool that can

map training to development and practice to impact. These findings will help guide

instruction content and training exercises for creativity training in a large number of

settings as well as our associated institutions (Stanford and HPI). Teaching design

thinking goes beyond classroom methodology to applied execution in real world

scenarios for impactful change. The DTCT has the potential to become a new

industry assessment norm for individuals, educators and executives across all

disciplines and industries as the creativity assessment that matches problem solving

in the twenty-first century.

Fig. 3 Example of the DTCT task prototype from a representative participant
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5 Implications/Future Work

In this chapter, we provide a summary of results that show the efficacy of 5-weeks

of targeted creativity training in enhancing creative capacity in adults using the

principles of design thinking. We also provide a glimpse of our unique experimen-

tal design to examine the long-term (i.e., after 1 year) sustainability of creative

capacity building and the effect of a “booster-shot” of creativity training. Finally,

we provide preliminary insights and proposed work on the newly developed Design

Test of Creativity Thinking (DTCT) to assess applied creativity. We believe that by

examining whether individual creative capacity can be enhanced and the long-term

sustainability of such enhancement, we can provide invaluable metrics and methods

for improving creative and instructional effectiveness across disciplines and

occupations.
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The Personal Trait Myth: A Comparative

Analysis of the Innovation Impact of Design

Thinking Tools and Personal Traits

Nikolas Martelaro, Shameek Ganguly, Martin Steinert, and Malte Jung

Abstract Design thinking asserts that individuals and teams have the ability to

build their innovative capacity through various tools and methods no matter their

predispositions to creativity and innovation. The contexts of design thinking

attempt to alter design process towards more innovative ideas. This work attempts

to experimentally disentangle the impact of disposition and situation during design

activity. We present a variety of design contexts intended to be tested against

dispositional factors during an experimental design task. We then present a pilot

study exploring how process-priming impacts design process during a problem-

solving task and an open-ended design task. Our preliminary results suggest that

short process-priming activities may not be the most effective means for altering

design process. Rather, more integrated contextual interventions may be better

candidates for impacting design process and would be interesting test variables

for future studies.
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1 Introduction

A core premise of the “design thinking” approach is that innovative capacity is less

determined dispositionally than it is situationally. In other words, the approach

claims that innovative capacity is not to be found in a person’s traits (such as a

person’s preference for divergent or convergent thinking) or demographic attribute,

but rather in the characteristics of the situation a person engages in (such as specific

design thinking practices) (Brown 2008).

Contrary to this premise is the widely held belief that innovativeness or creativ-

ity is a matter of personal disposition rather than engagement in innovative practice.

For example people think of themselves and others as creative or non-creative, and

they believe that this is the defining criterion in determining the likelihood of

producing innovative outcomes (Plucker et al. 2004; Treffinger et al. 1994).

Accordingly, a major portion of past research has sought determinants of innova-

tiveness in people’s disposition, and much work has focused on finding disposi-

tional characteristics that are predictive of innovative performance. The position

that personal characteristics are more important than situational characteristics is

also reflected in industry practice as companies choose strategies to select “inno-

vative” employees rather than restructuring their company practices in order to

increase their overall innovative capacity.

To disentangle these conflicting views, we have begun developing and testing

comparative experiments investigating the effects of dispositional and situational

characteristics on innovative performance. Given the lack of research on this kind

of comparative approach, we have begun our investigations focusing on individuals

rather than teams.

In this chapter, we describe some of the methods we have been developing and

discuss preliminary results. We also discuss future plans and experimental designs

to further this research.

2 Background

Prior research has shown successfully that disposition can be a critical determinant

of innovative performance. For example in a survey study with 172 R&D

employees (Scott and Bruce 1994) found that a systematic rather than intuitive

problem solving styles was correlated with decreased innovative behavior. Addi-

tionally, Goldsmith (1986), using the Kirton Adaption-Innovation Index (Kirton

1976), found that problem-solving styles are highly correlated with personality. The

idea of disposition as an important determinant of innovative performance has also

been extended to teams. For example Kress and Schar (2012) explored how the

variation of cognitive styles in a team predicts its performance.

In addition to studying dispositional determinants of innovative performance,

researchers have also found many situational determinants of innovative
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performance. For example Dow et al. showed that engaging in prototyping can

increase design performance (Dow et al. 2010, 2011). Highlighting the importance

of the environment, studying the situational influence of color, Mehta and Zhu

(2009) have found that exposure to the color blue, as opposed to red increases

creativity in a product design task.

One of the major contributions of social psychology has been the insight that

behavior can be predicted far more reliably by the characteristics of the situation a

person is engaged in than by the characteristics of his or her personality (disposi-

tion) (Ross and Nisbett 1991). The power of situational influence has been demon-

strated most prominently in Milgram’s (1974) studies of obedience to authority,

Asch’s (1956) studies of group conformity, and Latane and Darley’s (1968) studies

on bystander inhibition. Comparing situational and dispositional determinants

directly, Darley and Batson (1973) showed that people’s personality characteristics

could not predict whether they would help a person in need. However the situational

characteristics (being in a hurry vs. not) were highly predictive of helping behavior.

Despite these findings, people systematically underestimate the influence of situa-

tional factors in favor of dispositional ones, exhibiting a tendency that has been

termed the Fundamental Attribution Error (Lee Ross 1977). This tendency partially

explains the predominant focus of current research on dispositional determinants of

innovative performance. In line with the social science literature on situational

influence we, however, assume that engagement in design thinking practices will

outweigh the influence of personality characteristics on innovative performance by

far. To our understanding, the influence of dispositional and situational character-

istics on innovative performance has not been studied comparatively in design.

Given the split among dispositional and situational factors as predictive deter-

minants of innovative performance, we are interested in seeing how each are related

to each other. Our intent is to study and understand how dispositional and situa-

tional factors interact with each other to influence design outcomes. We propose the

following research questions:

RQ1: Do dispositional factors predict design outcomes during a design task?

RQ2: Do situational factors predict design outcomes during a design task?

RQ3: Do either dispositional or situational factors have more impact on design

outcomes?

RQ4: Do dispositional and situational factors interact and influence design out-

comes more so than each factor alone?

To begin answering these questions we have begun identifying various disposi-

tional and situational factors that can be controlled for during quasi-controlled

experiments. In addition, we have developed a prototype of a study to explore the

influence and interactions of both factors.
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2.1 Design Thinking Contexts

There are a variety of situational factors that are unique to design that may be

interesting avenues for exploration. In this section, we outline various situational

contexts which have important characteristics associated to design thinking.

2.1.1 Environment

One of the most striking and context dependent factors associated with design

thinking is the environment that we as designers work. The workspace of designers

is often shown covered in multi-color Post-It notes, random artifacts from past

projects, and whiteboards. The environment evokes a sense of chaos, excitement,

and playfulness. But more so, theses environments invite “mindful modification.”

In their book on designing the d.school “Make Space,” Scott Doorley and Scott

Witthoft (2012) describe their process as one of continuous prototyping, modifica-

tion, and iteration. These design thinking spaces in turn embody these ideals by

both supplying tools and materials to help designers during their process and by the

rooms themselves being open to change and modification based on the designers’

needs. By allowing users of a space to modify and alter the space gives one the

power to redesign their own environment. This quality may allow users to open up

their thinking, giving them a sense that anything can be changed (Fig. 1).

2.1.2 Materials

In addition to the rooms themselves, the materials often associated with design

thinking evoke a sense of modification. Post-its and whiteboards allow for ideas and

concepts to be quickly created, modified, and thrown away without significant

feelings of loss. The low fidelity prototyping supplies such as pipe cleaners and

aluminum foil allow for quick physical creation of physical ideas. Aside from

allowing quick action and realization of an idea in physical space, the materials

invite themselves to be modified and altered quickly. Unlike pre-production pro-

totypes made of plastic or metal, these low fidelity prototypes are more easily

modified allowing the designers to create, reflect, and modify in real time (Fig. 2).

2.1.3 Design Teams

One of the most important factors influencing design thinking is the design team.

Design teams are often put together to provide a number of skills and different

viewpoints. This variety in teams allows for teams members to share ideas and

challenge each other’s ways of thinking. In turn, this may cause design team

members to question their assumptions and their own ways of thinking. This
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Fig. 1 Mutable design work environment

Fig. 2 Low fidelity prototype of an improved heat gun design
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questioning spurs design team members to change and alter their ways of thinking

throughout a project and overtime even after a project. Thus, the design team may

also be another means for allowing mutability in the cognitive process of a designer.

2.1.4 Design Questions

The design team provides the stimulation to the individual that allows them alter their

process or thinking, on both a short and long time scale. One of the primary ways that

individual designers and design teams can challenge cognitive processes is through

the questions they ask. Specifically, two types of questions have been found to

correlate with improved design team performance, Deep Reasoning Questions and

Generative Design Questions (Eris 2004). Deep reasoning questions seek to converge

on a fact based answer, for example, “how much weight can this bean support?” The

questioner expects the answer to be true. Alternatively, Generative Design Questions

aim to create many possible answerers without the need for fact or truth. For example,

one may ask, “How might we support this weight?” This question allows for the

generation of many alternatives, such as a beam, a rope and pulley system, a

hovercraft, a magnetic levitation system, ect. This question allows the designer or

team to alter and change their thinking process. With each new question comes a new

opportunity to alter and change the path of the design being worked on.

2.1.5 Contexts of Mutability

Looking at each of these different contexts, a common element to all of them is their

affordance of mutability. Design thinking tools may work by allowing individuals

and teams to challenge and alter their process and cognitive style. It may well be

that this mutable process is what we consider to be the disposition or personality

trait of a designer. Seeing a designer in one context and working on one project may

give the illusion of a fixed design personality, however, we hypothesize that

(expert) designers in different contexts will alter their own personal processes to

best suit the project needs. In addition, we hypothesize that certain contexts that

challenge and allow the designer to change will provide more opportunity for the

designer to alter their process.

3 Development of an Experimental Approach to Examine

Dispositional and Situational Determinants of Design

Performance

The aim of our approach is to conduct a series of experiments that compare typical

design thinking characteristics from a dispositional and situational perspective. In

other words, we want to select participants that either have or don’t have a specific
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design thinking trait (such as exploratory thinking styles) and then expose them to a

situation with or without design thinking characteristics.

3.1 Selecting Problem and Solution Focus as a Key
Dispositional Factor

During the course of our development, we have considered various candidates for

design thinking characteristics that could act as demarcations for dividing study

participants into “design thinking” and “non-design thinking.” Candidate design

thinking characteristics that could be explored included: divergent vs. convergent

thinking, innovative vs. adaptive problem solving styles, problem vs. solution ori-

ented problem solving, or mindful vs. mindless design approaches. Of these areas,

problem vs. solution focused problem solving strategy is a rich area to begin our

inquiry. Problem-solution focus affords itself well to our study as it can be both an

aspect of one’s personality and is manifested in one’s behavior. Problem-solution

focus has also been well studied in the past and has been identified as a central

construct distinguishing design approaches from scientific/engineering approaches to

problem solving. Lastly, Lawson (1979) has developed an experimental task that can

characterize and distinguish problem vs. solution-focused behavior in the lab.

Lawson originally made this distinction between cognitive style when running a

controlled study between final year architecture and design students. Lawson found

that while performing a constraint-based problem solving activity, the architecture

students focused on finding a good solution, while the science students focused on

understanding the constraints and optimizing a solution. While this finding suggests

there are dispositional aspects to one’s cognitive style, a follow up study by Lawson

found that there were no differences in cognitive styles in first year students. These

students had not been through many years of formal training in their respective

fields and thus Lawson proposed that ones education has significant impacts on a

designer’s cognitive style.

This finding gives some indication that what we may think of as design thinking

traits are not some inborn parts of our personality, but rather are learned and

absorbed over time through the context of one’s environment and education.

These findings through are biased in that they examined students rather than design

professionals. In another study examining cognitive styles and design outcomes,

professional industrial designers were shown to have different cognitive styles

(Kruger and Cross 2006). In a protocol study, nine professional designers were asked

to design solutions for a train litter disposal system. The designers then completed the

design activity using a speak aloud protocol which was later analyzed and used to

categorize with a certain cognitive style. To analyze the designer’s problem solving

style, Kruger and Cross developed an expertise model with the following activities:

1. Gather data
2. Asses value and validity of data
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3. Identify constraints and requirements

4. Model behavior and environment

5. Define problems and possibilities

6. Generate partial solutions
7. Evaluate solutions
8. Assemble a coherent solution

Through counting the number of statements each designer made in each category

of the expertise model four cognitive style were identified: (1) Problem driven,

(2) Solution driven, (3) Information driven, and (4) Knowledge driven. Information

and knowledge driven designers were categorized as subsets of problem and

solution drive design, respectively. Of the nine designers, four were either problem

or information driven and five were solution or knowledge driven. Although a small

sample size, this split in designer cognitive styles suggests that Lawson’s notion of

designers as solution focused may not be as concrete at the professional level.

However, we know very little about the professional designers chosen. While we do

know that they were all industrial designers it would not be so far off to assume that

their momentary cognitive styles may be influenced by where they were trained,

where they work, or even the current project they were working on. Thus, to gain a

better understanding of designers during future experiments it may be useful to

have a more complete contextual profile of their current projects and positions.

While there was a divide in the problem solving style used between designers,

there was a common trend that seven of the nine designers spent most of their time

generating solutions. This would suggest that solution generation might be a valid

design thinking trait to test for. In addition, solution oriented designers were defined

to have had a higher ratio of generation vs. gather and identify activities. During a

design task, this too could be a method for assessing problem vs. solution orienta-

tion on task.

In addition to characterizing the designer by cognition style, Kruger and Cross

also had each designer’s work rated across a variety of categories including

aesthetics, ergonomics, creativity, technical aspects, business aspects, and an over-

all judgment.1 The scores for each designer’s design (scored by a team of profes-

sional designers) were found to have significant individual variation. The only

partial trends that seemed to exist were that problem focused designers had slightly

higher overall scores and solution oriented designers were rated as slightly more

creative. These results however were only suggestive and overall both cognitive

styles yielded good results, depending on the designer.

The results presented by Kruger and Cross may seem to suggest that different

designers may have an innate ability, and that the process that one takes is not as

relevant to the actual design outcome. However, a designer’s process is often a

personally crafted entity. To take away a designer’s designers process may be

equivalent to taking away their personality. In our own personal experiences as

1 This overall judgment was not a cumulative or mean score of the other categories, but rather a

separate, holistic measure.
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designers, we have found that each project causes us to alter and adapt our process

given the systems we are working within. Additionally, through reflection of our

process throughout and after a design project (sometime even years after) we learn

and develop new methods that we can use and incorporate into our process. Thus,

the notion of the designer’s process as their “design personality” may account for

what many call traits (Schön 1983). However, if the personality of a designer were

directly linked to a process, then it would be possible for others to become more

designerly through crafting and reflecting upon their own process. This is not to say

that processes handed down and forced upon people would lead to better designs,

but that people must craft their own design processes. Ultimately, what may be the

benefit of design thinking is that the methods and tools used are often so different

from the rational, linear cognitive styles that are taught that they allow people the

freedom to challenge and alter their own processes. It may be through this new

found power to alter and adapt one’s process depending on the context of a situation

that allows one to be more designerly. Situational context that allows for flexibility

and reflection of process may be more important that the actual methods and tools

of design thinking. What design thinking may do is give one the opportunity to

challenge and redefine their own process while being exposed to new tools.

Thus, in an attempt to simply find “design thinkers,” we recruited participants

from highly analytical engineering programs (i.e. Fluid Mechanics, Thermodynam-

ics) and highly designerly programs (i.e. Product Design, Mechanical Engineering

Design2) within the university. We then simply labeled participants as either

“Analytical” or “Designerly” based on their university program.

Although this is a simple approach, it begs the question as to whether we are

overlooking and subverting the very intent of our research. By simply choosing

students within analytical or design based programs, one will be quite challenged to

figure out if seemingly dispositional traits are not products of the educational

environment and the context. While this may be true, what this simplification

does allow us to do is to begin exploring the differences in perceived design

thinkers and perceived non-design thinkers. This is an important distinction

because the identification of an individual as a design thinker does not seem to

have clear indicators. Of many potential indicators, the one indicator that has been

shown to have some impact on design performance is an individual’s ability to

empathize with others (Kress and Schar 2012). However, while there are few if any

well-defined characteristics, many people often identify themselves and others as

design thinkers.

2While Mechanical Engineering Design may seem like a highly analytical field, the program at

Stanford is highly enveloped in “design thinking.”
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3.2 Tasks to Characterize Design Process and Design
Outcomes

Lawson’s original study consisted of participants arranging a single story of blocks

with vertical edges of either red or blue. The participant was asked to create a layout

with all the outer edges being the same color. The task had “hidden” rules unknown

to the subject, making some configurations wrong. As participants worked through

the task, they were told if their solutions worked or not and then received a score of

the number of correct color vertical sides for appropriate solutions. While this task

is not a true design task, it is a task where participants were required to create a

physical solution with a clear goal, but with initially ill-defined constraints and

relationships (Fig. 3).

Lawson conducted this test with a group of final year architecture and science

students and found that the science students quickly tried many different block

combinations in order to gather information and discover the hidden rule. Once they

discovered the rule, they would optimize their solution. On the other hand, the

architecture students focused on achieving the best correct color perimeter and

would alter their solution if the combination were not acceptable. Lawson described

the scientists approach as “problem focused” and the architects approach as “solu-

tion focused.” From this, Lawson concluded that designers were more likely to have

a “solution focused” cognitive style, however, even he was unsure as to whether this

was a personal trait of designers or a learned attribute. In a follow up study, the

same color block task was conducted with first year architecture students and

students just entering university. The problem solving styles of these two groups

showed no consistency within each group, suggesting that the different education

styles of the scientists and architects was a determining factor in shaping their

cognitive style.

While Lawson’s task is quite good at teasing out cognitive style from a partic-

ipant, it is far from a true design problem. In order to explore and assess the impacts

of any of our interventions on design outcome we need a task that is easily

Fig. 3 Lawson block task

game board
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controlled in a lab setting but is also less constrained and not easily optimized. In

studying team process and outcomes, Wooley (2009) developed an architectural

design and build task wherein participants would create a house, car garage, and

pool using Lego™ bricks. Scoring of the designs was based on structure, aesthetics,

durability and cost. The scoring was designed to force trade-off to be made such as

cost over durability, that made the problem more like real, open-ended design

problems. Additionally, it prevented any clear optimizations and invited many

different solutions.

Using each of these tasks we can create a “petri dish” to explore both cognitive

process and design outcomes given the influence of dispositional and situational

factors.

3.3 Testing Our Approach Through an Experiment:
Experiment on Problem Oriented vs. Solution Oriented
Process Priming

To begin to understand these mechanisms may require various types of inquiry on

our part. We have begun our inquiry by developing prototype, controlled experi-

ments to see the effects of various design thinking tools on individual’s design

processes and design outcomes. We have developed prototype study exploring

problem oriented vs. solution oriented process priming along with problem

vs. solution dispositions on design process and outcomes. For this experiment we

expected to find differences between the process and design outcomes of problem

and solution oriented participants. We also expected to see difference between

participants that were primed with a solution-oriented process vs. participants

primed with a problem-oriented process. Lastly, we anticipated seeing a varying

degree of effect of the priming dependent on the disposition of the participant. For

example, problem-oriented participants primed with a solution-oriented process

would perform differently from problem-oriented participants with a problem-

oriented process.

3.3.1 Participants

Taking example from Lawson, we decided to use the Problem-Solution spectrum of

cognitive styles to separate solution-oriented and problem-oriented thinkers based

on their degrees of study. For example, Product Design students were considered to

have solution-oriented dispositions and Fluid Mechanics students were considered

to have problem-oriented dispositions. Students were recruited from Master’s

levels programs around campus and thus we attributed solution-orientated pro-

grams as more designerly and problem-oriented programs as more scientific/
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engineering focused. We recruited 35 students, 21 science/engineering students and

14 design students.

3.3.2 Procedure

Before beginning the experiment, participants completed a short demographic and

pre-task survey. After the pre-questionnaire, we primed each participant with a

specific problem or solution-oriented process by having him or her follow a set of

steps through a short redesign task. Specifically, the participants redesigned a soup

can. The soup can redesign task processes altered the activities and times spent on

activities that the participants took in generating a new soup can design.

Problem-oriented process Solution-oriented process

5 min: Problem analysis 5 min: Ideate

3 min: Synthesis 3 min: Iterate

2 min: Evaluation 2 min: Select and argue

The problem-oriented process gave the majority of the time to problem analysis

and then short sections on synthesizing a solution and evaluating that solution. The

solution-oriented process gave the majority of the time to ideation and then short

sections on iterating on the ideas created during the ideation and selecting and

arguing for one idea from the iteration. The intent of this priming activity was to set

a context for the following activities.

Directly following the priming activity, we had participants complete the

Lawson block activity. After completing the Lawson block activity we then had

participants complete a short questionnaire asking about affect and cognitive load.

Next, participants completed the more open ended a design and building activity.

The activity was modified from the architectural design activity used by Wooley

(2009). Participants were given the task of building a model house based on a

variety of design goals and constraints. Participants were given 20 min to plan,

design, and build their model homes. After completing the architectural design task,

participants were given another affect and cognitive load questionnaire.

3.3.3 Measures

Before receiving any priming or completing any of the study activities we admin-

istered a questionnaire to measure various aspects of the participant’s personalities.

We used the Triarchic Theory of Intelligences instrument (Sternberg 1985) to see if

any differences existed between analytical participants and design participants and

their preferences for analytical, creative, or practical thinking. We also asked on a

scale of 1–10 how much each participant felt they were a designer and how much

they felt they were an engineer.
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During the Lawson activity, we measured the number of iterations, number of

valid solutions, number of invalid solutions, final score, and score per iteration. In

addition to these quantitative measures, we observed the general problem strategy

participants took. For the Wooley architectural task we measured the participant’s

time spent planning and their design outcome scores in the following categories

(1) Structure, (2) Quality, (3) Aesthetics, (4) Constraints Met, (5) Cumulative

Score.

In addition to these outcome behavioral and outcome measures, we also mea-

sured the participant’s affect between tasks using a 10-point Self-Assessment-

Manikin Scale (Lang 1980). We also measured perceived cognitive load using

the NASA-TLX scale (Hart and Staveland 1988) after each task.

3.3.4 Results

Quantitative Measures

Analysis of the Triarchic Intelligence Inventory showed no significant patters of

intelligence preference between either analytical or design participants. There were

no significant differences for engineering self perception (“How much of engineer

are you”). There was a significant difference (p< 0.05) for designer self perception
(“How much of a designer are you?”) between analytical and designer backgrounds

with those with designer background rating themselves higher as designers

(M¼ 7.21, SD¼ 2.05) over participants with analytical backgrounds (M¼ 5.86,
SD¼ 1.77).

ANOVA testing of number of iterations during the Lawson task showed a

significant main effect due to treatment (F¼ 6.148, p¼ 0.019) and a marginally

significant main effect due to Disposition (F¼ 3.233, p¼ 0.082). The main effect

shows that both designers and analytical participants made more solution attempts

after the problem-oriented priming treatment and fewer solution attempts after

solution-oriented priming treatment. In addition, analytical participants tried more

solutions overall than designers through this was only marginally significant

(p< 0.10).
There was a significant main effect due to treatment (F¼ 6.280, p¼ 0.018) for

rule finding. More participants found the rule during problem-oriented treatment.

There is also a marginally significant difference based on participant disposition

(F¼ 3.254, p¼ 0.081) with designers finding the rule more often than analytical

participants. All other measures showed no significant results.

Results of the architectural design task showed a marginally significant main

effect for aesthetic score based on treatment (F¼ 2.959, p¼ 0.096). The aesthetic
scores were higher during solution-oriented treatment for both analytical and

designer participants. Scores or quality, structure, constraints met, and cumulative

score were insignificant. Difference in planning time between groups and treat-

ments was also found to be insignificant.

No significant results were found for either affect or cognitive load measures.
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Qualitative Observations

During the Lawson block test, we observed similar behaviors to Lawson’s obser-

vations with analytical participants taking a more problem-oriented approach and

the design participants taking a more solution-oriented approach. Specifically,

analytical participants tried significantly more solution iterations than the design

participants. Problem-oriented participants would try out many solutions, changing

just one block at a time in an attempt to discover the hidden rule and optimize their

score. The designer participants took a more solution-oriented approach, changing

many blocks at once to find a global optimization. Ultimately, there were no

significant differences between the two groups final scores. As with Lawson’s

results, we attribute these differences in process to the educational programs that

each participant was from.

3.3.5 Discussion

The insignificant results for the Triarchic Intelligence Inventory suggest that intel-

ligence preference may not be deterministic of one’s design thinking abilities.

Insignificant results for affect and cognitive load also suggest that neither popula-

tion nor treatment method induced serious alteration in participant’s mood or how

hard they had to work during the task.

While the Lawson block task allowed us to observe process in a controlled

manner, the task itself is quite far from the real-world design tasks involving

various competing aspects of design. We attribute the higher number of solution

iterations for analytical participants and problem-oriented process participants to

the optimization nature of the task. The fact that both groups were able to achieve

high scores suggests that both methods of problem solving can be effective.

Wooley’s architectural design task is a more realistic design and build activity

and has outcome metrics similar to real products, such as aesthetics, durability,

function, and interaction. None of the metrics showed significant differences among

the participants. However, participants who were given the solution oriented

priming activity had marginally better aesthetic scores. This may suggest that

aesthetics may be more important when considering the entire solution of a design

problem and may be one characteristic that does differentiate between analytical

and design thinking styles.

Qualitatively, our results from the Lawson block task agree with Lawson’s

results, showing that students with different backgrounds (analytical vs. designer)

utilize different problem solving mechanisms. Our results from the Wooley activity

agree with Kruger and Cross, showing no real differences between problem-

oriented and solution-oriented problem solving styles. It appears that our priming

of process does not have a large enough impact to alter the problem solving style of

the participants. Overall, problem vs. solution orientation may not be the best
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delineation between designerly and non-designerly cognitive styles. There may be

too much overlap with process and background to truly separate the two for use in a

laboratory study.

Moving forward, we feel that there are a variety of areas where we can improve

our study design. The use of the Lawson task may be a better way to separate

participants based on cognitive style rather then be used as a measurable design

task. The Wooley architectural task appears to be a solid foundation upon which to

examine problem-solving processes as it does have direct design outcomes and is a

much more realistic design problem. As for manipulations to context, more in-situ

interventions may have a stronger effect than the priming intervention we have

tried. This aligns with the ideals of design thinking tools and methods as they are

often introduced and used while working directly on a project rather than before

working on a project. For example, a future study may alter the environment that

people work in, or the questions that the participant is asked during the design task.

Additionally, we argue that team composition would have a drastic effect on the

outcomes of the study. One area of inquiry would be to see how mixed teams

(designers & analytical participants) would compare to one-sided teams.

Of all the areas to improve however, the largest area would be to understand how

to characterize individuals who are more aligned with design thinking methodolo-

gies. We found that simply binning our participants into analytical or designer to be

not be as clean as originally intended. New methods for characterizing participants

may be based off of traits such as empathy or openness to change.

4 Conclusion

Disposition and context each impact the behaviors of designers and ultimately the

design outcomes of their work. However, it is still unknown to what degree each

plays in the final outcome of design projects and the success of design teams.

Through this research, we have highlighted the tension in our field between

situational and dispositional design performance determinants. We have also laid

a foundation for studying the impact of context on designers through providing an

experimental platform to test various context manipulations against dispositional

factors. Lastly, we have provided a set of situational factors that are likely to

contribute to design performance. Results of our prototype study suggest that

short priming activities may not be the best intervention for aligning people with

a more design-oriented process. Rather, more integrated interventions and contexts

may have more impact on design process than something like a weekend design

thinking introduction. Through creating integrated contexts that engage participants

in reflection and push them to alter their own processes, we hope to show that

context does play an important role during design and that we can use the tools and

methods of design thinking to alter and improve the design outcomes of both

individuals and teams.
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Theaters of Alternative Industry: Hobbyist

Repair Collectives and the Legacy

of the 1960s American Counterculture

Daniela K. Rosner and Fred Turner

Abstract This chapter describes initial results from an ethnographic study of

design and engineering engagements in community-operated sites at which hobby-

ists mend and repair mass-produced goods. We conducted participant observation

at seven repair events and two collectives in the San Francisco Bay area where

consumer electronics are reassembled, and spoke with approximately eighty repair

practitioners. Here we describe surprising connections between repair and social

movements that, in turn, reveal deep ties between contemporary hobbyist repair and

countercultural design practices of the 1960s. These links, we argue, open new and

important areas for design research.

1 Introduction

Errors, omissions, and failures underlie almost everything we do. Our cell phones

inevitably break, our software becomes outdated, and our appliances wear out. In

response, we fix and maintain what we already have; we upgrade our software and

replace broken parts, often in highly creative ways. For example, bookbinders have

both restored and transformed books for centuries (Rosner 2012). Likewise, hob-

byists have used broken artifacts to spur design innovation (Tanenbaum

et al. 2013). One has turned over-wound alarm clocks into a guitar amp (Repplon

2008); another has converted a broken desk lamp into a sleek iPhone stand

(Ikeahackers 2012). In each case, the breakdown of one technology created an

occasion for making something entirely new.
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Still, breakage and repair tend to be overlooked as important sources of tech-

nology design and innovation. We conceptualize repair as the process of sustaining,

managing, and repurposing technology in order to cope with attrition and regressive

change. Building on our prior investigations of countercultural and hobbyist design

movements (Turner 2006, 2009a, b; Rosner and Bean 2009; Rosner 2013, 2014) and

a growing body of scholarship on repair (Henke 1999; Jackson et al. 2012; Jackson

2013; Orr 1996; Rosner and Taylor 2011; Suchman 1987), we have conducted a

detailed ethnographic study of repair collectives in the San Francisco Bay area. This

study has revealed unexpected and surprisingly extensive ties between the repair and

redesign of industrial technologies and the ideological legacy of the counterculture.

By exploring those legacies here, we hope to show two things: first, that repair, like

innovation, is an integral part of the process of technological design and develop-

ment, and second, that the ideals of the counterculture continue to shape design

practices in the San Francisco Bay area, and potentially, far beyond it.

1.1 Why Study Repair? And Why Study Hobbyists?

The study of repair cultures grows out of a body of research in science and

technology studies focused on the social contexts of innovation and technology

use, particularly in the case of information technology. A small but vibrant ethno-

graphic tradition has emerged around the study of everyday maintenance. For

instance, Lucy Suchman, Julian Orr and colleagues have turned to the lives of

photocopy machine repair workers to illuminate the limitations of codifying main-

tenance techniques (Suchman 1987; Orr 1996). Orr’s influential accounts of indi-

vidual diagnoses of machine malfunctions have exposed skilled service work as

“necessarily improvised, at least in diagnosis, and centered on the creation and

maintenance of control and understanding” (Orr 1996, p. 161). Orr has shown how

repair workers not only use manuals and codified organizational knowledge, but

also rely on the retelling of “war stories”—personal accounts from the field often

shared over lunch or informal meetings. As Orr’s work suggests, every repair

activity involves situated actions whose intent, in Suchman’s terms, “must be

contingent on the circumstantial and interactional particulars of actual situations”

(Suchman 1987, p. 186).

Beyond IT development, analysts have focused on maintenance work to recon-

sider features of building reconstruction (Brand 1994), vehicle repair (Crawford

2010; Dant 2010; Harper 1987; VanMaanen 1990), electricity procurement (Graham

and Thrift 2007), craft practice (Sennett 2008; Rosner 2012), routine workplace

activities (Henke 1999), and shared infrastructures (Star and Strauss 1999). Other

studies have considered mending conversational breakdowns as a critical form of

repair, as inGarfinkel’s (1967) experiments designed to break social norms in order to

study how people respond and restore common understandings. Others have studied

the arcana of free software through the continuously rewritten fabric of the Internet

(Kelty 2008). Most recently, Jackson et al. (2012) has traveled to Namibia to explore
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IT repair cultures where programmatic interventions create policy barriers and

problems of control that complicate local repair efforts.

Together this scholarship has introduced two views of repair. On the one hand, it

has demonstrated a largely unacknowledged connection between repair work and

creativity. It has also illustrated how repair leads to different ways of understanding

technological change, particularly when reuse and maintenance become necessary

(Burrell 2012; Jackson et al. 2012). On the other hand, this work has pointed to a

broader blurring of boundaries between leisure and professional labor of which

repair is an integral part (Crawford 2010; Sennett 2008). The cases presented in this

chapter begin to broaden these perspectives by illustrating what happens when the

forms of creativity and labor that arise from repair become entangled with 1960s

countercultural ideologies, especially when such ideologies get embedded in con-

temporary hobbyist design movements and high-technology industries.

Given our emphasis on repair as it relates to design innovation, it might seem

more sensible to study professional repair workers rather than hobbyists. Yet, we’ve

found that in many cases, it is hobbyists doing the innovating. Just outside the

institutional walls of design consultancies and corporations, a growing number of

makers are extending and defying conventional notions of creative production.

Whether we call them “geeks,” “makers,” or “hackers,” a new generation of

amateur technologists and designers has emerged (Kelty 2008: 35). Moreover,

while we often think of repair work as organized by professionals in factories,

fabrication labs, and other sites of material experimentation, in these settings we see

repair organized by particular interest groups and communication media. Repair

activities coalesce around mailing lists and Twitter feeds, hacker spaces and fair

grounds, often inspired by a do-it-yourself ethos. Their interests are well

represented in the mass media too, especially in Make magazine. As Faith Levin

and Cortney Heimeri have shown in the film and book Handmade Nation (2008),

this “new generation” of amateur makers celebrates different facets of everyday

creative work. From building circuitry and upgrading software to fashioning shoes

and screen-prints, Levin and Heimeri show that makers “are reshaping how people

consume and interpret the handmade” (Levin and Heimerl 2008: xi).

1.2 Research Methods

Several overarching questions have guided our study:

1. What are the range of practices, technologies and programs that support or

subvert specific repair activities? How do these practices evolve over time?

2. What role does background knowledge of design practice play in makers’ repair

work? Conversely, how does repair work shape makers’ other design practices?

3. What resources do fixers rely on to produce or police the social and technical

resources necessary for repair? What adjustments do fixers make in different

repair situations?
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In order to investigate these questions we took a qualitative, ethnographic

approach.1 We began the study by observing fixers’ practices in their own environ-

ments and documenting them through a combination of video, audio, photos, and

field notes. We participated in and observed a range of repair and maker collectives

in the San Francisco Bay area, including an annual convention of Macworld, the

East Bay Mini Maker Faire, the San Mateo Maker Faire, and meetings of the

Dorkbot collective, a loosely affiliated group of artists, inventors, designers, and

engineers. We engaged in informal conversations at these events with roughly

60 participants.

We complemented our ethnographic work with extensive formal interviews with

20 participants whose repair activities have critically informed the development

and maintenance of contemporary repair movements. Our interviewees included

leaders of pop-up repair groups such as the Fixit Clinic and the Repair Café,

participants in public repair workshops and nonprofit collectives with strong links

to community-operated workspaces for electronics tinkering, and organizers of

related technology development endeavors such as Partimus and the Flaming

Lotus Girls. Lastly, we conducted in-depth research in the Fixit Clinic and Repair

Café’s online archives and in individual participants’ collections of artifacts and

writings.

2 What We’ve Learned So Far

Our initial research has revealed a surprising connection between repair work and

social movements associated with environmentalism and sustainability. We began

our work focusing on the interactions of hobbyists with particular devices, with the

assumption that design innovations would emerge out of interactions between the

makers and the technologies with which they worked. But we soon saw that our

subjects had taken up the practice of repair within a rich conceptual and even

political framework. Participants believe that their acts of repair constitute inter-

ventions in large-scale social processes and that they can have effects far beyond

their local setting.

1 Qualitative methods characterize causal processes, recognize new phenomena, present auxiliary

evidence for existing hypotheses, and identify counterexamples (Burrell and Toyama 2009).

Unlike statistical methods, qualitative methods are good at pinpointing what about people’s

lived experiences of repair is important and why (Bauer and Gaskell 2000). Through long-term

observation and interviews we can examine why people choose to repair some possessions and

discard others, and how certain artifacts achieve heirloom status. We cannot make representative

claims, test hypotheses, reveal trends, or answer questions of how often and how much — aims

that qualitative methods are ill-suited to address. Instead, we seek to produce “observable-

reportable” (Garfinkel and Sacks 1970: 342) understandings of the practical (and practiced)

work of repair.
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This ideological framework represents a blending of the legacy of the counter-

culture of the 1960s (Turner 2006, 2009b) and of the practices traditionally found in

craft communities (Rosner 2012, 2014). More specifically, it echoes a design

ideology that permeated the New Communalist wing of the American countercul-

ture: Buckminster Fuller’s “comprehensive design” (Turner 2009b). First articu-

lated in a 1949 essay that was reprinted and widely circulated in Fuller’s 1963

volume Ideas and Integrities, the doctrine of comprehensive design solved a

problem for the young adults of the 1960s. To the post-war generation, technology

presented two very different faces. On the one hand, large-scale military technol-

ogies such as fighter planes and aircraft carriers and above all, the atomic bomb,

threatened to destroy the planet. On the other hand, consumer technologies pro-

duced by the same military industrial complex such as transistor radios and

automobiles and even LSD, provided extraordinary individual freedom and per-

sonal satisfaction. To the young longhairs of the counterculture, a question hung in

the air: How could a person embrace small-scale technologies and at the same time,

turn away from mass industrial processes and the threat of war?

Buckminster Fuller offered an answer. Technology itself was not the problem,

he explained. On the contrary, the problem was one of design and resource

allocation. Too many of the world’s natural and technological resources were

concentrated in military hands, he said. Yet, independent individuals could act to

reshape the world system by taking the technologies developed in the industrial

sphere and putting them to work in their own lives, on behalf of a more egalitarian

way of living. In short, they could become “comprehensive designers” of their own

lives, and of a better world (Fuller 1963: 173). Between 1966 and 1973, thousands

of young counterculturalists took up Fuller’s vision. They built geodesic domes on

the plains of Colorado out of old car tops and transformed industrial plastic sheeting

into windows on everything from houses to cribs. They saw their work as simul-

taneously material and symbolic. By repurposing the products of industry, they

would remake their own lives and show others how to change the world.

2.1 Comprehensive Design and Repair

In many ways, today’s repair practitioners are following in the New Communalists’

footsteps. To see how, consider the case of artist and activist Miriam Dym. In

December of 2011, she founded Dym Products, an eccentric enterprise dedicated to
celebrating (and questioning) re-use and repair. The business came to life in a series

of unusual and largely unviable product design initiatives bearing such names as the

Suboptimal Object Project (a collection of abject, incomplete works), the Logo
Removal Service (a service for replacing logos on tee-shirts, hats and bags with

colorful textile shapes and contrasting stitching), and the Infinite Stripes Project
(an upcoming performance of continually painted stripes on fabric).

Dym developed each project to explore the relation between meditative, con-

sidered craftsmanship and strained manual labor, and did so in several ways.
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By including half-spun baskets and an incomplete set of lamps in the Suboptimal
Object Project, she drew links between the well-made and the unprofessional.

While preparing to dye endless stripes on old upholstery and other used fabrics

for the upcoming Infinite Stripes Project, she troubled notions of domesticity,

manual labor, and convenience (“a bit of a joke on buying a painting to match

your couch,” she explained). Dym described the Suboptimal Object and Infinite
Stripes projects as both art (e.g., painting) and utilitarian (e.g., textiles), a framing

she used to unsettle longstanding distinctions between the two production processes

and raise questions around the visibility of manual labor.

The Logo Removal Service, on the other hand, served to challenge the aesthetics
of branding, a slightly different political project. Low on clothing, Dym was

delighted when a friend gave her an extra tee shirt from the launch of a local

start-up. She wore the shirt and visually appealing logo until reactions to the shirt

began to change. The company took off, and the logo became instantly recogniz-

able, leaving Dym feeling rather uncomfortable: “I didn’t have a strong enough

opinion to back up the claim I had across my chest” (“Logo Removal Service,”
2013). To preserve the utility of the shirt, but remove the corporate affiliation, Dym

cut out a shape around the logo, and replaced it with a scrap of colorful fabric. “That

new shape held something in a way than an abstract shape can,” she explained

(Dym 2013). It held a critique, both of the aesthetics of branding and the process

that would someday lead the fabric to the landfill and pave the way for

obsolescence.

Dym believed that mass produced goods could help people imagine a more

human manufacturing scale. While stitching her son’s tattered jeans at an exhibition

of her repair work, Dym commented on the irony of being a middle-class woman

with three Ivy League degrees willing to spend hours mending her son’s cheaply

produced H&M trousers. She described the resulting mend as of higher quality than

the original manufacturing job: “It’s a kind of statement about expensive labor

provisionally fixing something made cheaply” (Dym 2013). In manipulating a

mass-produced object and highlighting her intervention in brightly colored thread,

she slowed down the production process to draw attention to the artistry and manual

labor with which it was made. She felt that by reducing the production volume in

favor of what is produced, people could become accustomed to repairing or

repurposing what they have.

In this regard, Dym’s repair work echoed the practices of the 1960s New

Communalists. Like them, she worked to transform the products of a mass-

industrial production system into tools for personal and collective transformation.

Unlike them, however, she also blended concerns for visual aesthetics with the

idiosyncrasy of “expensive labor.” She even posited repair as an entrepreneurial

interest as well as a conceptual framework for her artistic practice. She explained, “I

feel like if I’m going to be in business I need to acknowledge the mass production.

And if I’m going to be an artist I need to acknowledge the mass production and I

need to try to compete with machines in the way that chess players compete with an

IBM machine. . . So it’s completely quixotic” (Dym 2013). To compete with

machines meant trying to “become the factory,” a project without end and without
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direct practical impact. Dym’s material interventions produced a paradox of time

and material investment that transformed the work of repair into something com-

mercially less-than-effective but symbolically powerful.

Though it may seem odd that a woman would want to challenge the global

economic system by stitching her child’s pants, Dym’s ideas were not new to

California, nor even the surrounding art world. In fact, it was during the 1998 Los

Angeles MOCA exhibition “Out of Action: Between Performance and the Object,

1949–1979,” that Dym discovered the elusive power of public-facing performance

art, work that integrated object production with a political agenda. Struck by how

effectively a performance could convey a political message through subtle, often

indirect means, Dym began shifting her art practice toward the performative—and

in the late 1990s she decided to stop throwing things away. Following process

artists of the 1960s and 1970s, she celebrated the beauty of waste by composting

orange peels and stitching old shoes.

Yet, this philosophy of activism was not identical to what had come before. Dym

described herself as the descendant of those who took to the communes 40 years

ago and as what she called a “proto-hippie”: “Someone who’s a hippie now, and not

a hippie like it was in the 1970s. They know about marketing and have a website . . .
availing themselves with the latest technologies, they weren’t trying to go back to

the farm to change the world” (Dym 2013). Dym saw her efforts to interact and

engage with the public as an entrepreneurial and environmental act. In building a

business around dying and stitching, she critiqued industrial processes of planned

obsolescence and made these arguments known to the world at large. As we will see

in other pop-up sites for repair, it is in this semiotic, ritualized display that

practitioners orient repair toward a countercultural conceptual framework for social

change.

2.2 Beyond the Individual: Repair as Conceptual Framework

As a practitioner invested in the meeting of art and engineering through repair, Dym

embodied a philosophy shared by many actively participating in what we call

public sites of facilitated repair. These sites include “pop-up” events like the Fixit

Clinic and Repair Café in which repair-savvy volunteers help local residents

disassemble and fix their broken things: toasters that no longer heat, iPhones with

shattered screens, and electronic games that cease to play. Since 2009, the events

have occurred at museums, libraries, community centers, and the like, roughly once

a month in the San Francisco Bay area. They engage people in repair at no cost,

though visitors can sometimes offer a donation.

We first saw links between repair and the politics of sustainability in the East

Bay Fixit Clinic and neighboring hackerspaces such as Noisebridge, a community-

operated workspace in the San Francisco Mission District, where activities focused

on motivating reuse through electronics tinkering. Members raised questions of

electronic waste (“e-waste”) in particular. They wondered how devices should
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persist as they became no longer usable, serviceable, trendy or desirable. Their

questions framed and sometimes motivated volunteers in their repair efforts. At a

meeting of the Post-Waste Nexus, a collective launched at Noisebridge, members

discussed their project as “techno-activism,” circumvention through consensus

decision-making to promote the re-use of broken and abandoned hard drives, cell

phones and the like. For Chris Witt, a Fixit Clinic volunteer, participation at the

Fixit Clinic was part of “being nice to the world that give us life.” It makes more

sense, he explained, “to fix or alter or somehow reengineer an existing resource than

it does to chop down a whole new resource and mine it and create all the toxic—in

all the senses of the word—aftereffects or side effects that come with new con-

struction. It makes more sense to me to use what we’ve got instead of throwing it

away and creating a new one” (Witt 2012). For his part, Witt saw the work of repair

as advancing environmental stewardship in addition to fostering an alternative

relationship with the factory floor.

Yet, the Fixit Clinic organizers were initially skeptical of their interventions. As

Peter Mui, the founder of the Fixit Clinic explained, “the first time we had one

[a Fixit Clinic] I thought we’d have a big pile of e-waste in the corner” (Mui 2012).

Yet, no such pile emerged. Instead, volunteers helped participants replace fused and

bonded batteries in electronic toothbrushes and oil sewing machine gears. As

trained and amateur engineers, they saw their work to repair and tinker with

electronics as par for the course—or as Mui explained, “I personally don’t know

anybody who became a maker who wasn’t a fixer first.” (“Open Make @ The Hall:

Cities 1/19/2013,” Google+ video, 2013). The Fixit Clinic provided a means for

members of the public to unearth how designers and engineers have contributed to

the world by making the products they use on an everyday basis and prompting

them to figure out how engineers achieved what they set out to make. The volun-

teers viewed repair, in this sense, as an integral part of industrial design and

engineering.

Yet, for the volunteers, returning functionality to devices also did something

more. It saved the devices from the landfill and minimized motivations for further

consumption, which could eventually lead to more waste. To do this, they used their

own tools and supplies as well as digital resources: online hobby shops such as

iFixit.com that distribute tools, parts, and video instructions for fixing consumer

electronics from the web. Using these physical materials and online resources, the

volunteers searched for spare parts, identified the requisite instruction manuals, and

dove into repairs. Their work made new purchases less necessary by offloading

some of the purchasing (or “conspicuous” consumption) on the hunt for replace-

ment parts.

As the repair efforts of the Fixit Clinic and the Repair Café sent people home

with working devices, they received new attention from an international commu-

nity concerned with ecological waste. Traces of success circulating on dedicated

websites and social media outlets like Facebook and Twitter enabled pundits and

media outlets to follow fixing events on the ground. As Peter Skinner, the founder

of the Palo Alto Repair Café, noted, “it was more about being part of this global

network. I got contacted from New Zealand asking about starting one of these, and
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someone up in Calgary. And other people locally about how to kick off something

like this. I don’t know what they found on our website. . . but it’s nice to be part of

this larger [movement]” (Skinner 2013).

In addition to connecting engineering and art practice, Mui saw his Clinic as a

call for social change:

I really want to demystify science and technology. And my alternate surreptitious goal is

that I’m hoping at some point we’ll be able to make better policy choices as a society. And

so the classic example I give is, and it may be apocryphal: In Japan right now, if you buy

and you make an appliance, the manufacturer of the appliance you’re getting rid of has to

come to your house and remove it and recycle it properly. So they truly have cradle-to-

grave ownership of the device. It certainly changes their incentives about how they

manufacture something. They don’t want to get back [the device] prematurely (Mui 2012).

Mui first became interested in repair while doing “goofy things” with his father’s

train set (Mui 2012). Now however, he believed that tinkering and disassembly

could challenge the cultural apparatus of electronic waste and reveal the mecha-

nisms underpinning technical progress. His curiosity had become political and he

hoped that his repair work would serve as an example for others.

3 Repair as a Social Movement: Insights for Design

Researchers

Beyond device-level design, we found the extent to which the Fixit Clinic and the

Repair Café participants connected their repair practices back to social movements

rather striking. For many, repair was not only appealing as a manual process of

manipulating wires and screws, but also as a mode of political action. In that sense,

we believe that the amateur repair communities offer a powerful reminder that

design is shaped by historical forces that swirl far beyond the interactions of

designers and their materials. In this case, we saw repair workers such as Miriam

Dym turning the products of global industry into displays of potential alternatives to

that industry. Like the New Communalists of the 1960s, Dym and her cohort are

actively seeking to redesign not only goods, but their lives. In the process, they too

hope to rebalance political and ecological forces they believe have gone out of

whack. The work itself matters only in small part for the goods it produces. It

matters much more as a performance of an alternative mode of industry and a more

person-centered way of life.

At the same time, unlike the New Communalists, today’s repair workers are not

heading back to the land. On the contrary, they are creating temporary arenas in

which to gather and work together. Like the communes, these clinics are in some

sense cities on a hill. They are meant to demonstrate the power of creative

re-manufacturing to change the world—here and now for the moment, but over

time perhaps, everywhere. They are in fact theaters of alternative industry.

What then is likely to become of their performances? In the 1960s, the New

Communalists failed to transform the American political landscape. Yet, they went
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a long way toward helping Americans re-imagine design as a simultaneously

material and political practice. Today’s makers and fixers are once again asking

critical social questions: How can devices become the centers not only of individual

creativity, but egalitarian community? How can designers help make not only

things but whole societies work better? What role should aesthetics play in shaping

collective action? And what roles should our collective ideals play in shaping our

designs?

It’s too early to tell if the citizens of the Fixit Clinics and repair collectives will

succeed in answering these questions. For now however, we are confident that

participants have gained a new awareness of the political potential of small-scale

design by tinkering with industrial devices. They have also begun, however quietly,

to integrate the contemporary work of design and engineering into the San

Francisco’s Bay area’s longstanding pursuit of social change.
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Part II

Empowering Team Collaboration



Assessing the Development of Design

Thinking: From Training to Organizational

Application

Adam Royalty, Karen Ladenheim, and Bernard Roth

Abstract Increasingly organizations are turning to off-site design thinking profes-

sional development programs as a way to grow design competencies in their

workforce. This paper has two main goals (1) to develop an initial assessment

tool that helps identify how well organizations support employees’ continued

learning and application of design thinking. (2) To describe a process for

constructing design thinking assessment tools. The assessment created is informed

by an exploration of existing design thinking Executive Education programs and

tested in a large organization committed to using design thinking.

1 Introduction

The focus of this work is to develop and test an assessment that captures the extent

to which organizations support design thinking professional development. Little

research has been done on this issue. The hope is that the assessment generated, and

the process used to design it, will lead to more work in this area.

Companies around the world are turning to design as a driver of innovation.

SAP, P&G, Intuit, and JetBlue have all expanded the role of design in their culture

(Korn and Silverman 2012). They are leveraging design in order to tap into

consumers in a more authentic way. The hope is that a human centered way of

working will lead to breakthrough innovations. To boast their capacity for design,

these organizations are not necessarily hiring more designers, instead they are

training existing employees, many of which have no background in design thinking
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(Cross 2007). The aim is to have design as a competency that runs throughout the

organization (Courage 2013). It is important to note that design as a competency

goes beyond design skills like interviewing and prototyping. The goal is to instill

design dispositions so that employees have the ability to behave like designers. This

is why these companies are turning to design thinking.

This paper will look at one of the predominate design thinking training pro-

grams, the Executive Education Initiative at the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design

at Stanford (d.school). The d.school Executive Education program began in 2007

with the goal of training business leaders in design thinking so that they can bring

this paradigm back to their organizations. The initiative has developed a variety of

offerings, but the most common is a 3 day “bootcamp” that introduces design

thinking concepts and goes over how they can be applied in organizations. The

participants are businessmen and women who take time off from their jobs to attend

the program at Stanford. The expectation is that they will return and spread the

design dispositions learned at the d.school throughout their organization.

Generally speaking, design thinking professional development can be split into

two categories: the initial off-site training and the continued on the job application.

Ultimately this work is about assessing an organization’s ability to support the

growth of design thinking within individuals and teams. It might seem that only the

on the job application is worth studying. However, many of the companies that send

participants through the Executive Education program have developed in house

design thinking trainings based on the d.school’s model of teaching (Courage

2013). This means that it is important to understand the initial training experience

in order to provide context and a framework for assessing on the job application.

Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that the trainings are successful in

instilling design dispositions (Royalty et al 2014). This means that we can begin

to look for post program design thinking development by comparing it to the

development we see during the program. However, there clearly is a shift in context

from the classroom to the real world that we can expect to alter the way people learn

design thinking. To mitigate this tension, the first step is to create a pilot assessment

that captures how well an organization supports on the job application of design

thinking based on the initial training experience. The next step is to then work with

an organization to modify the assessment to better fit the context. To do this we

must answer two main research questions:

1. How does the d.school Executive Education program support design thinking

development?

2. How can we assess an organization ability to support design thinking

development?

To answer these questions this paper presents two studies. The first study is an

investigation of the Executive Education program practices culminating is an

instructional model. The second study describes the construction and testing of an

assessment tool that aims to capture how well a large service organization supports

an interdisciplinary design team that is learning to apply design thinking.
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2 Study 1: Constructing a d.School Executive Education

Instructional Model

As was mentioned above, the Executive Education Initiative offers numerous

professional development programs. This study focuses on the single most taught

program, the design thinking bootcamp. This program has the most participants

annually and is the most refined. It is taught three times a year and has between

50 and 60 participants each session. The duration of the program is 3 days at

Stanford. The first two of which are spent working on a design challenge in teams

of five executives with one d.school coach. The teams immerse themselves in the

methods and mindsets of design thinking to solve a challenge. The third day is spent

working on how to bring design thinking back into their organization. Typically

each participant devises a game plan for how they are going to apply what they

learned the first week they return to work.

The format of instruction follows a basic pattern. The teams go through a five-

step design process. At the beginning of each step they receive a short lecture

introducing the basic principles and techniques need to complete that step. From

there they split into teams and work on their challenge until the beginning of the

next step when they receive another short introductory lecture. Each lecture is

approximately 10 min while each working session lasts between 1 and 2 h. Skills

such as brainstorming and user testing are taught via the lecture, but the coaches

facilitate the actual design thinking practice during the teamwork time. Given that

most of the support takes place in the small teams, understanding how the coaches

drive design thinking should be at the heart of this model.

Although small team facilitation has been studied (Hackman and Wageman

2005), there has been little work on coaching a design thinking process, especially

in the professional development context. This is an exploratory, qualitative study

that seeks to uncover the strategies d.school coaches use to successfully teach

participants design thinking over the course of a 3-day workshop. One of the

main assumptions is that there are similarities between coaches in terms of style

and approach. This assumption is based on the fact that coaches regularly share

practices with one another during the course of the workshop. Furthermore, because

all teams receive the same global introductory lectures, no team can stray too far

from the program.

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Participants

For this study the subjects were 20 d.school coaches who were working as a part of

the March 2012 Executive Education bootcamp. As is customary, the coaches were

a mix of d.school employees, d.school alumni, and former bootcamp participants
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who excelled at applying design thinking and returned to coach. Each coach had

experience teaching design thinking workshops. Half of the coaches had 3 or more

years of experience teaching design thinking.

2.1.2 Procedure

The study was conducted in a 1-h session during the preparation day immediately

preceding the workshop. A researcher orally led the coaches through a guided

reflection where they were asked to think about specific experiences teaching

design thinking. There were a total of 19 prompts given to the subjects. They had

approximately 2 min to respond to each prompt. The subjects captured their

thoughts on a “journey map” (see Appendix).

2.1.3 Materials

The journey map used was a six-page paper packet. Five of the pages corresponded

to the five steps of the process taught at the program. The sixth page had space for

overall reflections. The three types of prompts (Table 1) allowed coaches to reflect

on strategies for both cognitive and emotional outcomes of this program. Because

the form of instruction is so experiential, cognitive outcomes alone would not be

enough to describe this way of teaching. The journey map was piloted three times

prior to the study with coaches who did not participate in the March 2012 program.

2.2 Results

Two researchers open-coded each journey map independently. Statements taking

the form of individual sentences or sentence fragments were coded. Each of the

nineteen prompts elicited between one and five statements per coach. After the first

session the researchers came together and approximately 30 categories emerged.

In order to narrow down, the researchers decided to explore categories that fit

into one of two overarching groups: coaching tactics and participant responses. This

meant putting aside many of the categories focusing on single design thinking

skills. Although interesting in of themselves, these extra categories did not seem to

shed any light on the overall strategy of teaching design disposition.

The researchers individually combed through the 30 categories to find ones

fitting into the overarching groups. They came together and settled on eight

codes: five teacher tactics and three student responses. The coaching tactics are

the most common actions coaches took to support their teams. These statements

primarily emerged from the instructional strategies and goal prompts. Participant

responses represent how coaches observe students responding to their facilitation.
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These primarily came from the learner perception prompts. These codes constitute

what this paper suggests are the instructional elements of this program.

Lists of key terms appearing in the data were created as markers of each element.

What follows is a list of the eight elements organized by group. Each element has a

title, some of the key terms, an explanation of what it means based on the responses,

and an example from the data.

2.2.1 Coaching Tactics

Title Discomfort

Key Terms Uncomfortable, intimidated, irritated

Explanation This is commonly referred to as pushing people beyond their

comfort zone. Design thinking is a new way of working for most of

the participants. They are not typically allowed to work in a familiar

way during the program, and this can create a lot of anxiety. Beyond

that, there is not a great deal of time for the participants to prepare

for this as they begin using design thinking right away. Coaches

utilize discomfort as a marker that indicates their participants are

trying something new.

Example “Introduce them to a stranger and step away”

Title Constraints as Scaffolds

Key Terms Team roles, material limits, time limits

Explanation This happens when coaches assign certain boundaries or limits to the

team or individuals to help them further engage in the design

process. Working in a new way can be overwhelming. Limiting

materials that the team uses for prototyping or assigning roles to

different team members helps simplify the work they are doing. In

extreme cases it also prevents participants from reverting back to

traditional ways of working. If a participant starts overanalyzing

ideas in a brainstorm, the coach can make that person facilitate the

Table 1 Selected journey map prompts

Question type Example

Goals: what learning and emotional goals do coaches

have for their students?

What are you trying to teach your

students?

Learner perceptions: based on past experience, how do

students respond during different steps of the design

process?

What are participants’ conceptions of

design during prototyping?

Instructional strategies: how do coaches move students

through the process?

What strategies do you have for

teaching prototyping?
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session which does not give them time to overanalyze anything. All

of this encourages concentration on the most essential parts of the

design process.

Example “Give the team members clear roles [during testing]”

Title Safety

Key Terms Secure, permission to fail, trust

Explanation Creating a space were participants feel emotionally supported to

take risks and try new things makes up this element. This is

important because many participants are relying on their creativity

more than they have in a very long time. It is a side of them that they

may not be used to showing. If they feel unsafe, they are likely to

revert back to traditional, and more innately safe ways of working.

Part of this is making failure acceptable. Failure is an important part

of design (Petroski 1992) though it likely is not an acceptable part of

their normal working style.

Example “[Creating a] ‘yes and’ attitude is key”

Title Momentum

Key Terms Trust the process, move forward, lean into it

Explanation Momentum refers to the concept of keeping the process moving. It is

important for a few reasons. Logistically, there is not much time in

the program so the teams have to accomplish a lot in a short period

and there is no way to catch up if they fall behind. In terms of

working style, design moves quite quickly. They need to repress any

instinct to stop and over think the situation. Finally, time constraints

can actually increase participants’ creativity (Hawthorne et al 2014).

Example “[I] inject energy when momentum in low”

Title Engagement

Key Terms Excited, enjoy, passion

Explanation Keeping participants interested in the project and process are

essential. Beyond providing motivation, an essential part of any

learning experience, high engagement allows participants to

personally connect with design thinking. This is important because

often times learning design thinking is a personally transformative

experience (Royalty et al 2012).

Example “[They feel] passionate about the work they did”
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2.2.2 Participant Responses

Title Optimism

Key Terms optimistic, hopeful, belief

Explanation This is faith in themselves and their creative abilities. It manifests

itself in two main ways. First, that they believe they have the

capacity to work using design thinking. Second, that this process can

lead to a novel and interesting solution. It is important to have this

sense of optimism because it is the first time many of them have used

design thinking and they have no reference for what a successful

process or outcome look like.

Example “Trust in themselves as experts to identify needs”

Title Confusion

Key Terms Unsure, lost, unclear

Explanation This is simply not understanding aspects of design thinking. It is a

normal part of any learning process. It is up to the coaches to resolve

their team’s confusion.

Example “Still not sure how [interviewing] relates [to design]”

Title Surprise

Key Terms Amazed, didn’t expect this, wow this was unexpected

Explanation Surprise in this case is being surprised at ones’ own ability to

succeed using design thinking. This, fittingly, was the most

unexpected element. The previous two participant response

elements are a normal part of learning. This encapsulates the

experience participants have at the end of a project when they see

that their creativity led to a novel and interesting outcome. To be

clear, it is less about what they actually made and more about the

creative capacity in themselves that came out during the process.

Example “Whoa, I didn’t think I could be out of the box!”

2.3 Discussion

Given these key instructional elements, the next step is to use them to construct a

possible instructional model for design thinking. Looking at the coaches strategies

elements reveals an interesting progression. Coaches challenge participants by
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making them uncomfortable. They create a safe space where it is all right to be

uncomfortable, perhaps because everyone on a team is more or less equally

uncomfortable. From there coaches help participants move forward in two ways.

The first is by offering constraints as a scaffold to work in a design thinking manner.

The second is to build and maintain momentum that ensures they stay on track.

Finally the coach keeps the level of engagement high throughout the program as a

way of connecting the participants personally to the design process.

Shifting to the participant response elements another progression emerges. There

is a lot of initial confusion but the participants remain optimistic and see the process

through. Ultimately, they are surprised with what they are able to accomplish.

Combining the two progressions forms a model illustrated in Fig. 1. The

discomfort created from coaches immediately forcing participants to jump in to

the new design thinking process leads to confusion. The safety, constraints, and

momentum that carry teams through the process help instill a sense of optimism. In

the end, being personally engaged opens the participants up to be surprised in their

own creative abilities.

There are of course some major questions that this model brings up. One is how

accurate are the participant responses? They come from the experience of seasoned

d.school coaches, but ultimately they must be validated studying participants

directly. Another is, are these elements necessary and sufficient to effective design

thinking Executive Education programs? A way to test would be to remove one or

more of these elements in a subsequent training and measure the effectiveness.

For the purposes of developing a tool that assess participants continued design

thinking growth in organizations, the initial assumption is that the elements are all

necessary. However, that may be adjusted as more is learned about the context to

which participant return.

Fig. 1 A model of

Executive Education design

thinking instruction
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3 Study 2: Developing and Testing a Design Thinking

Organizational Support Assessment Tool

How do we know if participants who attend training at the d.school receive

continued support when they return to their companies? This study describes the

development and implementation of an assessment tool in an organization that has

sent multiple employees through d.school Executive Education bootcamps with the

hope of developing design thinking as a core competency. The organization, which

we will refer to as Bishop Industries was chosen, in part, because it is relatively

large, over 30,000 people, and it has made a commitment to design. This means that

employees who receive training at the d.school head back into a workplace with a

fairly entrenched working culture. Another factor was that this is a service company

that never utilized design. Most Executive Education participants work in organi-

zations that have similar traits.

The assessment tool was loosely based on the journey map in study one. It

sought to capture what employees learned through design thinking and how it felt to

go through this process. The researchers worked with a Design Catalyst at Bishop

Industries on the wording of the tool to align it with the language the company used

around design thinking. The Design Catalysts at Bishop Industries are responsible

for driving a design thinking process in existing project teams. The Design Catalyst

whom we will refer to as Ted helped identify a team to test the assessment with.

It is worth recalling that the ultimate point of the assessment tools is not to

determine if the team is good or bad at using design thinking. The point is to

discover if the team is supported in developing design thinking competencies. The

assumption is that if the organization is being supportive, then the team’s design

thinking will improve. So in reality, the organization is being assessed as much as

the team is.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants

Ted is a Design Catalyst at Bishop Industries. He has been trained at the d.school

and is tasked with spreading design thinking within the company. His main job is to

work with existing teams to teach and drive a design thinking process that is used in

tandem with existing work processes.

The project team was an interdisciplinary group working on a mobile applica-

tion. The team was comprised of a Project Manager, a Designer, a Software

Engineer, and a Business Lead. Only the Design Catalyst had previous design

thinking training. However, the Designer had extensive design education.
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3.1.2 Procedure

Two unstructured interviews were conducted with Ted in order to hone the assess-

ment tool and choose which team to test it with. The tool was then given to the team

at the beginning and end of a 5-week project. After the project was over, a final

semi-structured interview with Ted was conducted to review the outcomes of the

assessment.

3.1.3 Materials

The assessment tool is a single form with three sections. There is a paper version

and a digital version compatible with most smartphones. They were filled out

individually. Table 2 shows the types of questions asked.

It is important to note that like Study 1, employees were prompted to share

cognitive and emotional responses to the process.

3.2 Results

There are two primary results from the assessment. The first comes from the process

scale items. When asked at the end of the project if the team is using a strong design

thinking process, the respondents with no design background each indicated that

they did with (+1 average). This was an improvement from their responses at the

beginning of the project (+.33 average). By contrast, the Designer and Design

Catalysts both indicated that they believed the team was not using a strong design

thinking process (�1 average). However, each respondent felt like using the

process more (+1.2 average).

The second interesting result came from the question, “What three words

describe how you felt while [going through design thinking]?” The responses

where coded using the same eight codes generated in study one. Only the partici-

pant response codes were applicable because Ted was the only person in an

instructional capacity and none of his responses fell into the coaching strategy

codes. All five respondents reported feelings that were coded as optimistic. Four of

the five reported feelings that were coded as confusion. However, no one reported

any feelings that could be coded as surprise.

The interview with Ted following the test revealed some additional information

about the team. Ted moved onto help other groups after the 5-week project ended.

He checked in with the team members individually a few weeks later. After the

project ended the team did not feel like they could use design thinking in subse-

quent projects.
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3.3 Discussion

Judging from the opinion of the design experts, the team was not applying design

thinking very well, despite the other members believing that it was. Furthermore,

the team was not able to apply it after Ted left. That said, the team was excited

about the prospect of using design thinking more.

One possible explanation for these results is that the employees experienced a

“healthy” mix of confusion and optimism but never managed to surprise themselves.

The high optimism could account for why non-experts felt the teamwas successfully

using a design process. It could also explain why everyone wanted to use design

thinking more. The lack of surprise might be the reason why they were not able to

apply this process on their own. Perhaps people need to be amazed by their own

creative capacity before they are confident enough to apply design thinking on their

own. This would suggest that Bishop Industries could benefit from reflections or

some other techniques that allow employees to surprise themselves.

4 Conclusion

The first test of the assessment tool in an organizational context resulted in some

interesting outcomes. Specifically a few poignant successes and limitations arose.

From these outcomes it is possible to delineate guidelines for future iterations of

this tool.

The tool was successful in capturing emotional responses in addition to cogni-

tive responses. Asking participants to share how using design thinking made them

feel elicited highly affective terms like anxious, excited, and disenchanted. This is

important because emotion is an important aspect of learning this process and

something that needs to be recorded. Also, by assessing each individual in the

group, it was possible to identify contradictions, which can be a valuable way to

understand the inner workings of a team (Goldman et al 2014).

There were, however, some limitations. One is that this tool is primarily self-

report. An early prototype asked employees to take a picture of something they

made as part of the process. This was meant to show the tangible output of the

process. Bishop Industries confidentiality policy made taking photos virtually

impossible. Another limitation is that this tool focused only on what people created.

Table 2 DT organizational support assessment items

Item Type Example

Events: Important project events (four questions) Short answer What did you do or make?

Learning: What the employee learned from the

event (two questions)

Short answer How did that learning affect

your next steps

Process: Feelings the employee has about using

design thinking (four items)

Likert Scale from

�2 to +2

I feel like using this process

less/more
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It was unable to capture more subtle environmental factors like how the company’s

incentive structure helps or hinders design thinking.

Given these outcomes, there are a few characteristics that should be incorporated

in further iterations. One is that the tool must be fast and useful for employees. Most

people do not have time to fill out a form unless they are forced to. A better strategy

is to have the assessment serve an additional purpose. One example is an assess-

ment tool that captures a team’s workflow such that they can recount their working

process when they present their project to corporate leaders. This makes it useful for

researchers as well at participants. A second characteristic is that the tool must be

calibrated to the organization based on the company’s intended application of

design thinking. Although most organizations are excited about design as a core

competency, some do so in order to become more empathetic with customers while

others are more focused on increasing the level of experimentation their employees

engage in, for example. Knowing the intended application can direct an assessment

tool towards specific behaviors the company wants to encourage. Finally, it is

useful to have a design expert connected to the team that can serve to triangulate

the data. The interview with Ted following the testing period put many of the

assessment responses in context. All three of these characteristics show how

important the organization itself is in the design of the assessment tool.

This study has uncovered factors that exist in successful design thinking profes-

sional development. Additionally, it has presented an example of how to assess the

organization’s support structure. Hopefully this will serve to inform similar work

by encouraging researchers and organizations to co-design assessment tools that

measure how well employees bring design thinking from the classroom to the

workplace.
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Appendix: Journey Map
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TeamSense: Prototyping Modular

Electronics Sensor Systems for Team

Biometrics

Joel Sadler and Larry Leifer

Abstract Electronic sensors systems can be used to unobtrusively gather real-time

measurements of human interaction and biometrics. However, developing custom

sensor systems can be costly, time intensive and often requires high technical

expertise in embedded mechatronic systems. We present a prototyping case study

of a real world system, TeamSense, with the scenario of a manager who wishes to

use embedded sensors to develop data-driven insights on team performance. Team

Biometrics is a term used here to refer to a sensor system that measures some

physical characteristic of a group of individuals. We explore how existing novice

electronics toolkits, such as Arduino, can be used to develop a custom wireless

biometric sensing network, without requiring deep technical experience, time

investment, or cost. A series of functional data collection prototypes are presented,

and we present lessons learned from initial testing with live deployment in a team

setting. The need for more (1) modular and (2) mutable electronics and software

components were discovered to be a limiting factor in allowing more experimen-

tation in the early stages of sensor system prototyping. Modularity enables fixed

functional blocks to be swapped in and out of a system (enabling combinations),

and mutability allows modification of blocks to change their function (enabling

mutation). We propose a future sensor platform that explores how modularity and

mutability affects electronics prototyping with sensors. This work has broad impli-

cations for Designing Thinking, and importance of toolkits in reducing the barriers

to entry for rapid prototyping with sensors.
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1 Introduction

Electronic sensors allow the inquisitive to probe the world and take snapshots of the

physical phenomenon that surround us. As Design Thinkers, the act of physically

observing the human environment, and rapidly prototyping solutions, are core

activities in developing understanding of a design problem. As sensors and elec-

tronics become more accessible to the technically inexperienced, there is an

increasing opportunity to enhance the designer’s toolkit with technology. However,
incorporating sensors into a design process can be challenging, time-consuming,

costly, and often requires some existing technical experience (Hartmann

et al. 2006). Howmight we reduce the barriers to creative prototyping with sensors?

What kinds of new questions can designers ask with sensor-enabled systems? Can

we develop a better understanding of human systems through real-time instrumen-

tation of body and space?

In order to motivate this work with a concrete example we explore a specific

scenario, TeamSense, in which we attempt to measure human activity within a

team. Here we present a prototyping case study through the hypothetical lens of a

manager, who wishes to use embedded sensors to develop data-driven insights on

team performance. We explore how existing novice electronics toolkits, such as

Arduino (Mellis et al. 2007), can be used to develop custom wireless biometric

sensing networks, without requiring deep technical experience, time investment, or

cost. Here we consider TeamSense as a general example of biometrics, through the

measurement of the unique physical characteristics of a team. Finally, we present a

series of functional prototypes, and discuss the lessons learned from initial testing

with live deployment in a team setting.

2 The TeamSense Scenario

2.1 Motivation: A Manager Monitoring Team Dynamics

The measurement of human activity within a team serves as a useful prototyping

exercise with (1) a real world problem and (2) the potential use of electronic sensors

to measure human activity. Here we imagine that a scenario of a manager wishes to

better understand the dynamics of a team. As a broader motivation to this problem,

consider that an increasing amount of work takes place in a team context, and there

is a existing need to understand what factors can effectively diagnose, facilitate and

predict team performance (Skogstad et al. 2009). Prior research has shown that

certain team dynamics indicators are strong correlates with long-term innovative

performance (Jung et al. 2012; Kress and Schar 2011). However, current team

observation techniques are generally time-intensive (e.g. direct observation in the

field), substantially asynchronous (e.g. offline video analysis) or otherwise
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obtrusive to team function (e.g. bringing teams into the lab setting) (Kress

et al. 2012; Tang and Leifer 1991).

Managers and teachers in project-based courses rarely have the time or oppor-

tunity to observe teamwork in progress, and so may miss critical dynamics cues.

Additionally, they may simply be unaware of what those cues are or how to address

them. Real-time, in situ team dynamics monitoring could have substantial benefit to

team performance and learning, both through direct feedback to the team and

through mediated feedback. To answer these questions in this scenario we propose

the TeamSense System—a modular platform for precision real-time data capture,

analysis and feedback. We envision that a combination of (1) unobtrusive sensing

hardware in the collaboration environment, (2) software analysis tools for detecting

patterns of team activity and, (iii) dynamic feedback mechanisms for behavioral

intervention, may give team members and managers more actionable insight on

how to improve the team performance (Fig. 1).

2.2 Desirable Features of Sensor System for Team
Measurement

In order to achieve the goal of creating a system capable of capturing insightful data

on team activity we consider the following requirements:

1. Unobtrusive: The system should not significantly alter or interfere with the

activities of the team. The sensors need to be placed in a way that is minimally

unobtrusive to the individual or groups’ normal activity. Ideally the presence of

the system provides quiet “ambient” capture of data that merges into the

background, out of any noticeable attention.

2. Continuous Logging: The logged sensor data has to occur over a meaningful

continuous time frame with minimal interruption to the data stream. Ideally the

Fig. 1 TeamSense model
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system can operate without physical intervention over a number of weeks,

without requiring for example frequent recharging of a battery, or manual

intervention. We consider 6 weeks to be a reasonable time over which a team

can complete a sub-task.

3. Modular (Reconfigurable): As the exact types of sensors that will be effective

are initially unknown, it is necessary to have an architecture that allows many

different types of sensors to be plugged in, interchanged, and tested. A modular

system that allows low-effort reconfiguration of sensors allows a greater variety

of sensors to be experimented with in a given time. Using pre-exiting sensor

modules has the advantage of increased system robustness and leverages known

working components that are physically consistent,

4. Mutable (Modifiable Functionality): By using only off-the-shelf sensors, reli-

ability and consistency may be high, but modules may not be easily modified in

function beyond a fixed design. In the case of creating a novel sensing technique,

optimizing the system, or modifying the way that data is transformed, having the

ability to modify the function of the system is highly desirable. The ability to

change, or mutate, the function of the system is especially important for this

initial prototyping stage—when the design is still in a state of flux.

3 Challenges to Rapid Prototyping with Sensors

In the TeamSense senario we assume that there is a technically inexperienced user
that wishes to create an electronic sensor platform for continuous data logging of

team’s physical activity. We are particularly interested in exploring the current

barriers that this user would encounter from an initial idea to a working sensor

logging prototype. Creating a TeamSense system, as described in the previous

section, requires integration of many diverse parts including mechanical, electrical

and software components. For the technically inexperienced, creating such a sensor

system can be time intensive, costly and require a significant amount of prior

knowledge. Over time, electronics toolkits have emerged to address the need for

low barrier to entry electronics creation. In the context of TeamSense, what are the

key considerations and continuing challenges in using such toolkits for sensor

prototyping?

3.1 Biometric Sensing: Instrumenting the Body
vs. Instrumenting Space

In biometrics we wish to identify measurable physical characteristics of an indi-

vidual or groups of individuals. Physical phenomenon includes measurable internal
characteristics, e.g. heart rate, respiration, galvanic skin response, and external
phenomenon such as movement, acoustic output and proximity. Measuring internal
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vs. external biometrics leads to two distinct instrumentation approaches, one in

which (1) the body is instrumented with sensors and (2) another in which we focus

on instrument the physical space. Creating on-body sensing systems has the advan-

tage of persistent data capture that follows the individual as they move through

different spaces, but is potentially more obtrusive and is highly sensitive to form-

factor. Instrumenting the physical space represents a reasonable starting point for

unobtrusive ambient sensing, free from form-factor constraints, at the cost of a

more limited window of data. With TeamSense we focus our initial explorations on

the physical space (Fig. 2).

To illustrate examples here we can see a variety of possible sensors that may be

used to instrument the physical characteristics of teammates (Fig. 3, Table 1).

3.2 Common Barriers Novices Face while Prototyping
with Sensors

Electronic sensors transform physical phenomenon (e.g. pressure, movement, light,

etc.) into electrical signals. The raw electrical signals can then be read by interfac-

ing device capable of detecting these electrical changes in a self-contained embed-

ded system, such as a programmable microcontroller. Working with these

embedded systems can be especially challenging due to the following factors:

1. Knowledge gap in both hardware and software: Interfacing with microcon-

trollers often requires both software and electrical hardware familiarity. The user

may have to author and debug code to specific the behavior of the system, as well

as creating electrical circuits. Specifically in working with sensors, often

supporting circuitry may need to be included in order to condition the signal,

such as amplification and noise filtering.

Fig. 2 Two alternative instrumentation approaches: body and physical space
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2. Constraints of tiny computers: Microcontrollers are resource constrained—in

that they are essentially small computers with limited amounts of memory

(on the order of kilobytes) and limited computational power. Programming

under such constraints typically requires the use of a lower level language

such as C or C++, and more attention needs to be paid to the limits of the

system, such as memory management. Higher level programming languages,

such as Python, may be more novice friendly, but may also come at an overhead

cost to the system.

3. Special tools requirements: In working with electrical hardware, physical,

digital and electrical tools may be necessary to create even a most basic sensor

system. For example the use of a soldering iron, breadboards, and wiring cutting

are often necessary. Without the necessary tools, progress may be stalled or

halted.

4. Component availability: Without physically having the components in hand

there is often some time lag in identifying and acquiring the necessary parts. The

lack of having “parts on hand” is more likely for a less technically experienced

user. Delays of hours, or days can be significant if components need to be

shipped to a location. In the context of rough and rapid prototyping, where a

prototyping session might be on the order of an hour, these delays are significant

factor.

3.3 Prototyping Toolkits for Electronics and Sensors

To address some of the challenges to prototyping with electronics, novice toolkits,

such as Arduino (Mellis et al. 2007), attempt to provide programmable microcon-

troller platforms that are more accessible to technically inexperienced users

(e.g. children, artists, musicians and tinkerers). The use of such toolkits have

Fig. 3 Typical tools for

prototyping with sensors,

including soldering
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grown in popularity since their introduction, with recent estimates of over one

million Arduino boards sold to date, and tens of thousands of registered to their

online community (Arduino.cc 2013). Toolkits like Arduino provide an integrated

experience to creating with electronics, in that they provide both hardware and a
software development environment (IDE) tailored to the hardware. Arduino based

systems are convenient for interfacing with sensors with since they abstract away

much of the lower level electrical details, but still provide room for mutability

(modification) and manual building of circuits. Stackable add-on boards, referred to

as “shields”, allow of more specialized functions to be added modularly, such as SD

card logging or wireless capability (Fig. 4).

For a detailed review of the history and design of microcontroller-based toolkits,

the authors recommend Blikstein’s 2013 review of microcontrollers and their use

with technical novices in education (Blikstein 2013).

Table 1 Sample biometrics and sensors for measuring team activity

Sample metric Sensor Physical example

Physical movement 3-axis accelerometer (ADXL345)

Vibration Piezoelectric transducer (VELLEMAN TV4)

Motion PIR motion sensor (VUPN5943)

Proximity Infrared distance sensor (GP2Y0A21YK0F)

Ambient light LDR light dependent resistor (TrueOpto 58-0128)

Acoustic output MEMs microphone (ADMP401)

Pulse Heart rate monitor (SEN-11574)
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3.4 Modular vs. DIY Sensor Toolkits

Toolkits like Arduino fall in the category of DIY “do it yourself” systems, where

flexibility of modification (mutability) is highly valued. Alternative electronics

toolkits such as Phidgets (Greenberg and Fitchett 2001), and d.Tools (Hartmann

et al. (2006)) take a different approach to interfacing with sensors, and strive for a

higher level of modularity in their components. In contrast with Arduino, no

circuitry is required with these systems, and interfacing with a sensor is achieved

by connecting a plug-and-play “smart module” over a standardized connection.

These systems automatically recognize when a particular component is plugged-in,

identify the type of component, and react accordingly. The main advantage of using

these modular systems is in the convenience of a true plug-and-play interface.

However, this added convenience comes at the cost of:

1. Added component cost and complexity: Smart modules often add an addi-

tional lightweight micro-controller to uniquely identify a component such as a

“motion sensor” and communicate its data over an electrical bus.

2. Reduced mutability to modify the system: modules tend to be less flexible in

their affordance for modification. Within a platform choices may be limited to

modules specifically designed by the third party (The Arduino DIY style over-

comes these limitations by exposing the raw circuitry to users) (Fig. 5).

In the context of TeamSense, an idealized sensor system would combine the

mutability benefits of DIY style toolkits like Arduino, with the usability benefits of

plug-and-play modules.

Fig. 4 An Arduino board with a breadboard. Stackable shields (right)
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4 TeamSense System Prototypes

4.1 Acoustic Vibration Monitoring Prototype

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of DIY sensor logging system—we

constrained ourselves to use only tools typical of technically inexperienced users

(within the Arduino ecosystem). We selected acoustic vibration as an initial proof-

of-concept metric to instrument a physical tem space. We constructed and tested

two sample prototype TeamSense units at Stanford with the aim of capturing

workspace physical activity through this vibration metric. Arduino-based program-

mable microcontroller boards and a Xbee wireless shield provide the base of a

minimal sensor logging unit capable of reading attached analog sensors and trans-

mitting data to a near by computer. Each unit is designed to be mounted to the

underside of a team’s table in the shared workspace. Physical activity is registered

in real time by means of a piezoelectric contact microphone, and transmits this

information wirelessly to a base station PC along with the Team ID. Using a Xbee

wireless network, multiple sensors can be deployed in a workspace and all transmit

data to a single point that can be accessed remotely. This allows for real-time

monitoring of one channel of team activity as well as data-logging for asynchronous

team observation. By attaching various analog sensors, this setup allows modular

expansion different types of sensing techniques (Figs. 6 and 7).

Fig. 5 The Phidgets toolkit

encourages modular plug-

and-play components
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4.2 Pilot Deployment Results

The two prototype units were tested with ME310 engineering design teams at

Stanford over a course of 6 weeks. Units were mounted to the underside of each

team’s table, and team gave consent to have their activity logged as a part of the

pilot. The figure below shows the physical setup of the pilot units. Each unit

required a connection to a power outlet and was designed so that data capture

resumed automatically after an accidental power-outage (with an indication in the

log that this has occurred). A Java based client app (written in Processing) running

on a nearby computer, received data events and logged them to text file, with unique

time stamps and team IDs (Fig. 8).

In reviewing the sample data we found that data transmission and logging

methods were quite robust; we recorded a 6-week-longitudinal data stream from

both sensors without serious interruption or the need to intervene. Teams indicated

that the device was unobtrusive to their work and that they quickly forgot about it as

it was “out of sight, out of mind.” A sample of acoustic data between two teams is

shown below. The data shows distinct qualitative differences in the pattern of work

Fig. 6 TeamSense acoustic vibration overview

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of TeamSense unit
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between the two teams. Both the absolute event frequency (number of acoustic

events) and relative timing of activities varied. The data clearly shows one team as

constantly more “physically active” in their space (Fig. 9).

The pilot serves as a proof of concept of a DIY sensor logging system, leading to

qualitatively comparable data in team activity. However discovered several ongo-

ing challenges:

1. Limited Channel: Drawing robust conclusions about team performance

requires more than a single channel of sensor data. Acoustic events serves as a

interesting proof of concept for a logging system, but a more detailed picture of

team activity would be needed in order to draw detailed conclusions about the

link between sensor data and team dynamics.

2. Minimizing Variations between Sensor Systems: With this DIY method, the

manual creation of supporting circuitry to interface with sensors can result in

misleading variations in sensor data. The electrical and software calibration of

the system has a significant effect on the sensor signal variation. Variations in

wiring, components, and fabrication appear to significantly change the quality of

the sensor output. For example, during prototyping a poorly soldered wire was

initially found to be source of drop in data. Finding more ways to increase the

consistency, and robustness between units is essential to draw more actionable

conclusions from the data.

Fig. 8 Mountable sensing units (1 and 2) Communicate wirelessly to a Xbee receiver (3).

(4) Shows mounting to the underside of a table
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3. The Need for Increased Modularity: As mentioned above, it is especially

important to minimize the variations between sensor systems. By using off-

the-self sensor modules, with known working configurations some of the vari-

ability can be reduced. Using modules minimizes the supporting circuitry that

needs to be created by the designer, and the chance of introducing errors and

variations in fabrication is reduced. By using an approach similar to other plug-

and-play module systems, we can promote a greater ability to swap different

types of sensors in and out with low effort. Ideally such systems maintain the

benefit of being directly mutable if modifications are needed.

4.3 Method for a More Modular TeamSense System

The pilot uncovered a number of challenges in prototyping sensor systems for team

measurement. One alternative approach to a DIY sensor system is to create a more

modular system of plug-and-play components that reduces the errors in manual

circuit creation, and promotes experimentation of different sensors. The research

system d.Tools (Hartmann et al. (2006)) and commercially available systems like

Phidgets (Greenberg and Fitchett 2001) are good examples of this approach. He we

attempt to create such a system tailored to the TeamSense data logging challenge

(Fig. 10).

The figure above shows an iteration on the TeamSense units that uses:

1. A smart module converter—that connects an off-the-shelf analog sensor to a

small additional microcontroller (ATTiny45). This additional microcontroller

add “smart” identification of what sensor is plugged in, over a common electrical

bus (I2C protocol). This module uses an approach similar to Hartmann

Fig. 9 Comparing acoustic events collected over a 6 week period
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et al. (2006), however the programming of the module is achieved using only

novice accessible Arduino tools. This way the components achieve both high

mutability and modifiability.

2. A lighter weight computer: A microcomputer, such as a Raspberry Pi, can

replace the computer shown in the previous setup. For data logging the use of a

Raspberry Pi ($35), or similar platform, represents a cost effective way to

continuously log and store data in a TeamSense setup.

Using the method describe above we may create a team sensing system that

combines the benefits easily swappable modular components, with highly modifi-

able (mutable) customization. We expect that future platforms can explore the

tradeoffs between DIY and Modular sensing methods discussed here for measuring

team activity.

5 Conclusions

In this article we describe a prototyping case study of TeamSense, a modular

electronics platform for measuring team activity with electronic sensors. By focus-

ing on creating a DIY system that a technically inexperienced user could create, we

uncover some of the advantages and limitations of using existing electronics

toolkits for sensor prototyping. Through prototyping and testing of two different

systems we successfully demonstrate the feasibility of creating a DIY sensor data-

logging platform for instrumenting a team space. Sample data of acoustic vibration

events with live teams, highlighted the need for more robust methods of data

capture and system fabrication.

Through this exercise we uncover the inherit limitations in creating electronic

sensor systems—and future works points to the need for more modular plug-and-

play systems to increase system robustness, and to promote rapid experimentation

Fig. 10 Arduino (1) with

plug-and-play smart sensors

(2). A Raspberry Pi

(3) serves as a logging

computer with battery

(4) and wireless (5)
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with additional sensors. We propose a future sensor platform that explores how

modularity and mutability affects electronics prototyping with sensors. This work

has broad implications for Designing Thinking, and importance of toolkits in

reducing the barriers to entry for rapid prototyping with sensors.
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Tele-Board MED: Supporting Twenty-First

Century Medicine for Mutual Benefit

Julia von Thienen, Anja Perlich, and Christoph Meinel

Abstract Tele-Board MED is a medical documentation system designed to sup-

port patient-doctor cooperation at eye level. In particular, it tackles the challenge of

turning medical documentation from a necessity, which disturbs the treatment flow,

into a curative process by itself. With its focus on cooperative documentation, Tele-

Board MED embraces a call uttered by many scientists and politicians nowadays

for twenty-first century medicine and patient empowerment. At the same time, the

project is deeply rooted in the culture of design thinking. Accordingly, the benefit

for patients should not be at the expense of doctors. Rather, the needs of all

stakeholders shall be discerned and served. Behaviour psychotherapy has been

chosen as a first field of application for Tele-Board MED. Using quantitative and

qualitative methods, an initial feedback study was launched with 34 behaviour

psychotherapists. It showed that many therapists are skeptical towards digital

documentation and record transparency in general. Nonetheless, Tele-Board

MED is considered helpful and promising. In particular, therapists estimate to

save one third of their normal working time when assembling case reports with

the system. The vast majority of therapists can well imagine using Tele-Board

MED with patients. Apart from that, quantitative methodological strategies—

though seldom used in the design thinking community—proved to be potent tools

for carving out needs and insights that will inspire the next generation of Tele-

Board MED.
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1 Starting Point: No Superhuman Doctors with Instant

and Infallible Documentation

When you see a doctor, he will create a patient file regarding your case. It will

include some initial data like age, preliminary medication or intolerances and all the

data that accumulates in the process of your treatment.

Consider how many patients your doctor sees! Think of all the intricacies each

case brings along. That is a lot of information your doctor needs to have in mind—

or in his files.

Yet, to remember your case in all its details the doctor will hardly go through

your record at length when seeing you anew. Typically, there are only a couple of

seconds between patient appointments. Can the doctor truly grasp all the important

issues of your case this quickly?

In addition, the patient file is typically visible for the doctor alone. Any gaps or

mistakes in previous documentation are likely to remain in your file. Your chances

of detecting an incorrect compilation of symptoms, for instance, are rather

mediocre.

If your doctor was a perfect documenter, his files would be complete and

infallible. Before starting your treatment, he would read your file carefully and

consider every important detail. Yet, reality departs from this ideal sometimes a

little and sometimes a lot. Mostly, it is the patient who pays the toll.

Yet, to be sure, the problem is not only that unreliable doctors create insufficient

documentation. What might worry us even more is a trade-off: At some point,

which comes rather sooner than later, it seems that doctors can provide only one,

either good treatments or good documentation.

Imagine a diligent doctor who really wanted to be a perfect documenter. He

might indeed come up with quite comprehensive files if he wrote detailed protocols

of every session, making you wait whenever something potentially important has

been said or done, or occurred. How often would that be, every 10 s? Your

treatment would drag on and on. Soon you might feel the bureaucracy of docu-

mentation was more important than your concerns, which the doctor would have to

postpone again and again. Every short look at you would be followed by long

glances at the monitor where his elaborate documentation filled page after page.

2 Making Medical Documentation Helpful from the First

Moment On

Typically, it is accepted that documentation disturbs the current treatment to some

degree since it will hopefully help when meeting the next time. We envision a form

of documentation that makes treatments better—from the first moment

on. According to our perspective, the redesign of medical documentation should
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address three key issues. (1) Creating medical files: Here, it is crucial that the

activity of documenting does not hinder healing. Ideally, the act of documenting

would itself be curative. (2) Medical file quality: Records should be as correct and

complete as possible. (3) Profiting from medical files: Finding relevant information

in the records and working with it should be as easy and fruitful as possible.

To answer these challenges we created Tele-Board MED. The basic idea is to

fade out documentation as an extra step apart from the treatment. Instead, whatever

doctors and patients do anyway to advance a treatment shall be supported to

become means of documentation as well.

A likely starting point is to help patient and doctor exchange information, which

is an integral part of most treatments. E.g., the patient reports symptoms or

complaints. The doctor generates diagnostic findings and explains them. He may

name different treatment options. Jointly, doctor and patient consider the advan-

tages and disadvantages of the options in deciding on one. . .
How can Tele-Board MED support this kind of information exchange? Figure 1

shows a first prototype of the user interface. Headlines like “diagnosis,” “therapy

options,” “intolerances” or “present medication” provide orientation. The doctor

can use such keywords to structure information in a flexible way.

Flexibility is crucial since patient-doctor conversations cannot be predicted.

E.g., it may well happen that the patient does not recall all his intolerances at

once when asked for them. He may recall an important intolerance only at the end

of the session and it should then easily become part of the file. Tele-Board MED

does not predefine question-and-answer sequences or anything concrete that must

be entered in the system at some point. It solely highlights issues that typically

figure in patient records and helps to cluster information.

The first Tele-Board MED prototype depicts all information on a large screen

visible to both patient and doctor. In this way, the patient also has the chance to

detect errors or notice missing pieces of information.

Pictures may be used to speed up understanding. The doctor does not have to

read long complicated sentences in the patient record, searching for crucial bits of

information, instead, he can catch important points in just seconds. Besides that,

pictures may also help patients understand. After all, “doctor’s talk” can sometimes

sound like gobbledygook.

Whether it is truly possible to attain medical documentation without spending

extra time on the task by using Tele-Board MED does not, of course, only depend

on the general idea but also on matters of implementation. According to the vision

of Tele-Board MED, users should be able to enter and move around keywords or

pictures so quickly and intuitively that it barely takes any time and almost goes

unnoticed.

The concept of Tele-Board MED has been realized as a software system. It can

be used on a broad range of devices, such as a desktop computer, laptop, digital

whiteboard, tablet or even a mobile phone. The user can choose whatever works

best for him.

From our point of view, a big touch-screen is ideal. This allows both doctor and

patient to see the relevant information and point at issues of current concern. The
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touch-function makes it possible to sort crucial pieces of information with just the

swipe of a finger. Whenever some new piece of information enters the discussion,

such as a major symptom or some diagnostic finding, a keyword may be written

down quickly on a keyboard or with a digital pen (where automatic character

recognition is already available). The keyword appears on a sticky note at the

screen. You can put your finger on it and move it naturally and quickly to the

place of the file where it belongs. In addition, the patient may be encouraged to

enter information too, e.g., by providing an extra keyboard for him.

3 Empowering Patients: Twenty-First Century Medicine

Quite obviously, Tele-Board MED is not a traditional documentation tool that

supports a doctor in his classical role as an authoritative figure who pulls all the

strings alone (and who carries all responsibility alone). While in the past doctors

typically kept patient records to themselves, Tele-Board MED makes it easy to

share a file with the person concerned—the patient. More generally, it is designed to

help patient and doctor cooperate for mutual benefit.

The advantages of moving towards cooperation are quite comprehensible. Doc-

tors may thus attain better knowledge bases. Patients can help ensure the correct-

ness and completeness of files by detecting errors (such as a false list of current

medication) or adding new data (e.g., an additional intolerance they are aware of).

Patients, on the other hand, attain more control in a matter that is crucial for them:

their own health. Indeed, Tele-Board MED might reach its ideal of turning

documentation into a curative process if only the system could help patients

acknowledge and take responsibility for their own well-being. After all, patients

Fig. 1 The general idea of

interacting with Tele-

Board MED
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ought to choose their doctors wisely, decide on treatment options that work well for

them and engage in personal health behaviour like sports or diet.

The insight that cooperation among responsible patients and approachable

doctors promotes health much better than the traditional model of doctors as

superordinate authorities has inspired a lot of work lately, both in science (e.g.,

Kalra 2011; Koch 2012; Koch and Vimarlund 2012; Perlich 2012) and in politics

(e.g., Bahr 2013; Bundesgesetzblatt 2013). Common keywords are “patient

empowerment” and “self-management” in English or “Patientenbeteiligung” and

“mündiger Patient” in German.

For the first European Conference on Patient Empowerment, held in Denmark in

2012, the European Network on Patient Empowerment (ENOPE) compiled a series

of case studies, which they introduced with some general remarks.

Health systems have often been organized with the needs of the clinician and the system

taking priority in the delivery of care to patients. In such a model the professional is at the

center of the system – he or she has exclusive access to knowledge and the patient is

expected to comply with the instructions given by health professionals.

In many countries this is now changing: health care is considered a process of

co-production in which professionals and patients jointly work on solving health problems

[. . .].
(ENOPE 2012, p. 7)

Far-reaching changes are called for. ENOPE (2012) invites both doctors and

patients to “change a mindset which is based on hierarchical expectations towards

one based on dialogue and co production [. . .]. Information needs to be much more

easily available and understandable. Patients need to [. . .] ask questions, express

needs and expectations and implement jointly agreed treatment programmes” (p. 7).

Furthermore, ENOPE calls for a “transformation of the doctor/patient relationship

away from a traditional paternalistic arrangement to one of partnership, where the

patients experience and expertise is fully utilized” (p. 10).

In terms of scientific approaches, the Chronic Disease Self-Management Pro-
gram (CDSMP) developed at the Stanford Patient Education Research Center has

not only been quite successful (Lorig et al. 1999, 2001), but also quite influential. It

seeks to support self-management through workshops and networking, connecting

patients and health care professionals. The program inspired large-scale health

programs in England,1 Switzerland and the German-speaking countries2 as well

as in Denmark.3

Scientists also write about how to empower patients who suffer from particular

illnesses. That such publications treat illnesses like diabetes (i.e., Funnell and

Anderson 2004) may come as little surprise given that patient involvement has

been common in this field for a long time. Yet, scientists also start calling for an

empowerment of patients who suffer from illnesses like cancer (McCorkle

1 http://www.expertpatients.co.uk
2 http://www.evivo.ch/evivo-partnerschaften
3 http://www.patientuddannelse.info/aod/om-projektet.aspx
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et al. 2011), where in former times doctors were seen as the exclusive party to bring

about health.

In 2004, the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences (SAMS) and the Swiss

Medical Association (FMH) published the results of a brain trust that was commis-

sioned to clarify “the objectives and tasks of medicine at the beginning of the

twenty-first century”. Right at the beginning the panel states:

Empowerment: More than ever, patients should be involved cooperatively [. . .] in decision-
making processes. Access to high-quality information (“knowledge”) regarding health and

disease must be ensured. At the same time, the self-responsibility of citizens for their own

health and treatment of diseases needs to play an increased role.

(Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences et al. 2004, p. 12, our translation)

In Germany, a new law was even passed in 2013 that regulates medical docu-

mentation anew to promote patient-doctor cooperation at eye level and help

patients practice responsibility (Bundesgesetzblatt 2013, part I, no. 9). Federal

Health Minister Daniel Bahr (2013) says: “With the patients’ rights law, we

strengthen the rights of patients. Our model is the informed, responsible patient

who can confront physicians at eye-level” (our translation).4

The law states clearly that doctors are obliged to document the whole process of

treatment promptly and comprehensively (§ 630f). Apart from strictly regulated

exceptions, there may be no treatment without explicit order by the patient. That is,

doctors must communicate to the patient in an understandable manner the diagnosis

and what treatment options there are (§ 630e). It is then the patient who decides how

to continue (§ 630d). In addition, patients have the right to see their own patient

record any time and in a complete form (§ 630g). Patients also have the right to

receive an electronic copy of their file if they choose (§ 630g), so that they can take

it home or to other doctors.

Tele-Board MED supports just this kind of twenty-first century medicine where

doctors and patients are invited to cooperate at eye level for mutual benefit.

4 Starting with One Medical Domain: Behaviour

Psychotherapy

When it comes to developing Tele-Board MED, it is clear that documentation needs

may vary from one medical domain to the next. An orthopaedic specialist, who

wants to convey information about illnesses in an easily understandable manner,

might need graphics for different malpositions of the spine. A dentist, however,

would be likely to use diverse icons for teeth. Presumably, Tele-Board MED will

unfold its full potential only when tailored to suit the particular needs of each

specific domain where it is used. Therefore, we have decided to adapt the system for

one medical domain to first test the whole approach thoroughly there. The first

4 http://www.bmg.bund.de/praevention/patientenrechte/patientenrechtegesetz.html
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domain of usage we chose is behaviour psychotherapy. Why this field? On the one

hand, purely paper-based documentation is still very common in behaviour psy-

chotherapy despite all the disadvantages it entails. On the other hand, resistance

towards fully transparent and digital patient files might also be strong. Therefore,

behaviour psychotherapy seems to be a well-suited domain for studying Tele-Board

MED both in its positive potential as well as in the doubts among clinicians, which

the approach might cause.

4.1 Disadvantages of Paper-Based Documentation

Starting with the needs of clinicians, many psychotherapists still write major parts

of the patient files by hand, instead of using digital tools. Writing by hand is

considered a quick and easy form of documentation, which is also assumed to be

least disruptive to the flow of conversation. Yet, at the same time it has many

disadvantages.

Redundancy in Writing Clinicians need to write detailed case reports regularly

(so that insurance companies pay for the treatment or to inform other doctors).

Thus, the same information which a clinician already wrote down by hand needs to

be sorted and (re-)typed into a computer. After all, it goes without saying that

official documents are sent in a machine-written format today and not written

by hand.

No Search Function When writing case reports the clinician needs to compile a

lot of information. But where in handwritten notes can a specific piece of informa-

tion be found? The lack of an automatic search function is particularly unfortunate

for behaviour psychotherapists given that they typically accumulate huge piles of

handwritten documentation.

Readability Issues Another problem is to integrate information provided by

patients. In behaviour psychotherapy, patients are often asked to fill in several

pages of anamnesis questionnaires to report their symptoms, clinical history etc.

Once again, the answers are typically handwritten. Deciphering a patient’s hand-

writing can be quite intricate for a therapist who tries to compile case reports.

Exchanging information the other way around is difficult too. Patients may want

to read their files at some point (in Germany, as stated above, they even have a legal

right to do so.) It may well be the case that a patient cannot decipher the therapist’s

handwriting. For this reason, again, electronic documentation would be

advantageous.

Considering all these issues together, marked deficits in current documentation

strategies suggest that new approaches—as with Tele-Board MED—may be ben-

eficial for clinicians and patients.
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4.2 Scepticism Towards Electronic Documentation

Even though new technologies promise great advantages, many clinicians still

adopt them rather hesitantly. Among behaviour psychotherapists, scepticism may

be particularly pronounced—for the following reasons.

Transparency Is Delicate Clinicians in general and behaviour psychotherapists in

particular may be reluctant to share their files with patients. E.g., as a therapist, how

will you document what you consider to be a delusion of the patient if he has insight

to your notes all the time?

Technology Disturbs Another challenge is that handwritten documentation seems

to have important advantages. In particular, many clinicians assume that handwrit-

ing is less disturbing for the treatment than typewriting. In psychotherapy, this issue

is particularly important since a high quality patient-doctor-relation is considered

one of the major curative factors (Grawe 2005). Therapists certainly do not want to

introduce new technologies if these make therapeutic interactions more

bureaucratic.

In summary, both the needs and the obstacles of modern documentation, which

figure in many medical domains, are particularly pronounced in behaviour psycho-

therapy. On the one hand, digital documentation could be of great advantage. It

eases the task of writing case reports and helps to make patient records accessible

for the people concerned: patients. On the other hand, it is difficult to find formats of

documentation that allow doctors to feel good about sharing their notes with

patients. In addition, it is challenging to find a way of documenting which allows

doctors to both document comprehensively and treat patients soundly at the

same time.

5 New Functions in Tele-Board MED to Support

Behaviour Psychotherapy

Preparing Tele-Board MED for use in behaviour psychotherapy is certainly an

iterative process where you start at some point and—hopefully—make it increas-

ingly valuable.

We started with Tele-Board, a digital whiteboard system that was developed at

the Hasso-Platter-Institute at the University of Potsdam (Gumienny et al. 2011).

Originally, it was built to help teams of inventors analyse problems and solve them

creatively. The users (design thinkers) typically gather a large amount of informa-

tion regarding some challenge they are working on. Practically any hardware of

choice may then be used to enter the information into Tele-Board: a keyboard,

tablet and electronic pen, mobile phone etc. The information appears on a digital

whiteboard where the users can work with it (see Fig. 2).
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To create a version of Tele-Board particularly suited for behaviour psychother-

apy, we collaborated with the BFA (Berliner Fortbildungsakademie) as well as with

a classic psychotherapeutic group practice. The BFA is a major ambulant psycho-

therapeutic clinic in Berlin where about 100 therapists work and where over 200 are

being trained to become approbated behaviour psychotherapists. Yet, once trained

most behaviour psychotherapists work in relatively small single or group practices,

such as the second institution we worked with.

We started by observing the entry phase of over one hundred patients, looking at

the information exchange with therapists, including bureaucratic affordances. We

collected and analysed anamnesis questionnaires handed out to patients, some

internationally used, some individual adaptations by the practitioners themselves.

We found strong congruencies among all of them. We also considered the infor-

mation demanded by insurance companies to make pay/no-pay decisions (“case

reports”). Finally, we took into account thousands of pages of training material for

behaviour psychotherapists, paying special attention to models which should help

gather and analyse information in the course of a treatment.

Interestingly, case reports turned out to be condensed roundups of the informa-

tion worked on in therapy itself (see Fig. 3).

At least in Germany, case reports sent to insurance companies cover three main

subjects (1) a description of the patient’s case, (2) an analysis of his problems,

(3) an outline and justification of the treatment.

Both anamnesis sheets, which patients fill out alone, and most of the questions

asked by therapists in early sessions accumulate the kind of information that is

needed for a case description (1). Then, models of analysis are applied which help

therapist and patient jointly concretize the problems (2). In particular, there is one

model which is used basically with every patient in behaviour psychotherapy. That

is the SORC model, which stands for Stimulus-Organism-Reaction-Consequence.

Finally, measures of treatment are scheduled (3). Based on our observations,

measures are chosen dependent to a large extent on empirical evidence of efficacy

and preferences of the therapist and only to a minor extent on preferences of the

patient.

Fig. 2 Tele-Board in action
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As a result, we began our design of Tele-Board MED for behaviour psychother-

apy (see Fig. 4) by adding three features to Tele-Board.

Firstly, we created an anamnesis template with headlines and pictures to support

the gathering of information for case descriptions. This template addresses the most

prominent issues that we had found both in anamnesis sheets and early therapy

conversations. The template was revised and improved in an iterative process as

several experienced behaviour psychotherapists tried out paper prototypes in real

anamnesis sessions. Secondly, we created a template with the SORC model in a

way that would be easily understandable for lay people. Thirdly, we added a

“Word-export function” so that the cooperatively collected information can auto-

matically be casted into text blocks, providing facts for case reports.

Apart from that, a whole new challenge appeared with Tele-Board being used in

a medical context. For good reasons, the standards of data security are rigorous in

medicine. Nothing may go wrong, not even in the first trials of a new technology.

Therefore, we considered in detail both legal requirements (Bundesda-

tenschutzgesetz5), and recommendations of the German Medical Association
(Bundesärztekammer 2008a, b). Each demand we translated into a concrete imple-

mentation plan, which was then verified by four data security experts who consid-

ered the intended measures from judicial, medical and technical perspectives.

Implementing these security measures is, of course, a labour-intensive task. In

the meantime, for reasons of seriousness and responsibility, tests can only be

launched with therapists while the go-ahead for use in therapy sessions with real

patients must wait until the full range of security measures is in place.

Fig. 3 Major sources of

information for case reports

5 http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/bdsg_1990/gesamt.pdf
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6 The Design Thinking Outlook: Investigating Needs

The vision of empowering patients is typically discussed as though it would favour

patients more than doctors. In some discussions, the term “right” is constantly

associated with “patient”, while the word “duty” goes along with “doctor”. This is

certainly not our vision for Tele-Board MED. For us it is crucial to design a system

that makes patient empowerment, or patient-doctor cooperation at eye level, useful

and satisfying for both sides.

In line with our general outlook as members of the design thinking community,

we try to understand in detail the needs and worries of all those involved to arrive at

a tool which suits the users in a way that seems tailor made. Especially since the

discussion of patient empowerment sometimes focuses on the needs of patients

(which is good) by taking attention away from the needs of clinicians (which is

bad), we actively want to serve both sides. Therefore, it makes a lot of sense to

explore carefully the perspective of doctors—i.e. behaviour psychotherapists in our

case. (Exploring the perspective of patients is, of course, just as important. This we

can do thoroughly once Tele-Board MED fulfils all security demands so that

patients may try it out safely.)

Fig. 4 (a) The anamnesis

template (b) the SORC

template
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While it is common to use qualitative approaches in the field of design thinking

(as described in Stanford’s bootcamp bootleg 2010, for instance), we decided on a

combined approach, quantitative and qualitative, to utilize the strengths of both

strategies. After all, we want to learn as much as possible about the needs and

worries of therapists—to make a start.

In the best case, the results will not only help us understand the perspective of the

therapist. They might also contribute to making quantitative approaches more

fashionable in the design thinking community—since, in our view, these can be

truly potent tools to generate important insights regarding the needs of users.

6.1 Setting Up a Quantitative and Qualitative Study to Learn
About the Needs of Therapists

To introduce the aims and functionality of Tele-BoardMED, we generated a 15 min

long video showing the system in action (von Thienen 2013a, b).6 The prototype of

Tele-Board MED that therapists became acquainted with through this video is

shown in Fig. 5.

An e-mail was sent to all therapists of the BFA, including a link to the introduc-

tory video and a nine-page feedback questionnaire. It is clear that some people will

be more likely than others to reply to such a call for participation. We wanted to

avoid attracting only participants who were interested because they had already

considered using a digital tool for documentation. By announcing a 50 Euro

participation reward, we hoped to add at least one other motivation, which had

nothing to do with documentation preferences.

The mail was sent around one evening during the national summer vacation. The

next day before noon we had to withdraw the call for participation and temporarily

remove the video from the internet. Overnight more therapists had watched the

video and returned questionnaires than our budget foresaw.

Why were people so interested? The financial incentive barely seems to explain

the great interest we observed. Given that participation would take about 2 h, the

therapists received less than their normal payment. Two participants even abstained

from their reward, saying they just caught interest in the project. In addition, many

participants kept sending us feedback even after having received their money. So, it

seems the subject truly captivated the audience.

6 Anyone interested can view the introductory video at our project homepage https://med.tele-

board.de. Here you will find two short videos named “Need” and “Solution”, which had been

online as one long video throughout the feedback study.
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6.2 Sample of 34 Therapists Who Provide Feedback
on Tele-Board MED

34 therapists participated in the study. The age ranged between 27 and 61 with an

average of 35.4. In line with the general distribution of gender at the BFA, there
were more females than males. Most therapists had 1–2 years of work experience

(see Fig. 6).

From earlier studies we knew that affinity towards technology affects the

appreciation of digital compared to analogue documentation tools (Gumienny

2013). To assess the technology preferences of participating therapists, we used

two different strategies. Firstly, we asked people directly.

__________________________________________________________________

How would you describe your attitude towards technology 
(computers and mobile phones in particular)?

� � � � �

technology 
hostile

technology 
sceptic

neutral technology 
friendly

technology  
enthusiastic

__________________________________________________________________

Secondly, we listed several common devices (PC, Mac, mobile phone, video

camera), programs (Word, mail, Skype) and message services (SMS, video), asking

people how often they had used these so far. Multiple choice answers ranged from

‘never’ to ‘often’. Thus, we could calculate an average estimate of technology

usage.

As one would expect, the attitude people reported towards technology correlated

substantially with the behaviour they stated in terms of actual technology usage

Fig. 5 Scenario of a

behaviour psychotherapy

session using Tele-Board

MED with an interactive

whiteboard and tablet

computers
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(.497**, p� .003).7 That is, people who say they like technology also seem to use it

more frequently.

In addition, there is a slight negative correlation with regard to age. That is,

younger therapists are more technology-friendly than older therapists. Yet, this

correlation is not significant (�.165, p� .351). Somewhat stronger but still statis-

tically below significance is the finding that older therapists use less technology.

“Age” correlates with “technology usage” by �.263, p� .132.

6.3 The Status Quo of Writing Case Reports

One of the major advantages Tele-Board MED may hold in store for therapists is

that it eases the writing of case reports. But is this truly so? Maybe therapists

themselves don’t feel a need to improve their writing experience.

We asked the therapists. . .

__________________________________________________________________

How annoying do you find writing case reports?

� � �

not annoying at all somewhat annoying highly annoying
__________________________________________________________________

No therapist selects the first multiple choice option, indicating there would be

nothing annoying about writing case reports for him. By contrast, more therapists

state they find it highly annoying (18 out of 34) than therapists who find it just

somewhat annoying (16 out of 34).

Fig. 6 Work experience of

therapists in our sample

7Unless specified otherwise, all correlations are Pearson correlations. P-values describe levels of

statistical significance. One asterisk (*) signals that the correlation is significant at a level of

p� .05. Two asterisks (**) indicate that the correlation is statistically significant at a level of

p� .01.
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But why is writing case reports so unpopular among therapists? A first explana-

tion might be that the reports address ill-posed questions. Maybe therapists feel the

treatment itself does not profit from working out such reports. Maybe they consider

the task nothing but a bureaucratic necessity to obtain payment.

We asked the therapists. . .

__________________________________________________________________

How sensible do you find it in general to think about 
the subjects that case reports address?

� � �

not sensible at all somewhat sensible highly sensible
__________________________________________________________________

Here, the answers are even more pronounced. Almost all therapists declare they

find the issues addressed by case reports highly sensible (30 out of 34). The

remaining four therapists still find them “somewhat sensible”. So, obviously, a

lack of sense does not explain why the task of writing the reports is unpopular.

6.3.1 Case Report Content Makes Sense for Newcomers and Seniors

In our sample, there are a lot of young therapists with only a few years of work

experience. Maybe they find it particularly sensible to think about the subjects of

case reports (such as spelling out and justifying treatment plans) because it ensures

that the job be done carefully. Yet, more experienced therapists might be able to do

all of that easily in their minds. Maybe experienced therapists don’t have to write

everything down. Thus, more experienced therapists might assign lower sense-

ratings to case reports than less experienced therapists.

However, this is not the case. There is no negative correlation or, said in another

way, a minute positive correlation between the work experience a therapist has and

how sensible he or she finds deliberating the issues of case reports. Statistically, the

variable “years of practice” correlates with “sense” by .089 (p� .618). “Number of

written case reports” correlates with “sense” by .041 (p� .817)—all Spearman

correlations, taking into account that work experience has been assessed on an

ordinal scale level.

6.3.2 A Task That Drags On

One likely reason why therapists consider writing case reports annoying (despite

finding its questions sensible!) might be that the process of writing is currently very

inefficient. After all, therapists typically take handwritten notes during treatment

sessions nowadays, which need to be sorted and typed in a computer to produce
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machine-written reports. This way of producing case reports may be a task that

requires a large amount of time.

To estimate how long writing one case report takes, we did a minute pre-study

before sending out questionnaires. Two therapists with strongly diverging levels of

experience timed themselves whenever they wrote a report. In that pre-study, the

“newcomer therapist” had about 1 year of work experience while the “senior

therapist” had about 30 years. Considering 20 reports each, the newcomer needed

around 8 h on average for one report while the senior needed only 6 h.8

Our feedback study with BFA-therapists suggests that these numbers are quite

typical. We asked the therapists:

How much time do you typically need to write a case report?

� � �

up to 5 hours 5 to 8 hours more than 8 hours
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Most therapists reply they need 5–8 h for one report. Among the therapists who

don’t find themselves in this range, more people say they need even longer than

people who indicate they are faster (see Fig. 7).

Given that it is not always easy to spend several hours en bloc especially since

therapists typically see one patient after the other throughout a workweek, it might

well occur that they fail to finish these reports promptly, e.g., within a week.

Accordingly, we asked the therapists:

__________________________________________________________________

How often do you need a week or more to finish one case report?

� � � �

never seldom often almost always 
__________________________________________________________________

Among the 34 participants nobody states that he or she basically always gets

done in a week. More than two thirds of the therapists say they often or almost

always need more than 1 week (see Fig. 8).

8 In an earlier lecture we mentioned this comparison between a newcomer and a senior therapist

based on timekeeping for ten case reports each. We continued timekeeping for another ten reports

each and obtained very similar numbers once again.
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6.3.3 Task Irrelevant Obstacles

Another reason why therapists find writing case reports annoying might be that

task-irrelevant obstacles delay the process. For instance, therapists typically use

anamnesis questionnaires filled out by patients to assemble all the information

needed for case descriptions. If it is hard to decipher the patient’s handwriting,

that might be quite annoying—especially if you bear in mind that patients typically

fill out several pages of anamnesis questions, so that therapists have a lot to read.

We asked the therapists:

__________________________________________________________________

How often does it happen that you cannot read the information 
provided by your patients?

� � � �

0-20%
of patients

20-50%
of patients

50-70%
of patients

70-100%
of patients

__________________________________________________________________

Indeed there are strong indicators that the job of having to decipher the patient’s

handwriting figures quite substantially in the practice of therapists nowadays. Why?

Fig. 7 Therapists report the

time they need for one case

report

Fig. 8 How often more

than a week is needed to

finish a case report
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Because therapists get better at it over time! They obviously train a lot due to

their job.

In terms of statistics, the correlation between “years of experience as a therapist”

and “percentage of patients with unreadable handwriting” is markedly negative

(Spearman correlation �.419*, p� .014). The same result is obtained when work

experience is measured by the number of case reports one has already written.

Again, the correlation is negative at a statistically significant level (Spearman

correlation �.357*, p� .038). In other words: The more work experience a thera-

pist has, the better he can read his patients’ handwriting.

Of course, one may wonder if age could provide an alternative explanation for

such a relation. Perhaps everyone trains reading other people’s handwriting year

after year in life. Then, older therapists should be better at reading their patients’

handwriting—regardless of how much work experience they have had. But this is

not the case. The correlation between age and the (in-)ability to read the patients’

handwriting is impressively low at .004 (p� .982)—again, a Spearman correlation

for reasons of comparability. Obviously, age has no effect. It is not the case that

older therapists are more capable of reading their patients’ handwriting. Only

therapists with greater work experience are better at deciphering.

6.3.4 Pragmatism Reduces Time and Quality

An indicator for the therapists’ urgent wish to speed up the writing of case reports

may be that they acquire pragmatic strategies, which help them to finish quicker—

at the risk of being less precise or even erroneous in their reports. Apart from that,

pragmatic strategies might also be invoked to increase the chances of receiving

payment from insurance companies.

__________________________________________________________________

How often are you pragmatic in the following points to finish a case report as 
quickly as possible or to increase granting opportunities?

� � � �

never, 
in no report 

seldom,
up to 10% 
of reports

often,
10-50%  

of reports

frequently, 
more than 50% 

of reports
__________________________________________________________________

We offered a list of six likely strategies and in a blank field, therapists could also

add pragmatic strategies they used but which we had not mentioned.

To discuss just the list provided by us, therapists do in fact admit to use

pragmatic strategies even at the cost of attaining less precise or erroneous case

reports. Figure 9 gives an overview.

Correlations with “hours needed for each report” suggest that being pragmatic

does actually pay off for the therapists in terms of reduced writing hours. The more
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they use pragmatic strategies, the quicker they finish their reports (see Fig. 10).

These correlations hold even when you control for other factors that might figure in

the background, such as the work experience of therapists.

This certainly is an interesting finding as it may be translated into an important

goal for Tele-Board MED. Pragmatic strategies as described above endanger the

quality of case reports. We want to help therapists reduce their writing time while at

the same time holding constant or rather increasing the correctness of files!

6.4 Tele-Board MED Helps to Write Case Reports

Tele-Board MED offers several features to reduce the time therapists need for

writing case reports. Firstly, all information is collected in a digital format right

from the start. Secondly, it makes sense to already sort the data in therapy sessions

and not afterwards—especially since this can be done so easily and quickly with

Fig. 9 How often therapists report to use six predefined pragmatic strategies

Fig. 10 The relation between “pragmatism” and “writing time” is consistently negative. Grey
cells indicate a negative correlation for speed-reading
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just the swipe of a finger. Thirdly, searching digital data can be automated. So, even

if there was some unsorted information, it could be sifted automatically and

efficiently. Finally, we implemented a text export function, so that all the data

gathered on Tele-Board MED can automatically be cast into building blocks for

case reports in Word format.

Our introductory video showed an example of text export in real time. We then

asked the therapists to estimate how much time they personally would save with

this feature.

Since a predefined scale of time-saving in terms of minutes or hours might have

biased the replies, we left a blank for the therapists to fill in their estimated time

savings. Some participants chose to report hours, some reported percentage of

labour time. On average, participants of the first group said they would save

2.01 h per case report if they could use the Word-export function of Tele-Board

MED. On average, participants of the second group estimated they would save

37.9 % of labour time per report.9

Two participants chose yet another scale as they filled out the questionnaire. One

person said he or she would save no time at all. The other person said he or she

would save a couple of days per report.

All in all, the replies of the therapists are very well in line with one another,

despite their differing scales. Given that many therapists need around 6 h for one

case report, saving 2 h per report equals saving one third of the time.

In general, the participants expect great time-savings from the Word-export

function of Tele-Board MED. In addition, important for us is that, unlike pragmatic

strategies, the Word-export function does not generate errors or haziness in case

reports. By replicating information digitally from the pertinent patient record into a

Word file, every detail should be transferred correctly.

6.5 Tele-Board MEDHelps to Provide Electronic File Copies

Another important advantage that Tele-Board MED may hold in store for therapists

concerns new demands on record transparency. Likely, more and more patients will

want to see their patient file or even take a copy home. In Germany, for instance,

since 2013 every patient has a legal right to receive an electronic copy of his

own file.

We asked the therapists to consider the following scenario:

9 The percentage named here differs from the percentage reported in an earlier oral presentation.

Here we could include one more reply of a participant whose questionnaire was only partially

readable at first.
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__________________________________________________________________

Imagine one of your patients wants to exercise his right,
granted by the new Patients’ Rights Act, to obtain
a complete electronic copy of his medical record, 

including a list of each therapy session with the corresponding 
treatment measures. How would you go about solving this task 

without Tele-Board MED?
__________________________________________________________________

Most therapists write that they are not at all prepared for such a task. They could

provide an electronic copy of a comprehensive patient record only with an enor-

mous investment of extra work. As one participant puts it: “That would be com-

plicated and time consuming. I would have to write a comprehensive summary of

every treatment session. If the demand was made after several therapy sessions, that

would be highly labour-intensive.”10 One therapist frankly admits: “I would gen-

erally discuss the sense of the whole thing. Then I would say that I don’t have an

electronic file copy and discuss with the patient whether he or she truly needs it. I

cannot imagine that more than 2 % of the patients would still insist.”

Tele-Board MED helps to provide electronic file copies insofar as all informa-

tion is stored in a digital form right from the start. The system may also track which

templates therapist and patient use throughout a session to create a treatment

protocol automatically. For instance, the system may record that in session x

therapist and patient worked out a problem analysis, using the SORC template.

After asking the therapists how they would provide electronic file copies apart

from Tele-Board MED, we invoked a comparison, asking how electronic file copies

could be provided more easily. Was their own strategy the easier one or would it be

more easy to use Tele-Board MED? Therapists could pick one of the following

answers.

__________________________________________________________________

� � � � �

much easier
with my
strategy

somewhat 
easier with my

strategy
neither nor

a little easier
with Tele-

BoardMED

much easier
with Tele-

Board MED
__________________________________________________________________

Mapping these answers on a scale from �5 (much easier with my strategy) to

5 (much easier with Tele-Board MED), the average rating is 3.8. That suggests

Tele-Board MED does indeed provide a functionality which cannot be replaced

easily by any other strategy the therapists could think of.

10 This quote and the following from study participants have been translated by us from German to

English.
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6.6 Digging Deeper to Discern Needs and Insights

Regarding the compilation of case reports and the ease of handing out electronic file

copies to patients, we had had prior hypotheses that were tested—and confirmed—

straightforwardly in our feedback study. Yet, we had launched the study also for

another reason. We wanted to learn more about the specific situation and needs of

therapists. This would, of course, include finding out more about both, the com-

monalities and important differences among therapists.

One issue that we wanted to look at more closely has already been addressed. We

wanted to learn how attitude towards technology or experiences in technology

usage would impact the attitude towards Tele-Board MED.

6.6.1 Does Attitude Towards Technology Make a Difference?

To assess how therapists conceive of Tele-Board MED, we asked for 21 distinct

utility judgements, some concerning the system in general and some concerning

single features of it. Figure 11 gives an overview.

Indeed, therapists rate the utility of Tele-Board MED differently depending on

how they conceive of technology in general. While both “attitude towards

Fig. 11 Correlations between utility ratings for Tele-Board MED and measures of attitude

towards technology in general or experience with technology; a grey cell background indicates

negative correlations
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technology” and “average technology usage” help to predict utility ratings for Tele-

Board MED, the attitude variable is the more potent predictor. Except for two out of

21 variables, there are positive correlations between “finding Tele-Board MED

useful” and “appreciating technology in general”.

In contrast, there is not such a strong and consistent relationship between

“finding Tele-Board MED useful” and “using technology a lot”. Here, the correla-

tions are not only lower; some of them are even negative.

Figure 11 shows how “attitude” is a better predictor for utility ratings than

“average technology usage”. Grey cells indicate negative correlations with utility

ratings. The right column of “average technology usage” obviously contains more

of these grey cells than the middle column of “liking technology”.

6.6.2 Is Tele-Board MED Most Helpful for Newcomers?

Tele-Board MED offers several features which might be particularly attractive for

the newcomers among therapists. E.g., when you haven’t met too many patients yet,

will you truly remember to ask all the anamnesis questions that you should be

asking? The anamnesis template of Tele-Board MED might not only provide

orientation for patients, but for therapists as well. Therefore, inexperienced thera-

pists might generate higher utility ratings for Tele-Board MED than experienced

therapists.

Fig. 12 Spearman correlations between utility ratings for Tele-Board MED and work experience

of therapists
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Yet, this is not the case. To start with the anamnesis template, no statistically

relevant relation to work experience shows up. Moreover, considering all 21 utility

measures for Tele-Board MED, there is no trend that newcomers appreciate the tool

more than senior therapists. In Fig. 12 about as many positive correlations (white

cells) as negative correlations (grey cells) can be found.

6.6.3 How Important Is the Involvement of Patients for Therapists?

In our questionnaire, we used three items to assess expected patient involvement

from the point of view of the therapists. We asked:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(1) What do you think, how many patients could 
draw sketches on a tablet or screen?

� � � � �

none,       
0%

few, up to  
10% 

some,          
10-50% 

many,         
50-90% 

(almost) all, 
90-100%

(2) What do you think, how many patients could 
type in keywords on a keyboard?

� � � � �

none,        
0%

few, up to  
10% 

some,          
10-50% 

many,         
50-90% 

(almost) all, 
90-100%

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

0

0

2

3

5

8

18

17

9

6

draw sketches

type keywords

none few some many (almost) all

Fig. 13 Therapists

answering the question:

What do you think, how

many patients could. . .?
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The answers diverge strongly (see Fig. 13).

A third measure of expected patient involvement asks for a self-rating of the

therapists.

__________________________________________________________________

(3) With what percentage of your patients
could you imagine using Tele-Board MED?

� � � � �

categorically 
nobody,       

because______  

nobody now, 
but patients 

to come

up to half of 
my patients

more than 
half of my 
patients

everybody

__________________________________________________________________

Figure 14 gives an overview of the answers, which diverge strongly once again.

The vast majority of therapists can well imagine using Tele-Board MED (88 %).

Only 12 % of the therapists are more hesitant and would not use the system with any

of their present patients.

One therapist states that he categorically cannot imagine using the system. In the

following free text field he explains: “Since legitimately patients will be afraid that

their data might be abused, by health insurance companies for instance, that data

might be copied without noticing, that data will get lost etc. I would use the system,

but only for a very rough documentation of therapy sessions.”

From the point of view of data analysis, varying answers are typically the richest

medium for finding patterns. After all you can explain why some people say “a”

while others say “b” only when there is some divergence in the statements.

Interestingly, the expected patient involvement turns out to be a potent predictor

of how useful a therapist finds Tele-Board MED in general. Regardless of what

measure of patient involvement you pick and regardless of what utility measure for

Tele-Board MED you pick—every single correlation is positive (see Fig. 15)!

Fig. 14 Therapists

answering the question:

With what percentage of

your patients could you

imagine using Tele-Board

MED? (The sample size is

N¼ 33 here due to one

missing answer.)
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Some of the more minute findings are quite expected. Comprehensibly, a

therapist who believes many patients can draw is more likely to appreciate the

idea of introducing two tablets, one for the therapist and one for the patient to draw

on. Correspondingly, therapists who believe many patients can type are more likely

to appreciate the idea of introducing two keyboards. Expected correlations like

these are always a good sign in terms of data consistency.

An interesting finding that we did not anticipate is that therapists who believe

many patients can draw are more likely to think using Tele-Board MED is fun.

From the point of view of system design, this is certainly important as one may try

to make drawing particularly easy and likely, both for patients and doctors.

A correlation that stands out by sheer number reaches up to .862 (p� .013). That

correlation obtains between “expected percentage of patients who type” and “saved

labour time in percent when using the Word-export function of Tele-Board MED”.

The outstandingly high correlation seems to suggest these therapists imagine their

patients typing in anamnesis data for case reports. Again, this idea is interesting

from the design point of view. One might indeed consider replacing traditional

paper questionnaires by corresponding questionnaires on Tele-Board MED. For

that purpose, a form function would need to be implemented in the system.

Fig. 15 Spearman correlations between utility ratings for Tele-Board MED and expected partic-

ipation of patients/use of system; white cell backgrounds indicate positive correlations, grey cell
backgrounds would indicate negative correlations
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6.6.4 What Different User Groups Can Be Discerned?

In our study, we invited the therapists on several occasions to add comments in free

text fields: thoughts, wishes or criticism. Indeed, the therapists provided a lot of

qualitative feedback this way. Some issues caught our special attention since they

were discussed by several therapists—and sometimes repeatedly in a single

questionnaire.

We counted how many different free text fields each therapist used to (a) discuss

issues of data security, (b) criticise the new German law on patients’ rights,

(c) express concern that Tele-Board MED might impede the therapeutic contact,

(d) express concern that Tele-Board MED might impede the therapeutic process,

(e) mention that technology may be difficult to use or (f) suggest additional

functionalities on Tele-Board MED that would be valuable. In addition, we counted

the number of templates that each therapist recommended for implementation in the

future.

A factor analysis (Principal Component Analysis with varimax rotation) sug-

gests that basically three different user groups participated in our feedback study

(see Fig. 16). All together the identified three factors account for 77.8 % of the

overall data variance.

One user group fears that a technology like Tele-Board MED might impede the

therapeutic contact and process. For instance, a therapist of this group expresses his

fear “that patient and therapist turn towards a screen instead of using eye contact to

build up and deepen the therapeutic relationship”.

According to this user group, difficulties of handling technology provide an

additional reason why Tele-Board MED might disturb treatments. As one therapist

remarks, “I don’t want to start a therapy by handing over a user manual to the

patient. The time he would need to learn to handle the tablet is time I would rather

use for therapy.”

From our point of view, the fortunate part of this feedback may be that it could

be addressed by design. In addition, success may be evaluated empirically. Several

setups can be tested until finally a version is found where Tele-Board MED does not

Fig. 16 A Principal Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation and Kaiser Normalization yields

three factors (user groups). Highlighted cells indicate major correlations with qualitative feedback
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disrupt the flow of therapeutic conversation at all. Certainly, it is crucial to attain

empirical measures of how the psychotherapeutic contact and process is influenced

by Tele-Board MED. Yet we want to stress once more that influencing patient-

doctor-interactions favourably is one of the major motivations for developing the

system in the first place!

A second user group is sceptical towards the new law on patients’ rights. Some

wonder whether full transparency of patient files is such a good idea at all. As one

therapist puts it: “I find the law somewhat questionable and I think Tele-Board

MED would encourage more patients to demand access to their files.”

Therapists of this second group also tend to fear that data might not be safe.

“Shouldn’t our profession strongly oppose this law? It is so critical because of the

impossibility to store data safely! Every day we hear of information theft on every

possible level!”

Starting with the issue of full record transparency, it remains for our team to

suggest ways of documenting where such comprehensive transparency works well

for both doctors and patients. That may be a challenge indeed. At the same time, the

task is not specific for Tele-Board MED. The whole community is confronted more

and more with transparency requests, be it as a result of new laws or due to more

self-confident patients.

Regarding the issue of data security it needs to be mentioned that our introduc-

tory video did not address data security measures of Tele-Board MED in any

concrete form. We only mentioned how crucial the issue is in general. Correspond-

ingly, the therapists don’t criticise anything in concrete terms. They rather seem to

express a bad feeling.

To address bad feelings regarding data security, empirical evidence will prob-

ably not suffice. After all, many practices are common among therapists nowadays,

which are not completely fail-safe, but which are used nonetheless and one has

gotten used to them. Video or audio recordings of therapy sessions and paper

records, for instance, are often kept in places where a committed thief could steal

them rather easily. Therefore, users of this second group might need something in

addition to solid data security measures—which are nevertheless indispensable.

These users may need something that reaches gut feelings. Maybe seeing trustwor-

thy professional colleagues using Tele-Board MED with a positive result might

help them acquire a well warranted good feeling too.

A third group of users is not concerned with things that could go wrong. As if

part of the developer team, they simply suggest yet other functionalities that might

make the system even better. Indeed, we received many pages of ideas that will

inspire many new and promising features of Tele-Board MED.
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7 Resume and Mission

Everyone is a patient one time or other. From the point of view of a patient, you

certainly hope that your medical records, which doctors assemble of your case, are

correct. Treatment plans often depend on this information. Against this background,

a likely idea for twenty-first century medicine is to invite patients to help check

their files and co-decide on their own treatments. Indeed, this is a common call

among today’s scientists and politicians. However, it happens easily that the focus

is shifted towards patients at the expense of clinicians. As much as we embrace the

vision of patient-doctor-cooperation at eye level, our perspective as members of the

design thinking community decidedly focuses on the needs of all core stakeholders.

By creating Tele-Board MED, we hope to improve medical documentation and

patient-doctor-interaction in the experience of all protagonists. Starting in the

domain of behaviour psychotherapy, we used quantitative and qualitative

approaches to learn more about the needs of the stakeholders. A first design

thinking driven feedback study with 34 behaviour psychotherapists showed that

the means to support cooperation at eye level may indeed have much going for

clinicians as well. For instance, Tele-Board MED promises vastly reduced labour

hours when therapists write case reports. Apart from these auspicious findings, the

consideration of quantitative data as well as qualitative feedback helped gain

crucial insight to inform the future development of Tele-Board MED.
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Abstract Peer and self assessment offer an opportunity to scale both assessment

and learning to global classrooms. This paper reports our experiences with two

iterations of the first large online class to use peer and self assessment. In this class,

peer grades correlated highly with staff-assigned grades. The second iteration had

42.9 % of students’ grades within 5 % of the staff grade, and 65.5 % within 10 %.

On average, students assessed their work 7 % higher than staff did. Students also

rated peers’ work from their own country 3.6 % higher than those from elsewhere.

We performed three experiments to improve grading accuracy. We found that

giving students feedback about their grading bias increased subsequent accuracy.

We introduce short, customizable feedback snippets that cover common issues with

assignments, providing students more qualitative peer feedback. Finally, we intro-

duce a data-driven approach that highlights high-variance items for improvement.

We find that rubrics that use a parallel sentence structure, unambiguous wording

and well-specified dimensions have lower variance. After revising rubrics, median

grading error decreased from 12.4 to 9.9 %.
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1 Introduction

In the past year, hundreds of thousands of students have earned certificates in large

online classes—on topics from Databases to Sociology to World Music—and

millions have signed up (Lewin 2012a). These classes, often called MOOCs,

provide students on-demand video lectures, often along with automated quizzes

and homework, and class forums that allow students to interact with each other.

Many such classes use automated assessment [e.g. Widom (2012)], which pre-

cludes the open-ended work that is a hallmark of education in creative fields like

design (Buxton 2007). Furthermore, viewing and critiquing others’ work plays a

key pedagogical role in these domains (Schön 1985). Fields like design have also

traditionally relied on intimate co-location to enable these activities and to confer

values and norms (Schön 1985). However, in a global, online classroom, students

lack the shared context co-location provides. How can we scale both evaluation and

peer learning in creative domains online?

One approach for scaling assessment and peer learning would be for students to

evaluate their peers’ work. Peer assessment potentially enables large classes to offer

assignments that are impractical to grade automatically. Furthermore, human grad-

ing more easily provides context-appropriate responses and better handles

ill-specified constraints (Hearst 2000). But, do students have the motivation and

expertise to perform peer assessment well? This paper reports on our experiences

with the first use of peer assessment in a massive online class. It is the largest use of

peer assessment to date. As of June 2013, this technique has since been adopted in

many other classes, including 79 MOOCs on the Coursera1 platform alone.

1.1 The Design Studio as an Inspiration

For over a century, the studio has been a dominant model for architecture and

design education, and has expanded into fields including product design (Lawson

2006), HCI (Winograd 1990; Greenberg 2009), and software design (Tomayko

1991). This paper considers the studio as an inspiration for online design education.

The studio model of education was formalized in the École de Beaux-Arts

(Drexler et al. 1977). Studios provide an open, shared environment for students to

work. This copresence provides social motivation and facilitates peer learning

through visibility of work (Reimer and Douglas 2003). Formal and informal studio

critique helps students iteratively improve their work (Schön 1985).

Public visibility of self and peer work provides students with a nuanced under-

standing of design. In particular, seeing their peers’ work along with their own work

1 https://www.coursera.org/
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through its evolution allows students to understand decisions and tradeoffs both in

their own designs, and in those of their peers (Tinapple et al. 2013).

Formative studio feedback further engages students in reflective practice (Schön

1985). Informal, formative feedback is often through oral critiques or “crits” by

teachers or other experts (Uluoglu 2000). Such informal, qualitative feedback is

essential, because it encourages iterative practice (Cennamo et al. 2011). Because

crits are often delivered in public, students also learn from observing peer work as

well as by working on their own (Dannels and Martin 2008).

Expert critiques also serve as summative assessment. Experts often assess design

based on trained but tacit criteria (Snodgrass and Coyne 2006). Amabile

et al. demonstrate that expert consensus is a reliable measure of the quality of

creative work (Amabile 1982). Their Consensual Assessment Technique asks

experts to rate artifacts on a scale, and provides no rubrics and does not ask raters

to justify their rating.

Other techniques provide an assessment process to observe, interpret and eval-

uate work (Feldman 1994).

The design studio suggests three requirements for successful design education

online. First, it must support open-ended design work with multiple correct solu-

tions. Such work is especially important in design education because successful

design often requires generating and reflecting on multiple ideas (Tohidi et al. 2006;

Buxton 2007), and on exploration and iteration (Fallman 2003). Second, assessment

must allow students to learn the tacit criteria of good design. Criteria for good

design are often not explicitly defined (Forlizzi and Battarbee 2004). For instance,

interactive interfaces may be subjectively evaluated for whether they are learnable

and appropriate (Alben 1996), criteria that require tacit interpretation. Third,

assessment must provide students both qualitative formative feedback, and sum-

mative feedback.

1.2 The Promise of Peer Assessment

The inherent variability of open-ended solutions, and lack of defined evaluation

criteria for design makes automatically assessing open-ended work challenging

(Bennett et al. 1997). In addition, automated systems frequently cannot capture the

semantic meaning of answers, which limits the feedback that they can provide to

help students improve (Bennett 1998; Hearst 2000).

Therefore, open-ended assignments generally rely on human graders. The time-

intensive, personalized assessment of grading sketches, designs, and other open-

ended assignments requires a small student-to-grader ratio (Hsi and Agogino 1995;

Stanley and Porter 2002). This staff effort is prohibitive for large classes: staff

grading simply doesn’t scale.

Peer and self assessment is a promising alternative, with potential additional

benefits. It not only provides grades, it also importantly helps students see work

from an assessor’s perspective. Peer feedback in design classes also creates an
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audience that provides honest feedback and multiple perspectives (Tinapple

et al. 2013). Evaluating peers’ work also exposes students to solutions, strategies,

and insights that they otherwise would likely not see (Chinn 2005; Tinapple

et al. 2013). Similarly, self assessment helps students reflect on gaps in their

understanding, making them more resourceful, confident, and higher achievers

(Zimmerman and Schunk 2001; Pintrich 1995; Pintrich and Zusho 2007) and

provides learning gains not seen with external evaluation (Dow et al. 2012).

Peer assessment can increase student involvement and maturity, lower the

grading burden on staff, and enhance classroom discussion (Boud 1995). Peer

assessment has been used in colocated classroom settings for many different

kinds of assignments (Topping 1998), including design (De La Harpe et al. 2009;

Tinapple et al. 2013). programming (Chinn 2005) and essays (Venables and

Summit 2003). How can we make this classroom technique scale to a large online

class?

1.3 Scaling Peer Assessment

In-class peers can assess each other well (Falchikov and Goldfinch 2000; Carlson

and Berry 2003; Gerdeman et al. 2007). To effectively scale peer assessment, we

can learn several lessons from crowdsourcing (Surowiecki 2005). First,

crowdworkers perform better when they are intrinsically motivated by the task’s

importance (Cheshire and Antin 2008). Second, consensus among raters serves as a

useful indicator of quality (Huang and Fu 2013). Third, interfaces like FoldIt

(Khatib et al. 2011) and NASA Clickworkers (Szpir 2002) demonstrate that short,

well-crafted training exercises can enable legions of motivated amateurs to perform

work previously thought to require years of training.

Massive online classes provide a valuable living lab (Chi 2009; Carter

et al. 2008) for exploring peer-sourcing approaches, and our hope is that peer-

sourcing insights from massive classes will contribute techniques that apply more

broadly. These peer-sourced systems introduce new challenges and opportunities

beyond crowd-sourcing. For example, students using peer assessment both create

the work to be assessed and perform the assessment. One theme this paper will

explore is the learning benefits that arise from those dual roles.

1.4 Contributions

This paper reports on our experiences with peer assessment over two iterations in

the first large-scale class to use it (http://www.hci-class.org). Since our adaptation

of peer assessment to MOOCs, variations of the system described here have since

been used in dozens of other large online classes, including Mathematical Thinking,
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Programming Python, Listening to World Music, Fantasy and Science Fiction, and

Sociology.

Over both iterations of the class, 5,876 students submitted at least one assign-

ment and participated in peer assessment. Overall, the correlation between peer

grades and staff assigned grade was r¼ 0.73, and the average absolute difference

between peer and staff grades was 3 % (positive and negative errors were approx-

imately balanced).

In end-of-course surveys, students reported both receiving peer feedback and

performing peer assessment to be valuable learning experiences. On a seven-point

Likert scale, the median rating was 6 (7¼ very valuable). Surprisingly, 20 % of

students voluntarily assessed more submissions than required.

We explored several techniques to improve assessment accuracy and encourage

qualitative feedback. First, we found that giving students feedback about whether

they scored peers high or low increased their subsequent accuracy. A between-

subjects experiment found a 0.97 % decrease in mean error (6.77 % in the

experimental group, vs. 7.74 % in the control group). Second, to help students

provide peers with high-quality personalized feedback, we introduce short, cus-

tomizable feedback snippets that address common issues with assignments. 67 % of

students obtained open-ended peer feedback using this method. Third, we introduce

a data-driven approach for improving rubric descriptions. We distinguish items

with high student:staff correlation from those with low correlation, and observed

the ways they differ to improve the low-correlation ones. After making these

changes, the mean error on grades decreased from 12.4 to 9.9 %.

2 The Anatomy of a Large Scale Online Class

This online class is an introduction to human-centered interaction design. The class

is offered free of charge, and is open to any interested student. Material covered in

class is based on an introductory HCI course at Stanford University. Over the class

duration, students watch lectures, answer short quizzes and complete weekly

assignments. In a typical week, students watch four videos of 12–15 min each.

Videos total approximately 450 min across the class, and contain embedded

multiple choice questions.

Multiple choice quizzes tested students’ knowledge of material covered in

videos. Most significantly, students completed five design assignments. Each

assignment covered a step in a course-long design project where students design

a Web site inspired by one of three design briefs (Fig. 1).

Students who complete the course with an average assignment score of 80 % or

above earn an electronic “Statement of Achievement” for a Studio track (but no

university credit). 501 students earned this statement in the first iteration, and

595 did in the second. 1,573 received a statement of achievement for the Apprentice

track comprising watching videos and quiz performance in the first iteration, and

1,923 did in the second.
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2.1 By the Numbers

Similar to other online classes (Lewin 2013a), the online HCI class attracted

numerous and diverse participants. 30,630 students watched videos in the first

iteration, and 35,081 did in the second (32.5 % of students in each iteration were

female). 55 % of students reported they had full time jobs (in both iterations). The

median age range in both iterations was 25–34, with a broad spread (Fig. 2). In both

Fig. 1 Example prototypes from student projects in the online class (top: early prototype of a

social dining app; bottom: a tracker for professional certification at the end of class)
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iterations, students from 124 countries registered for the class and roughly 71 %

were from outside the United States. Students transcribed lectures in 13 languages:

English, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Russian, Bulgarian, Japanese, Korean,

Slovak, Vietnamese, Chinese (Simplified), Chinese (Traditional), Persian, and

Catalan.

In all, 2,673 students submitted assignments in the first iteration, and 3,203 in the

second (Fig. 3). The second iteration also allowed students to submit assignments in

Spanish; 223 students did so. Student questions were answered exclusively through

the online class forum. Across the course, the forum had 1,657 threads in the first

iteration, and 2,212 in the second.

2.2 Assignments

All assignments were submitted online, and graded with calibrated peer assessment.

Some assignments asked students to create physical artifacts like paper prototypes

and upload photographs of their work.

Each assignment included a rubric that described assessment criteria (Andrade

2005). Rubrics comprised guiding questions or dimensions that student work was

graded on, and gradations of quality for each dimension, from poor to excellent.

Rubrics were released with the assignment, so students could refer to them while

Fig. 2 Online classes attract students who cannot use traditional universities, such as those

working fulltime. The age distribution of the class is remarkably similar across both iterations.

(a) Spring 2012 (iteration 1), 10,190 participants, (b) Fall 2012 (iteration 2), 17,915 participants
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working. Table 1a, b shows a part of the rubric for the User Testing assignment,

another rubric is shown in Table 3.2

Peers assessed using the rubric, and students were informed that peers could see

all submitted work while grading. Students could also share their peers’ work via

class forums after grading was complete and staff used examples of student work in

class announcements and lectures. Students could optionally mark their submis-

sions as private to prevent such sharing outside the peer assessment system: over

both iterations combined, 13.5 % of students chose to do so.

All assignments and rubrics were based on corresponding materials from the

introductory HCI class at Stanford.3 The in-person Stanford class uses self assess-

ment and staff grading, but not peer assessment.

2.3 Peer Assessment

Assessment used Calibrated Peer Review (Carlson and Berry 2003). Calibrated

peer review helps students learn to grade by first practicing grading on sample

submissions.

Immediately after each submission deadline, staff evaluated about a dozen

submissions—eight were used to train students; the rest were used to estimate

accuracy of assessment. The next day, peer assessment opened for students who

submitted assignments. Students had 4 days to complete peer assessment.

Peer grading for each assignment had two phases: calibration and assessment.

During the first, calibration, phase, students see the staff grade for a submission they

grade, along with an explanation. If the student and staff grades are close, students

move to the assessment phase. Otherwise, students grade another staff-graded

assignment. This process is repeated until student and staff grades match closely,

with up to five such training assignments. After five submissions, students moved to

the assessment phase regardless of how well they matched staff grades.

Fig. 3 Number of students who submitted each assignment

2 All assessment materials are also available in full at http://hci.st/assess
3 https://cs147.stanford.edu/
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Then, students assessed five peer submissions. Unbeknownst to the students, one

submission was also graded by staff to provide a measure of assessment accuracy.

By symmetry, this means that at least four randomly-selected raters saw each

student’s submission, and that each student saw one staff-assessed submission per

assignment. Immediately after assessing peers, students assessed their own work.

Self assessment and peer assessment used identical interfaces.

Table 1a A fragment of the original rubric for the last assignment

Guiding questions Bare minimum

Satisfactory effort and

performance Above and beyond

. . .

Alternate redesign—

Extra credit. Have

you created a fully

functional alternate

prototype?

0: No URL to

functional

prototype

3: URL present, but

prototype only par-

tially functional

5: URL present, Alterna-

tive prototype is

complete

User testing. Photo-

graphs—extra

credit. Did you sub-

mit photos from all

three user testing

sessions?

0: No photo-

graphs were

uploaded

3: Some photographs

were uploaded (but

less than 3), OR

photos don’t show an

interesting moment

in the experiment

(e.g. photograph of

participant signing

consent form is not

an interesting photo)

5: At least three photo-

graphs are uploaded

and all photographs

show interesting

moments in the eval-

uation. Photos have

meaningful captions

. . .

Table 1b Fragment of revised rubric for the same questions

Category Unsatisfactory Bare minimum

Satisfactory effort

and performa Above and beyond

. . .

Extra credit:

Electronic

prototype

of

redesign

0: No URL to

functional

prototype

1: The prototype is

incomplete and

barely

interactive

3: The prototype is

somewhat

interactive, but

not ready for

user testing

5: The alternative

prototype is

fully interac-

tive and ready

for user testing

Photos/

sketches

0: No photographs

were submitted

that showed

interesting

moments in the

user testing

process

1: One photograph

was submitted

that showed an

interesting

moment in the

user testing

process

3: Two photo-

graphs were

submitted that

showed inter-

esting

moments in the

user testing

process

5: Three or more

photographs

were submitted

that showed

interesting

moments in the

user testing

process

. . .

Only two of six questions are shown, the rest are above and below these (shown as ellipses)
The new rubric uses categories instead of guiding questions, introduces a new column for

completely missing and unsatisfactory work, and uses a parallel sentence structure
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Time spent on assessment varied by assignment. Depending on assignment,

75 % of assessments were completed in less than 9.5 min to 17.3 min. On the

median assignment, 75 % of assessments took less than 13.1 min.

One pedagogical goal of the class was to have students understand and have

some influence on their grades. At the same time, we didn’t want to reward

dishonesty or delusions. To balance these goals, when the self-assessed score and

the median peer score differed by less than 5 %, the student got the higher score. If

the difference was larger, the student received the median peer-assessed score. This

policy acknowledges 5 % to be a margin of error and gives the student the benefit of

doubt. Peer grades were anonymous; students saw all rater-assigned scores, but not

raters’ identities. Similarly, submitters’ names were not shown to raters during

assessment, i.e. the assessment system was double-blind.

Because assignments built on each other, it was especially important to get

timely feedback. Grades and feedback were released 4 days after the submission

deadline (the subsequent assignment was due at least 3 days after students received

feedback). Students who didn’t complete either the self assessment or peer assess-

ment by grade-release time were penalized 20 % of the assignment grade. Students

were allowed to assess more than five submissions if they wanted to (Fig. 7 shows

the distribution of assessments completed). These additional submissions were also

chosen randomly, exactly like the first five submissions.

3 How Accurate Was Peer Assessment?

3.1 Methods

To establish a ground-truth comparison of self and staff grades, each assignment

included 4–10 staff-graded submissions in the peer assessment pool (these were

randomly selected). Across both iterations, staff graded 99 ground-truth submis-

sions. Each student graded at least one ground-truth submission per assignment; a

ground-truth assignment had a median of 160 assessments. (Some students graded

more than one ground-truth submission per assignment because the system would

give them a fresh ground-truth assignment when they logged-out without finishing

assessment and returned to the website after a long time).

This paper’s grading procedure assigns the median grade from a small number of

randomly selected peers (e.g. 4–5). We evaluated the accuracy of this grading

process using the 99 assignments with a staff grade. To simulate the median-

grade approach, we randomly sampled (with replacement) five student assessments

for each ground-truth submission, and compared the sample’s median to the staff

grade.4 We present results for 1,000 samples of five assessments per submission.

4 Staff comprised graduate students from Stanford. The second iteration had Community TAs

chosen among top-performing students in the previous iteration in addition to Stanford staff.
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This sampling method is essentially a bootstrapped statistical analysis (Efron and

Tibshirani 1993). It allows staff to only evaluate a small set of randomly selected

submissions, and still provides an estimate for every peer-rater’s agreement with

their grade (since all peers see at least one staff-graded submission.) Repeatedly

sampling five grades from the pool of peer grades provides an approximate distri-

bution of agreement between staff and peer grades.

We also compared students’ self grade with their median peer grade to measure

whether students rate themselves differently than their peers.

To enable comparisons, we present results for both iterations separately. The

second iteration of the course had grading rubrics improved using data from the first

iteration (discussed in Sect. 6.1). The general similarity in accuracy across both

iterations (with improvements in the second) suggests that the peer assessment

process produces robust results. The second iteration also allowed students to

submit assignments in Spanish. For consistency, our analysis does not include

those submissions.

At the end of the class, students were invited to participate in a survey; 3,550

students participated in all. Participation was voluntary, students were not compen-

sated, and the survey did not count towards course credit.

3.2 Results: Grading agreement

Here, we present percentage differences between peer and staff grades (summarized

in Table 2). Most assignments in this class were out of 35 points. Therefore, a 5 %

difference represents 1.5 points (grades could only be awarded in multiples of half a

point).

For the first iteration, 34.0 % of submissions had a median peer grade within 5 %

of the staff grade, and 56.9 % within 10 % (Fig. 4). The second iteration improved

to 42.9 % within 5 % of the staff grade, and 65.5 % within 10 %. In the first iteration

of the class, 48.2 % of samples had a peer median lower than staff grade, 40.2 % had

it higher. The second iteration had 36 % of samples had a peer median lower than

staff grade, 46.4 % had it higher. Students tended to get better at grading over time

(See Sect. 3.8).

In the first iteration of the class, 28.7 % of submissions had their median peer

grade within 5 % of the self-assessed grade, and 44.9 % within 10 % (Fig. 5). The

median submission had a self grade 6 % higher than the median peer grade. In the

second iteration, 24.0 % of submissions had their median peer grade within 5 % of

the self-assessed grade, 40.63 % had the median peer-grade within 10 %. The

median submission had a self-grade 7.5 % higher than the median peer grade.

(We discuss possible re sons for this lowered agreement in Sect. 6.3.)
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3.3 Results: Grading Agreement Between Staff

The first two iterations of the class had only one staff member grading each ground-

truth submission. To get an idea of how well staff grades agree amongst themselves,

Table 2 Summary of grade agreement

Metric Iteration 1 (%) Iteration 2 (%)

Peer-staff agreement (within 5 %) 34.0 42.9

Peer-staff agreement (within 10 %) 56.9 65.5

Peer< Staff 48.2 36.0

Peer> Staff 40.2 46.4

Peer-self agreement (within 5 %) 28.7 24.0

Peer-self agreement (within 10 %) 44.9 40.6

In the second iteration of the class, peer-staff agreement increased, while peer-self agreement

decreased

Fig. 4 Accuracy of peer assessment for submissions that were graded independently by teaching

staff and peer assessors (all five assignments). Graph accuracy of random sample of 5 graders

against staff. (a) Iteration 1: 34.0 % of samples within 5 % of the staff grade, and 56.9 % within

10 %, (b) Iteration 2: 42.0 % of samples within 5 % of the staff grade, and 65 % within 10 %

Fig. 5 (a) Comparison of median peer grades against self grades. In the first iteration 28.7 % of

such samples were within 5 % of the staff grade, and 44.9 % within 10 %. (b) Same graph for

second iteration of the class. 24.0 % of such samples were within 5 % of the staff grade, and

40.63 % within 10 %
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in the third iteration of the class we asked multiple staff members to rate each

submission.

Submissions were randomly assigned to three staff members (there are six staff

members in all). Staff rated 50 submissions over the course.

For these submissions, the average disagreement between staff raters (defined as

the median difference between a staff grade, and the mean staff grade) was 6.7 %.

28 % of submissions had all staff grades within 5 % of the assignment grade, and

42 % within 10 %. In contrast, over the second iteration of the class, the average

disagreement between peer raters was 25.0 %. Only 4.0 % of submissions had all

peer grades agreeing within 5 %, and 16.9 % within 10 %.

These results suggest that correlation amongst staff grades is many times higher

than agreement amongst peer raters. They also suggest that aggregating peer grades

leads to a remarkable increase in agreement with staff grades (Sect. 3.2).

Staff differences in grading were usually due to differing judgments or interpre-

tation. For example, an early assignment asked students to create storyboards of

user needs without constraining to a particular design. Staff members differed in

how constraining they thought storyboards were.

Such differences suggest the inherent limitations of independent assessment via

rubrics due to differences in judgment. Consensus-based mechanisms that encour-

age sharing perspectives may improve agreement (Amabile 1982).

3.4 Comparison to In-Person Classes

These accuracy numbers also compare well to accuracy in in-person classes. The

Fall 2012 version of the in-person class (cs147) that this class is based on used self

assessment, but not peer assessment. The in-person class had 32.8 % of submissions

with a self grade within 5 % of staff grade, and 60.8 % of submissions within 10 %

(Fig. 6).

3.5 Results: Student Reactions

Student reactions to the peer assessment system were generally positive, and 20 %

of students completed more peer assessments than the class required them to

(Fig. 7). We infer from this that students found rating their peers valuable or

enjoyable, and/or they believed it would help their peers.

42 % of students cited seeing other students’ work as the biggest benefit of peer

assessment, 31 % reported learning how to communicate their ideas as a benefit.

Students reported both self assessment and peer assessment to be valuable, and that

they played different roles. Evaluating peers was useful for inspiration and to see

other perspectives. Self assessment provided students an opportunity to look at their

own work again, and encouraged comparing it with others’ work they had assessed.

It was also useful for identifying mistakes and reflection (Fig. 8). Overall, students
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Fig. 6 Agreement of self and staff grades in an in-person class

Fig. 7 Average number of submissions assessed per assignment (both iterations). Students were

required to assess five, and 20 % of students evaluated more than required

to see other
how other people
see how other(s)
other’s work/other people’s

114

points of view
point of view
compare my work
helped me understand

36

12
12

my own work
your own work

compare my work
I could compare
I ditn’t
I dit  not
what I did
point of view

(b) “In what ways was assessing your
own work useful?” Students frequently
mentioned gaining a new perspective on
revisiting their work (after peer assessment),
comparing their work to peers’, and better
identifying their mistakes.

(a) “In what ways was assessing others’
work useful?” Students frequently mentio-
ned being inspired by others work, finding
example work to critique, and seeing
different points of view.

175

50

31

19
15

Fig. 8 Themost frequent trigrams (threeword phrases) in students’ self-report (over both iterations

of class): students reported both peer and self assessment to be valuable for different reasons
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reported learning more by assessing their peers than by assessing themselves: mean

ratings were 4.97 and 4.51 respectively for peer and self assessment (6-point Likert

scale, 6: “agree strongly (sufficient effort)”), on a Mann-Whitney U-test U¼ 580,

562, p< 0.001.

However, students also reported that they felt their peers put in less effort into

peer assessment than they did (Fig. 9). On a Mann-Whitney U-test, mean ratings

were 4.57 for peer-effort and 5.46 for their own effort (6-point Likert scale, 6:

“learnt a lot”), U¼ 610, 728, p< 0.001. Reasons for this bias are probably similar

to the illusory superiority effect (Ehrlinger et al. 2008). Designing peer assessment

interfaces that emphasize reciprocity and minimize this bias remains future work.

Fig. 9 (continued)
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3.6 Does a Different Weighting of Peer Grades Help?

Using the median of peer grades is simple, easily explainable, and robust to outliers.

Would a different weighting of peer grades more accurately mimic staff grades?

Method To find the best linear combination of weights, we built a linear regression

on the staff grade with five peer grades in increasing order as the predictors, and

with no intercept. This regression seeks weights on peer grades that maximally

predict the staff grade.

Results The best linear regression doesn’t materially improve accuracy. The linear

model weighted the five peer grades from lowest to highest at 15.6 %, 13.6 %,

21.3 %, 27.6 %, 18.3 %. Holding out 10 % of ground truth grades, and testing on

samples drawn from them, the regression model yields an accuracy of 35.8 % of

samples within 5 %, and 58.8 %within 10 %. In contrast, using the median yields an

accuracy of 35 % of samples within 5 %, and 58.7 % within 10 %.

Similarly, the arithmetic mean, geometric mean, and a clipped arithmetic mean

(that only considers the middle three grades) all do worse than the median. In

addition, errors are approximately evenly spread across the median, so adding a

Fig. 9 End course survey

results (n¼ 3,550) about

student perceptions on peer

assessment. Students

reported learning from

assessing others’ work than

their own, and putting effort

into grading fairly
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constant correction term to the median grade does not significantly improve accu-

racy either.

In summary, the simple median strategy seems to be surprisingly effective at

identifying the most plausible grade. Is this accuracy sufficient? For a class with

letter grades, greater accuracy is needed (because currently about 40 % of assign-

ments are a full letter grade away). However, a student’s grade for the entire course

is generally more accurate due to positive and negative errors canceling out. Using

repeated sampling, we estimate more than 75 % of students got a course grade

within 5 % of staff grade (assuming grades in different assignments are

uncorrelated). Consequently, for a pass/fail class (such as many current MOOCs,

including ours), this accuracy is sufficient for the vast majority of students. We

estimate that less than 45 students (approx. 6 %) were affected by grading errors in

each iteration of the class.

3.7 Would More Raters Help?

Increasing the number of raters per submission helps accuracy, but quickly yields

diminishing returns (Fig. 10). A large number of students rated staff-graded assign-

ments. These allow us to simulate the effect of having more raters. Increasing the

number of assessments per submission from 5 to 11 increases the number of

assignments that were graded within 5 % of the staff grade by 3.8 %, and those

graded within 10 % by 3.6 %. Increasing the number of assessments to an (unrea-

sonable) 101 per submission increases the number of submissions graded within

10 % of the staff grade by 8.1 %.

3.8 Do Students Become Better Graders Over Time?

Agreement of peer grades with staff grades generally increases across the class.

This increase is seen both for the class as a whole, and for students who submit all

assignments, i.e. excluding students that drop out. This suggests that, regardless of

individual differences in perseverance and motivation, familiarity and practice with

peer assessment leads to more accurate assessments.

Using the repeated sampling scheme described in Sect. 3.1, five assignments had

26.4 %, 36.2 %, 36.9 %, 43.9 %, and 36.8 % of submissions estimated within 5 % of

the staff grade. Within a 10 % range, the assignments had respectively 49.1 %,

53.6 %, 60.9 %, 68.5 %, and 64.3 % within 10 % (Fig. 11a). If we only consider

raters that finished the class (and exclude those that dropped out), we see that staff

agreement increases as well. The five assignments in order had 23.7 %, 29.4 %,

38.4 %, 39.5 %, 37.1 % within 5 % of staff, and 47.4 %, 63.8 %, 61.8 %, 63.3 %,

64.2 % (Fig. 11b). Note that both these numbers are based on repeated sampling
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from a smaller number of staff-graded assignments. As such, they are more

susceptible to variations in staff grades for a particular submission.

Fig. 10 Increasing the number of raters quickly yields diminishing returns

Fig. 11 Agreement of median peer grades and staff grades across different assignments. (These

agreement distributions are more susceptible to variations in staff grades for a particular submis-

sion because they are based on repeated sampling from a smaller number of staff-graded assign-

ments.). (a) All raters, (b) only raters who finished the class
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3.9 What Is the Right Granularity of Grades?

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 shows that the grading agreement between staff members, and

between staff and students in an in-person class are similar. These differences may

approximately represent the smallest discernible differences in quality.

Recall that a 5 % difference in grades is 1.5 points in a 35 point assignment, i.e.,

three times a “just-noticeable” difference in quality (0.5 points, the minimum

granularity of grades). Indeed, the in-person version of the class adopted the current

35 point grading scheme (replacing its 100 point scheme from prior years) to better

balance accuracy with meaningful differences in quality.

3.10 “Patriotic” Grading?

On average, raters grade students from their own country 3.6 % higher than those

from other countries: t(27,067)¼ 3.98, p< 0.001. This effect is consistent when the

raters and submitters from the largest student enrollment (United States) are

removed, but is smaller (the mean difference drops to 1.98 %, t(12,863)¼ 2.0,

p< 0.05). We remind the reader that grading was double-blind, so raters did not see

the names of submitters.

We see four possible explanations for this “patriotism” bias. One is that raters

better understood applications designed for their local environment and so rated

them more highly. Another is that raters were “voting” for applications that they

inferred were from the same country—by the content of the application or the style

of the presentation. A third possible explanation is that different cultures consider

differing attributes of design, as in Kim and Hinds’ work on cross-cultural creativity

(Kim and Hinds 2012). Finally, assessment materials may be understood by stu-

dents in different countries in subtly different ways. Understanding this effect

remains future work.

4 Providing Students Feedback on Grading Accuracy

Improves Subsequent Performance

So far, this paper has characterized the accuracy of large-scale calibrated peer

assessment. This section explores a feedback intervention to improve graders’

accuracy. Prior work has demonstrated that feedback improves the quality of

crowd work (Dow et al. 2012), but can it help raters overcome their (possibly

unintentional) grading bias? This section describes an experiment that provided

students feedback whether they were grading either “too high,” “too low,” or “just

right,” based on how well their grade agreed with staff grades for the previous

assignment. We hypothesized that providing students grading feedback would help
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improve accuracy. We conducted a controlled experiment on the course website

that measured the impact of this feedback on accuracy.

4.1 Participants and Setup

We randomly sampled 756 participants from students who had completed the

second assignment of the second iteration of the class.

The between-subjects experimental setup had two conditions: a no-feedback

control condition where students received no feedback on the accuracy of their

grading, and a feedback condition that provided feedback on their grading bias: too

high, too low, or just right (Fig. 12).

To generate bias feedback, the system compared the participant’s rating and the

staff rating of the previous assignment’s ground-truth submission.

If the rating differed by more than 10 %, then feedback was shown as too high/

too low; otherwise the feedback was “just right.” In the feedback condition, high/

low/just right feedback appeared just above the grading sheet (Fig. 13). In the

control condition this space was blank.

4.2 Results: Feedback Reduces Grading Errors

Using a repeated sampling analysis (as in Sect. 3), we compared staff grades to a

random sampling of peer grades from participants in each condition for ground-

truth submissions. The difference between the median peer grade obtained by

sampling from the feedback condition and the staff-grade was 6.77 %, compared

to 7.74 % in the no-feedback condition (Fig. 14). We built a linear model that

predicts grading error using experimental condition as fixed effect, and each rater as

a fixed-intercept random effect.

The effect of the presence of feedback is significant: t(4,998)¼ _3.38, p< 0.01.

4.4 % more samples in the feedback condition obtained a grade within 5 % of the

staff grade than those without feedback. Notably, 55 students left comments

expressing their appreciation or receptiveness to this feedback; none expressed

resentment.

This experiment tested the mere presence of accuracy feedback. Future work can

assess the effects of richer feedback, such as the amount of bias or change over

time. It can also explore bi-directional communication between the submitter and

the assessor.
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Fig. 12 In the feedback condition, students received feedback about how well they were grading

Fig. 13 Students improved grading when provided accuracy feedback

Fig. 14 Feedback on grading accuracy reduced the overall error in assessment and made the range

of errors smaller
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5 Providing Personalized, Qualitative Feedback

on Assignments

Accurate, actionable feedback helps students improve their work (Nicol and

Macfarlane-Dick 2006; Boud 2000). Actionable feedback is most useful if it is

personalized, and targets the student’s recent work (Gallien and Oomen-Early

2008).

Rubrics provide feedback through quality gradations for each dimension. For

instance, students can look at rubric items they did poorly on to find areas for

improvement. However, using rubric item scores as feedback has two important

limitations. First, students must reflect on why they did poorly on some topic.

Unfortunately, these are often topics the student understood poorly in the first place.

Second, rubrics only point out areas for improvement, not how to improve.

Can peers provide actionable, personalized feedback? We introduce one method

that captures broadly applicable yet specific feedback in short snippets. On the

assessment form, raters select which snippets apply to the current assignment, and

optionally fill in a “because . . .” prompt (Fig. 15). Inspired by (Dow et al. 2010), we

call the result “fortune-cookie feedback” for its brevity and general applicability.

Figure 16 shows some examples.

5.1 Methods: Creating Fortune Cookies

We wanted fortune cookies to help with two common patterns in student

performance.

First, we wanted to find places where committed students did poorly, and

retroactively generate useful advice. To find committed students (and keep the

number of submissions manageable), we restricted our analysis to students whose

initial performance was above the 90th percentile. Then, we compared students

who subsequently got the median grade to those that got grades above the 90th

percentile.

Second, we wanted to highlight strategies that students used to improve. We

compared submissions from students that improved their performance from median

grade to excellent (above 90th percentile) on a subsequent assignment against those

that obtained median grades on both assignments.

We then manually wrote feedback for each submission separately. For each

assignment, we looked at an average of 15 submissions, five each that showed

improved, reduced and steady performance. Combining related feedback from

different submissions led to our final list of warning signs and improvement

strategies. Creating fortune cookies took a teaching assistant 3–4 h per assignment.

We created fortune cookies based on submissions in the first iteration of the

class, and tested them in the second iteration. As the last question on the grading

sheet, we asked “which of these suggestions would improve this submission the
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most?” Students copied appropriate fortune cookies from a list and pasted it in to a

textbox below. Students were not required to use these snippets for feedback—they

could type in their feedback into the textbox as well.

5.2 Results: How Well Do Fortune Cookies Work?

Overall, 36.2 % of assessments included feedback (compared to 36.4 % in the

previous iteration without cookies). A chi-square test on the number of assessments

that contained feedback suggests that fortune cookies do not encourage more

students to leave feedback (_2¼ 0.1, p¼ 0.75). Because submissions were assessed

by multiple students, 94.9 % of submissions received at least one piece of written

feedback (compared to 83 % without cookies); 67.2 % of students received at least

one “fortune cookie”; and 65 % of students received one or more fortune-cookies

with a “because. . .” explanation (Fig. 17).

Fig. 15 Students copied snippets of feedback (fortune cookies), pasted them in a textbox and

optionally added an explanation

Fig. 16 Example “fortune cookie” feedback
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Raters typed the same amount of feedback whether or not an assignment

contained fortune cookies. If we subtract the text of the cookie itself, there was

no significant difference in comment lengths whether or not cookies were used

(t(10,673)¼ 0.44, p> 0.6). If the text is included, comments that used fortune

cookies were longer (t(10,673)¼3.61, p< 0.05). This suggests that students expend

the same amount of effort writing feedback, and using fortune cookies allows this

effort to be used to add to the fortune cookie text.

5.3 Discussion

Reusable pre-canned prompts encourage students to direct their effort to providing

feedback beyond the cookie text. While we do not demonstrate this improves

feedback in the current article, we see three reasons why fortune cookies may

provide better quality feedback than non-cued feedback. First, providing raters a list

of potential feedback items changes a recall/identification task into a recognition

task. This reduces the cost of giving feedback (Anderson and Bower 1972; Nielsen

1994). Second, showing a list of common, assignment-specific problems that the

submission could have potentially reduces inhibition, and encourages peers to think

critically (Galinsky and Moskowitz 2000). Third, because fortune cookies some-

times used terminology learned in class, they may have triggered cued-recall of

these concepts (Little and Bjork 2012), leading to more conceptual comments.

Future research could investigate this idea further. In addition, it could also

explore if fortune cookies confer differential benefits to different students and how

best to leverage this.

6 Overall Discussion

6.1 Using Data to Improve Assessment Materials

Iterative design often pays big dividends (Nielsen 1993), and assessment systems

are no exception. The large scale of online classes allows data-driven iterative

Fig. 17 Most students

received at least one piece

of textual feedback. Most

fortune cookie feedback

was personalized
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improvements of classroom materials in ways that small classes may not. Below,

we describe some data-driven changes we made.

One can use low rater agreement to find questions that might benefit from

revisions. We found that peer and staff raters agreed far more on some questions

than others (Fig. 18), and that questions with low staff agreement also had low peer

agreement (r¼ 0.97, t(24)¼ 19.9, p< 0.05). We reviewed such questions and

revised them with feedback from the forum. Most rubric revisions centered around

making rubrics more easily readable.

Improving Readability Some rubrics sometimes used a non-parallel grammatical

structure across sentences. This is not uncommon: even examples in prior work on

using rubrics suffer from this problem [e.g. (Andrade 2005)]. We hypothesized that

using a parallel sentence structure would better help students understand conceptual

differences (Markman and Gentner 1993). We found that rubric items with parallel

sentence structure in the first iteration had lower disagreement scores (F(1, 39)¼
2.07, p< 0.05) (Fig. 19). We revised all rubrics to use parallel sentence structure.

We also made other changes to improve readability, such as removing duplicate

information from assignments, and splitting up rubric items that asked students to

make a complex judgment (e.g. “Is the prototype complete and functional?” to “Is

the prototype complete?” and “Is the prototype functional?”).

Fig. 18 Comparing variance of rubric items can help teaching staff find areas that may need

improvement. For example, this figure shows the variance for four assignments of the HCI course

between staff grade and median peer grade. A narrow, dense band indicates higher agreement. For

example, Assignment 4 (blue) has generally higher agreement
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Word Choice Although the rubrics had been revised for 3 years in the in-person

class, many forum posts asked for clarifications of ambiguous words. Words like

“trivial”, “interesting”, “functional”, and “shoddy” may be correctly interpreted by

the on-campus student with a lot of shared context, but are ambiguous online. The

revised version replaces these words with more specific ones (which may help

on-campus students as well).

The revised rubrics were used in the second iteration of the class. Overall, the

peer-staff agreement was 2.5 % higher than the previous iteration.

6.2 Going Beyond Pass/Fail

Peer assessment as described in this paper works reasonably for a pass/fail class.

How might peer assessment be used in classes that award more fine-grained grades?

Beyond having iteratively-refined rubrics (as above), one possibility is to involve

community TAs in grading submissions that are estimated to have low grading

accuracy (e.g. with large differences between self and peer grades). In addition, our

early experiments suggest that greater accuracy is possible by weighting different

raters’ grades differently, an important topic for future work. Lastly, our experi-

ments suggest that machine-grading approaches (such as those for essay grading)

may be combined with peer assessment to provide accurate assessment.

6.3 Inflating Self-Grades and Other Gaming

Many types of cheating are currently possible and unchecked in online classes. For

example, someone else could simply take a course on your behalf. To the extent that

Fig. 19 In iteration

1, questions with parallel

structure had lesser

disagreement, both amongst

peer graders, and between

the median grade and the

self-assessed grade. We

changed all assignments to

use parallel structure across

rubric items
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participation in the online classroom is based on intrinsic motivations (such as a

desire to learn), students rarely blatantly cheat (Mazar et al. 2008). (Anecdotally,

several instructors in early online classes have reported that some students appear to

be cheating, but that it doesn’t currently appear to be widespread.)

To date, large-scale online classes, including our own, have primarily empha-

sized learning, rather than certification (Widom 2012). Students do not receive

much in the way of credit. (Though on social media like Facebook and LinkedIn,

some students report having “attended” Stanford.) Still, some students probably

attempted to game their score by strategically over-reporting their grade (Fig. 20).

As online classes count for more benefits, such gaming may increase.

Gaming also has a silver lining. A valuable skill for success is the theory of mind

to intuit how others perceive one’s performance (Boud 1995), and gaming may help

students develop this skill. Cheating may also arise if the value of officially

recorded performance in these classes increases [e.g. (Kurhila 2012; Lewin

2013b)]. To combat this, several organizations have proposed solutions like

in-person testing facilities [e.g. (Lewin 2012b)], or verified-identity certification

(Lewin 2013d). Others remain focused on teaching for students who want to learn

(Widom 2012).

6.4 Limitations of Peer Assessment

While peer assessment offers several benefits, it also has limitations. First, peers

and experts (e.g. staff) may interpret work differently (see Appendix 1.2). Such

differences are well-known in related fields: Experts and novices both robustly

reach consensus about creativity, but their consensual judgments differ from each

other (Conti et al. 1996). This may be because novices and experts differ in their

tacit understanding of value (Kaufman et al. 2008). Peer assessment addresses this

problem by providing raters with expert-made rubrics, but some differences may

persist. In addition, independent assessment via rubrics and subsequent aggregation

may not assess “controversial” work well.

Fig. 20 Students in the

second (Fall 2012) iteration

of the class reported a self

grade> 5 % higher than

peer grade more frequently,

and so got their self grade

less frequently
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Second, peer assessment imposes a particular schedule on class, and limits

student flexibility. In our class, several students complained in class forums about

being unable to complete peer assessments in time. Lastly, while peer assessment

works well for the large majority of students, students who receive an unfair

assessment may lose motivation. Anecdotally, we have noticed that students are

generally satisfied with their overall grade, but are frustrated by inaccurate quali-

tative feedback from some peers. Addressing these motivational aspects remains

future work.

6.5 The Changing Role of Teachers

Peer assessment fundamentally changes the role of staff. When peer assessment

provides the primary evaluative function, the staff role shifts to emphasize coaching

(Kuebli et al. 2008). Students sometimes believe that teachers grade on personal

taste, and focus on currying favor. By contrast, when teachers coach but do not

grade, students focus more on conceptual understanding (Perry 1970). Also, pro-

viding explicit grading criteria (especially in advance) helps convey to students that

grading is fair, consistent, and based on the quality of their work.

Peer assessment also changes how instructors spend their time. When staff

assess student work, their effort is focused on doing the grading. By contrast,

with peer assessment, the instructor’s main task is articulating assessment criteria

for others to use. Because of the diversity of submissions, this can be extremely

difficult to do a priori. Teachers should plan on revising rubrics as they come across

unexpected types of strong and weak work. After revision, these rubrics can scale

well for both students and other teachers to use. For online education to blossom, it

will be important to teach the teachers best practices for rubric creation, and to

create effective design principles and patterns for creating assessments.

While the scale and medium of online education poses new challenges, it also

offers new solutions. In key areas, online education encodes pedagogy into soft-

ware, which increases consistency and supports reuse—and defaults have a pow-

erful impact on behavior (Palen 1999).

The role of teaching staff (TAs) changes too. Instead of spending a majority of

their time grading, they spend a large fraction of their time fielding student

questions, mentoring students, boosting student morale and autonomous perspec-

tive, and making data-driven revisions to class materials.

6.6 The Changing Roles of Students

One of the most remarkable results from our experience was that students reported

that assessing others’ work was an extremely valuable learning activity. Can online
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classes provide an avenue not just for peer assessment, but for peer learning as

well?

The second iteration introduced Community TAs recruited among students from

the first iteration [Armando Fox and David Patterson’s Software-as-a-Service

online class used a similar program (Fox and Patterson 2012)]. We invited students

who did well in class, assessed many submissions voluntarily, and participated

actively in class to become Community TAs. Community TAs volunteered their

time, and were not paid. Their duties comprised grading assignments, answering

student questions, and helping iteratively improve assignments. Five students from

across the world participated. Together, community TAs answered 547 questions

on the forum, staff (3 local TAs and the instructor) answered 582 questions. In

addition to providing factual answers and assignment clarifications, Community

TAs also leveraged their personal experience to offer advice and cheerleading.

We hypothesize that Community TAs are effective for the same reasons as

undergraduate teaching-assistants at a university (Roberts et al. 1995). First,

because community TAs had done well in the class, they possessed enough

knowledge to effectively offer information and guidance. Second, because they

had taken the class recently, they could easily empathize with issues students faced

and also could effectively offer social support.

Massive online classes also offer individual students an opportunity to have

large-scale positive impact. For example, when the first assignment of the Spring

2012 class had fewer peer assessments than needed, one student rallied her peers to

finish a large number of assessments over a single day (the top ten students assessed

an average of 48 submissions: nearly ten times their required number) so that

students could get feedback in time. She also participated heavily in the forums,

and gathered staff-like respect from her peers.

6.7 The Changing Classroom

The online classroom is distinctly different from its in-person counterpart. Recent

research has discovered some of these differences: students in online classrooms are

much more diverse both demographically, and in their objectives in taking the

class, and platforms make some kinds of data, such as engagement with course

material, more plentiful and finer grained, while making other information, such as

facial expressions of confusion, completely inaccessible (Breslow et al. 2013).

These differences require rethinking the design of the classroom. For instance,

students often have work commitments, and holidays are at different times around

the world. This reflects in class scheduling: the first iteration of the class spanned

7 weeks, mirroring the time these topics take in the Stanford course. Although

university-like deadlines helped generate interest in online classes (Lewin 2013c),

we found that campus-paced deadlines are too rigid online. Consequently, the

second iteration spanned 9 weeks to give students more time and flexibility.
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While class diversity requires adaptations, it also inspires new opportunities.

How can teachers support student leadership and community learning more directly

in the online classroom? Again, the design studio offers inspiration (Schön 1985;

Pendleton-Jullian 2010). By making not only the results of work, but also the

process of creation highly visible, it helps students learn and build awareness

through observation (Klemmer et al. 2006). In addition, a studio facilitates dialogue

between students, instructors and artifacts that helps students collaboratively learn

difficult concepts and solve problems (Schön 1985).

The opportunity here is twofold. First, online learning can be blended with

co-located learning. Even though this was a completely online class, students

self-organized to meet up in ten locations around the world including London,

San Francisco, New York City, Buenos Aires, Aachen (Germany), and Bangladesh.

Second, we can build online experiences that are inspired by the physical studio.

By removing the constraints of the physical classroom, online classes have made

education accessible to many new kinds of students—the new mother, the full-time

professional, and the retiree. Preserving this accessibility, while providing the

benefits of the in-person classroom online offer a promising area for future work.

More generally, online education requires us to re-conceptualize what it means

to be a student in many ways. One has to do with enrollment and retention (Kizilcec

et al. 2013). Typing one’s email address into a webpage is not the same as showing

up for the first day of a registrar enrolled class. It’s more like peeking through the

window, and what the large number of signups tell us is that lots of people are

curious. How can we convert this curiosity into meaningful learning opportunities

for more students?

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper described our experiences with the largest use of peer assessment to

date. This paper also introduced the “fortune cookie” method for peers to provide

each other with qualitative, personalized feedback. We demonstrated that providing

students feedback about their rating bias improves subsequent accuracy. There are

many exciting opportunities for future work.

First, systems could allocate raters and aggregate their results more intelligently

to increase accuracy and decrease work. Crowdsourcing techniques suggest initial

steps. After assessment is complete, systems could differentially weight grades

based on raters’ past performance, for instance, extending approaches like (Ipeirotis

et al. 2010). Also, the number of raters could be dynamically assigned to be the

minimum required for consensus, extending e.g. (Guo et al. 2012). Furthermore, an

algorithm could adaptively select particular raters based on estimated quality,

focusing high quality work where it’s most needed, as in (Dai et al. 2010). Finally,

as with standardized essay grading (Hearst 2000), peers could be used together with

automated grading algorithms [such as (Socher et al. 2012; Zaidan and Callison-

Burch 2011)]. This hybrid approach can achieve consensus while minimizing
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duplicated effort. Ideally, these grading schemes should be understandable as well

as accurate. Should the system show students how their grade was generated? And

if so, how?

Second, current online learning platforms suffer from sensory deprivation rela-

tive to a human teacher. They receive final work products, but have no knowledge

of students’ process. Cognitive tutoring software has shown that attending to

students’ process can improve learning through personalization—adapting ques-

tions, pacing, and guidance (Corbett et al. 2002). Integrating rich learner models

with peer assessment offers many exciting opportunities.

Third, physical universities employ many structural levers to keep students

motivated and engaged. In our experience, only a quarter of approximately 3,000

students who completed a time-intensive first assignment did all five assignments.

Needless to say, at a physical university the completion rate for an equivalent class

is much higher. How can online settings provide greater motivation support? Future

work could draw both on research on commitment strategies in online communities

[e.g. (Kraut and Resnick 2011)] and resources used at physical universities, such as

mentoring and orientation courses (Murtaugh et al. 1999). More generally, online

learning platforms could benefit students by incorporating known best practices

about learning and moving to a more evidence-based approach.

Fourth, peers can help instruction itself. One promising approach is to use social

mechanisms to highlight good student work and build connections, such as

(Marlow et al. 2013). Another is to leverage peers in physical meet-ups to augment

instructor teaching (Cadiz et al. 2000). This approach also creates technology and

pedagogy design opportunities for a “flipped” classroom—what should class time

look like at a university when students can watch the professor on video? Already,

several universities are teaching physical classes augmented with online materials

(Martin 2012). How would different roles change with such a model?

Fifth, future work has the potential to tie student work in class to skilled crowd

work (Kittur et al. 2013). For instance, students in the HCI class could build

prototypes and design websites for clients, or students studying Machine Learning

could compete to build predictive models. How can the pedagogical goals of the

class be intertwined with potentially productive work? This future work will offer

students around the world an opportunity to learn in ways previously impossible.
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Appendix 1

1.1 Agreement Between Peer Grades and Staff Grades Without
Aggregation

Comparing the peer grades (not their medians) with staff grades demonstrates the

value of aggregating peer grades (Fig. 21). 26.3 % of grades were within 5 % of

staff grades, and 46.7 % within 10 %. (Recall that the median agreement was

42.0 % and 65.5 %, respectively).

1.2 Grading Differences

1.2.1 Where Peers Graded Higher

Figure 22a shows an application a student created as “an interactive website which

helps people tracking their eating behavior and overall-feeling, to find and be able

Fig. 21 Agreement of unaggregated peer grades and staff grades. Agreement is much lower than

between median peer grades and staff grades

Fig. 22 Student submissions with large differences between staff and peer grades. (a) Submission

where peers grade higher than staff, (b) Submission with staff grade higher than peers
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Table 3 Rubric for “Ready for Testing” assignment

Category Unsatisfactory Bare minimum

Satisfactory effort

and performance

Above and

beyond

List of changes 0: No changes

or

completely

irrelevant

changes

1: The student

only identified

a few changes

from the heu-

ristic evalua-

tion feedback

and a large

amount of

feedback is

ignored in the

new prototype;

the new proto-

type has some

HE violations

3: Many of the

simpler

suggested

changes were

made, but some

of the more

complex or

difficult issues

were not

addressed; the

new prototype

does not have

any obvious

HE violations

5: The user made

several

insightful and

specific

changes

based on the

heuristic

evaluation

feedback. It is

hard to find

any HE vio-

lations at all

in the new

prototype

Interactive

prototype

0: No prototype

or irrelevant

prototype

1: The prototype

is not interac-

tive, lacks

many features,

and has many

bugs; the

design does

not work with

the goal. OR,

the student

submitted a

prototype

URL, but the

prototype

wasn’t

viewable

3: The prototype is

mostly interac-

tive, with only

a few features

missing and

only one or two

bugs; the

design accom-

plishes the

minimum

requirements

of the goal

5: The prototype

is completely

interactive,

reflects the

feel of the

final proto-

type, and is

ready for user

testing; the

design

accomplishes

the entire

goal

User evaluation

plan:

completeness

0: No plan or

irrelevant

plan

1: User testing

evaluation

plan exists, but

is minimal,

unclear, and is

not well

thought out

3: The evaluation

plan is mostly

complete, but

does not cover

all questions

about testing

thoroughly

(what is tested,

what you want

to learn, when,

where,

participants)

5: The evaluation

plan is com-

plete, answers

all questions

specifically,

and shows a

clear process

for user

testing

User evaluation

plan:

appropriateness

0: No plan or

irrelevant

plan

1: The student’s

evaluation

plan does not

choose to

evaluate

aspects of the

design related

3: The evaluation

plan is

designed to

produce some

useful data, but

is not justified

by the student

5: The evaluation

plan is very

clearly moti-

vated or

innovative in

a way that

will ensure

(continued)
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to avoid certain foods which causes discomfort or health related problems.” Peers

rated the prototype highly for being “interactive”. Staff, rated it low, because “while

fully functional, the design does not seem appropriate to the goal. The diary aspect

seems to be the main aspect of the app, yet it’s hidden behind a search bar.”

1.2.2 Where Peers Graded Lower

Figure 22b shows an application a student created as an “exciting platform, bored

children can engage (physically) with other children in their neighborhood.” Staff

praised it as “fully interactive, page flow is complete”, while some peers rated it

“unpolished”, and asked the student to “Try to make UI less coloured.”

Appendix 2: Sample Rubric

Table 3 shows a rubric for the “Ready for testing” assignment. All other rubrics are

available as online supplementary materials.
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1 Introduction

Conducting in-depth user research is a vital part of user-centered design processes

(Goodman et al. 2012; Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998; Rogers et al. 2011). However,

user research usually produces large amounts of data and it is difficult to integrate

the collected data and information into design ideas and solutions (Kolko 2011;

Brown 2009).

A common way of dealing with this large amount of qualitative data is writing

the observations and interview results on sticky notes or paper cards and afterwards

grouping them according to their semantic affinity (Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998;

Curtis et al. 1999; Harboe et al. 2012; Hinman 2011).

Usually, this is a team-based activity with the goal of “making sense out of the

data” (Kolko 2011; Oehlberg et al. 2012a). While this is easily said, it is a very

difficult task to generate new insights and knowledge (as opposed to basic infor-

mation) from the collected data (Kolko 2011; Hinman 2011; Oehlberg et al. 2012a).

And it is particularly difficult to develop a shared understanding of the data and

insights among all team members (Oehlberg et al. 2012a; Hey et al. 2007; Oehlberg

and Roschuni 2011).

Several research projects deal with the question how to transfer the process of

synthesizing qualitative data with paper notes to the digital world in order to take

advantage of functions like saving and sending the content to remote colleagues,

e.g. (Harboe et al. 2012; Judge et al. 2008). There are fewer research projects that

deal with insight generation as such. Our goal was to understand why it is so

difficult for design teams to “make sense” out of their user research data and how

we can support them during this synthesis of information.

In this chapter, we present results from seven interviews we held with people of

different levels of experience regarding information synthesis. Based on their needs

and combined with findings from other research, we developed a tool to support the

collaborative synthesis process for design teams.

With the help of this tool, we tested the influence of two factors for synthesizing

information. These factors are (1) a phase of working individually with the data and

(2) applying different perspectives or tags to the data in order to reveal and discuss

different points of view among team members. We will discuss the underlying

theory of these factors and present the results of a study with six design teams.

2 Background and Related Work

User research or field research is the basis for all user-centered design processes.

Finding out more about the interests of users and developing empathy for their

needs helps to develop more useful and innovative products (Brown 2009). How-

ever, in industry, clients may question the purpose of the time-consuming and

costly user research efforts. A reason for this could be the missing visibility and
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tangibility of how this data is analyzed and integrated in the future design of a

product or service (Kolko 2011). In comparison, other parts of a design process are

more easy to understand by non-designers as they can see what happens when the

design team sketches new ideas or builds a prototype (Kolko 2011).

Besides the fact that the synthesis of information is hard to present, it is also

cognitively challenging for the design team. Filtering, organizing and making sense

of uncertain and ambiguous information is complicated and exhausting (Hey

et al. 2008; Kolfschoten and Brazier 2012). Working in a team can give assistance

and is important for the following steps in the design process, but it also introduces

the difficulty of creating a common ground and making decisions that all team

members support (Hey et al. 2007). Based on background and experience, people

have different views on situations and interpret or frame them in different ways.

Everybody carries individual frames that consist of implicit knowledge structures

(Hey et al. 2007; Schön 1984). By sharing these different frames with each other,

they can be aligned in order to develop a shared understanding (Hey et al. 2007).

Especially when dealing with ambiguous information collected by different people

during user research, different individual frames lead to different points of view and

it is particularly important that design teams share their views for developing a

shared understanding. Thereby, communication and discussions play an important

role in generating new meaning (Hill et al. 2002). Teams that synthesize their

knowledge into a shared understanding tend to have more successful design pro-

cesses and outcomes (Hey et al. 2008; Hill et al. 2002).

The term synthesis is also used in other contexts,1 however what we call the

information synthesis is the practice of integrating, organizing, filtering and eval-

uating external information into the design process as described by Jon Kolko

(Kolko 2011). In other related work, this understanding of synthesis may be

referred to by the terms collaborative synthesis (Robinson 2008), framing (Hey

et al. 2007, 2008; Schön 1984), sensemaking (Pirolli and Card 2005; Naumer

et al. 2008), collaborative sensemaking (Novak 2007; Umapathy 2010), or infor-
mation analysis (Isenberg et al. 2008).

Though sensemaking describes the act of “making sense of user research infor-

mation” pretty well, related work with this title mainly use the term in the way

Russell et al. (1993) defined it: the process of searching for and organizing

information. These research projects focus on analyses that make sense of large

amounts of data in the internet (Sharma 2011; Qu and Furnas 2005), other large

networks (Chau et al. 2011), or document analysis (Wright et al. 2006). The

described data are often “hard facts” that need to be combined, such as facts

about digital cameras (Sharma 2011; Shrinivasan and van Wijk 2008) or neighbor-

hoods characteristics (Cheng and Gotz 2009). In this understanding, the term also

1 Some authors use this term to refer to all activities of assembling or creating the form of the

design solution – in contrast to the term analysis that refers to the activity of investigating and

defining the design problem (Alexander 1964; Lawson 2006; Bamford 2002)
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involves the seeking and searching for information (Pirolli and Card 2005) and not

only the act of condensing information in order to create new knowledge.

Several research projects focused on searching for and navigating through huge

amounts of data and developed tools for improved information visualization,

searching and tagging. They studied how different devices, such as large displays

(Andrews et al. 2010), tabletop displays (Morris et al. 2010), or personal and shared

devices (Wallace et al. 2013) can improve the sensemaking process. Novak (2007)

and Umapathy (2010) also acknowledge the importance of knowledge exchange in

interdisciplinary teams and study how teams come to a shared understanding during

sensemaking. With his tool, Novak suggests that visualizing implicit knowledge

structures improves the knowledge exchange among team members (Novak 2007).

There are fewer tools that focus on the synthesis of qualitative user research

data—this is “information synthesis” as we understand it. This research often

focuses on the question of how to transfer paper notes to the digital world or

augment them in order to make use of digital functions. For example, Judge

et al. (2008) study how multiple display environments can improve affinity

diagramming. Harboe et al. (2012) augment paper notes with barcodes for locating

the notes via text search.

Though these approaches are certainly useful for affinity diagramming or work-

ing with qualitative data on sticky notes, they do not tackle the problem of

synthesizing information. That is, how design teams can be supported in the task

of condensing information and developing a shared understanding. A big challenge

is the ambiguous nature of qualitative data in design tasks and the great amount of

tacit knowledge that is important for the process. Hey et al. (2007, 2008) studied

how design teams deal with the different frames among team members and how

they come to a shared understanding. They developed a framework and design

principles for design team framing. Kolko (2011) also offers several methods

intended to help design teams during synthesis. Some of the few researchers who

focused on developing a tool for the synthesis of user research information are

Oehlberg et al. (2012b). Their tool, Dazzle lets design teams share their collected

files, annotate them, and capture whiteboard images. However, the sharing of

information stays on the file level and does not go to the level that deals with

(the) individual pieces of information and how they relate. With affinity diagram-

ming the most difficult part is making sense out of the interrelationships between

paper notes.

In order to broaden our own understanding and experience on the general needs

of users during synthesis and to relate them to the findings of other researchers, we

interviewed people with different levels of experience on how they manage the

information overload and how they synthesize their insights.
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3 Interviews on Information Synthesis

We conducted seven interviews with two design students, four professional

designers (graphics and interaction designers) and one design professor. The

interview length ranged between 20 and 45 min. We used interview guidelines

focusing on how people condense, select and decide when synthesizing information

and how they evaluate the approaches they employ. All interviews were taped with

a voice recorder. We used open-coding techniques to discover patterns and recur-

ring topics (Corbin and Strauss 1990). For each interview, we wrote various memos

on sticky notes and first clustered them on separate boards, afterwards we analyzed

similarities and differences between the interviews.

The main topics we identified in the analysis are described briefly in the

following.

3.1 Relevance for the Entire Design Process

When we asked how people processed information from user research, we found

that some interviewees did not understand what the question was about. The expert

designers mainly assimilated information “on the fly” and most of the time alone. In

contrast, other interviewees stated that the synthesis was a very crucial point within

the whole design process itself and its importance should not be underestimated. It

helps to identify general statements, principles, trends, needs and requirements with

regard to the design task.

3.2 Sequence and Characteristics of Subtasks

People with a developed understanding of information synthesis generally talk

about their user research results with other people. It may be a colleague or a

whole team, depending on company or school structure. During these conversa-

tions, people usually take notes, either on normal paper or sticky notes. Some

participants summed it up under the term “storytelling”. Afterwards, they try to

find similarities of what they have heard and try to group them under general terms

(“clustering”). Important topics are sometimes displayed in different frameworks or

diagrams, such as a process diagram to show workflows or relationships. In the end,

people write down their most important insights or principles. This relates to

Kolko’s methods of synthesis as e.g. “prioritizing” or “concept-mapping” (Kolko

2011) or the observations of other researchers (Hinman 2011; Robinson 2008).

However, not everybody follows an elaborate structure when synthesizing infor-

mation, but pursues a more intuitive, coincidental sequence of steps.
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3.3 Decision Making

Decisionmaking occurs when designers have to prioritize or select between different

pathways. We learned that intuition plays an important role when making decisions

in information synthesis. When we asked our interview partners how they identify

and define insights or decide on their priority, nobody could give a clear answer. In

particular, experienced interviewees said they follow their intuition and state that

especially the gradually growing experience of designers enables good intuitive

decision making. Interviewees with little experience stated that decision making is

important and also very difficult as they do not have a lot of experience about how to

decide. Literature also suggests that the role of intuition is supported by experience

(Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998; Kolko 2011; Cropley 2006). Accordingly, experience

helps to develop tacit knowledge about different situations and implications.

3.4 Extent of Discursivity

Our interviews suggest that discourse between themembers of a design team is seen as

a decisive part of information synthesis. Some interviewees even defined the synthesis

as “a team process with a lot of discussions”. On the contrary, other interviewees

stated that they collect and synthesize information in general on their own and talk

about their observations with only a few people—generally expert designers—later

on. Thus, we could observe that the extent of discursivity varieswith teams and design

situations. In literature, discourse among design teams is seen as rather important for

user-centered design (Hill et al. 2002; Krippendorff 2006; Lloyd 2000).

3.5 Forms of Media

Our interview partners use different kinds of media to communicate and process

information, though analog media such as paper, sticky notes and traditional

whiteboards are the most commonly used. Nevertheless, especially interviewees

who work in companies (instead of education) stated that at some point digital

media in the form of word processors, presentation programs or wikis is used

as well.

3.6 Information Trade-Off

Converging information and finding design principles with a higher degree of

abstraction is one of the goals of the synthesis phase. However, we observed
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different levels of information trade-off among our interview partners. Some

interviewees try to keep and externalize as much information as possible, partly

because they are afraid to lose information and partly because their stakeholders set

these restrictions. Others stated that it is not possible and also not desirable to save

all information in the design process, as it is important to quickly focus on the most

important points. Most interviewees agreed that it depends on the level of experi-

ence when deciding which and how much information is important to process in the

design process.

3.7 Team Interaction

We observed through the interviews several incidences in which implicit team

dynamics influences the synthesis process rather unconsciously. For instance,

interviewees mutually agreed that the basis for joint decisions is only possible if

team members share a common ground of trust and respect cf. (Schumann

et al. 2012). In another example, an interviewee stated that people who prefer to

enforce the own view strongly influence the whole synthesis process. In addition,

the synthesis is described as exhausting and its success highly depends on the

motivation of the team members. Therefore, we regard the area of team interaction,

with a special focus on team dynamics, biases and motivation, as important for a

deeper understanding of information synthesis.

3.8 Communicating Preliminary Results to External Persons

Interviewees who work in companies stated that customers and stakeholders com-

plain that they hardly see what happens during the synthesis phase cf. (Kolko 2011).

Several clients want to understand where the design ideas and solutions originate

and whether the budget for e.g. user research has been spent reasonably. However,

such requirements generally presume a view of the relationship between design

solutions and user research data, which is normally only possible towards the end of

the design process. In particular in early stages of the design process, designers

often face communication gaps that make it difficult to tell outsiders about the

progress of the design process. In this context, information synthesis can help to

create presentable states of knowledge. However, our interviews suggest that this

seems to be less of a problem for the more experienced designers, as the relation-

ship between clients and designers then rather builds upon trust. This shows that

external communicability requirements depend on the relationship between

designers and clients and how much confidence they have in the respective design

approach.
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3.9 Organizational Restrictions and Enablers

Especially in companies where people are working on several projects at the same

time, a challenge presents itself in the overall lack of time for synthesis, as well as

the many disruptions. In this case, teams also face the problem that one or more

team members are missing and it is difficult for them to catch up afterwards.

Sometimes there are strict rules on how the synthesis should be carried out. On

the other hand, research goals are often not clearly defined and this leads to

problems between the designers and clients.

In summary, we can draw the following conclusions from the interviews and our

own experience on information synthesis: The synthesis is important and necessary

but also difficult and exhausting or—as one of our interviewees said—“The syn-

thesis is a necessary evil”. Mostly it is a stressful team process, which depends on

well-functioning team dynamics. Especially for beginners it is challenging because

it heavily depends on experience and intuition. Much uncertainty and ambiguity is

involved, making the whole process neither visible nor tangible for observers from

outside. Last but not least it takes a lot of time, which is often not provided or

scheduled.

For a more detailed analysis of the interviews and the framework we derived

from them, as well as a literature review related to design research see (Gumienny

et al. 2011).

4 Support for Collaborative Synthesis

Combining the insights from interviews and related work, we sought to improve

different aspects that seem to influence the process and outcome of the synthesis.

First, we want to help team members have a better understanding of the information

they collected during user research. Each team member should have time to

familiarize and engage with the data collected, especially with the notes written

by other people. Therefore, we want to give each team member some time to work

with the data individually at the beginning of the synthesis.

Second, we want to support teams in forming a shared understanding. We think

that visualizing the personal views of each team member is an important prerequi-

site for providing insight into community perspectives cf. (Novak 2007). We want

to create explicit representations of knowledge structures (Umapathy 2010) and let

the team compare and analyze different representations. If the team is unaware of

these differences before a decision, this may result in conflicts that hinder the

ongoing progress. It is also important to understand each other’s perspectives

(Hey et al. 2008).

Third, as stated above, we learned that in some teams, rather dominant team

members lead the whole synthesis and decision-making process. As a result the
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outcome does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the whole team, possibly

leading to later conflicts and disregarding the advantages of multidisciplinary

team work. Therefore, we want to assure all team members are involved equally

and show the contribution of each person.

Fourth, we want to give novice designers more guidance and encourage them to

work with the data. They should have support in getting started instead of

discussing how to deal with the huge amount of sticky notes as we have often

observed in student teams. People told us that they perceive the whole process as

very exhausting. We hope that it feels less stressful and more managable if we

divide the synthesis into different steps, designers may follow one after another.

4.1 Synthesis Guide

Combining these topics, we created a Synthesis Guide for a digital whiteboard

system, which provides guidance and lets people work individually first and

externalizes the team members’ points of view in the end.

The main instrument of the Synthesis Guide is the act of applying different

“perspectives” or “tags” to the user research data. The process of applying the tags

is similar to the worker tasks of the Cascade system by Chilton et al. (2013). In this

system, crowdworkers generate tag categories for a set of items. The best tags are

picked, and then they are given to other workers who apply the tags to the items.

This crowdsourcing approach could also be used for user data here. However, we

think it is important that the members of the design team do these tasks because they

also carry implicit knowledge from user research. Additionally, they should use the

knowledge they generate during synthesis for idea generation and prototyping

later on.

We see a “perspective” or “tag” as a frame or point of view that can be applied to

situations or data (Kolko 2011). This is based on the assumption that different

people generally have different mental models (Klimoski and Mohammed 1994;

Lim and Klein 2006). These mental models are based on what we have learned and

experienced, and we see the world from this perspective (Kolko 2011; Hey

et al. 2007). With the task of applying perspectives to pieces of information, the

different perspectives of team members are externalized and thus make them aware

of the different views they have [especially in interdisciplinary design teams

(Brown 2009)].

During discussions, we noticed that the term “perspective” is not understood

immediately and instead of “applying perspectives”, people preferred the term

“tagging”. Therefore, we continued to use “tags” instead of “perspectives”.

In the first step of the Synthesis Guide, each team member gets an overview of

all sticky notes written by the team after conducting user research. In order to

reduce the overload of seeing all sticky notes at once, the notes are presented in
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groups of three on each page. With the help of the “next” button, users can flip

through all notes, see Fig. 1, top.

In the second step, each user is to create a perspective or tag related to the sticky

notes they have seen, Fig. 1, middle. Alternatively, they may choose one of the

example tags offered. Each user creates his own tag that he or she considers

interesting. To avoid duplicates and foster a broader range of tags, users will see

tags already created by their team members.

Fig. 1 The three steps of the Synthesis Guide. First, each user should read all sticky notes.

Second, each user creates a tag that should be applied to the sticky notes. Third, each user tags

every sticky note with the tags of the team. The “important” tag is highlighted by the system to

indicate that it (they) should get special attention afterwards
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After all team members enter one perspective, the Synthesis Guide will lead to

the third step—the tagging view, see Fig. 1, bottom. Each sticky note will be

displayed on one page together with all tags the team has chosen. Additionally,

the tag “important” is offered to indicate that a note is important even though it does

not fit to any of the chosen tags. Users shall now select all tags that fit to the

displayed sticky note. They can select as many tags as they like, or none at all. After

pressing the “next” button, the tags are saved and the next sticky note is displayed.

Each team member should do the tagging individually. By going through the steps

of the Synthesis Guide everybody is “forced” to engage with the data and cannot

leave this to other teammembers. Additionally, the point of view of each member is

collected.

After each team member has completed the three steps, the system offers a result

view for each tag, see Fig. 2. Sticky notes selected by all team members appear on

the highest level and are enlarged. Depending on the number of selections, the other

notes are displayed on a lower level and smaller. Sticky notes not selected at all are

not displayed. The result pages are intended to give an overview of how the team

understands the collected information. For example, in Fig. 2 right, the team

obviously had different opinions on which sticky notes are important (i.e. what

information on them). The team can now discuss why they think certain informa-

tion is important or not. On the other hand, they share the same view on “commu-

nication barriers”, Fig. 2, left. This may strengthen the team spirit and sense of

community.

4.2 Design Objectives

The system had the following design objectives:

4.2.1 View Data from Different Angles

When people apply different tags to the sticky notes, they think about the relation-

ship between the respective tag and the data set of the respective tag with the data

set. This way, they must see the data from another angle or frame. While people

contemplate the data and try to view it from new angles, they engage with the data

in a way they would not during standard clustering. This in-depth engagement with

the data may lead to a better understanding.

4.2.2 Externalize Different Points of View

When people apply tags individually, they do it without being influenced by their

co-workers. On the results pages of the Synthesis Guide, the different opinions are

visualized. We assume that people are often not aware of their different points of
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view. In the results pages of the Synthesis Guide the team sees the similarities and

differences of views from the different tags. Based on these views, they can start a

discussion and come to one shared point of view.

4.2.3 Involve All Team Members Equally

When each team member is tagging the notes it is necessary to engage with the data

as something that cannot be left to fellow team members. The input of all team

members is counted equally and displayed on the results pages. This way, no team

member is shut out, and everybody is involved equally.

4.2.4 Give Guidance to Novice Designers

Through its predefined steps, the Synthesis Guide is intended to give guidance to

the team and help them get started with the synthesis. We observed that especially

novice design teams often do not know how to start and waste time trying to agree

on a method or framework to use for the synthesis.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate whether the Synthesis Guide really improves the synthesis and helps a

team come to a shared understanding, we conducted a case study. We ran a series of

pilot studies and then created a within-subjects study with two conditions, see

Fig. 3. We tested the Synthesis Guide condition, i.e. a structured way of doing

the synthesis, and compared it to an unstructured clustering condition. Our purpose

was to find out what effect the structure and the tagging functionality have for the

team process during synthesis.

Fig. 2 Examples of the result screens after the tagging. On the left the team has a very similar

understanding with regard to this tag (“communication barrier”), because several sticky notes have

been tagged by all team members. On the right, the understanding is pretty diverse, as the majority

of notes have only been tagged by one person (with the tag “important”)
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5.1 Participants

We recruited 24 participants for six teams. Three out of the six teams started with

the structured condition, three with the unstructured clustering condition. All

participants had previous experience with design thinking and synthesis, but on

different levels. All teams were interdisciplinary, i.e. participants had different

academic backgrounds, and consisted of four people each. Of the 24 participants,

14 were female. All teams were mixed-gender and the average age of members was

28. Most participants did not know each other previously.

5.2 Procedure

In both conditions, the teams received a dataset of sticky notes and were to create a

point of view (POV)—a sentence that summarizes the most important findings from

the sticky notes. In a real situation, these notes are written by the team members

themselves. Due to time constraints, we offered notes created by other design

thinking teams after interviewing people about two challenges. These challenges

were: “How to improve the arrival experience of foreign researchers coming to a

foreign university” and “How to improve the airport check-in and boarding pro-

cess”. The datasets consisted of 50 sticky notes each. Each challenge was done

three times with the structured condition and three times with the unstructured

clustering condition.

In the structured condition, teams used the Synthesis Guide. First, each team

member read all sticky notes on a laptop by clicking through the pages of step

1. Then, each person created one tag or perspective. As a last step, they tagged all

notes with the tags they had created. The teams had 15 min to complete the steps of

the Synthesis Guide. Afterwards, they looked at the results pages and had 13 min to

discuss these results and create a team POV from the data (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Study setup for evaluating the difference between a structured synthesis process with the

help of a Synthesis Guide and the unstructured clustering where each user could arrange the sticky

notes freely. In both conditions, the team members were working on their own in the first phase.

Afterwards, they created a point of view of the given data in a team discussion
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In the unstructured clustering condition, each team member had the sticky note

dataset in a digital whiteboard application on a laptop. The sticky notes were

grouped by color (based on the interview person), see Fig. 4. People could move

around the sticky notes with their mouse and cluster the notes as they liked.

Additionally, they could zoom in and out. All other functions of the whiteboard

application were turned off to make people focus on the content instead of the

functions. Each team member had his own laptop and 15 min to work with the data

individually. We gave the instruction: “get an understanding of the information on

the sticky notes”. Afterwards, the team sat together and had 13 min to discuss what

they learned from the data and to create a team POV as in the structured condition.

In the first phase of both conditions, when the teams worked individually at their

laptops, they were sitting around a table and could not see their fellow team

members’ screens. In the second phase, when discussing their findings and creating

the POV together, we had them now turn around the laptops and place them in one

row. This way, everybody could see all screens at the same time and they could

point to sticky notes on the screens, see Fig. 5.

After each condition, teammembers separately filled in three forms: one with his

or her most important insights from the data, one with comprehension questions

related to the respective challenge, and a post-task questionnaire. After conducting

both conditions, each participant additionally filled in a post-test questionnaire. The

post-test questionnaire included Likert-Scale questions as well as free response

questions. Each experiment lasted about 2 h.

Fig. 4 Start screen for the unstructured clustering condition. The sticky notes were grouped by

color, representing the different interview partners. Participants could rearrange the sticky notes

freely and create their own structures of the notes
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5.3 Quantitative Results

In the post-task questionnaire, different questions addressed similar understanding

among team members. The areas covered were: how easy it was to understand the

team member’s points of view, participants’ satisfaction with their own contribu-

tions and with those of their team members, time management, whether participants

felt they were on the right track, and the general difficulty creating the POV. We

performed an analysis of variances (ANOVA) with the condition (structured or

unstructured clustering) as a factor and the responses to the Likert-scale questions

as dependent variables. Between conditions, there were no significant differences

for all questions.

In the post-test questionnaire we asked in which condition the common ground

or understanding was best. We saw a marginally higher value for the structured,

Synthesis Guide condition (on average 1.46, SD¼ 0.51 opposed to 1.54, SD¼ 0.51

in the unstructured clustering condition, values ranging between 1, best and

2, worst). We also asked for factors like efficiency and fun. The mean values hardly

differed: 1.54, SD¼ 0.51 (unstructured clustering); 1.46, SD¼ 0.51 (structured

clustering) and 1.42, SD¼ 0.5 (unstructured clustering); 1.58, SD¼ 0.5 (structured

clustering).

Additionally, we analyzed the insights questionnaires regarding general quality

and similarity among team members. For both attributes, we could not find differ-

ences depending on the teams’ condition. In general, some teams had more similar

insights than other teams—independent from their condition.

To test a team’s comprehension of the given data we created five sample

questions for each data set. Each correct answer received one point. Then we

calculated the amount of points a team earned per condition. We could see slightly

better results for the unstructured clustering condition with the foreign researchers

challenge (on average 12.67 points as opposed to 11.00 points in the structured

clustering condition), but these values are not significant. For the airport challenge

Fig. 5 Study setup for the individual phase (left) and the team discussion phase (right). In both

conditions the teams’ first had a phase of working individually (left). Afterwards, the laptops were
put in one row in order to see the clusterings of each participant in the individual condition or the

tagging result views in the structured condition (right)
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there was no difference: on average 17.00 points in the unstructured clustering

condition, 17.33 points in the structured clustering condition.

For all of the reported measures, we could not find significant differences

between the conditions. Therefore, we focused our analysis more on qualitative

data, that is, the free response questions of the post-test questionnaire.

5.4 Qualitative Results

Overall, we observed that all teams in all conditions created POVs within the given

time frame. All team members participated, though some were more active than

others. In the Synthesis Guide condition, each team created a perspective as

directed. Some participants did this very quickly; others needed some time. Some

teams asked each other clarifying questions about the perspectives, especially to

dissociate them from each other.

In the post-test questionnaire, we asked which condition the participants pre-

ferred and for what reasons. We also asked which advantages and disadvantages

they saw for each of the conditions. The results are summarized with regard to the

main findings.

5.4.1 Showing All User Data Supports Overall Comprehension

For overall comprehension, people preferred the unstructured clustering condition.

They liked the ability to structure the sticky notes on their own in as many clusters

and hierarchies as they needed:

It has the advantage that everyone can use as many clusters as he likes for his own

sensemaking and not just 4/5 tags. (T4P1)

Participants also pointed out that they liked having an overview of the informa-

tion on all sticky notes at a glance and that it was always visible:

It is an advantage to arrange post-its directly on the screen while having an overview of all

the post-its and on the same screen. (T6P3)

During clustering you see groups emerging, and in the end you try to find a name. When

you have to tag notes before clustering, you kind of have to know the names first. (T3P1)

In the structured condition, some participants were afraid of forgetting or losing

important information. The reasons may be the following:

The facts people choose the most don’t have to be the best or most important ones (T5P4).

It implies that the insights that can’t be categorized as well are not as good, which isn’t true.

(T5P2)
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In summary, having an overview of all sticky notes and being able to structure

them helps people to get a better understanding of the data. In their comments,

people did not point out that the tagging had an influence on seeing the data from

another angle as we had anticipated. The tags were instead seen as a fixed category

equivalent to cluster names. In this sense, people found it problematic to define the

tags before they had worked with the data.

5.4.2 Both Ways Can Help Form a Shared Understanding

The comments regarding shared understanding are divided. Some participants said

the tagging result views helped them find common ground faster because they had

the overviews and needed less discussion:

I think it can demonstrate common ground very easily and doesn’t lead to so much

discussion about which post-it should go where. (T4P1)

You see the most tagged post-its. This way you get a quick overview and gain faster

common ground with the team members. (T4P3)

Others saw advantages in using the Synthesis Guide but did not really know

why:

Maybe it was just the example, but the clustering felt quite natural. We had the most

important facts immediately. (T2P4)

In the end it seemed to be clearer what the interviewees said and what the others thought

about it. (T2P3)

Two participants also acknowledged the “important” category because sticky

notes can be highlighted without a special reason:

Especially the important tag is interesting. Because you sometimes have a feeling this is

important but don’t know why. (T5P1)

However, six participants had problems creating the tags and misunderstood

them. They disliked being limited to four and also that they could not change them

afterwards. Although they were able to ask their team members questions about the

tags, they saw problems in interpreting them: “There was some confusion about the

tag-categories” (T5P4), and this user feared it was “just the least common denom-

inator”. Other participants generally saw more advantages in the unstructured

clustering condition. They felt that the information sharing and discussions were

more vivid and personal. “It was much more organic and encourages dialog”

(T5P2). Or overall:

It felt like the team reached a better common understanding of the challenge even though

we didn’t talk about it like with the [system]. But the building of clusters seemed to give us

better tools to share our understanding (T4P1).
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In summary, we cannot say that the tagging generally helps to come to a shared

understanding. For some teams it did, but for other teams clustering the sticky notes

was more useful.

5.4.3 Participants Thought Structured Synthesis Was More Balanced

Several people pointed out that the Synthesis Guide showed the overall team

opinion and involved everybody:

The [system] makes it pretty clear what the team’s opinion is, also the people who were not

so “loud” give a good overview. (T2P2)

More fair, everyone’s opinion counts. (T5P1)

Balances team members dominant vs. introverts as what’s mostly considered is what

EVERYONE agreed on. (T6P3)

Furthermore, they liked that people were not influenced by each other:

People are not influenced that much by others because the rating was done secretly. (T1P2)

In the unstructured clustering condition they thought it was interesting to see the

different clusterings from their team members and compare them to their own

clusters:

First you can cluster it your way and then see what the other team members came up with.

(T4P3)

You can cluster and think first on your own and create a picture in your mind, so you can

discuss with the team better, because you already thought about it, and talk only about the

essentials. (T4P4)

You can really see how people work and how they organize their findings. (T2P4)

On the other hand, two people saw the danger that it was easier for a dominant

person to take the lead:

A dominant person can push her view of the topic harder when explaining her way of

clustering. (T6P3)

It is easy for somebody to take control of the process alone. (T2P2)

5.4.4 The Synthesis Guide Provides Guidance for New Users

The participants of the study had different levels of experience. In their comments

after the test, people who had just finished design school pointed out that the

Synthesis Guide was helpful. In the free-form responses, participants also

commented that they liked the guidance of the tool: “With a program like this,

it’s more structured and always clear what to do” (T4P3). Several participants
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perceived the process as easier and more structured: “It is easier to concentrate on

the individual post-its” (T6P4). “You are not overwhelmed” (T3P2). “The use of a

proper interface to choose among the topics made them easier to visualize” (T3P1).

5.4.5 General Preferences

In the post-test questionnaire we asked the participants about their general prefer-

ence, i.e. which way of doing the synthesis they preferred. From 24 participants,

12 participants chose the structured Synthesis Guide condition and 12 participants

the unstructured clustering condition. These divided opinions can also be seen in

the overall comments of users:

So all in all the [system] saves you a lot of clustering and cluster-discussion time that you

can spend later to create a better POV. For me, the [system] makes the process more based

on individual ratio and choice, which I like a lot. (T2P3)

The “tagging” method is efficient but makes synthesis very scientific. There could be a

danger that people just go for insights that were very clear to categorize. (T3P4)

There was a lot of guidance, but also the feeling that one loses information, e.g. if a

category is missing. (T2P2)

I don’t like the tagging, I like to see my clusters and to think while shifting the post-its

around. (T4P4)

In summary, some people preferred the new guidance and tagging result views

of the Synthesis Guide because it created an equally balanced process involving all

team members and helped to reach a shared common ground. Other participants

preferred the unstructured clustering condition because they could freely cluster the

sticky notes as they liked and thereby get a better overview and common under-

standing with their team members.

5.4.6 Experts Evaluation

We also gave the POVs that the teams created to design thinking experts (with

coaching experience) to let them evaluate the POVs according to three character-

istics (insightful, actionable and overall) on 5-point Likert-scale questions. Addi-

tionally, the experts had to choose the best POV per team. Ten experts rated the

twelve POVs that were created by the six teams. For analyzing the evaluation of the

characteristics, we performed an analysis of variance with repeated measures with

condition as a factor with six levels (for the six teams). We could not find significant

differences between the two conditions. When choosing the best POV per team the

experts preferred the POV of the Synthesis Guide condition in three cases: one time

the POV of the unstructured condition and two times the result was undecided. On
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average, the structured condition got a score of 5.5 (SD¼ 2.07), the unstructured

clustering 4.5 (SD¼ 2.07).

5.5 Limitations

To identify statistical differences between these approaches, we would need more

participants. It would also be interesting to test with design thinking novices only,

considering they need the most support during synthesis as we identified in the

interviews. Additionally, it would have been advantageous to have teams that

already know each other at least a bit. Both of these prerequisites were true for

some participants and teams, but not for all, as the scheduling of the studies did not

allow this.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we analyzed the difficulties of synthesizing user research data in

order to make sense out of it as a team. Through interviews we found that synthesis

is perceived as a stressful team process that is especially difficult for novices

because it depends on experience and intuition. Furthermore, it is an ambiguous,

nontransparent process that takes a lot of time.

Based on these findings, we wanted to create a tool that has the following

features: helping to get a better understanding of the user research data, providing

a more balanced team process where everybody is equally involved, helping to

come to a shared understanding more easily, guiding through the process and

assisting in “getting started”.

We presented a “Synthesis Guide” which was aimed to achieve these objectives

with a phase of working alone as well as the option to apply “perspectives” or

“tags” to the collected sticky notes. In a controlled experiment we tested the

Synthesis Guide, i.e. structured condition versus an unstructured clustering condi-

tion. We could not find significant differences between the conditions from ques-

tionnaire data. Therefore, we draw our conclusions from the subjective free form

text answers of the 24 participants. We found that while tagging sticky notes does

not help to get a better understanding, an individual clustering phase for each team

member was greatly appreciated by the participants. Several users confirmed that

the individual tagging helped to equally involve all team members in the process

and see the different points of view. However, seeing different clusterings of each

team member also gives insights into the views of the others. Regarding a shared

understanding or common ground, participants were divided into two groups: some

said the clusterings better support discussions and in the process of reaching a

consensus view. Others preferred the tagging result views as the basis for discus-

sions. Several participants liked the different steps of the Synthesis Guide and said
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that it helps in the beginning, makes the process easier and reduces the feeling of

being overwhelmed.

In summary, we cannot say that we found an effective way that helps all design

teams during information synthesis. However, as already shown in the interviews

section, there are a lot of different needs and preferences based on the experience of

the people involved. For design thinking novices and teams that do not know each

other very well, the Synthesis Guide and its tagging functionality seem to be a good

option for the beginning of the synthesis. This way, team members can get an idea

of the opinion of others and make sure everybody is involved. In a second step, the

tagging results views can be the basis for clustering in a way people are used to. For

experienced and well-functioning teams, the Synthesis Guide is probably not

necessary because they already know how to proceed and work with each other.

Regarding the tagging functionality, people should be allowed to create more

tags. Maybe the system should also introduce more “meta tags,” such as Important,

Surprising, or My Favorite, to let people highlight more “fuzzy” sticky notes.

However, we still wish to emphasize the notion of a “perspective” that should

make it necessary to see the information from a different angle. The tags were

mostly interpreted as fixed cluster categories and therefore often seen as too rigid

for the process. Our idea was to apply perspectives that intentionally change the

point of view on the data. If every team member proposes one of these angles,

people are forced to think in a way they may not have done until now. In the future,

we have to think about how to convey this meaning of tags or perspectives (and

which word to choose) and how to test its influence in this intangible phase of the

design process.
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Part III

Supporting Information Transfer



Embodied Design Improvisation: A Method

to Make Tacit Design Knowledge Explicit

and Usable

David Sirkin and Wendy Ju

Abstract We present a design generative and evaluative technique that we call

embodied design improvisation, which incorporates aspects of storyboarding, Wiz-

ard of Oz prototyping, domain expert improvisation, video prototyping and

crowdsourced experimentation to elicit tacit knowledge about embodied experi-

ence. We have been developing this technique over the last year for our research on

physical interaction design, where practitioners often rely on subtle, shared cues

that are difficult to codify, and are therefore often left underexplored. Our current

technique provides an approach to understanding how everyday objects can transi-

tion into mobile, actuated, robotic devices, and prescribing how they should behave

while interacting with humans. By codifying and providing an example of this

technique, we hope to encourage its adoption in other design domains.

1 Introduction

Design, by definition, is. . .mostly tacit knowledge. It has to do with people’s intuitions and
harnessing the subconscious part of the mind rather than just the conscious. . .If you think
about the structure of the mind, there just seems to be a small amount that is above the
water—equivalent to an iceberg—which is the explicit part. . .If you can find a way to
harness, towards a productive goal, the rest of it, the subconscious [understanding], the
tacit knowledge, the behavior—just doing it and the intuition—all those, then you can bring
in the rest of the iceberg. And that is hugely valuable.

Bill Moggridge
Co-founder of IDEO, Director of Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum
Ambidextrous Magazine interview, 2007
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1.1 Embodying Design Thinking

One of the key challenges facing designers is to unlock the tacit understanding of

how they believe things should be, so that these ideas can be shared, discussed,

critiqued and eventually operationalized. Nowhere is this more difficult than in the

design of physical interactions, where critical aspects of a design are often neither

verbalized nor materialized. And yet physical movement, behaviors and gestures

can be critically important in the design of everyday objects—of cars, of robots, of

doors and drawers—where autonomous motion is increasingly being incorporated,

and where inexpensive controllers and batteries enable products that can lock and

unlock, open and close, move around, wave, hide—act on their own.

We propose that, on some level, designers intuit what should be designed, but at

the same time, they need ways to elicit and elucidate that knowledge in ways that

are actionable. How, then, can we help designers to understand, think through and

evaluate interactions during their design process? We have been developing a novel

method for embodied design improvisation that combines storyboarding, physical

and video prototyping, Wizard of Oz techniques, and crowdsourced experimenta-

tion (Table 1) to both reveal and evaluate appropriate physical interactions. Our use

of improvisation has been particularly crucial in designing machines and robots that

employ physical interactions, because (a) we are drawing upon motions, gestures

and interaction patterns that are most often implicitly, rather than explicitly,

understood, (b) the design space of possible actions, mechanisms and relevant

dimensions is vast, and (c) the cost in time, money and effort to build real functional

systems to evaluate is high.

In exploring and integrating these methods for physical interaction design, we

believe that we are also developing a more generalizable technique for drawing out

the intuitive and tacit aspects of design thought and action, which need to be

articulated, recorded, codified, transmitted and reused in order to reach their full

potential.

2 Background

Our use of design improvisation has evolved over several projects, and has been

adapted in a number of ways to suit different research constraints.

2.1 Entryways into Embodied Interaction

We first undertook the design improvisation technique in collaboration with Bjoern

Hartmann and Leila Takayama, in a field study looking at how people responded to

interactive doors that gestured in different ways at passersby (Ju and Takayama
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2009). One of the limitations of the field studies was that they were necessarily

between-subjects, and study participants, caught on their way between one place

and another, often gave very brief answers to our survey questions. These difficul-

ties led us to create video re-enactments of the door gestures that got the strongest

reactions and to present these videos to online study participants for reaction and

feedback (Fig. 1). The video studies correlated with the results of the field studies:

the effect-sizes were smaller, but the differences more statistically significant.

2.2 Increasing Remote Presence

The next project where we made significant use of this technique was in the context

of robotic telepresence. To understand the effect that physical movement—and the

lack of movement—has on our understanding of a remote collaborator’s commu-

nicative actions, we developed looks-like prototype robots by using a video camera

in one hand, and gaffer’s tape and wooden dowels in the other. The dowels became

a control rig, which we attached to an articulating iMac G4 computer screen. We

then experimented with natural and strange juxtapositions of on-screen and

in-space actions by puppeting the robot screen and acting out different expressions.

We video recorded behaviors that seemed natural to us at that moment. These early

experiments gave way to shorter five-second clips showing consistent and incon-

sistent onscreen and in-space interactions which we used in crowdsourced studies

deployed through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform (Sirkin and Ju 2012).

Whereas in the previous study we were able to compare our online video prototypes

with live field tests, in this project we were able to compare how people responded

these short isolated clips with longer videos depicting whole scenarios of functional

robotic systems (Fig. 2).

2.3 Communicating Interior Processes

The importance of depicting context and scenario in investigating embodied design

interaction was also a theme in the studies on the effect of performed forethought

Table 1 Phases of the embodied design improvisation process applied to physical interaction

Step Activity Purpose

Question Identify design and research challenges/questions Provide a guide for design activity

Storyboard Sketch users, devices, behaviors and scenarios Generate initial design concepts

Prototype Develop physical instances of device look/feel Test critical functions and usage

Improvise Enact impromptu/typical interaction scenarios Explore use cases in great depth

Video record Record a few scenarios and establishing shots Demonstrate device interactions

Crowdsource Deploy video prototypes as web-based studies Learn how people perceive scenarios

Lab/field study Live, in-person tests of prototypes and scenarios Confirm/extend web-based findings
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and reaction in human-robot interaction (Takayama et al. 2011). These studies

emerged from discussions of the expressive limitations of Willow Garage’s PR2

robot that were observed by Pixar animator Doug Dooley. Because we expressly

wanted to explore dimensions and actions that were outside of the capabilities of the

actual PR2, we chose to convert our early brainstorming and physical enactments

into short animated clips that depicted different scenarios in which the PR2 would

perform motions that suggested contemplation and forethought (Fig. 3), and com-

pared them to animations that showed what the PR2 actually did when it was

sensing and computing prior to taking physical action—which was nothing.

Fig. 1 Video prototype of the gesturing interactive door field study. The person standing on the

right was a confederate, who signaled another confederate concealed just behind the entrance on

the left. That person manually operated the door to simulate various expressive opening and

closing behaviors

Fig. 2 Video prototype of the crowdsourced robotic telepresence study. An initial study found

that perceptions improved when the remote person’s onscreen actions and the robotic platform’s

in-space movements were consistent. The study used Wizard of Oz to actuate the robot: initially

using manual levers, and later using remote teleoperation
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3 Design Process

Embodied design improvisation incorporates both divergent/generative and con-

vergent/analytical techniques, and mixes in some classical interaction design

methods. These include the use of concept videos like those of Apple (Dubberly

and Mitch 1987) or the MIT Media Lab (Hoffman 2007) and video prototypes

(Mackay 2002) as well as controlled experimentation (Newell and Card 1985) and

crowdsourced evaluation (Kittur et al. 2008).

On the generative side, we develop simulations of would-be interactive devices

by using basic puppetry and stagecraft techniques to set the context for the

interaction. The process of storyboarding and blocking-out the interaction is loose

and collaborative, allowing for brainstorming (Gerber 2009) and discussion of the

many factors relevant to the interaction. We act out numerous scenarios (Hornecker

2005), using rapid prototyping (Hix and Hartson 1993) and Wizard of Oz tech-

niques (Dahlbäck et al. 1993) to quickly create artifacts and to enable actions and

reactions for our interactive devices. The outcomes of this research phase include

physical artifacts as well as inventories of interaction stimuli and responses.

On the analytical side, we reflect specifically on ways to refine and crystallize the

research questions and hypotheses that emerged from our earlier prototyping and

playacting sessions. The far narrower set of designed interactions or scenarios that

result from this analytical phase will fix certain aspects of the research and design,

but also open questions that we expect to study further. It is at this point that we

make more formal storyboards (Landay and Myers 1996) and hypothesize what

variables and dimensions we will be testing in the eventual experiment (Nass and

Mason 1990). We then shoot a set of video prototypes that capture key variations of

our improvised designs, and generate and deploy web-based studies that allow us to

get a read on how a wider swath of other people interpret our designs, and also to

understand what the consequences of some of those design decisions might be.

Regarding the physical prototypes that lie at the center of our investigations, we

are currently developing everyday objects that can sense and physically respond to

Fig. 3 Frames from an animated clip showing a Willow Garage PR2 robot contemplating its next

action. A real PR2 has limited degrees of freedom that might express internal thought processes.

The animation allowed us to explore alternative gestures, as well as compare these with the robot’s

actual movements
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users’ needs, and express their own intentions and emotions. The Mechanical

Ottoman is a robotic footstool that interacts with users by offering or responding

to request cues to place itself under their feet (Fig. 4). It can roll along the floor from

across the room, rotate around itself to change direction, and lift itself up several

centimeters as if poised to act.

The Emotive Robotic Drawers is intended to anticipate when users need to stow

or retrieve small desktop items, and open or close in expressive ways that react to

their emotional states (Fig. 5). It can open or close a specific drawer swiftly or

lazily, synchronize the movement of several drawers, or even shudder as if fright-

ened. These two prototypes represent initial forays into understanding and designing

interactions between humans and ubiquitous robotics (Weiser 1991).

Fig. 4 The seated person is an actor and designer, who we invited to improvise with the robotic

ottoman. He came up with several ways to call the ottoman over, including raising his leg, as we

rolled the ottoman across the floor at different speeds and approaches. For the video, the

mechanism to move the ottoman was concealed just below the frame

Fig. 5 The top three drawers were actuated, and controlled by a confederate across the room. We

portrayed several interactions to explore how observers respond when the person’s and the

drawers’ emotive behaviors were matched or mismatched (both expressing happiness here).

This research question emerged from several rounds of improvising, prototyping and video

recording
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The following sections detail elements of our design process in the context of

these two ongoing interaction studies. The activities are presented separately for

clarity, although in practice, they overlap and may occur in some other sequence,

depending on the project’s design arc.

3.1 Identify a Research Question

When starting a design research program, it is important to identify one or more

research questions to guide and focus efforts, even if the questions are only broadly

defined at first. Research questions inform the selection of relevant interactions,

participants, and the contexts in which these interactions occur. These circum-

stances, in turn, inform the types of research protocols to follow, the type of data

that can be collected and analyzed, and the scope and validity of findings.

In particular, an open-ended approach can define a problem enough to specify

initial contexts and scenarios to investigate, while leaving room for discoveries that

can refocus later efforts. Research questions may therefore change over the course

of a study, as investigators develop a deeper understanding of the issues involved.

With a design agenda in hand, benchmarking enabling technologies, observing

individuals and environments, and brainstorming behaviors of interest can all be

particularly helpful in generating ideas for what interaction scenarios to focus

on. Such ideation methods should generally be considered team activities, whose

value increases with several researchers involved per activity. It is important to

document and record this process and its artifacts, as rich descriptions, sketches and

recordings are often used in reports, and as pointers to when and where ideas

initially emerged.

3.2 Storyboard People, Activities and Environments

Especially during the early stages of a design oriented research project, it can be

valuable to find or create scenarios to explore and understand people, technologies

and the interactions between them. The goal is to help reveal implicitly known,

unstated, behaviors and understanding.

A storyboard is a visual narrative of an interaction scenario. With origins in

cinema, it is a story-telling device that describes characters, the activities they

engage in, the objects that they need and/or use, their motivations, emotions and

reactions to interactions, and an environment for those interactions (Van der Lelie

2006).

We typically start a design project as a group huddled around a whiteboard with

Post-It notes in hand, creating one or more storyboards, and blocking out the

interactions that we want to explore (Figs. 6 and 7). At first, these storyboards

serve as guides for how to enact scenarios or design prototypes. Later, they become
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archives of our initial thinking and indicators of how that thinking has evolved. By

sketching as a group, we raise and challenge alternatives, often acting out interac-

tions or device usage scenarios. This process unearths what individuals on the team

implicitly know or anticipate about the interaction scenarios, so that others can

reflect upon, and then extend or redirect, those ideas. By working at a rapid pace, at

large visual and physical scale, in a situated environment, the team develops an

embodied understanding of the problem (Klemmer et al. 2006; Wilson 2002) and

alternative design approaches to explore it.

3.3 Prototype Technologies for People and Situations

While we discuss how interactions should unfold—usually concurrent with

storyboarding—we prototype devices, technologies and situations. Prototyping

Fig. 6 Storyboard for the Mechanical Ottoman. The scene across the top shows our initial ideas

about how the ottoman would offer to interact and the person would accept. The middle and lower
sections show alternative ways that the ottoman could approach the person and offer to interact, or

that the person could beckon it over, and how they both might accept or demur
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and storyboarding inform each other, and alternating between them builds a deeper

understanding of the design questions at hand (Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay

2003).

At first, prototypes are hastily constructed: we recruit lamps, hand tools, card-

board boxes, furniture, or whatever else may be at hand as stand-ins for the features

and functions that we need. For example, the first prototype of the Mechanical

Ottoman was a half-meter square foam cube, while the first prototype of the Robotic

Drawers was an IKEA mobile drawer set borrowed from a nearby office. We

animate these prototypes through motion: steering objects around the floor by

hand using parallel linkages made from broomsticks, lifting and lowering lids by

tugging on barely-visible clear monofilament, or opening and closing drawers from

behind using makeshift handles made of rolled-up gaffer’s tape.

By improvising usage scenarios with these prototypes, we develop an initial set

of functional requirements (such as “the drawers should be able to open/close with
variable speed”) and design principles (“objects should ‘sit down’ when they stop
moving”), which we use to purchase or construct more robust, useful prototypes,

and thus iterate our way to improved designs. Over the course of iterating, these

prototypes should begin to resemble useful devices, rather than rough-and-ready

prototypes, to make sure that users or observers can focus on their designed features

and functions rather than the artificial aspects of their construction.

Fig. 7 Storyboard for the Emotive Robotic Drawers. Notice how the storyline across the top
anticipates the observer’s position and viewing angle used in subsequent video prototypes. The

middle and lower sections show alternative ways that the person or drawers could initiate the

interaction
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3.4 Improvise Usage Scenarios with Experts

We recruit domain experts to help improvise these scenarios and enact our story-

boards. Interactions depend strongly on context and use, so these improvisation

sessions help us maintain a focus on prototyping interactions rather than devices

(Brandt et al. 2012; Simsarian 2003).

In particular, we seek professionals from outside of our design context—actors,

dancers, puppeteers, digital interface designers and roboticists—who offer diverse,

yet deeply experienced and informed, perspectives. During any project, we conduct

several improvisation sessions, each with one or (preferably) more artists and

engineers present, as engaging several participants at once can raise questions

and answers that might otherwise have gone unspoken. One example is whether

the Mechanical Ottoman should be treated, or behave, as a trusted servant, or as an

obedient pet.

By physically engaging these experts with specific design challenges (“shoo the
ottoman away in as many ways as you can”), and purposefully creating a playful

environment (“how would a silly, or hungry, or timid drawer open?”), we hope to
invite serendipity, and encourage them to open up, challenge our expectations, and

reveal their own implicit understandings.

Improvisation sessions should be quite informal, although at times we may

employ more structured warm-up exercises or techniques. These include

(a) focusing on the obvious or immediate needs of the situation, (b) failing cheer-

fully by encouraging exaggeration, (c) telling stories about real or fictional char-

acters and situations, and d) asking whether more or less detail is needed to

understand the situation (Gerber 2007).

3.5 Record Video to Demonstrate Usage

Video prototypes are brief clips of how an interaction might take place. Much like

storyboards, only with greater audio and visual fidelity, video prototypes help

designers and researchers communicate—to others as well as themselves—the

interplay between humans and novel technologies, within a specific context, over

time. When combined with rapid prototyping and Wizard of Oz techniques

(Mackay 1988), video prototypes allow design researchers to (a) explore and

evaluate potential technologies—their roles, appearance and functions—without

incurring the time and expense of building fully realized systems, and (b) distribute

meaningful representations of these technologies to a much broader and more

diverse population than the actual, physical prototypes and environments would

allow. This is not to say that more fully realized systems are never built, just that

their design extends across exploratory stages that help to get the right design
(Buxton 2007).
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By video recording improvisation sessions, we create a record of our expert

interactions as well as (potential) initial video prototypes of these interactions. But

most often, we recreate these scenarios more deliberately during one or more

dedicated recording sessions, for which we recruit colleagues as onscreen actors

and employ established videography techniques. Among these are use of an

establishing shot (so the viewer understands the interaction context), multiple

camera angles (typically one wide and another narrow), and framing scenes to

conceal our Wizard of Oz manipulations (including linkages, cables, and humans-

in-the-loop).

To help scenes convey the designed interactions, we create simple sets that

include lighting, furnishings and props appropriate to that situation. At the same

time, we are careful not to over-populate scenes in ways that distract from the

important action. For example, scenes of the Mechanical Ottoman were shot in a lab

corner with a lounge chair, floor lamp, cushions and houseplants (Fig. 4), while

scenes of the Robotic Drawers were shot in an office with a work chair, desk, shelf

and computer (Fig. 5).

We then edit this footage into several alternative clips, where each clip demon-

strates a different device, behavior or scenario for observers to evaluate. Since these

clips will serve as conditions in an online experiment, it is important to craft them

so that only one of these variables of interest changes between conditions (Nass and

Mason 1990).

3.6 Crowdsource Studies to Understand Broad Perceptions

We deploy video prototypes using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, a crowdsourcing

platform that matches requesters having small online tasks to be performed with

qualified workers. Each video is embedded within an online questionnaire that asks

participants about aspects of the scenario before them (Fig. 8). We find sets of

questions by searching prior literature, or we develop our own, to address research

and design questions raised during prototyping and improvisation sessions. Finding

measures within existing work has the advantage of drawing upon scales and

analyses that have already been vetted by the community.

For the Robotic Drawers, more than just understanding whether one type of

action/response was perceived as more appropriate than another, we wanted to

understand whether the interaction between person and drawers would be perceived

as a dialogue, and to what extent the drawers could project an emotional affect. This

led us to a body of work on robotic conversational analysis (Benyon et al. 2008),

which we adapted for our research context, and included in the online question-

naire. The resulting set of questions included, for example: “how appropriate was
the dialogue between person and drawers,” “did the drawers show empathy toward
the person,” “are the drawers and person similar,” and “did the drawers and
person get to know each other during the interaction?”
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Fig. 8 Sample page from our online study on Emotive Robotic Drawers. Participants began by

browsing a sample of the study to determine if they wanted to proceed, at which time they were

redirected to our questionnaire, deployed on Qualtrics. Participants were paid through Mechanical

Turk, commensurate with typical university experiment participant compensation rates
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The use of Mechanical Turk—especially when combined with an online survey

and analytics service such as Qualtrics—allows rapid iteration of study design:

typically within a few hours. Often, before a study is complete, a cursory review of

initial responses reveals how well participants understand the questions asked and

the scenarios depicted, and suggests whether the study should proceed as it is, or be

revised and redeployed. This revision might include re-recording video prototypes,

altering the set of questions asked, or even revisiting the motivating research

questions.

3.7 Conduct a Lab/Field Study to Confirm/Extend Findings

The use of video prototypes is but one tool in conducting robot interaction research

(Woods et al. 2006; Ju and Takayama 2009). To confirm how well the perceptions

of online observers agree with the experiences of physically co-present participants,

we recreate, to the extent possible, the online study in our lab or a nearby environ-

ment (Odom et al. 2012). Alternatively, we may bring prototypes into the field to

extend the findings from web-based studies. In either case, live interactions with

functional robots requires much more robust construction than recorded interac-

tions with Wizard of Oz prototypes, so we only begin lab or field studies once we

build in to our devices the ability to move on their own. If we are able to do so early

enough, field trials may begin before we have even recorded the video prototypes.

For example, the Robotic Ottoman prototype is built upon an iRobot Create

platform, so after only a few hours of software and network configuration, we

could teleoperate the ottoman at a local coffee house.

For such impromptu field studies, we prefer to have in mind a detailed set of

questions to answer, or tasks to perform, as this focuses our activity during the

session and provides specific, actionable takeaways. For the coffee house study,

these questions included the following: “how many ways can the ottoman get
someone to rest his/her feet (or drink) on it,” “can the ottoman start a conversation
between two strangers,” “how would the ottoman calm someone,” and “how would
the ottoman get someone to speak to it?”

4 Design Domains and Impact

While the immediate application domain of our research is that of physical inter-

action design, the techniques we are using address the broader challenges of making

tacit design knowledge explicit. As such, the approach can be employed by the

wider design thinking research community.

Many of our techniques are, and have been, in use in pockets of design practice

and research. However, the potential synergies between embodied action, impro-

visation, video prototyping and crowdsourced experimentation as yet remain
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unrealized. By adopting this method, designers begin to make explicit things that

are known, but are difficult to articulate. They expose these understandings to open

discourse, allowing them to operationalize the resulting insights into practices that

can then be employed by others. They incorporate divergent and convergent

thinking into their design research process: to help refine thinking, answer ques-

tions, test approaches and resolve questions.

The impacts of this work lie in (a) developing and systematizing our approach to

design research, (b) making the approach actionable and available to the research

community, and (c) exposing embodied design improvisation and video

prototyping as valid and integral elements of the design research process. We

expect that this work will provide a roadmap for researchers in other design

domains to follow in their own explorations of embodied design thinking.
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Connecting Designing and Engineering

Activities II

Thomas Beyhl and Holger Giese

Abstract Nowadays, innovation is an important competitive business advantage.

Therefore, companies implement innovation processes or outsource them to exter-

nal consulting companies. One example for such an innovation process is the

methodology of design thinking, which enables the creation of innovative products

or services. In Design Thinking an innovative product or service makes sense to

people and for people, is likely to become a sustainable business model, and

furthermore is functionally possible within the foreseeable future. Therefore,

Design Thinking is considered as incubator for new innovative products and

services. However, the transition from designing innovative products or services

to implementing them is challenging since innovators and engineers are seldom the

same people. This means a knowledge transfer between both groups is inevitable.

As can be observed in practice, this knowledge transfer seldom goes smoothly since

usually only the final innovative product or service is subject to the handover

process. This is the case in spite of the fact that design decisions and the design

path leading to this innovative outcome include important design rationales

required by engineers. Thus, the design path and design decisions need to be

recovered later on. We tackle this challenge with a manifold approach, which

consists of (a) capturing design thinking artifacts, (b) inferring additional knowl-

edge to recover the design path and design decisions, and (c) querying this knowl-

edge. In this chapter we introduce our inference engine, which infers the design

path and design decisions of Design Thinkers with the help of our Design Thinking

inference rule set.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, innovation is an important competitive business advantage desired by

different kinds of companies, e.g. small start-ups founded at the end of innovation

processes, innovation consulting companies, and large enterprises implementing

innovation processes by themselves. One example for such an innovation process is

the methodology of Design Thinking (Plattner et al. 2009), which enables the

creation of innovative products and services by in-depth end-user research, accom-

panied by the need for desirability, viability and feasibility (Brown 2009). Thus, the

aim of the design thinking methodology is to yield products and services, which

“make sense to people and for people” (desirability), “are likely to become a
sustainable business model” (viability), and “are functionally possible within the
foreseeable future” (feasibility), cf. (Brown 2009). Therefore, design thinking is

considered an incubator for new innovative products and services (innovative ideas

for short). However, the transition from designing an innovative idea to

implementing this idea and bringing it on the market is challenging. Because

innovators and engineers are seldom the same people a knowledge transfer between

both groups is inevitable.

In our research project “Connecting Designing and Engineering Activities”1

(Beyhl et al. 2013a, c) we observed that an information handover gap between

innovation processes, e.g. design thinking, and engineering, exists. This is because

innovators often only present the final innovative idea, demonstrate a final proto-

type (Fig. 1a), which usually only covers the most important issues of the overall

idea, and hand over an informal document, which describes the final idea in

isolation (Beyhl et al. 2013c). Unfortunately, the innovator’s journey (Fig. 1b)

leading up to this final idea is often neglected. It is particularly this journey

which embodies important design rationales, product and service alternatives,

end-user feedback, and accepted/rejected requirements. Consequently, innovators

pass on their overall vision of what has to be built informally, while engineers rely

on formal specifications about what needs to be build.

To be able to cope with this situation, engineers need to trace back through the

innovator’s journey to recover the design path and design decisions, which include

design rationales, requirements and end-user feedback. Therefore, innovation pro-

cesses need to support traceability (Beyhl et al. 2013c) (Fig. 1), i.e. “the ability to
describe and follow the life of a requirement in both a forwards and backwards
direction” (Gotel and Finkelstein 1997). However, as in other disciplines traceabil-
ity is considered as beneficial only for others Arkley and Riddle (2005) and a

tradeoff between the effort to create traceability information and the usefulness of

this information has to be taken into account. Especially in design thinking,

innovators might not know for the moment which information will become impor-

tant later on.

1 https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/giese/projekte/dtr_connecting_designing_and_engineering_

activities.html
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Since innovation processes need to support traceability, we mapped the concepts

of signs, tracks and traces for requirements traceability introduced by Gotel

et al. (Gotel and Morris 2011) to innovation processes based on the example of

Design Thinking (Beyhl et al. 2013c). A sign is an “identifying mark made by, or
associated with for a particular purpose, an animate or inanimate object”(Gotel
and Morris 2011). “A pattern of signs created as these signs are generated” is a

track, which can be traced later on by “identifying a track following its pattern sign
by sign” (Gotel and Morris 2011). Figure 2 depicts these main concepts mapped to

Design Thinking. Design thinkers primarily create analog artifacts, e.g. post-its,

which are captured by digital artifacts, e.g. photographs, for documentation. These

analog artifacts embody ideas, rationales and end-user feedback, which are primary

parts of the Design Thinkers’ journey. Thus, these artifacts are signed entities that

need to be associated with artificial signs since they do not carry natural signs.

Thereby, each sign substitutes the associated artifact for the purpose of artifact

representation. During the Design Thinking process, Design Thinkers move these

analog artifacts between different contexts, e.g. by clustering them concerning

certain issues. This movement of analog artifacts between different contexts creates

a track that represents the Design Thinkers’ journey. In general, these different

contexts are captured by taking snapshots of the working state at certain process

milestones, e.g. when an activity ends. However, these snapshots, which represent

the Design Thinkers’ journey, are seldom used in the final documentation and

instead the final innovative idea is described in isolation. In short, Design Thinkers

are considered as sign and track makers. The primary user of these signs and tracks

are engineers They trace in backward direction from the final documentation to

earlier milestones to recover the design rationales neglected in the final documen-

tation. The secondary trace users are Design Thinkers, who use the traces for

synthesis and reflection. Thus, both, engineers and Design Thinkers, would profit

from innovation processes which support traceability. Therefore, a suitable docu-

mentation platform with traceability support for innovation processes is required,

which (a) assists Design Thinkers in making signs (capture), (b) uses these signs to

establish tracks (inference), and (c) enables Design Thinkers and engineers to trace

these tracks (query).

Fig. 1 Three dimensions of Design Thinking, cf. (Beyhl et al. 2013c; Brown 2009)
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In this chapter, we present our documentation platform with traceability support

for Design Thinking to capture, infer and query knowledge gained through Design

Thinking. This documentation platform consists of a graphical user interface (GUI),

an aggregator and an active repository. The GUI enables Design Thinkers to

organize their artifacts (e.g. photographs of post-it clusters) captured by the

aggregator, which loads these artifacts from arbitrary software tools (e.g. online

storage services) used by Design Thinkers. The active repository is a storage whose

content is steadily analyzed by an inference engine, which extracts knowledge

embodied within the stored artifacts and exists between these artifacts for later

reference. In other words, the inference engine pre-computes answers to potential

queries stated by Design Thinkers and engineers later on. Thereby, the inference

engine applies inference rules, which describe how to infer such pre-computed

answers. We refer to these inference rules as a Design Thinking inference rule set.

This chapter is structured as follows: After a discussion of current documenta-

tion practices in innovation processes (Sect. 2), we introduce our documentation

platform with traceability support for Design Thinking (Sect. 3). Afterwards, we

introduce our inference engine and describe our Design Thinking inference rule set

(Sect. 4). Finally, we discuss related work (Sect. 5) and outline future work (section

“Conclusion and Future Work”).

2 Current Documentation Practices in Design Thinking

In practice, several application scenarios exist as to how Design Thinking and

engineering are combined (Beyhl et al. 2012, 2013a). Figure 3 depicts these

scenarios. Either (a) design thinking and engineering are decoupled,

Fig. 2 The concepts of signs, tracks and traces mapped to Design Thinking
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(b) overlapped, or (c) (theoretically) applied concurrently. Commonly, enterprises

outsource innovation processes to external innovation consulting companies. This

leads to a clear separation of the innovation process and engineering (Fig. 3a).

Therefore, an explicit knowledge transfer between both steps is required. In this

decoupled setting the innovative idea is stable when the knowledge transfer takes

place. Thus, it is known which kinds of engineers are required. On the other hand,

this is a-priori unknown when an open-minded innovation process is kicked off.

This setting is the common approach and is therefore considered as benchmark

concerning progress speed, agility and documentation/communication effort. As is

well known, the introduction of additional personal is not effortless and requires

additional documentation and communication (Balzert 1997). Usually, innovation

teams are a lot smaller than engineering teams. When innovation processes and

engineering overlap (e.g. when the realization of a promising innovative idea is

outsourced to start-ups, see Fig. 3b1), the members of the innovation team act as

knowledge carriers. Thereby, they transfer the knowledge gained during the inno-

vation process to the engineering team, which again requires documentation and

communication. In a similar setting (depicted in Fig. 3b2) clients explicitly hire the

involved design thinkers after the end of the Design Thinking project. However,

also in this setting Design Thinkers have to look up design rationales themselves.

Thus, the knowledge transfer/lookup is just shifted in the overall process. The

overlapping of both steps is only beneficial when the innovative product or service

idea is stable enough to avoid wasted engineering effort in case the innovation team

changes their innovation scope. Thus, the overlapped setting does not provide

advantages over the decoupled setting concerning progress speed, agility and

documentation/communication effort.

While it is theoretically possible to apply innovation processes and engineering

in parallel (Fig. 3c), in a practical sense it is unrealistic. This is because innovation

teams are usually small, engineers usually focus on feasibility, which can be

counter-productive (cf. brainstorming rule “defer judgement”), and engineering

should not start before the innovative idea is stable. To sum it up, all three settings

suffer from the same knowledge transfer challenge, but at different points in time.

Consequently, documentation is inevitable and a need for a documentation platform

with traceability support exists in all three settings.

We investigated how innovation processes are documented in educational and

business settings. In business settings, e.g. at innovation consulting companies such

as D-LABS,2 documentation is created faithfully because professional innovators

know they must rely on their documentation to create business value. In contrast,

students in educational settings, e.g. at the HPI School of Design Thinking,3 are

usually faced with documenting their innovation process for the first time and

regard documentation as worthless and obstructive. To guide students, templates

about what to document are provided and milestone presentations are given by the

2 http://www.d-labs.com/english/
3 http://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/d_school/home.html?L¼ 1
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students to share their knowledge and progress. These templates are particularly

applied as synthesis instruments at the end of each process step and indicate follow-

up research directions. However, providing students with a well-structured template

of what to document can be insufficient when they only look at this template after
they have finished their work (Gabrysiak et al. 2012). Thus, the students are

encouraged to document their journey by taking photographs of their post-it walls

and prototypes. These collected artifacts are stored and processed with arbitrary

software tools, e.g. online storage services. Figure 4 depicts which kinds of artifacts

are used for documentation purposes in educational design thinking projects. We

counted the number of artifacts from 16 educational design thinking 3-week

Fig. 3 Combination of Design Thinking and engineering: (a) decoupled setting, (b1) and (b2)

overlapped setting, (c) concurrent setting, cf. (Beyhl et al. 2013a)
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projects at HPI School of Design Thinking. Documentation in educational settings

mainly consists of images and seldom descriptive texts, making it even more

difficult to look up important artifacts later on since these images are seldom

renamed appropriately nor is their content easily searchable. While documentation

in educational settings does not follow strict rules, documentation in business

settings is subject to regulations. For example, in business settings often well-

defined file systems and document structures are used, regular snapshots of post-it

walls are taken, which are transcribed afterwards into text documents for later look-

up. Furthermore, interview notes are taken in a pre-defined structured way and are

immediately synthesized to minimize information loss. Thereby, different kinds of

software tools are used, e.g. local file shares. In summary, both settings suffer from

the same core problem of collecting all artifacts at one central searchable repository

for an intelligent organization and later lookup of these artifacts.

3 Approach

We tackle this documentation challenge with a manifold approach. This consists of

(a) capturing Design Thinking artifacts [cf. Beyhl et al. (2013b)], (b) inferring
additional knowledge to recover design paths and design decisions, and (c) making

it possible to query this knowledge. Figure 5 depicts the overall architecture of our

documentation platform with traceability support. This platform consists of a

repository that stores the artifacts fetched by an aggregator from several storage
and editing tools used by Design Thinkers. Design Thinkers and engineers can

organize these artifacts graphically using a stakeholder-specific frontend later on

(Beyhl et al. 2013a, b). An inference engine enhances the repository content,

i.e. captured artifacts and relationships between these artifacts. Therefore, the

Fig. 4 Overview of artifact types used in educational Design Thinking projects
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inference engine exploits low-level properties of raw documentation data,

e.g. creation dates of artifacts, files names indicating process steps and activities,

file and folder hierarchy, and the content of artifacts. These extracted low-level

properties are combined into high-level properties by the inference engine, e.g. the

identification of temporal clusters due to extracted creation dates of artifacts or the

identification of handover artifacts between process steps and activities since these

artifacts are assigned to different process steps or activities at the same time. To

sum it up, the inference engine infers high-level properties, i.e. combined proper-

ties, from low-level properties, i.e. atomic properties, or already inferred high-level

properties. We refer to this repository and inference engine as active repository.
In Sect. 3.1 we introduce Project-Zoom designed to support Design Thinkers in

capturing and organizing their artifacts, which embody the knowledge gained

during the innovation process. These artifacts are stored in an active repository

(Sect. 3.2). This repository applies inference rules to make implicit undocumented,

knowledge contained by and existing between these artifacts, explicit,
i.e. documented.

Fig. 5 Overall architecture of our documentation platform with traceability support
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3.1 Data Capturing and Visualization

The first part of the documentation challenge is how to capture and to collect

artifacts at one central repository for further processing without changing the

Design Thinkers’ habits concerning documentation, i.e. how to capture and collect

artifacts unobtrusively (Beyhl et al. 2013b). We investigated this challenge in

cooperation with HPI School of Design Thinking and developed a software tool

called Project-Zoom. Project-Zoom is a collaborative and intuitive application,

which fetches artifacts, e.g. photographs of post-it walls and prototypes, text

documents or presentation slides, from Design Thinkers’ favorite storage and

editing tools. While automatically creating a backup of these artifacts, different

artifact versions are captured over time. Project-Zoom enables the innovators to

organize these artifacts in a graphical manner as depicted in Fig. 6. The collected

artifacts are depicted on the left- hand side and can be moved to the canvas on the

right-hand side by drag & drop. Furthermore, these artifacts can be combined to

clusters. Each cluster can belong to one of the six steps of the design thinking

methodology. Additionally, links between artifacts can be added and comments can

be attached to artifacts and clusters within the canvas. This kind of artifact organi-

zation and the meta data additionally captured by the aggregator and contained by

the repository, e.g. creation dates of artifacts, file system structures and names,

internal structure of artifacts etc., serve as basis for our inference system. Moreover,

Project-Zoom can be the basis for additional techniques to capture additional meta

data, such as mouse click frequency on artifacts, number of incoming and outgoing

edges of artifacts [cf. (Voget 2013)], and a visual documentation language

[cf. Forbus and Usher (2002)].

3.2 Active Repository

Design Thinkers are encouraged to document their design process in a reasonable

manner, although it might be that it is unknown in the process which piece of

knowledge will be important later on a-priori. Therefore, usually innovators explic-

itly document the most important insights from their current perspective, e.g. they

move artifacts, which embody the most important insights, to process step clusters

within Project-Zoom. While this explicit, i.e. documented, knowledge is visible to

engineers and design thinkers later on, the implicit, i.e. undocumented, knowledge

cannot be recovered ad-hoc. For that reason we apply an inference engine (Fig. 7),

which executes an inference rule set to infer high-level properties from low-level
properties. Low-level properties are atomic properties, which can be extracted

directly from the artifacts raw data, while high-level properties are combined
properties, which can be inferred by combining atomic properties or already

inferred high-level properties. For example, a low-level property is a classification

of an artifact concerning the process step it belongs to. When such an artifact can be
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assigned with virtual certainty to two different process steps it might be a handover

artifact between these two process steps. It might include rationales for design

decisions and next steps in the innovation process. An analyst, e.g. a domain expert,

creates such inference rules. Thereby, these inference rules can search for well-

known structures in the provided documentation data, extract meta data, or encode

hypotheses in terms of finding new yet known structures in the documentation data.

In the latter case, new inference rules can be derived, if the encoded hypotheses are

accepted. Inference rules and their dependencies are described within an inference

rule set.

Figure 8 depicts the ratio between raw Design Thinking documentation (input)

and the number of answerable queries stated by Design Thinkers and engineers

(output). While the ratio between input and answerable queries is idealized propor-

tional with the current manner of documenting (qcurrent), because only the raw

Design Thinking documentation is available for information lookup, the ratio

between input and answerable queries (qinferred) is expected to be significantly

better when the inference rule set is applied. We assume that the enriched docu-

mentation contains more relevant knowledge. This makes it possible to answer

more queries stated by Design Thinkers and engineers correctly in comparison to

raw Design Thinking documentation. The raw Design Thinking documentation is

considered as inference benchmark and we refer to the difference between the

amount of raw Design Thinking documentation and enriched Design Thinking

documentation as inference performance. The inference performance is more

than the amount of inferred documentation since the inference process also has to

infer the knowledge correctly. Raw Design Thinking documentation is considered

as fundamental truth and therefore is always correct. This fundamental truth is used

Fig. 6 Screenshot of Project-Zoom
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Fig. 7 Overview of active repository

Fig. 8 Comparison of the ratios between answerable queries and raw (dashed) respectively

inferred (solid) Design Thinking documentation data
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for inference performance assessment in two ways (a) to evaluate which issues of

explicit documentation can be omitted when documenting, because these issues can

always be inferred with a high precision and (b) to evaluate which issues could be

inferred additionally (cf. Fig. 7 solid arrow on right-hand side). In case (b) explicit

evaluations whether these additionally inferred issues are correct or are not correct

are required.

4 Inference System

In this section we introduce our inference system approach and describe our

inference meta model in Sect. 4.1. It describes the main concepts of our inference

models. In Sect. 4.2 we introduce our graphical notation for these inference models.

We then introduce an exemplary Design Thinking inference rule set in Sect. 4.3 and

apply this inference rule set retrospectively to educational design thinking project

documentation in Sect. 4.4.

4.1 Inference Meta Model

In general, design thinking artifacts are heterogeneous and do not carry natural

signs. This makes a generic processing of these artifacts a difficult task. Therefore,

we introduce an inference model, which consists of elements (signs) that substitute

Design Thinking artifacts for traceability and inference purposes (cf. Sect. 1). In

scientific literature, this kind of model is called a mega model (Barbero and Bézivin

2008). Figure 9 depicts a simplified4 version of our inference meta model, which
describes the concepts of our inference models. The Inference class is a container

for the following elements. The meta model consists of artifacts, i.e. representations

of Design Thinking artifacts, and annotations, i.e. representations of pre-computed

answers to (potential) queries stated by Design Thinkers and engineers. Artifacts
(cf. Artifact class) represent a physical artifact referenced by the uri attribute

(i.e. file location) for inference purposes, while annotations (cf. Annotation class)

represent knowledge inferred by inference rules. Artifacts and annotations consist

of an artifact type, respectively an annotation type. An artifact type
(cf. ArtifactType class) describes the type of an artifact, since this is necessary to

deal with heterogeneous artifacts. Thus, the inference model is application domain

independent. An annotation type (cf. AnnotationType class) describes the type of an
annotation, since it is necessary to assign a semantic to each annotation in order to

express what kind of knowledge is embodied within the annotation. Moreover,

4We omit artifact type and annotation type hierarchies. Every meta model element consists of a

name attribute excepting the class Attribute. We have chosen to omit name attributes for clarity.
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artifacts (cf. contains reference) are organized in a hierarchic structure. Artifacts

and annotations are annotatable elements (cf. AnnotatableElement class) and can

take on a certain role (cf. Role class) of a certain role type (cf. RoleType class). Not
only artifacts can be part of an annotation scenario but also previously created

(high-level) annotations can be part of such a scenario. Since annotations represent

pre-computed answers to (potential) queries, they can consist of additional attri-
butes to store arbitrary key-value pairs, e.g. belief values which describe the

probability of whether the inferred annotation is correct or not.

The second part of our inference meta model is depicted in Fig. 10 and covers the

inference rule graph. An inference rule graph (cf. RuleGraph class) consists of

inference rules (cf. Rule class). An inference rule creates annotations between

artifacts or annotations within the inference model, in the case this rule matches a

certain pattern or if a certain property is fulfilled. An inference rule can be a

composed rule (cf. ComposedRule class), which consists of additional inference

rules. Moreover, rules that infer high-level properties depend on rules that infer

low-level properties (cf. dependencies reference between Rule class). Thus, these

inference rules constitute a directed acyclic graph (DAG), since cycles between

rules are not allowed. Furthermore, inference rules consist of attributes that attach

arbitrary key-value pairs, e.g. values describing the belief in an inference rule

(i.e. general percentage of created true positive annotations) or the effort required

to execute an inference rule.

Fig. 9 Excerpt from our inference meta model (artifacts, roles, and annotations)
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4.2 Graphical Inference Model Notation

Due to the fact that inference models can become quite complex we developed a

concrete syntax for inference models, i.e. a graphical notation, by extending the

notation of Niere et al. (cf. Niere et al. 2002). The notation is based on UML object

diagrams. Figure 11 depicts an exemplary annotation scenario. While elements with

solid lines represent physical artifacts and their containment structure, elements

Fig. 10 Excerpt from our inference meta model (inference rule graph and inference rules)

Fig. 11 Exemplary annotation scenario
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with dashed lines depict inferred answers to potential queries. Artifacts are depicted

by solid rectangles. The name of the artifact is followed by the name of the artifact

type separated by a colon. Solid lines with rhombs as arrows depict the hierarchic

structure of artifacts. The rhomb depicts the superior artifact. Dashed rounded

rectangles represent annotations. The annotation name is followed by the name of

the annotation type separated by a colon. Attributes attached to annotations are

depicted in the compartment below the name of the annotation. Dashed arrows

depict roles of artifacts and annotations in a certain annotation scenario. The name

attached to dashed lines is composed of the role name and role type name separated

by a colon.

4.3 Inference Rule Set

The main idea of our approach is the combination of inference rules (a) to build up

on already inferred answers to potential queries and (b) to cope with the diversity of

how design thinking projects can be documented by inferring the same kind of

knowledge in different ways. Especially in case (b) evidence and contradictions can

be identified, e.g. when different inference rules, which derive from the same kind

of knowledge, infer the same piece of knowledge (or do not). Tables 1 and 2

describe exemplary inference rules whose dependencies are depicted by the infer-

ence rule graph in Fig. 12. Table 1 describes inference rules, which are applicable

without making explicit traceability signs during the innovation process, i.e. these

inference rules can be applied retrospectively on any kind of Design Thinking

documentation. Table 2 gives an overview of Design Thinking inference rules,

which explicitly require additional traceability signs made during the innovation

process, i.e. these inference rules require additional documentation effort during the

innovation process. In general, we distinguish between atomic inference rules and
composed inference rules. Atomic inference rules are inference rules, which cannot

be decomposed (e.g. R00a), while composed inference rules (e.g. R00) make use of

other atomic or composed inference rules. In Fig. 12 rounded rectangles represent

inference rules or composed inference rules respectively. Arrows depict the trigger

direction, e.g. inference rule R00 triggers inference rule R01, R02 and R03. The

inference rules R01, R02 and R03 are composed inference rules and therefore

trigger the contained inference rules, e.g. the rule R01 triggers the rules R01a–

R01c. We consider the following inference rules as hypotheses, i.e. as an initial

Design Thinking inference rule set, derived from our observations of documenta-

tion practices in Design Thinking, cf. Sect. 2.

Each inference rule consists of a certain belief, i.e. a probability whether its

inferred result is correct or not, cf. (Niere 2004). Furthermore each inference rule

has a certain execution effort, e.g. execution time. Analysts, e.g. domain experts,

initially define these belief and effort values. The ratio between both values should

be considered during inference rule execution, e.g. in case a tradeoff between

execution time and correctness of computation is required. For example, inference
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Table 1 Design Thinking inference rules and their purpose without taking explicit signs into

account

Rule name Rule no. Rule description Rule purpose

Creation date extraction R00 R00a Extract creation date from

file header

Creation dates can be used

to aggregate temporal

related artifacts. Differ-

ent extraction methods

should be applied to

cope with the artifacts’

diversity

R00b Extract creation date from

file name

R00c Extract creation date from

parents’ folder name

Process step classification

for artifacts

(e.g. observe, under-

stand, point of view,

ideate, test, prototype)

R01 R01a Process step classification

based on artifact name

In general, it is important

when an insight or

findings was elaborated

and therefore its impor-

tance can differ

between different pro-

cess steps. Different

extraction methods can

be applied whose result

should be consolidated

R01b Process step classification

based on the parents’

folder name

R01c Process step classifica-tion

based on artifact

content

Activity classification for

artifacts

(e.g. synthesis,

unpacking, fast-

forward)

R02 R02a Activity classification

based on artifact name

In general, it is important

when an insight or

finding was elaborated

and therefore its impor-

tance can differ

between different activ-

ities. Different extrac-

tion methods can be

applied whose result

should be consolidated

R02b Activity classification

based on the parents’

folder name

R02c Activity classification

based on artifact

content

Temporal clustering

(process step)

R03 R03a Guess number of process

steps, e.g. by counting

the number of top-level

folders

A reliable temporal clus-

tering requires the

number of expected

process step clusters to

yield good results

R03b Detect temporal clusters

based on the creation

dates of artifacts and the

number of expected

process step clusters

The importance of gained

insights and findings

differ between process

steps. Moreover,

knowledge about con-

crete process steps

enables the application

of process step specific

inference techniques

Cluster classification

(process step)

R04 Infer the process step for

each temporal cluster by

combining the informa-

tion about temporal

clusters, creation dates

of artifacts and process

step information

attached to artifacts

It is expected that each

cluster represents a cer-

tain process step. Suc-

cessive clusters with the

same process step

information attached

can be consolidated

later on

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Rule name Rule no. Rule description Rule purpose

Detect handover artifacts

between process steps

R05 Conclude handover arti-

facts between different

process steps based on

artifacts that are

assigned to different

process steps

simultaneously

Handover artifacts may

contain design ratio-

nales for design deci-

sions and next process

steps

Detect handover artifacts

between activities

R06 Conclude handover arti-

facts between different

activities based on arti-

facts that are assigned

to different activities

within the same pro-

cess step

simultaneously

Handover artifacts may

contain rationales for

design decisions and

next process steps

Create temporal order of

clusters (process step)

R07 Derive temporal order of

process step clusters

Artifacts at the connection

of two or more process

step clusters may be

handover artifacts

between process steps,

which consist of impor-

tant design rationales

Temporal clustering

(activity)

R08 R08a Guess number of activities

per process step, e.g. by

counting the number of

sub folders

The number of activities

per process step is

required for a reliable

activity clustering

within process steps

R08b Detect temporal cluster

based on the creation

dates of artifacts and the

number of expected

activity clusters

The importance of gained

insights and findings

differ between activi-

ties, e.g. it makes a dif-

ference whether an

insight is the result of an

observation or of a pro-

totype testing session.

Moreover, information

about the applied activ-

ity/framework may

enable assumptions

about the content and

structure of artifacts

created during this

activity

Cluster classification

(activity)

R09 Infer the activity for each

temporal activity cluster

within a process step

cluster by combining the

information about tem-

poral clusters, creation

dates of artifacts and

activity information

attached to artifacts

It is expected that each

temporal cluster repre-

sents a certain activity.

Successive time clus-

ters with the same

activity information

attached can be consol-

idated later on

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Rule name Rule no. Rule description Rule purpose

Create temporal order of

clusters (activity)

R10 Derive temporal order of

activity clusters

Artifacts at the connection

of two or more activity

clusters may be hand-

over artifacts between

activities, which consist

of important design

rationales

Process step classification

from activities

R11 Infer process step from the

activities within the pro-

cess step temporal clus-

ter due to the assumption

that certain activities are

more likely common

practices for a certain

process step than for

another

This is an alternative

method to infer infor-

mation about an applied

process step. This

inference rule might

give evidences or con-

tradictions for already

inferred knowledge

Detect handover artifacts R12 Artifacts in the outer zone

of process step and

activity clusters may be

handover artifacts

Handover artifacts are

more important than

other artifacts, because

they are assumed to

contain design

rationales

Find evidence and con-

tradictions for hand-

over artifact

classification

R13 Rule R11, R06 and R05

provide different

methods to derive the

same kind of knowl-

edge. This rule looks up

evidences and contra-

dictions concerning the

classification of arti-

facts as handover

artifacts

Evidence/contradictions

for classifications as

handover artifacts can

increase/decrease the

overall belief in the

classification result

Lookup similar artifacts R14 R14a Look up equal artifacts in

different formats,

e.g. feedback.docx

con-forms feedback.pdf

The properties inferred for

one artifact may be

inherited to another

similar artifact or ver-

sion of the artifactR14b Detect artifact versions,

e.g. feedback_v1.pdf,

feedback_v2.pdf, etc.

Inherit inferred knowl-

edge to similar

artifacts

R15 Inherit detected properties

of similar artifacts in

different file formats

respectively artifacts in

different versions

This can reduce computa-

tion effort and may be a

workaround for arti-

facts where a rule

application is techni-

cally difficult,

e.g. proprietary file for-

mats cannot be parsed

for analysis

(continued)
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rule R00a receives a high level of belief, because it can be assumed that the creation

date of artifacts is always set correctly by software tools and photo cameras. It is

also an inference rule with a high execution effort because the artifact needs to be

loaded from disk and needs to be parsed to extract the creation date. Furthermore,

due to inference rule dependencies the belief values should be propagated between

inference rules appropriately, e.g. when the number of process step clusters is

guessed incorrectly by inference rule R03a the higher-order inference rule R03b,

which clusters the artifacts due to their creation dates, will not return the appropri-

ate result. Consequently, in this case the belief in the inference result of the higher-

order inference rule R03b would then be degraded as well.

4.4 Proof of Concept

We implemented a proof-of-concept prototype and an initial subset of the presented

Design Thinking inference rule set. We applied this inference rule subset retro-

spectively to four selected Design Thinking project documentations of the HPI

School of Design Thinking (two 12-week and two 3-week projects) and were able

Table 1 (continued)

Rule name Rule no. Rule description Rule purpose

Create temporal order of

artifact versions

R16 Derive temporal order of

versioned artifacts and

derive the differences

between these artifacts

The temporal order and

differences between

these artifact versions

reflect the Design

Thinkers journey.

Especially the

differencing between

both versions may sup-

port cognitive processes

Rate artifact importance

via artifact type

R17 R17a Infer artifact importance

from file type,

e.g. presentation slides

may represent

milestones

More important artifacts

should be ranked higher

than less important arti-

facts in query results.

They can serve as entry

point for backward

traceability

Perform OCR R21 Perform optical character

recognition (OCR) to

extract textual content

embedded in images

The textual content may be

used to look up key-

words associated with

certain process steps or

activities. The textual

content can be

exploited by inference

rules such as R01 and

R02
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to detect low-level properties and infer high-level properties from these low-level

properties. Table 3 gives an overview of the inference rules applied and how many
annotations were created by each inference rule. However, whether our Design

Thinking inference rule set has a good precision and recall is beyond the scope of

our investigation and subject to future work, since no gold standard is available yet.

Moreover, inferred high-level properties depend on detected low-properties and

thus the precision and recall of low-level inference rules have an impact on the

precision and recall of high-level inference rules. Therefore, we present a qualita-

tive analysis of the inference results by giving some examples of inferred answers

to potential queries stated by Design Thinkers and engineers.

Figure 13 depicts an excerpt of the execution result of inference rule R01d,

which provides evidence for the assignment of the artifact “POV, basta.docx” to the

process step Point of View, because this artifact was assigned to the process step

Table 2 Design Thinking inference rules and their purpose with taking explicit signs into account

Rule name Rule no. Rule description Rule purpose

Rate artifact

importance

via number

of edges

R17 R17b Infer artifact import-ance from

the number of incoming and

outgoing connections of arti-

facts in Project-Zoom,

cf. [Voget 2013]

It is expected that important

artifacts have more incoming

and outgoing edges than less

important artifacts. More

important artifacts should be

ranked higher than less

important artifacts in query

results. They can serve as

entry point for backward

traceability

R17c Infer artifact importance from

the number of mouse clicks

on and downloads of artifacts

Detect graphi-

cal patterns

R18 Infer sketch meaning from

low-level glyphs, cf. (Forbus

and Usher 2002). An own sub

inference rule set is

imaginable

Exploit the visual language of

design thinkers

Extraction of

semantic

signs

R19 R19a Look up photographs of certain

design thinking frameworks

via artifact name, e.g. idea

dashboard, LogCal,

LogBook

Detection of framework artifacts

to exploit their inner struc-

ture later on

R19b Look up whiteboard photo-

graphs with certain QR code

in it

Enrich photographs with seman-

tic, e.g. photograph of white-

board with brainstorming

results

Exploit artifact

structure

R20 Exploit the inner structure of

well-known kinds of arti-

facts, cf. R19, and attach

semantic information to each

structure element, e.g. image

of prototype or purpose of

prototype

Structured artifacts, e.g. idea

dashboard, define semantic

units whose content is an

image, text or both. These

semantic units can be used

later on without the need to

interpret the text or image

semantically
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Point of View by inference rule R01a (via artifact name) and R01c (via artifact

content).

Figure 14 depicts an excerpt of the execution result of inference rule R01 and

R05. The artifact “POV, final docu.docx” was assigned to the Point of View and

Ideate process step by inference rule R01a (via artifact name) and R01c (via artifact

content). These low-level properties were used by inference rule R05 to conclude

that this artifact is a handover artifact. This artifact contains the sentence: “Building
on this, we came up with our Persona Carola, which we used in the ideation process
to find solutions.” This indicates the correctness of the inferred handover artifact

Fig. 12 Design Thinking inference rule graph
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Table 3 Overview of inference results (number of created annotations)

Rule no.

Project #1 (12-week

project,

651 artifacts)

Project #2 (12-week

project,

596 artifacts)

Project #3 (3-week

project,

157 artifacts)

Project #4 (3-week

project,

150 artifacts)

R00 R00a 583 512 131 121

R00b 488 216 27 80

R00c 457 127 0 0

R01 R01a 16 9 5 3

R01b 20 11 76 55

R01c 6 24 0 2

R01d 1 5 0 0

R02 R02a 27 18 8 8

R02b 20 18 129 83

R02c 7 24 0 5

R02d 1 5 0 2

R03 R03b 18 18 8 8

R04 7 10 3 5

R05 1 0 0 0

R06 10 4 9 0

R14 R14a 0 78 3 6

R17 R17a 4 1 0 3

R19 R19a 0 1 1 1

R21 157 78 42 34

We defined the overall number of clusters as 18 or 8 respectively Inference rule R03 is required

because inference rule R04 depends on inference rule R03

Fig. 13 Example of evidenced process step knowledge
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property together with the artifact name “POV, final docu.docx” (translated from

German). This piece of knowledge can be the basis for additional inference rules,

which take the internal structure of artifacts into account to infer which paragraphs

contain design rationales that are important for the handover between both process

steps.

Figure 15 depicts an example of an identified synthesis document, which was

classified as a handover artifact between the activity interview and synthesis by

Fig. 14 Example of an identified handover artifact between process steps

Fig. 15 Example of an identified handover artifact between an interview and synthesis activity
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inference rule R06. Inference rule R06 concluded this piece of knowledge based on

the assignment of the synthesis document to the interview and synthesis activity

inferred by inference rule R02c (inferred interview activity) and R02a or R02b

respectively (inferred synthesis activity on two different ways). Moreover, infer-

ence rule R02d concluded that the synthesis document belongs more likely to a

synthesis than an interview.

Figure 16 depicts a set of images files. These files were assigned to the same

temporal cluster by inference rule R03b, since the creation dates of these images

extracted by inference rule R00a are temporally related to each other. Moreover, the

images were assigned to the Test process step by inference rule R01b (via artifact

hierarchy). This was in turn exploited by inference rule R04 to conclude that the

whole temporal cluster represents a Test process step.

Figure 17 depicts an example of similar artifacts in different formats. While a

creation date could be extracted for artifact “gr8-questions.pdf” by inference rule

R00a, no creation date could be extracted for the similar artifact “gr8-questions.rtf”.

The extracted creation date for the PDF version of this file leads to a temporal

cluster inferred by inference rule R03b, which was classified as Understand process

step by inference rule R04. This piece of information could not be inferred for the

RTF version of this artifact, since no creation date could be extracted. However,

inference rule R14a concluded that the PDF and RTF versions of this artifact are

similar artifacts in different formats. This information can be exploited to inherit the

properties inferred for the PDF version of this artifact to the RTF version, i.e. the

RTF version of the artifact also belongs to the inferred Understand process step.

Fig. 16 Example of a detected temporal cluster, which was classified as a Test process step
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5 Related Work

The area of related work concerning the documentation challenge and our proposed

approach is manifold. We consider Design Thinking as a modern form of require-

ments engineering. While Brown defines desirability, viability and feasibility as the

three dimensions of design thinking (Brown 2009), Pohl defines the three dimen-

sions of requirements engineering, namely specification, agreement and represen-

tation (Pohl 1994). While the outcome of Design Thinking projects have to be

desired by end-users—viable to sell and feasible to build—requirement engineers

have to come up with a common agreement, complete system specification and

formal representation of requirements. Traceability helps to understand and manage

these requirements as well as to demonstrate whether or not they are fulfilled (Gotel

and Morris 2009). Requirements are the result of content transformations between

representations (Gotel and Morris 2009), e.g. use-cases derived from interview

transcriptions, which are often not bidirectional what leads to an information loss.

Gotel et. al (Gotel and Finkelstein 1997) define traceability as the “ability to
describe and follow the life of requirements in both a forwards and backwards
direction”. In (Winkler and von Pilgrim 2010) an overview about traceability in

requirements engineering is provided. Especially in design thinking traceability

links (traces) of informal nature need to be managed. Related literature classifies

traceability approaches into runtime creation of traces, e.g. (Jouault 2005), recovery

of traceability links, e.g. (Grechanik et al. 2006), and combined approaches,

e.g. (Poshyvanyk et al. 2006). Further, Seibel et al. (2010, 2011) describe an

approach to capture the hierarchy and context of traceability links for efficient

and scalable traceability maintenance, which ensures that the quality of traceability

Fig. 17 Example of similar artifacts in different formats
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links does not degrade (Egyed et al. 2009). Especially such maintenance is impor-

tant to our approach later on in case new artifacts are added, deleted or changed in

the active repository.

Several approaches exist to capture and organize Design Thinking artifacts. For

example, Tele-Board (Gericke et al. 2011; Gumienny et al. 2012) is a digital

whiteboard designed for global team collaboration. ConnectingInfos (Voget

2013) is a software tool, which implements an algorithm to assess the importance

of design thinking artifacts based on their incoming and outgoing connections to

other artifacts. Moreover, approaches to knowledge capture such as (Klemmer

et al. 2001; Ju et al. 2004) exist. In (von Ahn and Dabbish 2004) a verification

game is used to label images with descriptive keywords to make these images

retrievable. Moreover, Design Thinking artifacts often consists of sketches, which

embody knowledge that might be extracted with the help of additional analysis

tools such as (Forbus and Usher 2002) by interpreting glyphs.

While (a) knowledge discovery deals with detecting new yet unknown structures

in large data sets (Goebel and Gruenwald 1999), (b) information retrieval deals with

finding useful information corresponding to a user’s query in large data sets (Mitra

and Chaudhuri 2000). Our research has to deal with both research areas, since we

have to guess patterns and properties within sets of Design Thinking artifacts (a) to

translate these patterns and properties into inference rules and search for these

patterns and properties later on (b). For example, software design pattern recovery

is an information retrieval approach in the area of reverse engineering to infer well-

known software design patterns, which are described by the Gang of Four (Gamma

et al. 1994). Niere et al. (2001a, b, 2002, 2003a, b) describe an rule system to

recover software design patterns as part of software documentation. While their

approach is limited to software design pattern recovery, we aim at a generic
inference system that can be applied to diverse application domains and can be

used to emulate already existing inference/recovery approaches, e.g. traceability

link recovery and software design pattern recovery.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we described how to capture Design Thinking artifacts and how to

use these artifacts and associated meta data to infer additional knowledge, which

includes answers to questions of Design Thinkers and engineers. This additional

knowledge enables Design Thinkers and engineers to answer more of their ques-

tions than with the Design Thinking documentation raw data. We presented an

initial Design Thinking inference rule set as proof-of-concept to show that addi-

tional knowledge can be extracted from artifacts and additional relationships

between these artifacts exist. However, our inference system does not make ongo-

ing Design Thinking documentation during Design Thinking projects obsolete,

since our inference system requires at least a minimum quantity of Design Thinking

documentation to infer additional knowledge.
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Additional investigations are especially required to exploit the knowledge

embedded within photographs, since these kind of artifacts is primarily used. We

intend to improve our initial Design Thinking inference rule set by taking uncer-

tainty into account, e.g. in terms of belief values. We plan to evaluate the improved

Design Thinking inference rule set in an experiment where Design Thinkers rate the

correctness of inferred knowledge retrospectively. Therefore, concrete metrics are

required which take the dependencies between created annotations into account.

Moreover, we plan to incrementally update inferred knowledge, e.g. in case arti-

facts are added, changed or deleted, since a batch execution of the Design Thinking

inference rule set is resource-intensive and can take up to several minutes.
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How Cost Reduction in Recovery Improves

Performance in Program Design Tasks

Bastian Steinert and Robert Hirschfeld

Abstract Changing source code often leads to undesired implications, raising the

need for recovery actions. Programmers need to manually keep recovery costs low

by working in a structured and disciplined manner and regularly performing

practices such as testing and versioning. While additional tool support can alleviate

this constant need, the question is whether it affects programming performance? In

a controlled lab study, 22 participants improved the design of two different appli-

cations. Using a repeated measurement setup, we compared the effect of two sets of

tools on programming performance: a traditional setting and a setting with our

recovery tool called CoExist. CoExist makes it possible to easily revert to previous

development states even, if they are not committed explicitly. It also allows

forgoing test runs, while still being able to understand the impact of each change

later. The results suggest that additional recovery support such as provided with

CoExist positively affects programming performance in explorative programming

tasks.

1 Introduction

Changing source code easily leads to the need for recovery actions because the

changes reveal implications that are not only unexpected but also undesired. They

might suddenly turn out inappropriate, turn out more complex than expected, or

they might have introduced an error. Programmers then need to withdraw these

recent changes, recover knowledge from previous development versions, or locate

and fix the error.
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To keep the costs for potential recovery needs low, programmers have to follow

a structured and disciplined approach. This involves the regular use of testing and

versioning tools, but also to perform baby steps and to work only on one thing at a

time (Beck and Andres 2004; Fowler 1999; Apache Software 2009). Regular

testing helps discover errors early and thus reduces fault localization costs, regular

commits help to return to a previous state, and working on one thing at a time makes

it easier to commit independent increments—to mention just a few examples. By

following these recommendations, programmers can avoid the need for expensive

recovery work that easily becomes frustrating.

However, while structure and discipline are certainly useful to get work done, it

hardly seems sufficient to be forced to rely on them constantly. On the one hand, it

is hard to exert the required discipline when being fascinated by an idea and having

the desire to explore it. On the other hand, it is easy to forget to perform

recommended practices and it requires much effort to avoid forgetting. This not

only takes time but also easily disrupts working on the main task.

The need for structure and discipline is also present when programmers decide to

first create a prototype on a separate branch, in order to evaluate a particularly risky

idea. One reason is that they might want to reuse the source code and avoid the need

to re-implement it. Another reason is that when working on a prototype, it is still

likely that changes reveal undesired implications independent of the aspects being

evaluated. So, the same rules apply: programmers will still need to recover, and

they also need to manually keep recovery cost low, for example, by testing

regularly, making meaningful commits, and making only small changes, one at

a time.

Additional tool support can help to avoid the constant need for structure and

discipline by keeping recovery costs low automatically. We previously presented

an IDE extension called CoExist (Steinert et al. 2012), which is implemented in

Squeak/Smalltalk. Figure 1 illustrates main concepts of the user interface. CoExist

continuously versions the program under development, runs tests in the back-

ground, and provides immediate access to intermediate development states. It

allows programmers to easily recover from undesired situations, also when they

forgot to make the appropriate commit or have failed to run the right set of tests

regularly. These features enable programmers to ignore recommended practices.

They can try out an idea when it comes to mind, make changes as they think of

them, and explore the implications, without having to worry about tedious recovery

scenarios and how to prevent them.

We hypothesized that such additional recovery support has an effect on program-

ming performance, in particular on tasks that involve a high degree of uncertainty.

We speculate that this is the case for two reasons: (1) making changes directly as

one thinks of them supports mental process and is thus more efficient; (2) The

constant need for structure and discipline is tiring and contradicts the need for

creative thinking.
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1.1 Why Thinking Is Supported by Doing

Programmers should be encouraged to make changes as they think of them, because

it will facilitate inference, understanding, and problem solving, as suggested by

research findings in design and cognition (Suwa et al. 1998; Suwa and Tversky

2002).

It avoids mental overload and keeps working memory free. Making the changes

instead of conducting what-if reasoning “frees working memory to perform mental

calculations on the elements rather than both keeping elements in mind and

operating on them” (Suwa and Tversky 2002). Freeing working memory is required

because the number of chunks of new information that a human being can keep in

mind and process is limited (three to four chunks). Given too many chunks at once,

a human being experiences cognitive overload, which impedes learning and prob-

lem solving (Bilda and Gero 2007; Farrington 2011).

Making the changes allows for re-interpretation and unexpected discovery. Even

if they turn out inappropriate, the changes can trigger new associations. Previously

abstract concepts and thoughts will be associated with specific source code ele-

ments. When programmers revisit these specific elements, they can see them as

something else. They associate abstract concepts with these elements that are

different than the original ones. Making the changes brings to mind information

from long-term memory that might otherwise not be retrieved (Suwa and Tversky

2002; Kirsh 2010). The particular arrangement can also lead to the discovery of

unexpected relations and features (Kirsh 2010; Schon and Wiggins 1992).

55 passes

3 failures

2 errors

Fig. 1 The CoExist IDE extension featuring continuous versioning, running tests and recording

test results in the background, side by side exploring and editing multiple versions
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1.2 Why the Need for Structure and Discipline Is Tiring
and in Contradiction with the Need for Creativity

Psychology distinguishes two modes of thinking: fast thinking and slow thinking,

often labeled as System 1 and System 2 (Kahneman 2011). While creativity along

with intuition is attributed to System 1 (fast thinking mode), while the analytic

approach along with suspicion is attributed to System 2 (slow thinking mode). This

implies that creative thinking and analytical reasoning don’t go well together.

Working on a creative programming task is impeded by the need to reflect about

current and planned changes and the need to structure the work ahead. If pro-

grammers constantly need to be analytical and careful, it will be difficult for them to

be creative at the same time.

Furthermore, the need for a structured and disciplined approach to programming

requires self-control, which is a form of exhaustive mental work, as the following

quotes from [(Kahneman 2011), chapter “Developing Novel Methods to Assess

Long-Term Sustainability of Creative Capacity Building and Applied Creativity”]

should illustrate:

• “. . . controlling thoughts and behaviors is one of the tasks of System 2.”

• “Too much concern about how well one is doing in a task sometimes disrupts perfor-

mance by loading short-term memory with pointless anxious thoughts. . . . self-control
requires attention and effort.”

• “an effort of will or self-control is tiring; if you have to force yourself to do something,

you are less willing or less able to exert self-control when the next challenge comes

around.”

These findings give reason to believe that additional recovery support such as

CoExist is preferable over a manual method-based approach. We hypothesize that

CoExist improves the performance of programmers in explorative tasks. In the

remainder of this article, after first describing CoExist, we report on an experiment

conducted to empirically examine our hypothesis.

2 Background: The Coexist IDE Extensions

The basis of CoExist takes care of preserving potentially valuable information. It

continuously performs commits in the background. Every change to the code base

leads to a new version one can go back to. It thus gives users an impression of

development versions to co-exist. To make the user aware of this background

versioning and to allow for selecting previous versions, we have added a version

bar (timeline) to the user interface of the programming environment (Fig. 1).

By continuously preserving intermediate development states, CoExist enables

programmers to go back to a previous development state and to start over as shown

in Fig. 2. Starting over from a former development state will implicitly create a new
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branch of versions. This preserves the changes that are withdrawn, as they might be

of use later on.

CoExist provides two mechanisms to support programmers in identifying a

previous version of interest. First, it provides the version bar, which will highlight

version items that match the currently selected source code element. Hovering the

items will display additional information, such as the kind of modification, the

affected elements, or the actual change performed (Fig. 3).

Second, programmers can use the version browser to explore information of

multiple versions at a glance. The version browser displays basic version informa-

tion in a table view (Fig. 4), which allows to scan the history fast.

CoExist is meant to close the gap between the undo/redo feature and Version

Control Systems such as Git. It is not intended to replace either of them. Further-

more, we acknowledge that conscious and named commits can be useful, but we

omitted the possibility of naming or flagging intermediate versions to avoid induc-

ing users to think about it. We also want to explore how far one can go with our

approach.

Fig. 2 The (blue) triangle marks the current position in the history—the version that is currently

active. When a programmer goes back to a previous version (left), and then continues working, the
new changes will appear on a new branch that is implicitly created (right)

Created class: SemanticLense

Object subclass: SemanticLense
instanceVariables: 'x y ...',
classVariables: ''
category: 'Visualization'

QEllipse subclass: SemanticLense
instanceVariables: '...',
classVariables: ''
category: 'Visualization'

Fig. 3 Hovering shows which source code element has been changed (left). In addition, holding

shift shows the total difference to the previous version (right)
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CoExist also allows continuously running analysis programs for newly created

versions. As a default, it runs test cases to automatically assess the quality of the

change made. The test result for a version is presented in the corresponding item of

the version bar (left of Fig. 5). This makes the effect of each change regarding test

quality visible. The user can also run other analyses such as performance measure-

ments. CoExist provides full access to version objects and offers a programming

interface to run code in the context of a particular version. So, whenever pro-

grammers become interested in the impact of their changes, they can easily analyze

it in various respects. This allows programmers to ignore these aspects of program-

ming at other times.

Users of CoExist can explore the source code of a previous version and compare

it to the current one. They can open a previous version in a separate working

environment as shown on the right in Fig. 5, which is useful, when, for example, the

programmer suddenly become curious about how certain parts of the source code

looked previously or how certain effects were achieved. It is also possible to run

and debug programs in the additional working environment. In doing so, CoExist is

capable of efficiently recovering knowledge from previous versions, which avoids

the need for a precise understanding of every detail before making any changes.

With CoExist, programmers can change source code without worrying about the

possibility of making an error. This is because they can rely on tools that will help

with whatever their explorations turn up. They no longer have to follow certain best

practices in order to keep recovery costs low.

Object subclass: SemanticLense
instanceVariables: 'x y ...',
classVariables: ''
category: 'Visualization'

QEllipse subclass: SemanticLense
instanceVariables: '...',
classVariables: ''
category: 'Visualization'

Class Method

… … …

M Added FooManager

C Added SemanticLense

M Added SemanticLense makeFoo

M Removed FooManager manage

C Modified SemanticLense

M Modified SemanticLense makeFoo

M Modified SemanticLense manage

M Added FooManager makeFoo

… … …

M Added SemanticLense doBuzz

M Remove SemanticLense manage

Fig. 4 The version browser provides a tabular view on change history. Selecting a row shows

corresponding differences in the panes on the right
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3 Method

3.1 Study Design

Figure 6 illustrates the experimental setup. Participants have been assigned to either

of two groups, the control group or the experimental group. Members of the control

group used the regular development tools for both tasks. Members of the experi-

mental group used the regular tools only for task 1, and could additionally rely on

CoExist for task 2.

We kept participants unaware of what condition they had been assigned

to. However, on day 2, participants in the experimental group could guess that

they were receiving special treatment because they were introduced to a new tool

and could make use of it. At the same time, participants in the control group were

unaware about the experimental treatment. They did not know that the participants

in the experimental group were provided with CoExist.

The setup resulted in two scores for every participant, which allowed testing for

statistically significant differences between task 1 and task 2 as well as between the

control and the experimental group. It also allows to test for an interaction effect of

the two factors, which is the indicator of whether CoExist affects programming

performance.

3.2 Materials and Task

On both days the task has been to improve the source code of relatively small

computer games. More specifically, participants were requested to study the source

code, to detect design flaws in general and issues of unnecessary complexity in

particular, and to improve the source code as much as possible in the given time

Go Here

...

Merge

Tests (55 / 5) …

55 passes

3 failures

2 errors

Fig. 5 The items in the version bar are now a visualization of the results of the tests that have been

run in the background (left). A second inner environment allows the user to explore a previous

version next to the current one (right)
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frame of 2 h. The games needed to function properly at the end of the task. To help

participants better understand the task, we provided descriptions of possible

improvements such as the following:

• Extract methods to shorten and simplify overly long and complicated methods,

and to ensure statements have a similar level of abstraction

• Replace conditional branching by polymorphism

• Detect and remove unnecessary conditions or parameters

Participants should imagine that they co-authored the code and now have time to

improve it in order to make future development tasks easier. Also, participants were

asked to describe their improvements and to help the imaginary team members

better understand them. (Most participants followed this instruction by regularly

writing commit messages).

On day 1, participants worked on a game called LaserGame, and on day 2 they

worked on a gamed called MarbleMania. Screenshots of both games are shown in

Fig. 7. For the LaserGame (on the left), the user has to place mirrors in the field so

that the laser is redirected properly to destroy the wall that blocks the way to the

gate to the next level. For MarbleMania (on the right), the user has to switch

neighboring marbles to create one or more sequences of at least three equally

colored marbles, which will then be destroyed, and gravity will slide down marbles

from above.

Both games were developed by students in one of our undergraduate courses.

The two selected games function properly and provide a simple but nevertheless fun

game play. Accordingly, only a little time is required to get familiar with the

functionality. Furthermore, for each of the two games, there is significant room

for improvement concerning the source code (because they were created by young

undergrads who were about to learn what elegant source code is). Furthermore, both

games come with a set of tests cases, which also have been developed by the

respective students. However, while the offered test cases are useful, they were not

sufficient. Manual testing of the games was necessary.

Task 1 Tutorial Task 2Control Group

Experimental Group

Regular Tools Only

Regular + CoExist Tools

Fig. 6 Our experiment setup to compare performance in program design activities
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While the numbers shown in Fig. 8 indicate that both games are of similar size,

the code base of the LaserGame is easier to understand. The authors of

MarbleMania placed a great deal of emphasis on the observer pattern and built in

many indirections, which impedes understanding the control flow.

3.3 Participants

We recruited 24 participants, mainly through email lists of previous lectures and

projects. Of the 24 participants, 3 were bachelor students who had completed their

fourth semester, 6 were bachelor students who had completed their sixth semester

(nearly graduated), 13 were master student who had at least completed their eighth

semester, and 2 were Ph.D. students. The average age was 23 with a standard

deviation of 2. For approximately 5 h of work, each participant received a voucher

worth 60 euros for books on programming-related topics. Of the 24 participants, the

results of 2 were dropped which is discussed in the results Sect 4.

Prospective participants needed to have experience in using Squeak/Smalltalk

and must had passed their fourth semester. By this time students will have typically

attended two of our lectures, in which they use Squeak/Smalltalk for project work.

Also, these two lectures cover software design and software engineering topics.

Thus we could ensure that all participants had theoretical and practical lessons in

topics such as code smells, idioms, design patterns, refactoring, and other related

topics.

We have balanced the amount of previously gained experience with Squeak/

Smalltalk among both conditions (stratified random sampling). Most participants

have used Squeak/Smalltalk only during the project work in our lectures. But six

participants also have been using Squeak/Smalltalk in spare time projects and/or in

a mirror

destroyed wall

laser beam

gate to next level

Fig. 7 Screenshots of the games whose source code was improved in the experiment: LaserGame

(left) and MarbleMania (right)
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their student jobs, so that we could assume these participants had noticeably more

experience and were more fluent in using the tools.

3.4 Procedure

We always spread the experiment steps over 2 days, so that participants worked on

both tasks on two different but subsequent days. On both days, the procedure

comprised two major steps: an introduction to the game and a 2-h time period for

improving the respective codebase. On day two participants of the experimental

group received an additional introduction to the CoExist tools before working on

the actual tasks, during which they could rely on CoExist as an additional recovery

support.

Both tasks were always scheduled for the same time of the day in order to assure

similar working conditions (hours past after waking up, hours already spent for

work or studies, . . .). Typically, we scheduled the task assignments after lunch so

that for day 2, there was time left to run the CoExist tutorial session upfront before

lunchtime. (We had to make an exception for three participants, who only had time

during the morning or evening hours. As we could not arrange a similar schedule for

these participants concerning the CoExist tutorial followed by a large break, these

three participants were automatically assigned to the control group).

Figure 9 illustrates all steps of the experiment. On day 1, participants received a

brief recap of IDE shortcuts, which were also written on the whiteboard in the room.

The step of Introduction to< a game> started with a short explanation of the game

play, followed by some time to actually play the game, to understand details, and to

get comfortable with it.

3.5 Dependent Measure

To compare the performance of the individual programming sessions, we have

operationalized the notion that a programmer can achieve more or less improve-

ments in the given timeframe. We determined performance by identifying indepen-
dent increments among the overall set of made changes, and quantifying the effort
for these increments by defining sequences of IDE interactions required to

LaserGame MarbleMania

# classes 42 26

# methods 397 336

# test cases 50 17

# lines of code 1542 1300

Fig. 8 Size indicators for

the games used in the study
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Control
Group

Experimental
Group

1:00 pm

1:10 pm

1:25 pm

1:30 pm

3:30 pm

Recap IDE shortcuts
Download & Setup Task 1

Introduction to
LaserGame

Giving Instructions

Improving Source Code 
of LaserGame 

Lunch break

10:30 am

10:35 pm

10:50 pm

12:00 am

1:00 pm

1:10 pm

1:25 pm

1:30 pm

3:30 pm

Download & SetupTask 1

Introduction to
MarbleMania

Giving Instructions

Improving Source Code 
of MarbleMania 

Setup Tutorial

Introduction to
CoExist

Try out CoExist 
(by working on a 

Tutorial App)

day 1

day 2

Regular Tools Only

Regular +
CoExist Tools

Legend

Fig. 9 The experimental procedure for both the control and the experimental group
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reproduce them. This gives a measure of how much actual work was done within

the 2 h, excluding time that has been spent on activities such as staring into the air or

browsing the code base.

3.5.1 Identifying Independent Increments

An independent increment is a set of interconnected changes to the code base that

represents a meaningful, coherent improvement such as an ExtractMethod
refactoring, which is comprised of the changes: (a) adding a new method and

(b) replacing statements with a call to the newly created method. Another example

for an independent increment is the replacement of code that caches state in an

instance variable with code that re-computes the result on every request, or vice

versa. Other generic improvements are for example:

• Renaming of an instance variable

• Replace a parameter with a method

• Make use of cascades

• Inline temporary expression

• Replace magic string/number with method

Besides such generic and well-document improvements, an increment can also

be specific to a certain application. The following examples are game specific

improvements that were identified for the MarbleMania game:

• Replace dictionary that holds information about exchange marbles with instance

variables

• Replace “is nil” checks in the Destroyer with null objects (the Destroyer class

has the responsibility to “destroy” marbles when, after an exchange, a sequence

of three or more marble exists)

• Remove button clicked event handling indirections

For each participant and task, we recorded a fine-grained change history using

CoExist’s continuous versioning feature. However, the CoExist tools were neither

visible nor accessible to the users, except for the experimental group on day 2. We

then analyzed these recorded change histories manually to identify the list of

independent increments. For each programming session (per programmer and

task), the analysis consisted of two steps to gain a corresponding spreadsheet as

illustrated in Fig. 10.

First, we extracted the timestamps of all versions and listed them in a column of

a spreadsheet. We then grouped these timestamps according to the commits that

subjects made during the task, and put the corresponding commit messages in a

second column (illustrated in Fig. 10). The commit messages provide context that

helps getting an initial understanding of the changes’ intent.

Second, we hovered over all version items step by step (compare with Fig. 3) to

refine our understanding of the made changes, and put names for identified incre-

ments in a third column. Such a coded increment can involve only one actual
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change or consist of many. Sometimes, all the changes made for one commit

contribute to one coded improvement. Note that we only coded increments for

changes that last until the end of the session. This excludes change sets that were

withdrawn later, for example.

3.5.2 Quantifying the Effort for Identified Improvements

We measure the effort for every increment by determining the list of IDE interac-

tions that are required to (re-) produce it. Such interactions are, for example:

navigating to a method, selecting code and copying it to clipboard, selecting code

and replacing it with the content from the clipboard, inserting symbols. Figure 11

shows two lists of IDE interactions, written down in an executable form (regular

Smalltalk code). Executing a script computes a number that represents the effort

required to reproduce the described increment.

We determined these scripts by re-implementing every identified increment

based on a fresh clean code base, which participants started with.

Re-implementing the increments ensured that we had gotten a correct understand-

ing. We always used the direct path to achieve an increment, which might be

different than the path made by participants. Thus, we only measured the essential

effort and excluded any detours that participants might have made until they

eventually knew what they wanted.

For generic increments such as ExtractMethod or InlineMethod, the required

effort can vary: extracting a method with five parameters requires more symbols to

be inserted than an extracting a method without any parameters. We accounted for

such differences by listing the interactions required for an average case. However,

for extreme variations (easy or hard), we used special codes such as

ExtractMethodForMagicNumber.

The messages used in these scripts call utility methods that are typically com-

posed of more fine-grained interactions. At the end, all descriptions rely on four

elementary interactions, which are: #positionMouse, #pressKey,
#brieflyCheckCode, and #insertSymbols: aNumber. The methods

for these elementary interactions increment a counter variable when they are

executed. While the former three increment the counter by one, the latter incre-

ments the counter by three for every symbol inserted. So we assume that writing a

symbol of an average length is three times the effort of pressing a single key. (While

this ratio seemed particularly meaningful to us, we also computed the final numbers

with a ratio of two and four. The alternative outcomes, however, show a similar

result. In particular, a statistical analysis using ANOVA also reveals a significant

interaction effect.)
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4 Results and Discussion

Figure 12 shows the result scores for each participant and task, the accumulated

points for the identified increment. Note that while we recruited 24 participants, we

only present and further analyze the scores of 22 participants. One of the two

participants had to be dropped because after the session we surprisingly found out

that he had already been familiar with the MarbleMania game. He had used the

source code of this game for his own research. The other result was dropped

because the participant delivered a version for task 2 that did not function properly.

Further analysis revealed that this problem could not be easily fixed and that the

code already stopped working with a change made after half an hour of work. So we

decided to drop this data set.

A 2� 2 mixed factorial ANOVA was conducted with the task (LaserGame,

MarbleMania) as within-groups variable and recovery support (with and without

CoExist as additional support) as between-groups variable. Both the Shaphiro-Wilk

normality test and Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance were not significant

( p> 0.05), complying with the assumption of the ANOVA test.

The bar plot in Fig. 13 illustrate that the control group scored on average less for

the MarbleMania task than for the LaserGame task, while there is a slight increase

in the performance of the experimental group. This indicates that improving

MarbleMania was the more difficult task, and that the provision of CoExist helped

to compensate for the additional difficulty.

Statistical significance tests were conducted from the perspective of null hypoth-

esis significant testing with alpha¼ 0.05, and effect sizes were estimated using

partial eta-squared, ηp
2. The results show a significant interaction effect between the

CvEval >> #renameClass

self 
navigateTo: #class;
requestRefactoringDialog;
insertSymbols: 1;
checkSuggestionsAndAccept

CvEval >> #lgReplaceCollectionWithMatrix

self 
navigateTo: #formWidth... in: #Grid;
selectAndInsert: 5;
navigateTo: #at: in: #Grid;
selectAndInsert: 1;
navigateTo: #at:put in: #Grid;
selectAndInsert: 1

Fig. 11 The first example represents the list of interactions required for the generic RenameClass

refactoring, while the second represents an increment that is specific to the LaserGame
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Fig. 12 Final scores for

participants per task
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effects of task and recovery support on the amount of achievement, F(1, 20)¼ 5.49,

p¼ 0.03, ηp
2¼ 0.22.

Simple main effects analysis revealed that participants in the control condition

(with traditional tool support for both tasks) achieved significantly more for the

LaserGame task than for the MarbleMania task, F(1, 10)¼ 9.81, p¼ 0.01,

ηp
2¼ 0.5, but there were no significant differences for participants in the treatment

condition (with CoExist tools), F(1, 10)¼ 0.2, p¼ 0.66, ηp
2¼ 0.02.

We performed correlation analyses to illuminate whether the amount of pro-

gramming experience has an influence on the observed effects. However, there was

no correlation between achievements and years of professional education & expe-

rience (starting with college education), Pearson’s r(20)¼ 0.1, p¼ 0.66. Further-

more, there was no correlation between gains in achievements (difference between

points for MarbleMania and points for LaserGame) and years of professional

education & experience, Pearson’s r(20)¼ 0.05, p¼ 0.83.

The results suggest that the provision of additional recovery support such as

CoExist has a positive effect on programming performance in explorative tasks.

5 Limitations

5.1 Order Effects/Counterbalancing

A possible objection to our study design is the lack of counterbalancing the

treatment order, as there might be fatigue or learning effects. However, we think

that there are complex dependencies between the order of the treatment and the

dependent variable. If some participants had received the introduction and the

tutorial to CoExist for task 1, which necessarily includes a description of its

potential benefits, this would have likely changed how they approach the second

task. In particular, they would have been more risk-taking than usual when not

having such additional recovery support. So in order to reduce effects of fatigue, we

split the study over 2 days. Also, the two tasks were significantly different,

rendering each of them interesting and challenging in its own way.

5.2 Construct Validity

Care must be taken not to generalize from our treatment and measure. While we

were motivated in this work by discussing recovery support in general, we com-

pared only two levels in our study. Because of this, our results provide only little

support that more recovery support is generally better with respect to all these other

levels. Additional studies are required to better examine and support the general

construct.
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Also, the control and experimental group did not only differ in the fact, that one

group could rely on CoExist in addition to standard tools for task 2. The members of

the experimental group also ran through a tutorial that explains and motivates the

CoExist tools. The tutorial or the fact of using a new tool might have contributed to

the observed effect.

In addition, there are various social threats to construct validity such as hypoth-

esis guessing or evaluation apprehension that need to be taken into account

(Shadish et al. 2002).

5.3 Reliability

We acknowledge the need for further reliability analyses on our measure. Addi-

tional studies are required to validate that our construct (the amount of required

interactions to reproduce the achieved independent increments) is actually a mea-

sure for the amount of work that got done.

We also acknowledge the need for replicating both the coding of change

histories, which is the identification of the independent increments, and determining

the IDE interactions required for reproduction. Both steps were conducted by only

one person, the first author of this article. As the analysis required approximately

2–3 full working weeks, we did not succeed in convincing another researcher to

repeat the analysis.

5.4 Internal Validity

While we can observe a correlation between the treatment and the outcome, there

might be factors other than the treatment causing or contributing to this effect. As

we used a repeated measurement setup, we ruled out single group threats, but need

to consider multiple group threats and social threats.

To the best of our knowledge, participants of the control and experimental group

are comparable in so far as they experienced the time between both tasks similarly

(selection-history threat), that they matured similarly (selection-maturation threat),

and learned similarly from Task 1 (selection-testing threat).

However, there is a selection-mortality threat to the validity of our study,

because we needed to drop the results of two participants who were both in the

control group. But, on the other hand, we had no need to drop any results from the

experimental group.

We also need to consider the selection-regression threat, because the average

score of both groups is different. So it might be that one of the two groups scored

particularly low or high, so that they can only get better or worse respectively.

However, the lines in the interaction plot cross. This is an indicator that, besides

other possible factors, the treatment is responsible for the observed differences in
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task 2. The results of the experimental group got better on average, while the results

of the control group got worse on average. So, even if one group had a particularly

high performance on task 1, the observed differences can hardly just be an artifact

of selection-regression.

We dealt with social threats to internal validity, such as compensatory rivalry or

resentful demoralization, by blinding participants to the treatment as much as

possible.

5.5 External Validity

As we only recruited students for the study, the results are not necessarily repre-

sentative for the entire population of programmers. However, we conducted corre-

lation analyses to better understand the effect of experience on task performance

and gained differences between tasks. The results show that there is no such

correlation in the data of our study.

Our study was artificial in the sense that programmers may rarely spend 2 h on

improving source code only. It might be more typical that refactoring activities go

hand in hand with other coding activities such as implementing new features or

fixing bugs.

Furthermore, one might argue that refactoring a previously unknown codebase is

also quite untypical. It might be more typical that programmers know a code base

and also know their problems that need to get fixed. However, our study design

focuses on objectively measuring and comparing programmers’ performance.

6 Related Work

We previously presented CoExist and introduced the notion of preserving imme-

diate access to intermediate development states (Steinert et al. 2012). Informal user

studies indicated that programmers can identify a previous version of interest

within a few seconds and that they appreciate the tools. Continuous versioning, as

the basis of CoExist, closes a gap between the undo/redo feature of editors, which

works on a more fine-grained level and handles files independently, and Version

Control Systems such as Git, which require manual and explicit control. CoExist

further builds on early work such as Orwell (Thomas and Johnson 1988) and more

recent work such as Delta Debugging (Zeller 1999), Continuous Testing (Saff and

Ernst 2003), Changeboxes (Denker et al. 2007), SpyWare (Robbes and Lanza

2007), Replay (Hattori et al. 2011), and Juxtapose (Hartmann et al. 2008).

Continuous testing has been evaluated in a controlled experiment on student

developers, showing that this approach helped participants to complete the assign-

ment correctly (Saff and Ernst 2004). CoExist improves on this approach by

recording the test results and linking them to the corresponding changes, which
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allows for analyzing test results only when it is convenient. An empirical evaluation

of Replay shows that a fine-grained version history and the possibility to replay

changes reduce the time required to complete software evolution analysis tasks

(Hattori et al. 2011). In particular, the possibility to replay changes can be consid-

ered a meaningful complement to our approach.

Delta Debugging automates the process of testing and refining hypotheses about

why a program fails by re-running an automated test and thereby narrowing down

the delta that makes the test fail or pass. The dimension on which to narrow down

the delta can be the input set provide to the program (Zeller 2002), but also a set of

changes between two versions (Zeller 1999). CoExist supports the Delta Debugging

approach along the change history well, because it preserves intermediate devel-

opment states and provides an API to run code on these versions. Also, CoExist

records tests results along the history.

Further discussions of related work concerning the technical concepts can be

found in our original presentation of the CoExist approach (Steinert et al. 2012).

7 Summary

We have presented an empirical evaluation of the benefits of CoExist over a

traditional tool setting on programming performance in explorative tasks. CoExist

represents additional recovery support that avoids the need for manually keeping

recovery costs low. CoExist continuously versions the source code under develop-

ment and provides immediate access to intermediate development states and infor-

mation thereof.

Twenty-two participants ran through a lab study. Using a repeated measurement

study, they were requested to improve the design of two games on two consecutive

days. The experimental group could additionally rely on CoExist for the second

task. Fine-grained change histories were recorded in the background, accumulating

approximately 88 h of recorded programming activities. We analyzed the change

histories to identify independent increments and determined the required effort for

reproducing them. This leads to scores that represent the amount of work achieved

within the given time frame. Running an ANOVA test shows a significant interac-

tion effect, F(1, 20)¼ 5.49, p¼ 0.03, ηp
2¼ 0.22, which suggests that additional

recovery support such as provided with CoExist positively affects the programming

performance in explorative tasks.
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DT@Scrum: Integrating Design Thinking

with Software Development Processes

Franziska Häger, Thomas Kowark, Jens Krüger, Christophe Vetterli,

Falk Übernickel, and Matthias Uflacker

Abstract Design Thinking has shown its potential for generating innovative, user-

centered concepts in various projects at d.schools, in innovation courses like

ME310, used by design consultancies like IDEO, and recently even in projects at

large companies. However, if Design Thinking activities are not properly integrated

with production processes, e.g. software development, handovers become neces-

sary and potentially prevent great ideas from becoming real products.

To reduce the perception of these handovers as acts of “throwing a wild idea

over the fence,” different integration approaches have been proposed. A seamless

integration of Design Thinking into the regular development processes of software

development companies, however, is still subject to research.

In this chapter, we present DT@Scrum, a process model that uses the Scrum

framework to integrate Design Thinking into software development. Three operation

modes, which differ in the ratio between software development and Design Thinking

activities, form the foundation of our approach. Development teams chose their

respective operation mode after each sprint based on how well the requirements of

the product are understood. We present initial applications of our approach in two

university courses, and preliminary results of an experiment that tests if and how

Design Thinking can benefit from Scrum’s planning techniques. The chapter con-

cludeswith an outline of future applications of our processmodel in industry scenarios

and experimental validations of further techniques that supplement DT@Scrum.
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1 Introduction

Design Thinking has shown its value as a viable approach for creating innovative,

user-centered ideas in projects at d.schools, in innovation courses like ME310, used

by Design consultancies like IDEO, and, ever increasingly, during internal projects

at major companies. Its core strength is the constant striving for user feedback on

prototypes in order to iteratively shape a final solution that provides the maximum

benefit for the end user. But good ideas are only half the battle. Turning those ideas

into products, may it be physical items, services, or software, requires further

efforts that should not be underestimated in their extent. So how do we “bring the

prey home” and avoid letting great ideas go to waste?

1.1 Integration Challenges

The key enabler for a transition from idea to product is an effective connection

between the idea generation process and product development. Ideally, the two are

seamlessly connected, since every piece of information that is lost during handovers

reduces the potential for success of the product realization project (Khan and

Kajko-Mattsson 2010).

Another factor is the transparency of Design Thinking activities. From a man-

agement point of view, it needs to be clear what is being done during Design

Thinking projects and how the output can be transformed into a product. From an

implementation point of view, developers need to be able to comprehend how ideas

have emerged through user research, ideation, prototyping, and testing of proto-

types (Katz and Allen 1982). Furthermore, communication between implementa-

tion and Design Thinking teams should start early during the projects in order to

allow for a realistic assessment of the feasibility of ideas.

The aforementioned challenges might be solved by putting strong regulations on

Design Thinking activities. Defining output formats, creating a reporting system for

the teams, or extensive planning of all activities throughout the project would come

to mind. However, if such bureaucracy hinders the success of relatively straight-

forward software implementation projects (Beck et al. 2001), what effects could it

have on innovation projects? These observations and various ongoing research

activities in this area (Vetterli et al. 2012; Lindberg et al. 2012; Hildenbrand and

Meyer 2012) show that a balance needs to be found between corporate requirements

and creative freedom.
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1.2 Outline

In this chapter, we present DT@Scrum, an approach that combines Design Think-

ing and Scrum in order to create an agile software development process that can

deliver the innovative customer-oriented products and services required by com-

petitive companies.

Scrum provides the overall framework for both development and Design Think-

ing activities. As presented in Fig. 1, the ratio between the two differs within the

three proposed operation modes (Design Thinking, Initial Development, and Fully
Integrated). The better the requirements of the product are understood, the more

activities are biased towards straightforward implementation tasks. The iterative

nature of Scrum allows readjusting the direction of the project and the resulting

operation mode in overseeable intervals. A detailed description of the process

model along with the included roles, activities, and techniques can be found in

Sect. 2.

One of the core techniques of our process model is the so-called Design

Planning. This technique adapts Scrum’s sprint planning sessions to Design Think-

ing activities, thereby, potentially allowing for increased structure and transparency

of Design Thinking activities. In Sect. 3, we present an experiment that evaluates

the effects of Design Planning on the design process and its outcome.

The chapter continues in Sect. 4 with experience reports from two applications

of the process model in two university courses. Section “Conclusion and Future

Work” summarizes and closes the chapter.

Fig. 1 Integration of Design Thinking into the development process during the different phases of

DT@Scrum
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2 DT@Scrum

In our white paper, “Jumpstarting Scrum with Design Thinking,” we introduced

DT@Scrum, a process framework that aims at seamlessly integrating Design

Thinking and Scrum (Vetterli et al. 2013). This section will give a brief introduction

to DT@Scrum and our main ideas.

As described in Sect. 1.2, Scrum provides the overall process framework for all

activities. This means that teams working with DT@Scrum will use sprints to

structure their activities not only during software development but also during

design activities, which are often new to team members. In order to let design

teams get a feeling for the duration and value of Design Thinking activities, and to

enable them to better structure their creative work, DT@Scrum introduces Design

Planning. Design Planning adopts planning methods already known from Scrum,

e.g. Swim Lane Sizing (Agilepirate 2011) or Planning Poker (Grenning 2002; Cohn

2005), to Design Thinking activities. It includes creating a backlog for design

activities, the planning of sprints upfront and an evaluation in a retrospective

meeting afterwards.

Additionally, DT@Scrum proposes three different operation modes or phases:

the Design Thinking Mode, the Initial Development Mode and the Fully Integrated
Mode. The main difference between the phases is the ratio of Design Thinking and

development activities. While the Design Thinking Mode emphasizes Design

Thinking and the Fully Integrated Mode focuses on software development, the

Initial Development Mode aims at balancing the two kinds of activities, thereby

allowing the team to gradually move from Design Thinking to software develop-

ment. With an increasing understanding of the problem and the requirements for a

solution, the team decreases Deign Thinking activities and increases software

development. The Design Thinking Mode explores the problem and the solution

space. When the team has formed a product vision that solves the problem, it can

start refining the concept in the Initial Development Mode by implementing UI

concepts, technology tests and first features. After the product vision has been

refined and tested with regards to feasibility, viability, and desirability, the team can

move forward to the Fully Integrated Mode in which the product vision is gradually
developed until the software system is fully implemented. Depending on the team’s

activities, different techniques and roles are needed in each operation mode.

2.1 Design Thinking Mode

The Design Thinking Mode depicted in Fig. 2 uses Design Thinking techniques to

explore the projects’ problem statement and the solution space. During this mode,

the project team will refine the problem and develop a product vision. The devel-

opment of low-resolution prototypes, a set of basic User Stories and a clear product

vision are the main outputs.
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2.1.1 Prerequisites

The following Prerequisites should be present before starting sprints in the Design
Thinking Mode:

• Company strategy and a problem statement

• Access to potential users and other stakeholders

• Design Thinking training for the team members

2.1.2 Activities

The activities during this mode follow a basic Design Thinking process, but use

Scrum as a process framework. The team starts with a general problem statement

and an initial Understand phase that helps in collecting information about the

project, its goals, constraints, and environment. During the following Observe
phase, the team gets acquainted with the problem domain, investigates existing

solutions, and interviews and observes users and stakeholders. All the information

gathered during the first two phases is synthesized into the team’s Point of View on

the problem. Based on this Point of View, the design team ideates aspects of a

possible solution. The generated ideas will then be prototyped in a rapid fashion that
focuses on transporting the main idea instead of creating beautiful artifacts. Each

prototype will undergo testing with target users. The information gained by testing
the ideas needs to be synthesized again. Depending on the outcome of this Synthesis
phase, the team will start a consecutive iteration in which it will move on with

further ideation to refine the idea or, go back to Understand and Observe phases to
answer open questions and investigate new aspects of the problem.

Fig. 2 Overview of the Design Thinking Mode
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In order to further structure this operation mode, the milestone concept that is

being applied in the global ME310 projects or Embedded Design Thinking (Vetterli

et al. 2012) can be adapted by the design team. The following Fig. 3 visualizes a

possible distribution of the Milestones to the Design Thinking Mode and the Initial
Development Mode.

2.1.3 Techniques

Design Thinking knows several techniques that help to understand the project

environment, the stakeholders, the users, and the design space: 360� research

makes it possible to quickly become well-versed on a topic, while user observations

and interviews enable the team to understand the user needs and pains. Extreme

users (d.school Stanford 2010) can help the design team to get a different perspec-

tive on the challenge. Stakeholder maps (Freeman 2010; Thinking.designisma-

kingsense) enable the team to grasp who is involved in the topic. When team

members work on different tasks or different activities, short Stand Up Meetings

(Yip 2011) help to keep everybody up to date. If it is necessary for other team

members to get a deeper understanding of what was achieved or to prepare a

synthesis after research interviews, observations, or user testing, storytelling (d.

school Stanford 2010) is a potential technique that can be used. Afterwards,

different synthesis techniques, like clustering or creating a Persona, a Point of

View Madlib, or a 2-by-2 Matrix, can help to discover or convey insights and

findings (d.school Stanford 2010). When the team has found its current point of

view on the challenge, brainstorming possible solutions generates ideas, which can

then be prototyped. During this phase, prototyping is used to understand the users

and the challenge, as well as to quickly validate ideas and possible solutions.

Fig. 3 Milestone concept during the Design Thinking and the initial Development Mode
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Therefore, rough prototypes that are fast and easy to build work best for this

purpose. These include cardboard or paper prototypes of, for example, hardware

components, sketches of user interfaces, or even role plays of a situation. Testing

the prototypes with actual users is essential to understand flaws of the current

solution and discover further user needs and pains. Testing can be done by observ-

ing users while they are trying everything out and then interviewing him afterwards.

2.1.4 Roles

The Design Thinking Team is responsible for planning and executing the Design

Thinking sprints. A design team will usually consist of three to six people from

different areas of expertise as needed for the software under development,

e.g. accounting, sales people, UI designers, developers and consultants.

The main task for the (Potential) User is to provide input on the topic and his

problems and to give feedback on ideas, prototypes, and the direction of the project.

Potential Users will be interviewed and observed by the design team. In the

beginning a broad range of users will be interviewed, but after the team reaches a

decision about a target user or user group, it tries to secure users of that target group

for constant testing and feedback cycles.

The Corporate Liaison/Project Sponsor has a strong interest in the project as he
represents the group that defined the initial challenge. He serves as a contact person

for the team. The responsibilities of this team member include providing interview

partners and introductory material for the challenge, facilitating communication

with other sections of the company to avoid duplication of efforts, enabling

synergetic effects between teams, and allowing reuse of existing software. Addi-

tionally, he provides feedback on ideas and prototypes in a way that is similar to the

users. In a corporate setting, this role can be taken over by a customer representative

and/or a manager.

In Design Thinking processes, teams are often supported by Design Thinking
Coaches. The responsibility of the coach is to introduce useful techniques, moder-

ate discussions, ensure that the team is focused on its task, and to moderate team

dynamic issues, such as conflicts or motivational issues. The Scrum Master in

Scrum projects makes sure that the Scrum team follows the process structure and

moderates discussion during planning and reflection meetings. In our merged

process these roles could be merged into one: the Process Master (PM). The person
in this role would be responsible for the team’s adherence to the overall process and

moderate team discussions.

2.1.5 Deliverables

This mode generates different low-resolution prototypes as well as one more

sophisticated solution prototype. The solution prototype together with insights

gathered throughout the Design Thinking Mode should generate a clear solution
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vision and elaborate why all the aspects of the prototype have been designed in a

specific form. Additionally, non-functional requirements for the development of the

product, and an initial set of high-level User Stories that describe the core func-

tionality of the intended system need to be created. Documentation of the learnings

and insights, which led to the functional prototype, should be created, to be able to

trace back decisions made within this mode.

2.2 Initial Development Mode

The Initial Development Mode shown in Fig. 4 focuses on further exploring the

product vision created during the previous operation mode. The main goal of the

team during this mode is to start implementing, testing, and refining different

aspects of the solution. A set of mid to high resolution prototypes, refined user

stories, and non-functional as well as technical requirements are the targeted out-

comes of this mode.

2.2.1 Prerequisites

In addition to the prerequisites described in Sect. 2.1.1, the following prerequisites

should be present before starting sprints in the Initial Development Mode:

• Clear product vision

• Initial set of high-level User Stories

• Functional prototype that resulted from the Design Thinking phase

• Pool of low resolution prototypes

• Initial list of non-functional requirements

2.2.2 Activities

The main activity of this mode is to refine the solution prototype and the product

vision. This is achieved by identifying features or design aspects of the solution

prototype that need further clarification and testing with regard to feasibility. These

can then be prototyped in the form of user experience (UX) prototypes, a proof-of-

concept feature implementation, an implementation that tests technical feasibility

or an implementation that explores possible technologies. All prototypes will be

developed within Scrum sprints. Prototypes that provide a user interface should be

tested with target users for maximum user satisfaction. The information gained

from prototyping and testing can then be used to further refine the implementation

in the next sprints and to refine the user stories and add additional non-functional

and technical requirements. In addition, the system architecture and the integration

concept should be prototyped.
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2.2.3 Techniques

Core techniques needed during the Initial Development Mode include low- and

mid-fidelity UX prototyping, user story mapping, and programming.

Simple sketches on paper provide a great low-fidelity UX prototyping tool to

create fast UI prototypes. They can be used to test different arrangements of the

content, the navigation between different pages or interaction concepts. Paper

prototypes can also be “interactive” during user testing if one person in the design

team manually changes the UI by drawing additional content or adding and moving

pieces of paper around.

Wire framing is a mid-fidelity UX-prototyping technique that uses simple

sketches like widgets and controls to build a user interface prototype. Various

tools like pidoco1 or gomockingbird2 exist, that provide the user with a variety of

building blocks to build screens or even clickable prototypes. In cases where a more

sophisticated or hi-fidelity UI prototype is required (e.g. to discuss progress with

management) tools like Keynotopia,3 which enable click-able Keynote/PowerPoint

UIs or fast HTML prototypes can be used.

User story mapping is a technique that helps teams to understand the function-

ality of the system under development, identify holes and omissions in a backlog,

and plan releases that deliver value to user and business. The User Story Map

(Patton 2009) arranges the main activities from left to right in an order that makes

Fig. 4 Overview of the initial Development Mode

1 https://pidoco.com/
2 https://gomockingbird.com/
3 http://keynotopia.com/
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sense, e.g. in a workflow. Task centric User Stories are also arranged from left to

right under the activity they belong to. Tasks that can occur in parallel will be

placed vertically under one another.

A daily clickthrough of the current prototypes ensures that everyone in the team

is up to date on the explored concepts and findings.

2.2.4 Roles

The Scrum Team is responsible for the planning and execution of the development

sprints. A Scrum team usually consist of eight to ten developers drawn from the

design team of the former mode and additional developers from areas of expertise

as needed for the software under development, e.g. back end developers, front end

developers, database experts, UI developers, etc.

The main task of (Potential) Users during this mode is to test the different

prototypes developed and give feedback.

The main task of the Corporate Liaison/Project Sponsor during this mode is to

give feedback on the developed prototypes and the general direction of the project.

Additional responsibilities are facilitating communication with other sections of the

company and advertise the project progress.

The Product Owner is the representative of the customer. He is responsible for

filling the backlog with user stories and for prioritizing them. In our combined

process model, the product owner can be one of the members of the design team

from the previous mode, e.g. a user researcher.

The Process Master has the same responsibilities as defined in Sect. 2.1.4.

2.2.5 Deliverables

The deliverables in this mode are mainly the created prototypes and the results from

testing them. These include end-user tested UX prototypes that led to further

functional and non-functional requirements, and back end spikes to show the

feasibility of required functionality and technical requirements. With the insights

gained from developing and testing the prototypes, the user stories can be further

refined and new user stories can be added. Finally, a clear specification of integra-

tion within the company context needs to be created. This includes identifying

interdependencies with other, already existing systems or potential for reuse of

existing software components in the final implementation.

2.3 Fully Integrated Mode

The Fully Integrated Mode illustrated in Fig. 5 mainly complies with a Scrum

development process, enabling the team to work towards a final product in
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incremental steps. In case of blockers in the development process, Design Thinking

tools will be initiated, hence the Design Thinking application is ad-hoc. A close

observation of the development process is needed to quickly react to blockers with

the adequate Design Thinking tool.

2.3.1 Prerequisites

In addition to the prerequisites described in Sect. 2.2.1, the following prerequisites

should be present before starting sprints in the Fully Integrated Mode:

• List of technical requirements

• Prioritized list of detailed user stories

• Set of Proof-of-concept implementations

• Set of UX Prototypes

2.3.2 Activities

The activities during this mode follow a basic software development approach

using Scrum as a process framework. The team or teams focus on development

of software increments as well as deployment and maintenance concepts. In case

features are not defined well enough or problems arise, the team can choose to

include short Design Thinking bursts in the activities to refine a feature idea or find

solutions to the problem. Thus, Design Thinking in this mode, compared to the

other two modes, does not focus on creating insights prior to the software

Fig. 5 Overview of the fully Integrated Mode
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development process. It is rather creates ad-hoc insights and different solutions to

overcome some impassable blockers.

2.3.3 Techniques

This mode is completely dedicated to turn the product vision into a fully function-

ing piece of software. Thus, the entire spectrum of software engineering techniques

can and should be used. For example, the practices proposed by Extreme Program-

ming (Beck 2000) are very well suited for Scrum projects. They include test-driven

development, continuous integration, and different review techniques to maintain

code quality, collective code ownership, and continuous customer testing.

2.3.4 Roles

The responsibilities of the Scrum Team during this mode are similar to the preced-

ing mode. They plan and execute the sprints implementing functional software

increments. If needed, additional Scrum teams can be added to allow for parallel

development.

The main task of (Potential) Users during this mode is to test the software

increments and give feedback.

The main task of the Corporate Liaison/Project Sponsor during this mode is to

give feedback on the developed software increments. Additionally, this team

member should still facilitate communication with other departments of the com-

pany and promote the project progress.

The Product Owner has similar responsibilities as described in Sect. 2.1.4.

During this mode the Process Master (PM) has the same responsibilities as

during the other modes. In this mode it is of special importance that the PM can

quickly react if blockers are stopping the development process and provide the team

with the right Design Thinking tools to help them.

2.3.5 Deliverables

The Fully Integrated Mode focuses on creating tested, working software. Hence, all
developments should be potentially shippable by the company. This means that the

software adheres to certain product standards and is deployable. The teams should

therefore also create, or at least keep in mind, a strategy of how their software can

be delivered to the end user. This is rather straightforward in the case of mobile

apps, but when developing on-premise software that integrates with existing land-

scapes the team needs to explicitly reserve time to create a deployment strategy.

Finally, developers should not only blindly implement the given stories but be

open-minded about potential improvements. Hence, they should also capture their
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own ideas or suggestions, and, if applicable, transform them into user stories for

upcoming sprints.

2.4 Large Scale Projects

Larger software projects, like the development of a complex ERP solution, require a

large number of developers possibly split into several development teams. Solu-

tions to solve this problem already exist, for example the Scrum of Scrums or Meta

Scrum. In this technique, the individual Daily Scrum of all Teams is followed by a

Daily Scrum of Scrums with an ambassador from each team, who will give a

progress report from his team and take back important information to his team

members. If necessary, this technique can be used on multiple levels. Ambler

(2009) or Larman and Vodde (2008, 2010) present examples and case studies on

how agile processes can be scaled for large project teams and explain appropriate

techniques. We believe that a similar scale up of design teams for the Design
Thinking and Initial Development Modes would not be helpful. Instead, we pro-

posed that a regular design team of four to eight people will work on the project

during the Design Thinking Mode. During the Initial Development Mode the team
can split into multiple mixed teams and work on different projects that follow a

product idea from theDesign Thinking Mode.As an alternative, the design team can

split into multiple sub teams and work on parts of the product vision created during

the Design Thinking Mode. The teams or sub teams will then evolve even more

fully into development teams, who will perform the sprints in the Fully Integrated
Mode. Figure 6 illustrates the flow of project teams during the modes.

2.4.1 Summary

In this section we presented DT@Scrum, our initial concept to seamlessly integrate

Design Thinking and Scrum. It comprises three operation modes, which provide a

different ratio of Design Thinking and software development activities. We

presented the general activities of each mode, supporting activities and the involved

roles. We want to invite researchers and practitioners to give us feedback on our

ideas and try out DT@Scrum. We would gladly support projects that want to try out

DT@Scrum, e.g. with training and coaching.

3 Design Planning

As described in Sect. 2, Design Planning is an important concept for the

DT@Scrum approach. We want to ensure that these techniques are adaptable to

Design Thinking and help to estimate workloads and durations in order to be able
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report them to the management but also help the teams to organize themselves. The

hypothesis underlying this concept is as follows:

Running design tasks in sprints, estimating and planning them accordingly, and
using a regular retrospective can help the team to better understand their process
and get a feeling for design tasks.

However, introducing a constraint like planning and following the plan could

negatively affect the outcome of the design process as it limits the team’s creative

freedom. Therefore we aim to answer the following research questions with the

help of a 3 h experiment:

• How does planning affect the team’s design process?

• How does planning affect the design team’s view of their process?

• How does planning affect the outcome of a design task?

Fig. 6 Team scale up during operation modes
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3.1 Experiment Setup

The experiment is comprised of two design challenges, each 1 h long, and a series

of questionnaires. In one challenge, the team can decide how to use the hour

themselves. In the other challenge, the team is required to use some time at the

beginning of the hour to collect all tasks they want to do, assess them, and plan the

course of the remaining time. The two design challenges are similar in terms of

complexity. One challenge asks the students to design the perfect transition from

work to free time for a specific user. The other challenge asks the team to design the

perfect start into the day for a specific user. The user is available throughout the

experiment for interviews and testing sessions. After each challenge the partici-

pants are asked to fill out questionnaires asking them to reflect on their process, rate

the innovation potential and desirability of the created solution, and rate the value

of planning tasks upfront. After the experiment the participants are asked to fill out

another questionnaire asking them to compare the two challenges and how they

would run a third similar challenge.

3.2 Preliminary Results

We initially ran the experiment with teams of former ME310 projects. In those

experiments, we first ran the challenge without asking for a plan. The teams did not

decide to plan anything upfront and ran into problems in the second half of the hour

realizing they did not have enough time. Most of the time was spent on interviewing

the user. This amounted to between 13 and 15 min. Prototyping was rather short and

very ad-hoc, it started after minute 51 and took about 3–4 min. Testing, accord-

ingly, started after minute 54 and took 3–5 min, basically the remaining time.

Interestingly, one team managed to do a 2 min iteration on their prototype and test it

again. In the questionnaires it shows that the teams experienced time pressure and

moments of chaos when it was unclear how to proceed. It was mentioned that

planning or better time management would make sense. However the teams felt

productive and were satisfied with the solution with regards to the available time.

In the first version of the second challenge we requested the teams spend 15 min

planning using swimlane sizing as a planning tool. In this test we also used “design

the perfect wallet for a specific user” as the design challenge. When setting this

challenge, we got the feedback that the wallet exercise was already done several

times by participants. It also asks for a specific product instead of addressing a

general user need. Thus, the team focused on improving the wallet itself rather than

creating the most desirable solution with regards to the user’s needs. Furthermore,

15 min of planning for a 45 min challenge was seen as much too long. The

introduction of a new tool was also perceived negatively as it takes several attempts

to fully comprehend a new tool.
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In the second version of the planned challenge, we simply asked the teams to

take some time in the beginning to plan the hour. This allows the team to choose

freely how much time to spend on planning and what techniques/tools they want to

use to plan. We also changed the challenge to “design the perfect transition from

work to free time for a specific user”, because it is closer to the unplanned challenge

and allows a product or a service as solution.

In these planned challenges, teams placed the greatest importance on

interviewing and prototyping by allotting the most time for these activities. They

used between 10 and 18 min for interviews and 6–12 min for prototyping. Testing

again took 3–4 min, which was the remaining time of the challenge. The team that

managed an iteration in the first run decided not to do one in the second run even

though there were still 2 min left. In the questionnaire it showed that the teams still

experienced time pressure, some of them even more than in the first challenge. This

is probably due to the fact that none of the teams used buffer times in their schedule,

and thus missed the chance of adopting the schedule while working. It also showed

that the process and the steps to take during the challenge were clearer. While

overall the teams found planning useful for longer challenges, they also felt that it

was too time consuming when 1 h was allotted. They found it good to decide on

tasks, but forgot to include buffers. The value of collecting tasks was rated an

average of 2 on a 1–5 scale (1¼ very good, 5¼ very bad). The value of estimating

and ordering the tasks was rated an average of 2.5 on a 1–5 scale (1¼ very good,

5¼ very bad).

Figures 7 and 8 show the timelines for the first and second run from two of the

participating teams. Comparing the course of the two challenges, we found that in

the first challenge tasks tend to get shorter towards the end of the challenge,

probably due to the fact that time was running out. On the second run, with

planning, the team chose which tasks needed the most time and the timeline reflects

these choices. Another interesting observation that can be seen in the timelines is

that the teams tended to do further interviews, ad-hoc during clustering or synthesis

during the unplanned challenge. This behavior was decreased in the planned

challenge. While the experiment setup allows and encourages the team to ask the

user further questions, we believe, that the decline in follow up questions can mean

one of two things. Either the teams are more focused on the task they are currently

working on or they stop challenging their thoughts and ideas in the planned

challenges. This fact should be further observed with other teams in order to

evaluate which of the possible explanations is correct.

Further comparing the outcome of both challenges we found that the prototypes

in the second challenge were more tangible and self-explanatory, probably due to

the longer time taken for prototyping. Figures 9 and 10 show the prototypes from

teams A and B for their first and second challenge.

Comparing the ratings for desirability and innovation potential of the solution,

teams rated the desirability of the solution higher in the second challenge. A rating

of the solutions through the users and our Design Thinking coaches also found the

solutions from the second challenge to be more desirable. The innovation potential

was rated the same for both challenges by nearly all participants.
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Comparing ratings for stress, teams found the first challenge to be less stressful.

From their explanations we could see that they felt time pressure mainly at the end,

when there was no time left for prototyping and testing. While in the second

challenge there was time pressure felt throughout as the team tried to keep the

schedule. The first challenge was rated to be more successful.

When asked how the participants would run a third similar challenge, all

participants wrote that collecting tasks and ordering them helps and, thus, would

be included. However, the addition of buffers to the general plan was requested to

allow for changes during the challenges.

To sum up our findings, planning created more time for prototyping, which again

led to more tangible and self-explanatory prototypes. Keeping the schedule was

experienced as stressful by the teams. In a third one hour challenge, teams would

Fig. 7 Comparison of timelines for both challenges—Team A

Fig. 8 Comparison of timelines for both challenges—Team B
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make a plan but use buffers. When rating the planned challenge, the teams men-

tioned that it provided a better overview about the required tasks and helped in

comprehending the process. Overall, the preliminary results are in favor of our

hypothesis.

3.3 Outlook

From the experience of our first experiments we decided to request buffers when

planning. We also decided to randomly switch planning between the first and the

second challenge in order to analyze how teams use the second challenge when

planning was introduced before beginning. With these changes we aim to conduct

Fig. 9 Prototypes of Team A. (a) Prototype from unplanned challenge, (b) prototype from planed

challenge

Fig. 10 Prototypes of Team B. (a) Prototype from unplanned challenge, (b) prototype from

planed challenge
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the experiment with further teams. In this way, we will have a broader range of

teams to analyze and verify the preliminary findings.

To further evaluate planning during design activities in general, we want to

observe and interview ME310 and d.school teams that use long and/or short term

planning tools (e.g. Kanban Board, day plans) and investigate their motivation and

strategies when planning. Further interviews, with d.school teams that do not use

planning, will help to reveal problems with existing techniques and obstacles for

planning activities in design teams.

Planning for challenges that only take an hour to complete, as done in our

experiments, has a bad ratio between planning and actually working. Planning

upfront, therefore, “steals” working time in such overseeable settings. On the

other hand, if planning is implemented for longer time frames it gets harder to

keep an overview of all the necessary steps, make detailed estimates, and foresee

problems and changes in the project. Therefore, Scrum suggests planning sprints of

2–4 weeks for software engineering activities. With longer running observation of

ME310 teams that use design planning, we want to determine the optimal sprint size

for Design Thinking activities. Additionally, these observations could reveal

insights on the usability of Design Planning over the course of a project. These

insights will then be validated with a quantitative questionnaire. To test Design

Planning in a setting with a useful planning to working ratio, we are also investi-

gating the possibilities of a longer running Design Planning experiment, e.g. 1 or

2 day, which would also allow us to introduce additional planning tools.

4 Application in Software Project Courses

In order to test our ideas and gain first-hand knowledge about using DT@Scrum, we

started testing it in project based software engineering courses. These courses

provide a low consequence environment in which we can easily observe and

interview the participants and adapt the process and the used techniques as needed.

Additionally, we can ask the participants to test various Design Thinking and

Scrum techniques, thus allowing us to identify those that are best suited for software

focused projects. In the following we introduce the two courses which we adapted

for that purpose, their general setup, the participants, as well as first observations.

4.1 Bachelor Projects

In order to acquire a Bachelor degree in IT Systems Engineering at the Hasso

Plattner Institute students need to take part in a bachelor project. The main goal of

the bachelor project is to prepare the participants for their work in the software

industry and allow them to apply the knowledge and skills learned during their

studies.
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Over the course of two semesters, teams of four to eight students will solve a real

life challenge provided by their project partner, the associated chair, or a company

requiring a software solution to their problem. The team will be supervised by a

professor and up to three research assistants. The project is composed of two parts,

the research phase and the implementation phase. During the first semester the

students will work on the project 2 days a week. As projects come from various

industries, e.g. healthcare, or automotive, this time is typically used to get to know

the industry partner and the challenge. The students learn about the problem

domain, learn specific skills needed for the project, and come up with requirements

for their software solution. During the second semester, the students work on their

projects 4 days a week. This semester is used for the actual implementation of the

software solution. During this phase, Scrum is a popular process framework as most

bachelor students at HPI already know it from former courses.

In 2013/2014 we are offering two bachelor projects at our chair. The first project

(BP1) focuses on managing the life cycle of data, a very technical problem, while

the second project (BP2) focuses on the development of tools in the area of

computer aided software engineering.

4.1.1 DT@Scrum in Bachelor Projects

As described, bachelor project teams often use Scrum as a process framework

during their projects. So far, requirements for the solution are mainly given by

the project supervisors or the industry partner, who serves as the product owner.

Because the first semester of a bachelor project already aims at understanding the

challenge, the environment of the challenge, and collecting requirements for the

software solution, this semester is ideal to integrate Design Thinking into the team’s

processes. Design Thinking is an optional course for bachelor students at HPI, so

we cannot assume that all students are familiar with the process and its ideas.

Therefore, we introduced an initial Design Thinking workshop 3–4 weeks into the

project, which also serves as a first synthesis point for the team.

Before the workshop, both teams focused on researching their topic by reading

papers and benchmarking existing solutions to their challenges. Additionally, the

team from BP2 was introduced to techniques for performing observations and

interviews. They conducted several interviews with software developers employed

at the project partner. After this initial research, we held a 1 day Design Thinking

workshop with each team, in which we briefly introduced Design Thinking and

DT@Scrum. The workshops aimed at bringing the team together, forming a joint

understanding of the problem, and building initial prototypes. We introduced

personas, brainstorming, UI paper prototyping, and storyboards during these work-

shops. The next steps for both teams will now be to start prototyping their initial

ideas and verifying them with their end users or project supervisors, and to start

ensuring the technical feasibility of features and the applicability of the chosen

technology with software prototypes. During these steps we will support the teams

as Design Thinking coaches and introduce them to further Design Thinking
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techniques suited for their project and progress, such as storytelling, different types

of prototypes, or user testing.

Nevertheless, as the projects are focused on producing a functional software

system, the Design Thinking Mode and the Initial Development Mode will take

place this first semester, while the second semester is reserved for the Fully
Integrated Mode—the actual development. The following Fig. 11 illustrates the

expected timeline for DT@Scrum in the bachelor projects.

4.1.2 Initial Observations

The Design Thinking workshops provide a good way for the teams to summarize

their learnings so far and start moving towards a solution. Brainstorming and

prototyping initial ideas help them to form a joint point of view on the project

and possible solutions. Participants experience the workshop as a good introduction

and a means to get to know each other better. Especially prototyping is experienced

as useful, because it helped participants to realize what they usually do not think

about/forget when working on software, and because it helps to come up with new

ideas along the way.

Beyond the initial workshops, rapid prototyping with paper prototypes or story-

boards remains an asset for the teams. It allows them to externalize their ideas,

discuss them with the project supervisors, and their external partners. They use an

accompanying wiki system to store pictures of all prototypes in order to increase

traceability of their ideas and permanently capture the feedback. Based on the

prototypes, technical challenges were identified (e.g., prediction of query runtimes

for large database systems) and captured as tasks within the ticket system. These

challenges are prototypically solved in the second project phase and then combined

to create the final prototype in the third phase.

Fig. 11 Timeline of the DT@Scrum during the bachelor projects
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4.2 Global Team-Based Product Innovation
and Engineering

The course “Global Team-based Product Innovation and Engineering” is a joint

course with international universities. It originates in a course called ME310

(Carleton and Leifer 2009), where mechanical engineering students collaborate

with students at international partner universities, like the Hasso Plattner Institute,

to work on innovation challenges posed by global corporations. Over time, the

partner universities have started to cooperate with each other, allowing them to

run more than one project in their course, thus creating a large and active network of

universities, professors, and research and teaching assistants interested in Design

Thinking and its application to various fields of studies, e.g. mechanical engineering,

industrial engineering, product design or business administration. Over the course of

9 months, a team of six to eight students from two universities, with three to four

students each, work together on the challenges presented by their industry partner.

As depicted in Fig. 12, the 9 months are split into three phases with different

goals. In the first phase the team concentrates on understanding the challenge,

exploring the problem domain, and researching existing solutions. During this

phase the team observes and interviews end users, benchmarks existing solution

and analog situations, and creates first low-fi prototypes. During the second phase,

the team starts investigating possible solutions with different prototypes. Finally in

the third phase the team works towards a final, sophisticated, product-like prototype

of their solution. An additional challenge for the teams is managing the dialog

between the globally distributed sub teams and their industry partner. All three

phases are structured by milestones in the form of weekly meetings and assign-

ments handed out roughly every 2–3 weeks, similar to the milestone concept

described in Sect. 2.1.2.

In 2013/2014 we are running the course at our chair with three projects of which

two have a challenge that involves software engineering. A total of 12 students on

the HPI side work on the projects and are supported by a team of 6 coaches.

4.2.1 DT@Scrum in ME310

As described before, the course setup follows the Design Thinking process, addi-

tionally structured by various prototype milestones. The milestones prescribe a

form of pulsing by requiring a prototype as deliverable every 2–3 weeks. Addi-

tionally the weekly meeting of all teams and coaches provides a sprint-like

timeframe that requires reporting of finished and ongoing activities. Reflection

sessions, one with the coaches and one team internally, allow the team to recapture

the week’s activities. However, planning tools and planning sessions are not

required so far. Additionally, the ME310 projects end with a product-like prototype

but miss actual productization.
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With the ongoing projects we implemented a 2-day Kick-Off workshop that

included short experience projects, like the Wallet Project (d.school Stanford), to

teach the concept of a Design Thinking project in 1 h. The second workshop day

was comprised of a 1-day design challenge to apply the concepts learned on the first

day. Throughout the projects we are planning to implement different workshops to

introduce or refresh Design Thinking techniques. We will also implement further

short experience projects, e.g. the Lego Exercise that teaches the concepts of Scrum

in a few hours (HPI 2011). Furthermore, we will introduce coaching sessions by

ME310 alumni to gain experiences with knowledge transfer between teams. By

applying these different coaching and teaching strategies, we hope to provide our

students with a positive learning experience and create valuable coaching guide-

lines and teaching techniques to enhance our process proposal.

We will also introduce Design Planning to the students of the current projects

and let them plan their prototype sprints, to gain experience with the technique over

a longer period of time.

4.2.2 Initial Observations

With a first software engineering focused ME310 project, which took place from

October 2012 until June 2013, we tried to test some of our DT@Scrum concepts.

Since ME310 is a course for mechanical engineering students, it focuses on

prototyping and creating physical products, where software artifacts are merely a

byproduct, a fact that frequently became a problem in the project. The prototypes of

ME310 build on each other and support the refinement and reuse of components.

For software prototypes this is harder to achieve. A modular approach to a software

system that is integrated later in the project requires decisions on system architec-

ture, interface concepts, technology to use, and so on. A sound decision on

fundamental concepts cannot be made early in the project as only vague knowledge

has been acquired. On the other hand, if teams start coding too late, the given

timeframe is not sufficient to implement the full functionality. Except for

Fig. 12 Timeline of the course global team-based product innovation and engineering
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wireframing and UI prototypes there seem to be few tools that allow fast and simple

software prototyping. Thus the teams frequently struggled to create the requested

prototypes and test them in time.

4.2.3 Outlook

Based on these observations we decided to refrain from implementing DT@Scrum

with software only projects in our ME310 course. Instead we aim to collect

experience with those aspects of DT@Scrum that make sense in the ME310 context

and evaluate possibilities for a software-based global Design Thinking course.

With the two ongoing projects that involve software engineering, we will further

observe how software engineering activities can be supported in an ME310-like

context, evaluating which prototypes make sense and how software prototyping can

be better supported. Additionally, we consider the possibility of launching follow-

up projects that aim to implement a software solution based on the outcome of the

ME310. This would allow us to gain experience with the Fully Integrated Mode and
test different handover and knowledge transfer concepts.

In the future, we strive to apply this knowledge by setting up a course resembling

ME310 with multiple teams that will use Design Thinking to tackle software

engineering challenges. Within such a course, henceforth called CS310, we

would be able to test DT@Scrum in a suitable context. We could compare different

tools and techniques, team setups and coaching strategies by comparing multiple

teams that, for example:

• Apply different tools and techniques to the same process steps,

• Experiment with the integration of Design Thinking and other software engi-

neering processes,

• Or test different team setups, e.g. using someone from the design team of the

Design Thinking Mode as a Product Owner in the following modes.

To allow us to test all three operation modes of DT@Scrum, we plan to setup

CS310 as follows. The CS310 design team normally starts off investigating the

design and solution space and forming a solution idea. When it comes to

implementing functional prototypes the team will be assisted by a team of addi-

tional student developers. After a final product prototype has been developed, the

additional developers will take over the project and further implement a product-

like version. In addition to ensuring the projects run through all desired modes, this

setup also ensures that team members will join and leave the project. This will give

us an opportunity to test concepts for transition workshops between modes. The

following Fig. 13 outlines the timeline for DT@Scrum in such a CS310 project. As

can be seen, we plan a setup of three transitional workshops. The Kick-Off

Workshop will inform all team members about the project and its goals. The Idea

Handover Workshop will help transfer knowledge from the first Design Thinking
Mode into the Initial Development Mode and bring new team members up to date.

Finally, the Product Backlog Creation Workshop will transfer the knowledge from
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leaving team members and from the Initial Development Mode to the Fully Inte-
grated Mode. It also ensures that all team members help to create the Product

Backlog necessary for the Scrum development sprint.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

DT@Scrum is an approach that integrates Design Thinking with Scrum in order to

provide a process that seamlessly connects the generation of innovative ideas and

their implementation. At the core of DT@Scrum are three operation modes. The

Design Thinking Mode allows the project team to transition from exploring the

problem and possible solutions. The chosen solution is refined and initial coding

efforts verify the technical feasibility within the Initial Development Mode. Finally,
in the Fully Integrated Mode the proposed solution is implemented as a product. To

achieve its goals, each mode prescribes activities, the roles involved in these

activities, and supporting techniques.

Another core element of DT@Scrum is Design Planning, the application of

planning and reflection techniques from Scrum to Design Thinking activities. With

this concept we hope to achieve a greater transparency of Design Thinking activ-

ities for management and team members. We will test the concept and evaluate its

effects on design teams and the outcome of design tasks with the help of Design

Planning experiments.

In order to gain experience with the implementation of DT@Scrum we partially

implemented it in bachelor projects and the ME310 courses at our chair. With the

experience and feedback gained in those courses, we plan to create a course that

adapts the concept of ME310 to a software engineering focused course, CS310. The

course will then serve as a testbed for DT@Scrum, helping us to validate our ideas

and improve DT@Scrum.

Apart from the future activities described in Sects. 3 and 4 we want to run

additional test projects with partner companies to further evaluate our process

model. Such on-site projects at one of our industry partners will help us to test

our process with teams in actual enterprise settings, allowing us to identify

Fig. 13 Timeline of the DT@Scrum during the CS310 projects
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enterprise specific challenges and opportunities for DT@Scrum. Therefore, we

would like to invite you to try out our approach and give us feedback. We would

gladly support your efforts by providing workshops, coaching, and teaching

materials.

Furthermore, we want to open a discussion with practitioners and researchers on

the concepts of DT@Scrum in general, their own ideas and experiences with

implementing Design Thinking in a software engineering context, and the possible

adoption to different company settings.
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